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PKEFACE

HiNDOSTAN is, teclinically, the Indus and Ganges basins

;

and it is with the music of that part of India that this book

primarily deals. It contains reference also to the system of

the Camatic, though that has been more fully treated of in

C. R. Day's Music of Southern India and the Deccan.

The study of Indian music is of interest to all who care for

song, and of special interest to those who have studied the

early stages of song in mediaeval Europe or ancient Greece.

For here is the living language of which in those we have

only dead examples. It is hardly possible in the case of

modern European Folk-song to study melody pure and simple,

for we have no large body of such song of which we can

certainly say that it was not influenced at all by the current

conception of harmony. But here is melody absolutely un-

touched by harmony, which has developed through many

centuries tendencies which have the force of laws ; and the

examination of these enables us to some extent to separate the

respective contributions of melody and harmony to the final

eifect in our own music. Those to whom this aspect of the

subject appeals are recommended after glancing at Chapters

I and II to look at Chapters VI, VII, VIII, and XII.

Others may be more interested in that technical side of the

art which tabulates the facts of song, and their taste has been

consulted in Chapters IV and V ; others, again, to whom the

main charm of the music lies in the memories of India which

it revives, may find more of what they would care to read in

the Introduction and the first three chapters.

In the hope of being useful to those who may wish to make

further investigation into the subject a large number of

technical terms has been admitted into the text. These have

almost always been translated where they occur, and thsy
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appear also in the Index. It would, however, take more than

one volume to do justice to all the details, and they have not

as a rule been elaborated except to illustrate some principle.

Two branches of the music have been left untouched—the

instruments and the notation. About the latter there is very

little to say except that it is a Tonic Sol-fa notation of which

the various local scripts and special signs are easily mastered.

The typical instruments have been admirably described and

illustrated by Day ; the more interesting part, the technique,

can, of course, be communicated only orally, with the instru-

ment in hand. But India is now, instrumentally, at the same

stage as mediaeval Europe, with a great variety of means of

supporting the voice but absolutely no sense of orchestration
;

and though a close study of its instruments would probably

reveal more than one ancestor of those which our orchestra

employs, it would hardly throw much light on any principle

of art, and has therefore been omitted. Exception has, how-

ever, been made in favour of the drum, the treatment of which

is possibly unique.

The India Society have done this book the honour of pur-

chasing copies for distribution to their members for the year

1913. If Indian readers should open it and should be sur-

prised to find the facts given differently from the way to which

they are accustomed, they are asked to remember that as there

is no one system which is applicable to the whole country, so

the circumstance that one set of facts is quoted rather than

another need not vitiate the argument ; and it is hoped that

they will look with a lenient eye upon many solecisms in

spelling which are due to sheer ignorance.

The author offers his sincere thanks to many who have

helped him in all sorts of ways to gather materials for this book.

It would be impossible to make a complete list of them, and he

hesitates to give an imperfect list. He hopes that the dozens

of English men and women who offered so much hospitality

and so many facilities in the winters of 1904 and 1910, the

ruling princes and their court officials who arranged oppor-

tunities, the private gentlemen who organized concerts and
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who were ready to discuss their music technically or generally,

the numerous musicians who answered with patience and

courtesy many questions or who played and sang for many
hours, down to his various 'bearers' who knew what he was

going to wear before he knew what he was going to do, who
caught his trains before he had decided by which one to go,

who produced food and transport under the most unlikely

and a smiling face under all circumstances, will believe that

he has not forgotten their kindness ; and that some of his

benefactors may even find in these pages enough to make them

think it was not wholly wasted.

It would be sanguine to hope that the book could be free

from errors both of fact and of proportion. To sift discrepant

statements and to get the main features into the proper per-

spective would have demanded a longer sojourn than twelve

months. If it is comparatively free from minor blemishes this

is due to the kindness of several who have read the proofs—to

Dr. Coomaraswamy for Chapters I and II, also for several

illustrations ; to Mr, Abdy "Williams for Chapter VIII ; to

Mr. Walter Ford and Mr. E. D. Kendall for some musical

illustrations and suggestions; to Dr. A. A. Macdonell, Dr.

L. D. Barnett, Mr. F. W. Thomas, Dr. Felber of Vienna, and

Dr. Simon of Munich for Chapter X; and to the readers of

the Clarendon Press for their very careful supervision of

the whole. Grateful acknowledgement is also made to Mr.

William Rothenstein for the loan of the copyright of his

portrait of Eabindranath Tagore (see p. 92). It was decided

to include this portrait before the poet's name was known to

Europe ; and now, although the need of making it known no

longer exists, the portrait is still retained as the frontispiece.

The appearance there of one who, more than any other, may
be said to personify Indian music in its broadest sense, may
serve to remind us of what is surely the truth, that music does

not reside in those designs and devices which can be imprisoned

in symbols and committed to paper, but that it comes and goes

only upon the lips or the fingers of men who are able to feel it

or to create it.
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2 INTRODUCTION

were under sentence of death ? A piece of scenery is truly enjoyed

only in proportion as a man knows what he is looking for and

realizes what he has found. It is a synthesis^ but it is analysable,

even if we do not consciously analyse. It is the same with music.

Another difficulty in hearing music consists not in the departure

from the old-established methods so much as in the substitution of

new and strange conventions and associations. Cosmopolitan as

the music of Europe is, we still feel the distinction of nationality.

In a song by a foreign composer, whether the words are translations

from his language or are originals in our own, we are conscious of

passages in the music itself which to us, do not seem, to be quite

the natural expression of the sentiment of the song. A German

hardly seems to get at the conciseness nor a Frenchman at the

dignity of what we feel. And it is a true instinct which leads

singers to employ the language of the foreign composer rather

than a translation, even when it is by Paul England at his best, or

than the original English, even when the words are by Scott or

Burns. Again, it is difficult for us to seize the point of thought

of a Moussorgsky or a Ravel, not merely because they are new, but

because they select and develop special aspects of our common

heritage of European music. We might summarize such distinc-

tions by saying that music which is to move the listener must be

for a German solid and profound, for a Frenchman pungent and

antithetical, for a Russian poignant and elemental, while we our-

selves find our account best perhaps in humour verging on irony.

At the same time the modifications of the general trend of European

musical thought, as it is taken up into this or that national mind

are slight, and the differences of idiom hardly more than dialectical

;

we are still travelling in the mother country, but, for the moment,-

in an unfamiliar part of it. But when we look beyond the ' intense

cultivation •* of Western democracies, away from the spirit of com-

petition, the method of science, and the claims of ' efficiency ', to the

calm of the East, where a man's life is his own or at most his

family's concern, rather than the State's, where there is time to

live it, where truth is found neither in analysis nor compromise,

and spiritual food is not contained in tabloids, we do not know
what to make of music which is dilatory without being sentimental

and utters j^assion without vehemence.

Another kind of music which has for us an unfamiliar convention
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is the polyphony of the Middle Ages. Here it is not the place but

the time that is unfamiliar; we have suddenly thought away four

centuries of our civilization. We step aside from the battle of the

styles to contemplate achieved beauty. We wonder where now
there are such workmen as those who built these melodies, what

their secret was, and what the life of which these were the expres-

sion. They move us like forlorn hopes and lost joys, like the places

we knew when we were children, like the land to which Blake

hurried home from Santa Cruz. They appeal by their freshness

and strangeness, but still more by an intimate familiarity. As
an Englishman who happened to see for the first time the slope of

a Sussex down would feel, apart from its intrinsic beauty, that it

was the most English thing that he ever saw, so from these, apart

from their intrinsic beauty of tone, the man of religion gets best

at that truth which is beyond all limit and condition. Here the

different convention helps rather than hinders him; just as his

deepest intimations of those thoughts which are beyond words are

conveyed to him more easily in Elizabethan language and in Hebrew
phraseology than in any other form. It is this strange familiarity,

which we are conscious of in Indian melody, that makes us sure

that ''though our language is different and our habits are dissimilar,

at the bottom our hearts are one ".

But more imagination is needed to place ourselves at the point

of view from which we may enjoy the method of early folk-song,

that is, of melody conceived apart from harmony; and it is very

diflBcult for those who have thought all melody with an under-

lying harmony, tacit or explicit, to accept it without harmony,

except after long practice. Consequently they are seldom asked so

to accept it ; except for specialists, no folk-song is published with-

out accompaniment. The problem is a difficult one, for if a

harmonized folk-song, like a restored cathedral, is a persistent lie,

yet a folk-song without harmony seems, at any rate for most of us,

to fall to pieces, like a picture without perspective. There is

another connexion between harmony and melody more intimate

still, whereby harmony is no longer a mere adornment to melody

which can be added or not, at will, but a vital factor influencing

the actual structure of the melody itself. We may harmonize, if we
please, ' Green Sleeves ' or ' Walsingham ' or the ' Agineourt Song '

without doing them much harm ; but if harmony, as we understand

B 2
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it, had been in the air these tunes could never have come to birth.

A tune is just a musical sentence, paragraph, or chapter. And
a sentence consists of important and unimportant words, and is

not a string" of dictionary words. In the same way a tune consists

of important and unimportant notes, and depends for its convincing-

ness upon a judicious management of these. But the principles

upon which this ' importance ' depends are different for melody and

for harmony.

The most obvious thing about harmony is that certain combina-

tions are more euphonious than others; the more euphonious are

dwelt upon, and the less euphonious skimmed lightly over. The

essence of harmony lies in 'substantive'' and 'passing' notes, and

its progress consists in a training of the ear by which more and

more ' passing ' notes become ' substantive '. The very various

' chords ' that arise in this process give a distinct colour, i. e. im-

portance, to the note to which for the moment they are applied.

On the other hand, the most obvious thing about melody, a

succession of single notes, is that the tune ' lies ' high or low, that

it has, as we say, a high tessitura or the reverse. This implies a

level on which as a whole the song rests, and in comparison with

which its salient passages are high or low. 'Laws' of melody

spring into existence as the distance between these two levels, and

the manner of passing from one to the other, come to be established

and, later, stereotyped—as, for instance, in the ' Final ' and ' Recit-

ing' notes of Ecclesiastical music. In the process the intervening

notes, and others beyond these two salient points, acquire varpng

'importance' subsidiary to that of the two principal notes; and

the whole of unharmonized song is laid out with reference to this

variety of importance.

But since harmony gives importance, at will, to this or that note

of the tune, the ' harmonic ' tune will in its turn tend to travel

along the most telling points of the harmony and to reinforce its

crises ; and the significance of such music will be the result of the

conflict between melodic idiosyncrasy and harmonic necessity. The

compromise between these two impulses will lead to closeness of

structure and make for unity, because each checks the tendency in

the other to free improvisation. 'Melodic' tune, on the other

hand, contains its law in itself, and it has merely to display that law,

not to conflict with some other. Provided the 'laws' of melody
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are not transgressed, one particular structure seems no more desir-

able than another ; and this leads easily to a variety and elaboration

of detail, which blunts the sharp outline of tune and throws the

weight rather upon definition of wood. The beauty of harmonic

music is that of tilth and culture; of melodic music, that of the

briony and the gossamer.

In Europe the conventions of folk-song do not land us in any

great difficulties. There is nothing in them which a good artist

who is content to eschew conceits and lay aside all preciosity

cannot as a matter of fact sing. There are few unsingable intervals

because, with the exception of a few people, like the Greeks and

Hungarians, the scales in use are the common property of the

whole continent. There are few melodic ornaments or eccentric

rhythms ; they do not thrive when voices are much used in concert.

But beyond Europe, at any rate in India, with which we are now

concerned, it is very different. An enormous amount of convention,

the growth of centuries, stands between us and the reproduction

and therefore the appreciation of their melodies, for we understand

little of any music we can take no part in. And yet no true

musician would turn his back on it if he were convinced that the

conventions were interesting in themselves ; still less if he felt that

there was real art behind the conventions.

Music in India, as elsewhere, is of varying excellence ; and it is as

rare perhaps to hear the best there as it is in Europe. If we look

away, however, from the less worthy kind, which is apt to deal in

cheap contrast and to indulge in personal display, to the noblest which

is to be found there, our chief difficulty is to feel the religious element

in it which an Indian feels. To hold any intelligible language

about the emotional content of music is difficult; it is still more

difficult when the content is that subject which ' every sensible man
keeps to himself '. The range and depth of religious feeling varies

in different countries, in one land it rides close, in another it sits

loosely, to ethics, and the manifestations of it look different as they

proceed from the intellectual or animal extremes of our nature

—from the Vedantists or the Tantriks, from the Fourth Gospel

or the Song of Solomon. Without questioning the spirituality

of the religion of Europe or India, we may call the former

practical and the latter contemplative; though it is difficult to

say even as much as that without seeming to assert that the
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converse is never true, which would be absurd. But Europe,

certainly England, thinks poorly of a religion that does not result

in a good life : while India fixes its attention on the quality of the

religion, the amount of realization and of vision it contains, and

leaves the good life to follow as a natural consequence. India is

still living the age of Faith. It is' no accident, therefore, that the

nearest analogue we can find to its music is that which culminated

in the work of the Cinquecentists. Why it is that the Gregorian

Tones portray a self-surrendering faith we can no more explain

than we can say why it is that we agree with Heine^s description

of Eiti feste Burg as the Marseillaise of the Reformation, or that

we recognize an undemonstrative pietism in Charles Wesley's tunes

and an undeniable suitability for their purpose in the hymns of the

Salvation Army ; but we easily feel that none of these can be

divorced from their age or occasion. And though we may be

unable to point to definite characteristics in Indian music which

are due to its impregnation with a most spiritual form of religion,

yet its extraordinary correspondence in detail both of time and tune

with the music of Ecclesiastical Europe justifies the view that

a peculiar outlook on the world, such for instance as the specifically

religious outlook, does bring as a result a peculiar form of music.

The best Indian feels towards his music, as perhaps the best of us

do towards ours, like the Devout Lover :

T\^ieresoe'er my fancy would begin

Still her perfection lets religion in.

I touch her, like my beads, with devout care,

And come unto my courtship as my prayer.

Of this song, given me by S. M. JMaitra, the tune is one

commonly sung by boatmen in Bengal ; the Bengali words are by

Indu Bhusan Ray, the translation by Maitra. The mad woman
wandering about hugging a bundle of rags she has collected, with

village urchins snatching at them, is a common sight; what is not

common is the poet's use of such an image to portray the soul's

close communion with God.

Thou art my tiny bundle of old torn rags, my dearest lord ; and I am
thine own little mad woman holding thee always on my heart.

When I am tired I lay myself down under the tree by the river-side, and

sleep in peace, resting my head on thy bosom.

In the streets men point the finger of scorn at me ; they laugh at me,

they throw dust on me.
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Some try to pluck thee from my heart, some tell me to cast thee away.

Ah ! but how could thy mad woman live without thee, my love !

Pressing thee to my breast I go on my way, and neither fear nor falter

;

this mad mind of mine cannot be touched by any troubled thoughts.

Long, long years have come and gone, but thou art still the one sweet

thing that never grows old. With what talisman boldest thou this mad,

mad soul of mine, my love !

My translator said " Men weep when they hear this song ".

Bhatial (Boatman's Song)

Andante. J = 72.

(Bengali Words)

Sran-taho-le no-di tir . . to-ru tal pai tor bu-ke

ma-tha re - kha . . ni-schin-ta ghu . . mai . . re . . Che-ra

There is, it is said, no statement which will apply to the whole

of India except the geographical one that it is east of Suez. But

three statements can be made about it which no one will be dis-

posed to deny—that it is old and large and hot. India has had

time to forget more melody than Europe has had time to learn.

The elements of tone and rhythm have been combined and recom-

bined, and have left the theory a tangled mass of forgotten systems

and the practice an ineradicable instinct. The veneration for the

past because of its remoteness, the mental attitude which looks

away from the categories of time and space and turns its attention

upon the essence of the thing itself, the faith which links the

present closely with the time when the gods walked the earth and

still points to the visible imprints of their feet—all these have

united to personify every element of their music, and piously to

1 The reason for this way of writing grace-notes is explained in Chapter VII.
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preserve names and attributes which have long lost their meaning

;

so that much of the theory is clear only to those who can read myth.

Nor on the practical side has extemporization, as it is there under-

stood, been learned in a day, nor even in the lifetime of any

individual; it is, just as much as their fluent public speaking, an

inherited instinct of the race. This is, of course, bound up with

another peculiarity, the disinclination to spoil a good memory by

reliance on the written word or note. The writer heard two girl

violinists at Tanjore play by heart in unison for five minutes, and

they never once betrayed by a wrong note or by false intonation the

fact that they were two and not one. But it is age-long practice

rather than memory which has placed at the command of the

best singers that inexhaustible wealth of variation with which they

make a melody their own, that gift of improvisation which takes on

an epic quality, as all crafts do that are handed down from father to

son. To walk on the Old Trunk Road is, it has been said, to step

into a chapter of Genesis ; and in the same way we catch, in these

immemorial cadences, the very spirit of the rhapsodists of Homer.

Their music is old, but with an age like the eternal youth of

Greece, not with a second childhood like the stereotyped formulas

of the Troubadours.

The size of a country is to be reckoned not in square miles but

by its travelling facilities or their absence. The Norwegian valleys

of Helgedal and Lejra Elv are ten mUes distant at their nearest

point ; but as far apart practically, and as different linguistically, as

Devon and York. Indian dialects have been variously computed at

141 and 183 ; it is probably within the mark to say that India

comprises 50 peoples, each ranging from thousands to millions, Avho

are mutually unintelligible. If it cannot at present be shown that

music and language follow geographically the same lines, it is patent

that in each the means of expression is based upon the same general

principles of phonetic decay, antithesis, exegesis, and so on, and that

both deepen in secluded communities and broaden upon the stream of

a universal currency. And the hundreds of names of Indian Bags,

and many more if we count all the variants which, coming from

different parts of the country, are included under the same name, are

there to show that ' mood ' behaves in all respects like dialect. This

isolation of the village or the tribe has been repeated in the isolation

of the court. The method of G walior has been firmly marked off from
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that of Lueknow or Indore^ and these from the methods of INIysore

and Tanjore and Trivandrum. Such places formed centres in

which local usages were summed up and tabulated ; and music that

was born in secluded valleys and in trackless deserts was there

nursed by royal patronage. If it is too soon to say that the

patronage is withdrawn^ there are signs that it is rapidly diminish-

ing ; and, as for the seclusion upon which this reflective music has

so largely thriven^ there can be little pride in his profession left to

a singer when gramophone records of his best songs can be bought

in any large town. In spite of all this it is difficult to believe that

Music will lose heart and depart from the earth, least of all from so

poetical a race. Alter erit turn Tlpliys, et altera quae vehat Argo

DelectOS J/eroas.

Lastly there is the climate, the effect of which is twofold. Since

life is lived under the simplest conditions and much in the open air,

day being turned into night and night into day, all times of the

twenty-four hours are available, to somebody, for making music.

And the character of the music is felt, far more than in Europe

where the conditions are more formal, to depend closely upon the

hour and season of its performance. It is difficult to gauge the

strength of this feeling, since those who believe that the beauty

of the music depends on its being heard at the appi'opriate time are

about equal in number to those who do not. The belief is strongest

where the music is purest, where it is performed for its own sake

rather than for display, and, like every other musical belief, is very

old. Another result of the climatic conditions is seen in the sim-

plicity of the instruments. The Vitia, the most elaborate and the

oldest, has not a tithe of the complication of the piano ; for the

tension of the strings being low, the framework can be simple,

and the fingers being on the string, all mechanism is dispensed

with. Nor are the gradations between the best and the worst

specimens so subtle as in the violin; for the tone is not exposed

so much to criticism on plucked as on bowed strings. Neither,

of course, is there any comparison in the cost ; ten povinds will buy

a good instrument for the player^s purpose, and the many tens more

that may be spent on it are lavished, though not wasted, upon its

ornamentation. Meanwhile, for simpler requirements, nature pro-

vides the bamboo, out of which an bourn's work will fashion a service-

able flute, and man provides the water-pot {cJiatti) over which
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a skin may be stretched to furnish a quite sufficient drum.^ It is

not the great heat that matters—the difference between midsummer

and midwinter is no greater than in Europe—but the all-pervading

damp of the rains after the searching heat of June. This swells

the wood and softens the glue and so breaks down the tone of

elaborately constructed instruments such as we employ.

We have spoken of some difficulties of understanding music

which are due to an unfamiliar convention of time or place, or to

the absence of a convention to which we are accustomed, or to the

presence of a content which appeals less forcibly to us; we have also

considered the effect on the particular music which is under dis-

cussion, of the conservatism, the broad expanse, and the chmate of

India. One more cause of the particular form which this music has

taken is to be found in the language of the country ; for speech is

logically, if not also historically, prior to song. Sanskrit, with an

infusion of Persian in the north, and in the south incorporating

relics of still older tongues, is the basis of all Indian languages.

Its 2)ure resonant vowels and clear-cut consonants present the least

possible obstacles to good vocalization. The fact that quantity

counts for more than accent in its pronunciation has made metre

rather than rhythm the decisive element of musical time. The com-

bination of resonant vowels and a metrical language has led to the

development of vocal rather than instrumental music. And since the

voice employs equable force of tone rather than violent dynamic

changes, its deficiency in this respect has been made good on the drum.

That is perhaps as far as the printed page can go in presenting

to the eye what can only be apprehended by the ear. To suggest

the effect of that which even musical notation only faintly shows,

we may borrow a device from the poets. When Homer wanted

his reader to feel that Helenas beauty was worth all the ten years'

agony of Troy, he made him listen to the old men on the walls

talking about her ways as she had moved amongst them in their

youth. In that spirit we may read the diary of Pierre Loti in

the fifth chapter of his VImh; and those who have never heard

what he speaks of may divine what he means, while those who

have heard it may take pleasure in his accuracy of observation and

truth of feeling.

1 llrdanga, the general word for drum, means 'clay-body'.
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" About four o^clock in the afternoon, when the midday heat has

passed, the musicians of the Maharajah^s orchestra, who have been

placed at my disposal for a few hours, enter with noiseless steps,

bow ceremoniously, and take their seats on the carpet which has

been spread for them in the verandah.

" In the clear-cut profile and dainty features you recog-nize at once

the artist. Gold tinselled turbans are on their heads, and diamonds

in their ears. A fold of silk, touched here and there with gold leaf

and disposed in the classic style, is thrown over the shoulder and

leaves free one side of the body and an arm covered with bangles.

From their light drapery steals a faint scent of rose-water.

" They have brought large instruments with brass strings
;
giant

mandolins and overgrown guitars with the scroll of the finger-

board ending in the head of some monster. These guitars differ con-

siderably from one another and are intended to produce very

different effects ; but they have all of them large sound-boards, and

occasionally, at the ends of the finger-board, hollow globes looking

like fruit on a branch. They are painted, gilded, inlaid with ivory

;

they are old, well seasoned, and valuable. The mere sight of these

queer shapes awakes in me a feeling of mystery—the mystery of

India. The musicians smile as they show me them. This one is

to be caressed by the finger, that to be stroked by the bow, a third

to be plucked with a mother of pearl plectrum, and there is one

which is to be played actually by rolling along the strings a little

oval piece of ebony. Refinements, these, such as our Western

musicians have never known. Then there are drums tuned to

different notes and child singers sumptuously dressed. A pro-

gramme specially printed for me is put into my hand containing

the melodious polysyllables of the performers' names.

" By five o'clock they are all there, a score of them, seated on

the carpet in the growing twilight while the punkah swings

languidly overhead. And now the monster at the end of each

guitar has reared its head and the concert is going to begin.

What devastating sounds will issue, doubtless, from instruments of

such a build, and what a din from the drums ! I wait, nerving

myself for much noise. Behind the players is an archway standing

out against a white porch through which a group of the Maharajah's

soldiers are seen standing in the rays of the setting sun, their tur-

bans glowing in the red light to a deeper red, while the musicians
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form a dim cluster in deep shadow. The sight of their serious faces,

and the fixed look with which they regard each other rather than

any actual sound, tells you that the concert has begun.

"A note is held on pianissimo, almost too high for the ear to

distinguish, like the opening phrase of Lohengrin, and then through

several and various developments passes into a rhythmic move-

ment without any increase in the body of sound. Astonishing it is,

this almost silent music issuing from such powerful strings ! It is

like the buzzing of a fly imprisoned in your hand, or the rustle of

a moth^s wing against a window-pane, or the death struggle of a

dragon-fly. One of the players holds in his mouth a little steel im-

plement, and by the vibration of his cheeks produces the sound of

a whispering fountain. Another, on one of the largest of the

guitars, coaxed by the hand as if the player were afraid of it, keeps

up on the same notes a prolonged Tuwhoo ! like the blurred note of

an owl, whilst a third instrument, muted, gives the sound of the surf

on a distant beach. Then there are taps on the edge of the drum-

head with the finger tips which your ear can hardly detect. Sud-

denly jerks and jolts, utterly unexpected, introduce a mad fit of two

seconds duration ; the strings vibrate at their full length, and these

same drums, struck differently, utter deep, dull sounds like the lum-

bering stampede of elephants over hollow ground, or the rumbling of

a subterranean torrent in some boiling chasm. Then in a moment all

grows quiet again, and relapses at last into the whisper with which

it began.

'^ Seated cross-legged on the ground a young Brahman with

wonderful eyes holds between his knees an object whose lack of

finish contrasts strangely with the refinement of the rest. It is

a rough earthenware jar containing pebbles, and its large opening

fits closely to the convex of his bared chest. The volume of tone

increases or diminishes according as he leaves the jar open or closes

it by pressing it to his body. His extraordinarily agile fingers draw

from it sounds now twittering, now booming, or again, when the

pebbles rattle inside, hard and dry like pattering hail.

'^ When the melody of one of these guitars makes itself felt above

this clamorous silence, it is with a sort of wail by which the sound

is dragged from one note to the next, an intense and passionate

moan of rising grief, and the sobbing melody instead of being

drowned is reinforced by the tumult of the unearthly drumming.
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All this brings the listener into closer touch with the poignancy of

human suffering than the supremest moments of Western music

ever do. . . . The melodies do not^ however, speak to us of sorrows

so remote or so unintelligible as those of a Mongol or a Chinaman.

If not at home in them, we seem at least to understand them.

They depict the pain of a highly wrought nature which, though it

has travelled down the centuries by another path, is yet not radically

different from our own. And the gipsies, though through the

medium of a less civilized music, have made us to some extent

familiar with these forlorn and feverish accents.

" The human voice had, I found, been kept for the end. One
after another tiny fragile-looking boys in rich attire, with eyes

almond-shaped and over-large, executed bravura passages with

bewildering rapidity. The voices they once had were now broken

—already dying, as it were. A man in a gold turban conducted

them, to the sound of a truly awe-inspiring prelude, by holding

them with his eyes, his head lowered like that of a snake fascinating

a bird ; and you knew that he was mesmerizing them and could, if

he pleased, force to breaking point the delicate structure of their

frail organs. The words they articulated to their minor cadences

were a prayer to appease an angered goddess.

" Last of all came the turn of the primo uomo, a handsome man
in the prime of life. He sings and acts for me the laments of

a young girl deserted by her lover. Seated like the rest on the

ground he is at first buried in thought ; his brow puckers ; his eye

darkens. Then his voice breaks out with the incisive wail of an

Eastern bagpipe. In his extreme high notes you are still aware, by
its harshness, that the voice is a man's ; but in the heart-broken tones

I hear—and it is a revelation to me—the very song of anguish

;

and his play of feature and the tense motions of his tapering

fingers accentuate the agony of his despair.

"^ These players and singers are the servants of the Maharajah.

They are to be heard every day within the guarded stillness of his

palace walls, while menials pass to and fro with a cat's footfall, or

stand with hands joined in supplication. How far other than ours

must be the thoughts of this Monarch's heart ; how different his

outlook upon the sorrow of life, and of love^ and of death ! But
music like this, uncommon in character and distinguished in per-

formance, reveals to me one little corner of his soul better than did
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our short and formal interview^ spoiled by its tiresome punctilio and

by the constraint of a language not my own/'

Not all Indian music is at this level ; and one who determines to

hear the real thing must be content to pass hours of boredom and

traverse tracts of philistinism, ignorance, and want of skill before

he has his reward—as, indeed, may be the case nearer home. But

when it comes there is no mistaking it. No doubt there is often

that added charm which we get, for instance, in reading poetry in

a foreign language, in which the unfamiliar words contain a poetry

of their own apart from the poetic use of them ; the very naivete

of the melody and the old-worldliness and other-worldliness of the

setting in which it is heard often compel our feeling for beauty

even in very humble specimens of the art. We lose^ perhaps, by not

understanding the words, but less than we might expect. All their

burden is the simplest desires and the simplest fears—the unwearied

iteration of Miserere Bornine, and the unwearying tale of human love.

Causes have been here assigned for this music being what it is

;

and it would seem that the music will not change until the causes

change. Of these the language and the climate are two constant

factors. It is shown in Chapter VIII that language, especially

verse, has had a determining effect upon the rhythm of the music
;

and the climate, besides affecting the question of instruments,

diminishes the enterprise which is necessary for concerted music.

So far, then, it may be predicted that the music will remain metrical

rather than rhythmical, vocal rather than instrumental, and in-

dividual rather than concerted. The other two factors were the

conservatism and the large area of the country. This large area

has already been somewhat contracted, and is likely to be still more

contracted in the future, by easier and cheaper means of communi-

cation ; the effect of this, musically, should be to reduce the variety

of Hag and Tdl, and to make the ^dialects' conform to some
common standard. The conservatism will, no doubt, die hard. It

seems to many as if all hope for music lay in recovering the tradi-

tions and the knowledge which made it so fine in the past. They
believe that art can only prosper under munificent patronage, and

that when that is removed art must die. In that they may be

right ; but when they go on to say, or to imply, that the materia

technica of the art, its precise formularies as they existed in those
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days, must be sought out and quickened into life, as the only means

of awakening" an interest which has fallen asleep, they are on more

debatable ground. Music cannot stand still. Its whole essence

consists in finding short cuts to old routes. In the process it does

many things that are afterwards seen to be regrettable ; they die

off, that is all, and the art lives on. The whole of our musical

history is full of instances of this. We can appreciate the pope's

prohibition of the sharp leading note or Mendelssohn's annoyance

at the methods of Berlioz by considering the sort of reception we
gave to Wagner's ' substantive * sevenths and chromatic harmony,

now become commonplaces, and are giving to French whole-tones

and to German pure dissonance. Life is too short to spend wholly

in living in the past, and human needs are too imperative to be

satisfied by proxy. It is inevitable that the multiple means of

expression which Indian music has at its command will be reduced

in number, that the fine edges of them will be worn down, and that

the real needs will be expressed more simply. For, after all, a man
sings because it is a splendid thing to do, and because he cannot

help it ; and when that is really the case he is not going to be

fettered by obsolescent rules.

The process of simplification has already begun. The Carnatic

system frankly ignores the niceties (examined in Chapter IV) of

intonation. In northern India a number of songs are described as

' in a mixed Bag ' or ' not in a Sag ' and yet are accepted and

enjoyed. The preponderance of common time {Adi, Tintdl) and of

I [Rupak) over all the other kinds put together can hardly have

been as great in the days when the system of thirty-five Tdls was

invented. The ' new style ' of drumming ignores the ' drum-words

'

and tends to simplify the elaboration of cross-rhythm.

It is all very sad ; but there can be only one remedy—to accept

the conditions and to make music first in spite of them, and after-

wards on the strength of them. Music which is not built upon the

immediate instincts and needs of the people is no music at all;

they must make the formal details of their music just as they

make their language—by actually singing and speaking. It is as

far from the truth to say that ' modes ' and ' times ' must remain

in their primitive condition as to say that poetry of the twentieth

century must be in Chaucer's English, or a Bengali love-song in

Vedic Sanskrit.
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But there are other conditions which need not be accepted. If

the rulers of native states realized what a death-blow they were

dealing" at their own art by supporting or even allowing- a brass

band, if the clerk in a government office understood the indignity

he was putting on a song by buying the gramophone which

grinds it out to him after his day^s labour, if the Mohammedan
'star' singer knew that the harmonium with which he accom-

panies himself was ruining his chief asset, his musical ear, and if

the girl who learns the pianoforte could see that all the progress

she made was as sure a step towards her own denationalization as

if she crossed the black water and never returned—they would

pause before they laid such sacrilegious hands on SaraswatT.

Excuses may be made for such practices, but there is one objection

fatal to them all ; the instruments are borrowed. We do not hear

much about Roman music because it was so easy for them to get

Greek slaves; and the importation of the gavotte and the minuet

killed the English morris-dancers. To dismiss from India these

foreign instruments would not be to check the natural, but to

prune away an unnatural growth.



CHAPTER I

A MUSICAL DIARY

The following pages give an account of musical experiences

during a tour through India extending over half a dozen months

of 1910-11. The route, determined by other than musical reasons,

lay through the Central Provinces, Madras, Bangalore, Mysore,

Trichur (exhibition), Travancore, Tanjore, Calcutta, Allahabad

(exhibition), Dehra Dun, Lahore, Jhelum, Bhavnagar, Poona. It

is hoped that the reader will excuse the use of the first personal

pronoun to distinguish a traveller's actual experience from infor-

mation otherwise obtained.

It must be understood that though many of these melodies were

in queer scales, no attempt has been made, beyond an occasional

superscript
jf, b, or Q,^ where the effect was characteristic, to

represent niceties of intonation. Where such signs are not ap-

pended it does not necessarily mean that the songs were in the

normal scale
; perhaps the singers were finding their voice and the

initial vagaries were not worth recording, or the tune only came

once or twice—though generally it came a great many times—or

perhaps I was not attending. It would have been good to have

been able to note the exact pitch in each case ; but the absence of

the proper means made this, except in a few instances, impossible.

A phonograph cannot be carried on the person or unlimbered and

brought into action in half a minute, like a camera ; there are also

conditions, such as distance of the sound, or movement of the

producer (e. g. in dancing) with attendant dust, which preclude its

employment altogether. Secondly, as it is impossible for the

European reader to reproduce the local colour which is imparted

by curiosities of grace-note or of intonation, it is unnecessary to

trouble him with them at this stage. And, lastly in attacking

^ They mean in each case an alteration of less than a semitone, and they are

in force, like ordinary accidentals, only till the end of the bar.

1435 C
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a new subject, as for Europeans, in spite of Captain Day^s excellent

book, this must be called, it is better to treat intonation by itself

(see Chapter IV). It is but little, in any case, of language, whether

spoken or chanted, that symbols can recreate for us ; and when, as

here, the choice lies between symbols which falsify but are under-

stood and symbols which tell the truth but are not readily intelligible,

there is no doubt which must be adopted to convey a first general

impression.

The very simple melodies here recorded may seem to some too

trivial to have been worth while. But if art is ' doing common

things in an uncommon way ', it seems clear that we must be

familiar with the common things before we can appreciate the

uncommon way of doing them. It is just for lack of this, of

familiarity with such simple things as nursery rhymes and games,

that we often fail to understand the poetry of a foreign country.

It does not, however, occur to us that the same is true of music,

because European music, which is all that most of us know, is

cosmopolitan, and to understand a foreign composer it is seldom

necessary to study the Folk-song of his country. He is using

a familiar language, but doing unfamiliar things with it. But

as soon as we leave Eui'ope the language of music is not familiar

to us, and our first object must be to learn it. We have to be

humble, and begin with a ' simple exercise ' book.

One caution with regard to these tunes. It would be a mistake

to play them on a keyed instrument : they should be played on the

violin, or sung, or whistled, or merely thought. Not only because

there is then a hope of their being rendered in natural intonation

and of getting the shai-p edges of the tones rounded by some sort

of portameJifo, but also because the temperament of a keyed instru-

ment, in Europe the piano, in India the harmonium, has a unique

power of making an unharmonized melody sound invincibly com-

monplace.

In all the melodies the tonic is C unless otherwise stated. It

may be asked what decided in each case which note was the tonic.

At the time of hearing the song there was seldom any doubt about

it, and the doubtful cases are those for which no special note of the

tonic was made at the time. What exactly decided the point at

the time is a little difficult to particularize : it was something

almost personal—just as when we read a book written by a man
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whom we actually know we get a better idea of his meaning- than

others would who do not know him. Tonality depends upon such

things as the particular turn of phrase, the repetitions, the accom-

panying words, and these may, of course, be reproduced on paper.

But it is, further, suggested in the extent to which particular notes

are made essential or accidental, the exact amount of strength given

to a leading note or to an appoggiatura, the emphasis in the accom-

panying percussion, minute retardations and anticipations, grace-

notes at particular places, even the mere expression of face and

hand—and most of these defy notation. The sum total of all these

guides us, without our quite knowing how, to the general plan of

the music, and thereby to its tonic. For a tonic is a tendency rather

than a fact. All we could say of our own music is that in propor-

tion as it exists for its own sake, and not for the sake of some other

thing—words, or situation, or programme—it has a tendency to

centre round some one note. Harmony can mark this note with

exceptional precision ; and we are apt therefore in looking for the

tonic in an unharmonized melody to supply those harmonies mentally,

and so to bring what we hope to find. In the Arab tunes, Nos.

52-4, for instance, it is impossible to say without having heard a

good deal of Arabian music what they would regard as the tonic.

Except in street cries and sailors' chanties—the former in order

to make the voice carry and to secure prompt recognition, the latter

to ensure precision of movement—we hardly know in Europe that

melodic impulse which finds vent in the occupation songs ^ of the

East. The contrast of the two worlds is epitomized for us even

before we actually land at Bombay. The A.B. seaman jolts out in

a gruff practical voice his

Lights are bright and all's well!

and the Lascar follows with a smooth, dreamy

Khub dekh-ta hai

(Good watch is kept)

It is an allegory. On the one hand, the essentials in the fewest

possible words, with stress and energy, in matter of fact tones ; on

' See Karl Biicher, Arbeit und Rhythmus, Teubner, Leipzig, 1909.

C 2
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the other, pitch substituted for stress, a generalization for a state-

ment o£ fact, and through it all a suggestion that Time has no

meanino" as opposed to Eternity, with the implication that we are

in Eternity all the time, though we are apt to forget it.

Neither street cries nor chanties are common in India in the

sense in which we understand them. The typical mode of selling

wares is not to take them to the customer, but to let him come to

them, sit down, and open an interminable bargain. A small amount

of coolie labour requires concerted action it is true, and that some-

times necessitates rhythmical motion : but the typical method of

work is individual—innumerable baskets, buckets, bamboo poles,

contribute their quota, but severally; many shoulders lift the

dhooly (palanquin) or many heads the grand piano, but the feet

break step ; many hundreds of hands man the ropes of the god's car,

but the effort, at the instigation of voice or even whip of perambu-

lating priests, is spasmodic.

At any rate, I heard very few songs intended as rhythmical

accompaniment to effort, and seem only to have recorded one. Six

men were on a roof lifting a block of building stone. The foreman

sang the solo.

Solo. Chorus.

Ex,

Arju - re ja-na-wa-ra j Arju - re ja-na-wa-ra ja'

The pull was on the last note of the chorus.

A common use of song is to give words of command to

domesticated animals. At a well at Poona the water was drawn by

a skin let down by two ropes. When the skin reached the water

one rope was slacked and the mouth of the skin opened. The cattle

marched slowly down an incline, pulling on the ropes, and, as soon

as the contents of the skin had been emptied into the trough which

carried the water out over a neighbouring field, backed again up

the incline a little slower still. "When the well-man started them

down he sang ^^ fffl 2

* The spelling is phonetic.
' When the superscript accidental is in brackets it means that the note was

sung sometimes one way, sometimes the other.
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and wheiij after a minute^s interval he backed them up again,

he sang Ex. g):3r-K-
5. ^4 ''

-im^
This process went on to my knowledge for three hours, and probably-

many more.

In the neighbourhood of Madras the wells are worked by the

picotta. A bamboo pole is balanced crosswise on another ; at one

end is a weight, at the other a bucket. A man stands at the

junction of the poles and throws his weight against the full bucket.

Here there is no rhythmic motion to emphasize, and there are no

animals to direct ; it is merely a question of half a dozen hours and

hundreds of bucketfuls. I was unable in a short stay to find a man
actually working and singing ; so one was persuaded to come to me
and sing, a very different thing. This was his melody. The C was

slightly sharp; the intervals C-B and B-A seemed to be about

equal.

Get up on the picotta, Pillaiyar^ made of cow dung, Pillaiyar made of mud.

I offer rice, cocoanut, cake, wheat, grain.

(counts buckets) . . 9, 10, 11 . .

Have I come here, maiden, only to sleep ?

The fields all wet are ready to receive seedlings.

Get bullocks ready to plough,

Reddish brown, with white horns,

The central bullock black, with white horns.

Harness four together,

Drive them over the wet fields
;

After the ground is prepared

The seedlings will grow on the bank of the lake.

(counts) . . 27, 28 . .

The river is dammed.
There are vegetables in the gardens

And mangoes on the trees ;

^ Pillaiyar = Ganesh, the belly god.
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I mix these with wheat and curd.

I have a long distance to go,

But I am happy with you here my dear.

Where is your husband ?

(counts) . . 63, 64 . .

He is not to be found here.

He married me and went on board ship.

If I am a chaste woman,

The ship will return with my husband.

(counts) . . 101, 102 . .

My beloved had sore eyes,

He was jealous and avaricious,

(counts) . . 116, 117, &c., &c.

Melodies like these are appropriate to particular occupations, and

new words are fitted to them from time to time. For the tradi-

tional occupations a new tune is seldom invented. The tune for

each occupation has a special name. In Behar, every mill-song is

ajdtsdr, every cowherd^s song a chdchar, and so on.^

But one comes across tunes in the making from beggars, fakirs,

reciters. Some boy acrobats at Bombay gradually formed their

petitions into

We have played and sung to you ; let our words be heard.

On tour with an Indian civilian we inspected a village school.

After the boys had gone through their gymnastics, the ' monkey-

leap ', the ^ crocodile crawl \ and the like, we received the pungent

and in my case vicarious tribute of marigold wreaths, and the school-

master recited a Sanskrit poem of his own composition in honour

of the presiding dignitary. Beginning with a mere rise and fall

of the voice it settled gradually into a set melody.

Tonic G. ?

Fakirs at the annual fair at Allahabad, the junction of the two

rivers, evolved:

1 See an article by G. A. Grierson in the /. iJ. A. S., vol. xviii, p. 210.
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d = 60. Solo.

Gan-ga Ja-mu-na ti - ra - the ka- ra - le Ram-ghata as-an-ati Ha-ri

Chorus.

Ra - ma mi - la Ram-ghata an -an Ha- ri Ra -ma mi -la.

To the Ganges and Jumna pilgrimage make ; at the Ramghat bathing the

name of the god Rama you have got (i.e. if you bathe you will get).

A beggar woman one hundred yards off had a variant of this

:

Ex..

10.^^^.f-^i^i^S-T-JlJ

A little further on some boy beg-gars sang

:

This turned out however to be, apparently, a rendering of a song

which was being sung at the time by a celebrated singer at the

exhibition, of which two versions were

:

(1) d=.66.

and further developments

:

(3) d- = 48.

so that it does not do to be too sure that every beggar is a composer

also.

^ The italicized a's are inorganic ; they are freely inserted for vocalization.
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Half a mile away two beggar girls were singing words of which

I only made out Sdnnd, at the beginning and end

:

J =100.

Ex.-
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^^=^S-^^

Chorus. B Q

The words of No. 19 were

:

DraupadI, wife of the Pandava king, disguised herself as a beggar to get

paddy seed for her race to plant in the "wilderness. She was afraid of her

enemies and cousins, the Kauravas. If she was caught her race would have

to spend another twelve jears in the wilderness. If gods fare so, what shall

we poor mortals do ?

The next day, after much searching" and delay, I found a woman

who was famous for her songs at rdffi-gr'mding. She sat with

a friend on the ground before a large mortar, and each stirred with

her pestle sometimes in time with the song, sometimes not.^

(Tamil.) Think of Eama. Do not waste time. It is short. Always sing

of Rama.

* See illustration, p. 62.
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About Krishna. He used to plague the girls. They complained to his

mother. His mother told him to be better behaved.

ex-tNJ-^
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Most of the phrases were repeated many times^ as many as ten;

a few only once or twice. The variations were introduced piece-

meal ; both sections were seldom varied at the same time, though

they are shown so here for brevity. The flattening of the D
appeared to take place only when there was no mordent, and not

always then. I don^t know how long she had been going on

;

what is given took about half an hour to sing.

This humble melody, improvised without shyness on the one hand

or any idea of showing off on the other, may serve as an introduction

to the tribal songs which follow. It shows the way in which they

were varied and expanded, or would have been if there had been

time; and the bare themes which are set down in the following

pages must be imagined as having been so treated. The rapid

succession of variations made it often difficult to note the tune at

all, especially as regards that very elusive point, rhythm. The

earlier melodies may, like eldest sons, be to some extent experi-

ments ; but nothing has been given that I did not satisfy myself

was substantially correct. The question of quarter-tones will be

dealt with later; any conclusions that may be drawn from these

examples as to the general structure of folk-melody will not be
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vitiated by assuming them all to have been as they are written, and

as in fact many of them appeared to be sung-, in the (untempered)

tones and semitones of the European just scale.

From Nagpur, where my tour began, I went to Warsa, a few

hours distant by train, where a party of Maria Gdtids were to march

in from Moholi, a couple of dozen miles away. Owing- to some

misunderstanding they failed to appear that day at all, and arrived

only at nine the next morning at the station, our train, the only one

in the day, being due at ten,-^ We found there a crowd of twenty-

two under Rainu Patel of Chingli (east of Moholi), a man of fifty,

with a striking face full of humour and character, the flat nose and

thick lips of the Gond, and a thick-set figure on bow legs. He
marshalled his pupils and divided them for singing into two parties

of ten and twelve. These songs, being the first of the kind I had

heard, could not be noted with any accuracy. The words of three

of them were

:

1. The bird is crying. Why is the bird crying ? It is crying with grief

for its mate. Nowhere can she find her mate. The friend is in grief for the

friend. She does not find the friend here. In this country he is not found.

She must go to the lower country and seek him. If she will go far then she

will find him.

2. Quickly, sister, make the pej (gruel).

For twenty or thirty years you have not asked me to make the pej : why
do you ask me now ? Where are you going ?

I am taking the black bullock to the bazar.

If you go I will go too.

No, you must not go. If you go they will say ' See, the brother and sister

go together'. It is like a man and wife going together, and that will be

a scandal. No, j'ou must not come.

3. The clouds look like rain. There are big drops falling. Rain has

fallen in the upper country ; the nalas are full. Everywhere there is rain.

Dhimdr (boatman), bring quickly your boat.

What pay will you give me ?

I will give you the bracelet on my arm.

I am not married ; what use is a bracelet to me ?

I have no money in my hand. I will go with (i. e. marry) you. Launch

your boat.

They next arranged themselves in a close packed circle for

^ I mention this not to reproach them or the Malguzar (village headman)
who organized the meeting and no doubt did his best, but to show by a typical

instance the sort of difficulties, over and above the mistakes one made oneself,

which have rendered these records necessarily imperfect.
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dancing, with Rainu sometimes in the middle, sometimes prowling

round outside and exhorting individuals. In the second dance they

linked hands behind each others backs; in the third they broke

from their circular into a serpentine movement, and looked like

a section of a giant centipede crawling about. Most of the dancing

consisted, here as elsewhere, merely in revolving slowly 'widdershins^

with a shuffling gait, bending their bodies towards the centre and

clapping their hands in rhythm. The interesting point in the

dancing was the treatment of the blank beat {kkdli). Thus, putting

R for right foot, L for left, F for forwards, and B for backwards,

the ordinary rhythms were danced thus :

Three time
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by the application of the rice. They brought no wind or strings

;

they would have played the bamboo flute, but ' would have had to

make one \ and there was no time.

They then formed in a large circle, each with his drum slung,

with two peacock feathers rising straight up from his pagri, and

a bunch that looked like grass with beans or pods at the end

hanging down behind. Between man and man was a distance of

two feet, which each kept accurate by touching his right-hand

neighbour during the silent beats of the rhythm, beating in fact

the silent beat on him. Rainu now danced amongst his men,

shouting directions every now and then. He was distinguished not

only by his absence of ornament, but by his abundant good humour

and zest. The dance began with a wild prolonged shriek ; this was

followed by a steady monotonous beat on the drums as they walked

round, apparently to settle themselves at their proper distances.

Next they adopted a stealthy crouching step, all eyeing the centre,

to a four-rhythm. The next dance, in three-rhythm, six beats,

with the fifth and later on the sixth also omitted, or rather supplied

only on a single drum, showed a limping gait. These were wedding

dances, and without singing : the only sound beyond the pattering

and shuffling of feet in the deep sand being an occasional whoop

after the manner of Scotch reels. Then there was a funeral dance :

nine men facing another row of nine and advancing as they

retreated, and vice versa, with linked arms. This should have been

at night ; and they protested that it was ' a foolish dance ' in the

garishness of day. They chanted, without drums.

At Raipur a Gond played the bamboo flute [bdnsn), an instrument

with the tone of the clarinet, and blown at the end but without reed :

it had six holes covered by the left finger tips and right knuckle

joints. A characteristic of these tunes was the very long crescendoed

tonic. Assuming the C to be in tune the higher notes were all

a little flat, the F most so, and the lower one a little sharp ; the C
itself sharpened a good deal under the overblowing of the crescendo.

Phonogram. Allegro.
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fe^tis^ ^ g =?=^ ^

A Kanwar also played the shigdra, a sort of attenuated kit. It liad

two strings which the player tuned to C and FJf, and then began

to play. I asked if they were right, and he altered them with a

smile to C and G and said they were right now. The G was used

as drone, so that tbe tune was below it ; each section closed on two

G''s. They had also a slow dance with bells fastened below the knee

like morris-dancers. (See illustration, preceding page.)

At Trichur (west coast) there was an exhibition of local indus-

tries, and tribal musicians had been brought in. The Malyas, from

the spurs of the neighbouring hills, sang

:

' A handsome girl makes her appearance with joy.'

and two of them alternately :

' A handsome maiden became a mother and had a son. She had a dream
'

—but it appeared to pass the wit of my interpreter to say what manner of

dream it was.

In this there was one short passage in fourths which however only

occurred once, and was gone before I could note it. It is impossible
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of course to get any particular passage repeated unless you know

and can ask for the words of it : they repeated the whole song by

request, but the passage did not recur.

In their dance the left foot, slightly advanced, came on the beat,

and the weight of the body, a little bowed, was placed on it. Then

the leg, and with a serpentine movement the whole body, straightened

again.

1

Towards the end there was more action ; the feet flung higher, the

right foot tiirned out, the body facing alternately right and left, and

so on. Then apas senl. The dancer could not get his accompaniment

(a single singer) to his satisfaction for a long time, and they

wrangled as to how the tune went. The Kadars who were to sing

next were sitting by; and one of these broke in with a wildly

different tune as a suggestion ; but the Mali/a was not in the least

put out, and got his way in the end, which was this.

sung alternately by himself and his accompanist.

It was now the Kadars^ turn. One played the kuzhal?' He had

great trouble in getting his reed to speak the tonic (C) properly,

and cut several before he was satisfied ; the Malya dancer did not

fail to note his distress. It is curious how hard it was to arrive at

the scale of this instrument. The player had no notion of playing

a single note by itself, he invariably played a grace with it, showing

how inseparable grace is from even the simplest phrase. It was

achieved at last by my holding down his fingers in succession. A
phrase which frequently occurred in his playing was

:

* See illustration, p. 30.

' Pronounce, kwral. Kurdl is the name in Tamil for the first note of the scale

(Sa).
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Two Kadars sang-

' A maiden chewed betel nut, and walked gaily round the streets of

Coimbatore.'

Kx.

:

37.

Maddale. J^_i_J^ I JT^^J^. r~s r-J

A wedding" song : the drum was the maddale of p. 42.

Next came the Boatmen of Ernakulam, called Velans?- First

a long song with six variations— ' seven ways ^ of singing, he called it,

I.

the first four minor, the last three major. No. VII got faster at

each repetition. The general sense was : Invocation to a deity to

inspire the singer ; description of a town ; of a palace j of a temple

;

* Vd- rhymes with ' pale '.

D
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in praise of the Rajah of Cochin (who had opened the exhibition);

rowing- in a boat. Fragments of other boatmen^s songs were

:

Ex.
39.

Ex,

40,:;^j. i j. ^jtz^si^
Two Pc'mans now appeared. This tribe formed in old days the

band of the Rajah^ but has sunk now into the position of an inferior

caste. They are recognized magicians. An astrologer settles what

is the form {mudi) of the demon, and the Pdnaus are called in to

exorcise it. They perform the exorcism {teydtlam) with drum and

pipe ; occasionally they wear masks. Their pollution distance, that,

namely, within which they may not approach a Brahman, is 36 feet.

The usual time of year for exorcism is July and August, when

demons are apt to be specially prevalent and malicious, when in

fact the rains have developed a certain amount of malaria.

A man and his wife sang alternately with a chahravddya ^ and

a triangle, which divided the eight quavers respectively as 3 + 2 + 3

and 2 + 2 + 4, thus

:

Ex. Drum. 4 1 • 1

41. Triangle. *
I f ""

Two other of their tunes are these

:

Two Panan men. (Phonogram.)

J
T
J

T n 1

Tiila. I

Chorus. Sohj.
-c^r^^

Ex.
42. § ^ Us^ ^^^^^m^ zatSE

Dr:-. KA.^U3^- A/Jv.c^^-^^pu:!4j

^^^^^^^
' ' Circular tambourine', 9 inches diameter, 2 inches deep ; the laces cross the

Lack, and are held in the left hand ; see illustration, p. 42.
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^

(Phonogram ends.)

Panan woman. (Plionogram.)

Ex.
43. H

D 2
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They are quite different from the neighbouring- tunes; both have

a large compass^ ten or eleven notes, and both oscillate from tonic

to dominant, each section closing on the tonic. The woman also

definitely closed her tune on the tonic, making a pause, which an

Indian seldom does ; and it is rare to find instances of such disjunct

motion as in bar 4, where the dominant chord is distinctly formed

twice. Lastly the arrangement of bars in Ex. 43 is elaborate—4 +
3 + 4 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3; and the quick tripleted rhythm unusual.

Next day I started for Paddikad, ten uncomfortable miles by

ehka. Malayans (different from Malyas) were to come in to the

Traveller's Bungalow and receive their annual present from the

Sirkar of cloth, rice, coco-nuts, coco-nut oil, cliilis, and tobacco.

They sang, with drum. First a boy of ten as solo with a chorus of

men and women

:

Ex.
44. ^^~>r'5-^

Ex.i> >,
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minor, there was little doubt by the time the tune was finished as to

which was intended. Most of the tunes quickened towards the end.

The performers clapped the time; but as they differed from one

another it was not easy, on one or two occasions, to make out

whether they were beating 2 + 2, 2 + 3, or 3 + 3. Probably Ex. 44
was intended for 2 + 3, but the drag of the chorus soon settled it

into a 3 + 3.

At Alleppey, further down the coast, there were Hindu boatmen

landing Arabs at the pier. The boatmen sang :

The Arabs

Tonic ?

Ex,

52.
•^E r^^^^r"^^^^^ ^.—b^

Tonic ?

Ex.
54.

Tonic ? Chorus. Solo. Chonis.

^^g^ '^mi»—m-im= "^ jl— --9—

o

quite a different scale. These were short phrases between the strokes.

From Quilon to Trivandrum is a series of lakes and canals formed

by the silting, in early times, of the alluvium of five rivers.

Alleppey is about half way ; and the method of cultivation there is

this. The fields, surrounded by low banks, are, during the rains,

inundated, and coated with fresh soil. The water is then pumped

out, and paddy sown. Practically a large part of the country is

most of the year under water of shallow depth, and locomotion is

almost entirely by boat. This lends itself to singing. I had two

opportunities. Once, in an open boat with four men. I was innocent

of their language and had no interpreter, so that I was unable to

tell what view they were taking of their passenger, who is usually

the topic of their song. I had merely armed myself with the

MalayCdam for ' sing ^ and ' repeat \
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Ex,

Ex,

56.

Ex,
b b b b b b

57. ^^=4-
L^ QjF~U* ' LJ—-U-^ u- i

&
Most of these began with a short colloquy in monotone between

a soloist and a chorus. The abrupt ending' of Ex. 58 was character-

58. ^^ ^

istic. Sometimes, not always, the chorus would come in with the

last phrase, snapped out with emphasis. In Ex. 59 the B and E

59. ^azjt *=^tf-^-r-p^^ ^-^=:^̂ =\f=f^T=^
=I=?

were distinctly flat, the D appreciably so. The whole gave the

impression of three approximately f tones, with tonic C. Other

tunes were

:

^^'W:^^
60.

V, J^J '^-
^^^ ^

The other opportunity was on a night journey by valam ^ from

Trivandrum to Quilon. A valam is a covered boat in which you

may balance yourself during the day on a semicircular roof and

watch a slowly moving panorama of palms, Chinese fishing nets,

wheel pumps, and naked children, and at night recline inside making

such account as you may with heat, smells, and mosquitos, or other

inmates. There were two boatmen, punting ; one in the bows with

a bass, the other in the stern with a tenor voice. Each kept his

own pitch accurately : their tonics were a fourth apart, though for

readiness of comparison all are given here with the same tonic.

' Pronounce, indium.
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Ex.MJU-^.JS2=j .̂

33:
63.!a=^

^^^^^^^^^^^5^^
-•^^§3 jtit :^z*r5K=jE=i: ^^ ^

Ex.
68.
©?!=^=*^
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Ex.
72.

Solo.

Chorus.

B3=^B S:it*i

Coda (in unison.)

When the sails are spread we jjray to Allah and Mahomet.

There is an interest attaching to this. In Bourg-ault Ducoudray's

2Ielodies cle Basse-Bretagne on p. 21 is a tune *Le Sabotier'.

Solo. Chorus. Solo. Chorus.

Ex.
73.

It seems possible that^ since French sailors are chiefly Bretons, these

boatmen may have heard this tune at the French port of Pondicherry

which is not far from Negapatam; if so, their treatment of it is

interesting ; they have smoothed out the articulations of its rhythm,

and bridged the leaps of the melody.

^^Ex.
74.

J
I
J J ^^E

Lifting by derrick.

Ex. (r,): ,t,.j" r̂"£F^
75.

Carrying passengers through the surf.

Ex.
76.

^"^^-tLF^^ ^ "^ ^ ' - =^=f3^^=^f^^^^
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Unloading cargo. The superfluous fiftli bar in No. 76 which dislocates the

rhythm was really there.

Ex.
77.
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1st version,
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instead of sixteen, gave a lift to the melody of Ex, 82. The two

versions of Ex. 83 were from different singers. They are probably

in seven-rhythm, but in the absence of any clear indication only

what appeared to be the time values of the notes has been given.

The Atj sounded more piquant than the Ab; as the flattening is

obviously only a case of Mnsica jicia it does not appear in the

signature.

Two Tulaiyar women, shy and tearful, sang

b b

The second woman began invariably by skipping a beat. This was

the only song they knew. It was what they sang when they were

tilling paddy, to this effect :
—

' "We were once slaves. There was

a fire on the estate and the landlord stopped it with a spear. The

fire got into the fort, and the landlord's men stopped it with their
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pistols and shields. His women came out and stopped it with their

broomsticks/

Next two Sudras ^ from the Maharajah's brass band sang

' in the Pulaiyar style ', whatever that may have meant (the scale

is tonal). They spoke English, and one of them gave me some

information about ' two-four and six-eight ' time. They also sang

some Sopdnam songs, i. e. those sung on the steps of the temple :

Voice.

Talam.

zr '\r
—

:rr-t-^r—rr-rV-^r^

The uchkku is a small drum, shaped like an hour-glass, held in the

right hand so that the squeeze of the fingers tightens the braces

and sharpens the tone within the limits of about a sixth. A pea
at the end of a string swings from the middle and strikes either

drum-head. The tfdaui, lit. time-instrument, was a pair of shallow

cups of bell metal, about three inches in diameter. This sonc
bears marks of genuineness, and the three rhythms and the sug-

gestion of harmony are interesting; but the other is not very
distantly related, except perhaps for its seven-bar rhythm, to the

strains of the Salvation Army, which I heard that evening outside

in the lazar.

A regular Sopdnam singer also came. He sang in some of the
five Rdgams peculiar to Travaneore :

1 The fourth of the foiir castes of India—Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas,
Sudras.
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Padi.
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Puranlva.

Indisha. Indulam.

Kanakurinchi.
p b ^

As far as the mere notes g-o, there is nothing in these that might

not be heard elsewhere in the peninsula, except that, whether

intentionally or not, he sang the F, G, and upper C (especially the

F) decidedly flat. The ^predominant^ notes (see Chap, IV) are

distinguished by semibreves. The two commonest were said to

be Indisha and Padi. This group of modes special to one place is

interesting as proving, what the names of many Bags also bear

witness of, the strictly local origin of all Rag, just as the harmonic

minor is very common in Swedish songs, the Lydian in Icelandic,

and the Aeolian and Mixolydian in Irish songs.

The most primitive tribe I came across were the Kduikas. A
company of fifteen or so had marched in over night from two

villages twenty miles away in the Ghats. Small, wiry, pictures

of men. They had had no food since the previous morning, as the

shops were all closed when they arrived late at night. They brought

with them bows and arrows and kokkaras. This is a flat piece of

metal, eight inches by six, with serrated edges, rolled into a cylinder

with the edges turned up. Along these a tenpenny nail is rubbed

furiously. I offered one of them four annas if he woidd hit a tree

twenty-five yards off; he missed it by a yard. Apparently they

shoot hares, not at such distances, but by lying in wait near the

harems form. They told me, ' we live among tigers and elephants.

We are not afraid. We say " shoo " to a tiger, and he goes away.

We speak the truth, there is no need to tell a lie.' They are loyal

subjects of the Maharajah. They addi'ess him as ' thou \ and would

do anything for him. They live clean lives and treat their women

well : there was not a degraded face amongst them.

After they had been fed they gave their performance. Seven of

them took part^ each provided with a kokkara. On this the tunes
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were accompanied in trochees. The headman of the village picked

up his kokkara, bowed his head over it, and murmured a prayer.

Another, likewise, and another followed, scraping them up and

down with growing excitement. The leader recited a list of twenty

or thirty divinities_,^ in no particular order, repeating some more

than others. After five minutes or so one of the men began to tremble

violently, and holding his kokkara with both hands straight out in

front of him tapped it rhythmically on the ground. The leader

was the next to tremble, and his access was more violent. He
flung himself about, his pagrl fell off and his hair fell down. A
third leapt, when the fit was on him, from his sitting posture about

three feet into the air, and dropped again into his original cross-

legged position. The whole service was interspersed with shouts

and yells from individual performers. When it was over the

mantizomeiioi bent forward sobbing vehemently, and took a minute

to recover. One felt ashamed to have been merely an interested

spectator amongst so much sincerity.

At Tanjore I heard some ' bandy '
^ men. They sing at night,

as they drive along, to let the dacoits, of which there are plenty

there, know that they are awake (and in a position therefore to

return blow for blow). One of them had been beaten, and showed

a mark on his forehead in proof of it : the other said he had been

stoned. The feature of their tunes (Exs. 90, 91) was the long note

Ex.:

90.

w ^^^^• m— I* P -m m'- —^ m ^ \ y ^—

^

Ex.
91.

]\ r ^—r \-p-
V J J —I—^^ •^^^- i^

^^ -•—*—•- ^ 3
of indefinite length ; the words were not given, as unfit for pub-

lication. In the temple at Madura I heard the ndgasdram (N.

^ Some of the names were Rama, Hari, Harichandra, Shiva ; and local

deities, Sasthan, Amman, Amcala. * Covered cart.
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India shaJmai), a kind of oboe with a very loud tone; it was

unbearable close, but sounded majestic and rather awe-inspiring

at a little distance in the long galleries, as it did blown on the

breezes from the top of the Trichinopoly rock. The illustration is

of two players at Tanjore; they took it in turns to play chanter

and drone. When the second was asked to surcease from droning,

the first said he felt ' like a ship without a rudder '.

At Calcutta I heard a IMaratha gipsy, from the Circus. He

belonged to Tasgaon in the Kolhapur district. These gipsies are

the bards of the Maratha empire, now thrown out of employ.

This man was an acrobat. He sang two Povd(]as :

Fovada (chivalric song of 1795).

(In tempo and style of Bonnie Dundee.)

JSx.

By his fate the Kl-zam of Hy-der-a-bad Be-thoughtbim to march a-gainst

Pooa - a. His wives' and his cour-ti-ers' fa - ces were glad, They said,' You will con-quer it

w

soon'- a Sohesum-moned his gen-er-als all . . And his tall cam-el-mes-sen-gei-s

count-ed, His gen-er-alscame at his call . . And his cam-els were ve-ry well

soon - er, With our guns, men, and hors-es and gold We shall march and cap-ture

Poon-a.' W'ith his guns and his gold his liors - es and men did their du-ty.

i * *—^—ri=i

The ti - ger - Ma - ra • tha can kill at a blow. And man and horse lay

rnll - en •• tan • do.



PLATE 3

Kashmiri bin-player.

(Taken by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy).

i

4 * " ' -^ ^.

Niigasaram-pl ayers, Tanj ore.

P. 46
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Tonic E|7.

-K^—-^- ^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ ^ ^, _ ^ I r r r^ r~i--Tirr~^

Tonic C.

Concerning the expedition of Pendreh, military officer of Kolhapur, who
marched against Pasgaon and was defeated by a Brahman, Patwardhan.

This should be compared with Ex. 99. The change of key is

most unusual, and does not appear to be recognized at all in the

art-music. It is possible to suppose the tonic is the same through-

out—Eb in Ex, 93 and C in Ex. 99. But against this is the very-

definite close in C of Ex. 93, and the exact correspondence of the

two sections of Ex. 99. They must stand, therefore, as rare

instances of a change of tonic ; ia which case the mode also changes

in Ex. 93 from Doric to Lydic,^ but remains the same in Ex. 99,

1 The terminations -ic and -ian are used here to denote the Greek and
Ecclesiastical modes respectively. Appended is a list of them with their

Carnatic and Hindostani equivalents.

As on
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I got the singer to clap his hands—a thing it was generally im-

possible to persuade him to do, though he would sometimes do it o£

his own accord—so that there was no doubt about the changes of

rhythm in both these songs.

On these seven dozen melodies some generalizations are

possible.

1. The further we get from civilization the more limited the

compass. In cities, seaports, and the like, the compass is anything

up to, or even beyond, the octave. Among the Gonds and the

west coast tribes it is not more than four or five notes ; among

the Malayans and the Ti'avancore boatmen, and the Todas,^

not more than three or four ; among the remote Kdnikas only

two or three. ^

2. The tonic is sometimes locally as well as logically central,

i. e. the tune ' takes off ' from some note below the tonic, and

ranges thi-ough some two or three notes above it. Cf. Exs. 29,

4'4, 45, 47, 62, 66, &c.

3. But a larger number have the lowest note for tonic. Cf.

Exs. 27, 31, 33, 36, 38, 80, &c.

4. There is a tendency for the melody to begin in the upper part

of the voice, reaching it perhaps by a leap, and to settle down

upon a tonic. Cf. Exs. 27, 28, 36, 38, 63.

5. A small number of the tunes employ conjunct motion ex-

clusively. Cf. Exs. 17, 37, 56, 59.

6. In others, when two notes are taken by leap they have some-

times previously appeared as taken by step. Cf. Exs. 39, 48,

58, 61.

7. Real transilient scales are not found here ; see, however, Exs.

44, 45, 46.

8. The pivot on which the melodies turn is the interval of

a fourth with the lower note as tonic (see pi/ssim).

9. Imitation at different levels is rare. Cf. Exs. 47, 63, 66, 81.

10. Two-time is common, three-time rare.

1 Collected by Mr. Thurston, whose phonograph records are at present in the

hands of Dr. Myers of Cambridge.
2 See Chapter XIII (by Dr. C. S. Myers) of Dr. Seligmann's Veddahs of Ceylon,

where the melodies of two or three notes are classed as 'more archaic' than

others of four or five.
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11. A mixture of these takes three forms

:

(a) Two counted as three, or three as two. Cf. Exs. 27, 37,
38 ii-v, 92.

(i) Two and three, or three and four are alternated. C£.
Exs. 21, 24, 28, 36, 63, 67, &c.

(c) Cross rhythm of song (Exs. 58, 66) and drumming
(Exs. 42, 48).



CHAPTEE II

A MUSICAL DIARY (continued)

At Allahabad I came across some Garhwalis who had been got

down from Mussouri in the EimCdaya for the Exhibition as r'lhsha-

xcdlds because they would be in good training, and because they

were cheerful and honest. They said they could not sing in the day-

time because they were thinking about their work, so we had a very

merry evening in a hot tent from nine o^clock to past midnight.

There was great competition to sing into the phonograph and have

their performance given back to them ; but unfortunately only one

phonogram has survived the railway journey. The subjects of

their songs are given for what they are worth ; I was able to get

them only at fourth hand. The men sang in Bali ; this was

translated by one of them into bad Hindostani, retranslated into

good Hindostani by a bystander, and from that a version was

given me by a (most patient) English boy of fourteen who spoke

Hindostani like a native ; his actual words are given here.

Ex.;
94.

''mrff^pf^A\j y Jr^"r h-iOj. a

(He and she on opposite banks of a river).

She, If God gave me wings I'd fly to you.

If God made me into a bullet I'd reach you so.

Are your father and mother well ?

How are all the village people, &c.

Be.

SJie.

He.

95.:^M r p : J^ |3^
Make me the best instrument in the world.

What will you give ?

I will give you four annas a day and as much ddl (maize) as you like.

Ex.
96.

*). h a ——
I

* [• I* I* _ "1*" r 1* I*
'^b d J m \ ^ \ I r ii*^l I I r- T - - I

,1^ I
I ^

A man had a daughter and sold her in marriage to an old man (aetat. 36)

She protests :

—

' Why did you marry me to such an old man ?

'

An old woman says :
—

' It was your fate ; don't be sad about it.'
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'Still, I'm not happy. I'll go away and get married to a young man.'

—

for she had many lovers.

But they say— ' You have chosen an old, old man and now we won't have

you'.

Tonic G.

(He).

(She). And
(He). Then
{She). For

(He). What

give

if

O
six

me
give

let

months
word is this

those

you my
me
you shall

of a

pret - ty eyes,

pret - ty eyes,

bor - row them
bor - row them

;

bar - gain-ing

!

And I'll

0th -er
And

Pro - mise

I will

make you the gift

lov - ers '11 laugh

keep them safe

tru - ly you'll give

keep your eyes

in
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Ex.;
100.;

A postman and his sweetheart.

* Since we were at school we have loved each other. I have spent all my
money on you; and didn't you love some one else?'

' Up to now you haven't married me !

'

* I'm so busy all day ; I've no time to speak to you.'

' If you loved me you'd find time ; you'd leave all your work.'

' I'm being transferred to another village ; I hope you'll be well.'

* You're going ? I feel lonely.'

Tonic F.

Ex.
101.

•

W^^j-^-^n- g|^ r c ir r-cir j *^ij r z\^ r

^^ r Mr r
r^
t=r-r-c

Jagali wanted to go to a flour mill. Her uncles and brothers said, ' Don't

go, else the police will catch you, and pinch you, and kiss you, &c.' But

she,— * Never mind, I want to be caught, and pinched, and kissed, &c.'

1st version. . ^ (D)

wfrrj s
\ r J /

I J -j-:z S
Ex.
102. 2nd version.

^ ^ ^^^̂ ^^^^

Called Jonu's song : I could make no story out of the words. It

was accompanied by a graceful two step, with a drag on the second.

Phonogram.

Ex.
103.: t=c==r: ^^=g=e=^g

1. Two pret - ty boys there were

2. One day the Ea - jah came,

3. Indaysthatarenow no more

4. Their moth-er, Con-si-la fair,

5. The names ofthe chil-dren are

6. Forththey were cast from home,

7. Mes- sen - gers came, but they

8. But when they grew to men
9. Marched to the Ka-jah's throne,

10. Now by high God's de - cree.

Un - der a gu - ru's care.

Asked of theii* house and name.

They sojourned in Ab - bot-pur.

To Das-rat their fa - ther bare.

Ea - ma and Laksh - ma - na.

Far in the woods to roam.

Would not the word o - bey.

Home they re - turned a - gain,

Slew him that sat there - on.

At their re - turn, I see.

see - ing
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Ex.(»^: ,n ,n-- IJJ \JJ
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Buji JDhdnptiria.

Tdiiho,

Chhaila.

Ex.
Ill ^ ^

Must you go,

Shall I live,

my Chhai-la, now, Leav-ing me a -lone, my
my Chhai-la, say, Like a wa - ter-mill, my

^ m^^ ^^
eeH

dar - ling ! Tell me, Chhai-la, how I shall live when you are gone?
dar-ling! Stand-ing all the day des-o-late up - on a hill?

In this song two bars are taken as the unit, and the rhythm is

2-h3-F3-f2j it would have been more correct to write it ^g°, but

more difficult to read,

charm of the original.

No method of writing it will reproduce the

{Chhaila

=

darling.)

ff^un Pcirio Gad,

E^- /P 7
, , h^—T P-=^
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^^ ^' L
m̂ight - y king

;

Lat Sahib's ^ camp

;

poles hang wires
;

Lat Sahib seen ;

And his peo - pie one . , and
And when mount Me - ru . , is

Is hot that a fair . . Dar
But in Mat-tra's ho - ly

WF r g- ^ ^
all .

still .

bar .

shrine

To his feet horn - age bring.

You may hear his Si - pa - his' tramp.

Lit by a thou - sand fires

!

Is Ne - pa - li - ya queen.

CJiJiaila.

3+2

Ex.
116.

(The spelling of the titles in Exs. 107-115 is merely phonetic.)

B.C.

-^^^^^^¥3^^^
Tonic C ?

:.-^n^.^^±±^l^^-7^Ex.=fcir
119.

E^7^fel^=|£
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These were sung by women, tile-layers. They clattered their

wooden trowels on the floor, in an approximate rhythm, and 'felt

shame ' because there was no actual roof to work on.

Women. Men.

^ J J J W^^ 1—

r

^
This came from Dharmsala ' ; and the Fdff was given me as

Behag. That its singer knew so much about it as that, not to

mention its carefully balanced sections (the same as in our National

Anthem), removes it from the category of folk-song proper.

In many of these Garhwah songs, and still more in the Gurkha

songs which follow, I noticed, instead of the usual slide or vibrato

on the emphatic notes, a sort of luscious squeeze, a glutinous warble

—quite incommunicable.

1 An officer of the 1st Goorkha's at Dharmsala gave me these two tunes that

his men sung on the march.

Zakmi Dil (the wounded heart).
1st. ,2nd.

Ex.
125.:

..v.-^rrrr^
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To such tunes as
1 2

Ex,

127,: 4''- F r r f r i -r r r • f
-

four men, A^ B, C, D, danced, lifting the foot to the level of the

knee, their movements corresponding to the four beats of the bar

[0 stands for the silent beat],

(1) All clap hands.

(2) B, D touch right palm to A, C's left palm, the fingers

pointing upwards.

(3) Clap hands.

(0) D, B touch left palm to A, C^s right palm. All step back-

wards (instead of forwards) on this beat.

One night during my stay a sing-song was kindly organized for

my benefit among the men of the 2nd Goorkhas. They were in

more than their usual good spirits over a successful hockey match

with the 9th. There was no (/ene in the presence of their officers,

and the performance was in no sense Ho order\ The songs followed

in such quick succession that there was no time to get down any

words : most of them were danced to. One man, or perhaps two,

stood out in the midst of an admiring crowd, and whirled round

and round ; bent knees and elbows, palms of the hands upturned,

arms extended. At regular intervals a couple of bars, or four, were

danced in a crouching position. At the end of a chorus there was

occasionally a grunted ' Ha ! Ha !

'

Ex.
129. ii^j n- rj._z2.u:z^nw

Eight. 6
»"^- LAST'S"

J- J

Solo.

i
vr

Drum as before.

Chorus.

cr^'ir-rgf^
Ex.
130.

1st version.

T-gj-Q^=f=t=lip^ -Id- g7^
2nd version.
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3rd version.

^ 4th version.

Tf-T \ d j r-
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B.C.

CODA.
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Surnai. J = 92,

J J -| &c.

At Achilgarli, near Mount Abu, women climbing up to tbe temple,

with waterpots, stopped by request and sang.

-lit: w^

At Bhavnagar (Kathiawar) some khaioas (maidservants in the

royal household) sang

:

Ex._,2-,iL9
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Ex.
14)9,m^^jj-ji^-'jj i jjjj ^
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said lie was bound by bis promise. Bharata tben placed bis paduka (wooden

sboes) on tbe ^«f?fZ/ (tbrone) and dressed like bis balf-brotber in jungle clotbes

to sbow sympatby. Meanwbile Sita, Rama's wife, was carried off by Ravana,

witb a view to marriage. In ber captivity sbe laments to ber friend.

* girl, witb tbe montb of Kartik my beloved went away. Tbis month is

tbe bai-binger of winter, wben cold is fierce like ligbtning. My beloved has

left me, and tbe night which is my enemy begins to increase in length.

I wonder why my soul does not leave my body. Magashir is full of emotion.

It is difficult for a woman to pass ber days apart from him who loves ber

;

so her condition is very unhappy. Tbe rooms of the bouse look empty, and

Sita is grieving with tears in ber eyes. Will any one bring a letter from my
beloved, or carry one to him ? In Posh, here in tbe court of Ravana, my
home comes to my mind : tbis Sita says with tears. In Megli the wind from

tbe Himalaya blows, and my body trembles. To whom can I open my heart,

O friend, that heart which is attached to Rama alone ? In Phalguna tbe

flowers bloom ; but what are these to her who has not ber lover. Tbe Rag

Basant is being sung, but how can sbe care for such songs. In Chaitra my
mind has become anxious and confused, and the absence of a letter from

him pains me. All the leaves return to tbe trees, but not my lover to me.

In Vaishah grapes and mangoes are ripe, and tbe hot wind is blowing, and

the body of one who has not ber husband breathes fire. In Jeth it is the

custom to go to the tanks witb friends to bathe ; but be is not here, and my
heart does not permit me to do so. Why bathe, or dress, or put on orna-

ments ; I will none of them. In Ashai when the rains have begun, and

birds are singing in the trees, I envy them. In Shravan tbe tanks are

full and tbe rain falls in streams. My gay clothes are wet witb rain and

tears. One who has once loved can never change ; but for all tbis I must

not lose heart. In Bhada^-va all kinds of corn are ripe, but they please

me not. It is now Aso, and I bave beard, friend, that Rama has con-

structed a bridge to carry an army from India to Ceylon.'

[Rama brought bis army of monkeys from Ramesvaram across * Adam's

bridge ', Ravana was killed, Sita was brought back to Ayodhya (Oudh) to

tbe great joy of her people, and Rama embraced Bharata.]

' I Ramayya, the poet, and whoever will sing my song, shall obtain heaven,

and all bis desires will be fulfilled by God, and all bis accumulated Karmas

will be exhausted.'

Cradle Songs.

There is one special class of song, lullabies,^ of great interest and

beauty. They seem not to be much known in the Punjab, where

Mahommedan mothers croon only The Name, Illdk-il-illdh, over

their babies. But in any part of the peninsula they may lurk

1 Is it too daring to offer 'Lali', I rock, or cradle ('Lalo' in Kashmir), and

*Bai', baby, as an alternative to Skeat's not very convincing derivations of

' Lullaby '—brought from India possibly by gipsies ?





PLATE 4

Rri2ri-srrinclin,ac.

^ vliPPIIP

Punans.

Schoolmistress, Tanjore.

P. 63
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unsuspected, as the difficulty of persuading- a woman, except of the

lowest class, to sing before a man, and especially before a European,

is almost insuperable. Those I got were chiefly in the south, and

from ' enlightened ' women.

At Trivandrum I obtained ^ the song" with which His Highness

the present Maharajah of Travancore is said to have been put to

sleep as a child.

J =50.

Is this sweet babe

The bright crescent moon, or the charming flower of the lotus,

The honey in a flower, or the lustre of the full moon,

A pure coral gem, or the pleasant chatter of parrots,

A dancing peacock, or a sweet singing bird,

A bounding young deer, or a bright shining swan,

A treasure from God, or the pet parrot in the hands of Isvari,

The tender leaf of the kalpa tree, or the fruit of my tree of fortune,

A golden casket to enclose the jewel of my love,

Nectar in my sight, or a light to dispel darkness,

The seed of my climbing fame, or a never-fading bright pearl,

The brilliance of the sun to dispel all the gloom of misery,

The Vedas in a casket, or the melodious vind,

The lovely blossom put forth by the stout branch of my tree of enjoyment,

A cluster ofpichdJca buds, or sugar-candy sweet on the tongue.

The fragrance of musk, the best of all good,

A breeze laden with the scent of flowers, or the essence of purest gold,

A bowl of fresh milk, or of sweet smelling rose-water.

The fleld of all virtue, or an abode of all duty,

A cup of thirst-quenching cold water, or a sheltering shade,

A never-failing mallika flower, or my own stored up wealth,

The auspicious object of my gaze, or my most precious jewel,

A stream of virtuous beauty, or an image of the youthful Krishna,

The bright forehead mark of the goddess Lakshmi,

Or, by the mercy of Padmanabha, is it the source of my future happiness,

Is it, in this beautiful form, an Avatar of Krishna Himself?

The next five examples were obtained from a schoolmistress in

Tanjore.

' The songstress wanted to accompany herself on the inevitable harmonium,

until I pointed out that it would be much in her way when she pulled the string

of the cradle, and that the sound of it might prevent the baby from going to sleep.
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Rararo. J =90. Phonogram.

Lalishrita. Phonogram.
Adagio. J = 70.

Ba - - by mine, light . .

Sri - ran - gam is - land ri

The gol - den nails no Ion

raU.

my eyes, Here

ses fair Where
ger move On

$

in thy era - - die bright . . with flowers Through

the di - vi - - ded Ka - ve - ris meet I

which my ba - - by's era - - die swung

;

The

rail.

t-^n^sprmj— .r : j-.

sun
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Lali pardare. Phonogram.
Allegretto. J^. = 80.

La - li Go - pa - la-krish-na la la - li.

m;^
\

J' / ^^^^g-g^g-g_^;£Ip^:i^ q ^ ^
A Gan-dhar-va wovethycra-dle And a white Ap -sa-ras sang, And the

For my hand that rocks is wea-ry, Andmy voicethat sings is dry, And my

courts and the halls of In - dra at thy birth with wel - come rang : la

work waits till my ba - by falls a - sleep by and by.

li. La - li Go - pa - la-krish-na la - li.

The words are borrowed from Ex. 162.

^^^q-J J II: jT'TTJ^ n I
j-3 f^t^=^

The next two examples

Andante. J^ = 90.
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Adagio. J = 80.

were gathered from an unmusical ayah on board the steamer ; she

lost her key a good deal, and the songs were difficult to piece

together. My interpreter could make nothing of her particular

dialect (of Hindostani). Ex. 159 is evidently a distant variant of

Ex. 156. The slide gave a wonderful ' value' to the close and the

half-close of Ex. 160.

The three following are Maratha songs ; the first two, lullabies,

and the third, an epithalamium. They were kindly sung to me by

a Hindu lady in Calcutta.

Adagio. J = 80.

Bdmas lullaby.

Ex.
161.

"'fh^-^̂ ^^- '^ ^ J \ j~^~J
In A - yo - dhya, the land of kings,

For the era - die is wrought of gold,

In the hand-hold of Kau - shal - ya

It was Vish - nu's

And a Child there-

Is the era - die -

And the De - vis ' are strew - ing flowers From the high - est

m -^r^M^
self

- in»

cord,

heaven,

That was born

Of the whole

And the cord

And with each

on the lap of

world the Lord and
is the thread of

flower a bless - iug

$ 'S. J
_r.m w=^=^ 3=

Lit - tie babe sleep up - on my knee !

Lit - tie babe sleep up - on my knee !

Lit - tie babe sleep up - on my knee 1

Lit - tie babe sleep up - on my knee I

Kau - shal-ya.

Mas - ter, sleeps.

Bod - ha - na.'

on the Child.

Nirguna's^ lullaby.

' Goddesses. ' Knowledge.
5 The supreme being— * without qualification '.
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^*^-J-:S:"^

Celestial carpenters have fashioned thy cradle. My hand is tired of pulling

the string. My throat is dry with singing. I cannot go about my work because

my baby is not yet asleep. The cradle is covered with flowers, &c.

Epithalamium.

Andante. J. = 92.

Ex.
163J

daugh-ter of BliI - ma, queen Da-ma-ya- nti, The

rail. a tempo.

hour is come; bride of Na-la, the hour of yourwoo-ing, The

rail. ^ a tempo.

^f^-:j^^^^^gJ_^E^feEEifc3^i;—|[-:r^
hour of
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ŝcent of the pan with the scent of the flowers in your

hair daugh-ter of BhI - ma, queen Da-ma-ya- nti, The

roll.

ter of kings.hour is come, O daugh

In another class^ not exactly Folk-song because conscious nor Art-

song because unsophisticated, are children's songs. The following

were sung to me at schools at Jhelum in the Panjab. The boys

ranged from ten to eighteen, and one of those who sang was

married.

Boys' songs.

"7
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No words obtainable.

The following is a love song, which the boy would not have

sung before his father or elder brother for fear of being beaten :

d = l0O.

Ex.
167. :^

My love is gone a - way, A - lack - a - day I

Where can I find . . one so con - stant and so kind

!

i^)' J \jy'^v^rr~^\J^^i^-s-j^:^^=^^^^
My lone - ly heart is throb - bing and ach ing with

fear ; Wher - e'er I go I weep to know she

here ; May Shi - va's power de - fend my dear I

Girls' song.

Ex.
168. i

The song that women sing at marriage, speaking of the deterioration of

women nowadays, how that they know nothing of the housewifely duties

which made the name of Sita famous.

In two particulars the Garhwali and Gurkha songs here given

(Exs. 94-128 and 129-139) stand out from the rest. They were

in true intonation ; the salient intervals, the Thirds and Fourths,

unmistakably ' just \ And they are in transilient scales ; even if

the scale is complete the notes follow each other in such a way as

clearly to show that the melodies have a pentatonic basis (cp. Exs.

117 and 139), and it is probably correct to regard such hexatonic

{shddava) and heptatonic {sampurna) scales as ' spoiled ' forms of the

pentatonic {odava), as in the more familiar Scotch songs.
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The Gurkhas are Mongolians of Nepal, and the Garhwahs one

of many Indian tribes of the Himalaya, and their use of this

odava scale differs. The typical Gurkha form is GA

—

CDE (Exs.

129, 130, 137, plagal; and Ex. 135 authentic). The typical

GarhwalT form is GA—CDE (Exs. 94-7, 103, 107-9, &c.), though

there are instances also with C (Exs. 110, 127), D (Ex. 103),

and E (Exs. 99, 123) for tonic. The Gurkha use is what the books

represent as the typical Chinese scale ; and it seems not impossible

that the Garhwali melodies present the form which that scale took

on Indian lips, and that the transilient element of Indian song comes

from the East (see Chapter IV).

The harmonic basis of this scale is of course the Fourth, and

a melody is a succession of partly filled Fourths; the backbone

of the song, what gives it its strength, is this leap of a Fourth

through a passage note. In the Gurkha songs this passage note is

adjacent to the lower note of the tetrachord.

i^
in the Garhwali to the upper

iS
and this makes their general character very different. The passage

note cleaves to the sound which is being left, not to the one which

is being approached. We may see this in the melodic figure so

common in the Cinquecentists

for instance, in the close of Palestrina's Motet, Tribus Miracidis

^
iF]' f r^r'ryf

169.

m

m ^^- ^^
1 r -^

^T rr
^ r ^

I

T r f^^
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b b b

71

"^~^^=^f~^^r ^ 2 ^

That it should do so is natural because the leap of a Fourth is

a leap to the known through the unknown, and the ' unknown ^ is

taken primarily as a melodic, i. e. an adjacent interval. Hence
the Garhwali figure, even though taken in ascent, is essentially

a falling figure, and the Gurkha, even in descent, essentially a

rising one; and the character of the latter is accordingly more
jovial and exhilarating. Added to this there is in the Gurkha
songs a strong rhythm, recaUing the Scotch 'jerk^, and an ab-

sence of complicated cross-rhythm.

As we are upon the subject, another very common way of filling

the tetrachord may be mentioned

i^
There do not happen to be any instances of it in these chapters, but

the scale which is taught to children as the ' easiest ' is composed

of two such phrases, and there is no doubt that it is a favourite and
most characteristic locution. It has the appearance of being a

transilient passage from G to C, but the origin is probably a different

one ; it will be discussed in Chapter IV.

A natural result of ' transilience *
is the tendency to build harmonic

phrases

Ex. 115. Ex. 117.

^^^
Ex. 98. Ex. 104. Ex. 99,

m ^̂^^:^^^^^^^inm^=^^^j!nf̂
otherwise rare in Indian song; Exs. 115 and 99, indeed, get very

near to implying a definite change of harmony, which would be

quite foreign to the spirit of the music as a whole (cp. also Ex. 43),
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Imitation at different levels may be seen in Exs. 117; 140, 141,

142, 163. Cross-rhythm occurs in Ex. 161 where the third line

wavers between two bars of f which suits the words of the first and

third stanzas, and three bars of ^ which suits those of the others

:

a device of frequent employment in the cadences of HandeFs time.

Another instance is in Ex. 167 where the 'throbbing- and aching'

is to be accented as triplets, but in strict time, not ' three in the

time of two ', giving a pleasurable shock analogous to that felt at

the beginning of Brahms's third Symphony.

The Indian may be disposed to think these melodies too trivial

to be dignified by the name of song; he will say his art begins

where these stop, and will hardly recognize in them any of the

real spirit of his music. The European may protest that they

are too fragmentary to be of real use, and that there are too many

gaps in the information about the occasion and the subject of each.

Both charges are justified ; but the object has been not so much to

present complete and finished specimens, as to get close down upon

those natural instincts of song-makers which, when followed out in

the domain of art, cause their music to take one form rather than

another; to get behind the conventions, of which all art is full, to

the things themselves of which those conventions are the outcome.
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CHAPTER III

LEGEND, HISTORY, AND THE PRESENT DAY

' It is the most distant course that comes

nearest to Thyself; and that training is the

most intricate which leads to the utter sim-

plicity of a tune.'

—

Tagore.

The Indian does not make or read histories, and does not appre-

ciate the vakie of chronological record. It is the custom to smile

at this ; but it would be well to understand his point of view first.

A whole people is not g-enerally mistaken about its real needs.

In the first place. Brahman philosophy draws no real distinction

between what a thing- ' is ' and what it ' signifies *. Time and

place, so integral a part for the Western of what a thing is, are

for the Hindu accidents, not essentials. It is not that he cannot

conceive or manipulate their divisions ; astronomy, for instance, has

been one of his strong points ; but that they do not, for him, add

to the significance nor therefore to the nature of the phenomenon.

Secondly, whereas chronologically ordered history enables us to

compare the present of a nation with its past and so to predict its

future, and to compare one nation at a given moment with another,

neither of these motives appeals to the Hindu. His past is like his

present and throws little light upon it. If we look at the sculpture

of a thousand years ago from Ellora, or the painting from Ajanta,

or the carvings of Amravati and Sanchi another thousand years

earlier, we see the same mothers carrying babies on their hips, the

same graceful little movements of the hands, the same methods of

grinding corn, the same kinds and shapes of musical instruments,

the same antimony for the same almond-shaped eyes, the same

dress, the same symbols of rank. Life in Europe during such

space of time has been subject to gusts of fashion or revolution,

and we have looked up between the whirlwinds and gratefully

murmured ' e pur si muove '. We thank God that we look before

and after; the Indian contemns mushroom growths, and thinks
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methods of such recent origin and subject to such constant change

hardly worth the trouble of acquiring.

And it does not interest him to compare one nation with another,

or to take a side in or strike a balance between competing activities.

His life is in the family rather than the state, in idea rather than

fact, in the soul rather than the mind. His knowledge is of revela-

tion more than of science; his truth contemplative rather than

practical. Compromise is for him not so much the media via which

emerges from the battle of two forces, as the philosophic calm which

without despair can hold in solution two diametrically opposed

statements.

Lastly, he is like Macaulay's Puritan, the man of a book. That

he believes in his Sdstras may be argued from the surprising

number of cases in which he is prepared to undergo incon-

venience and unpleasantness in deference to them. That, further,

he believes them may be seen from the way in which the typically

Indian mind turns, courteously but peremptorily, from any attempt

to impugn them.

For such reasons as these, and possibly others, the one conspicuous

gap in an Indian library is the history shelf. We find it natural,

therefore, in the Hindu to ascribe remote antiquity—in point of fact,

eternity—to his earliest memories. He does not know any author

for his Vedas, but speaks of such and such a Bishi as being allowed

to * hear ' them the last time they were revealed. He does not

discriminate between one antiquity and another, or take much

interest in the development of ideas, for all development is poten-

tially included in the original revelation, which was either ' heard
'

(sruti) or ' remembered ' {smrti) by the human agency to whom its

record was entrusted. Thus he holds that four Vedas have existed

from all time, although the Buddhist Jatakas"^ never speak of more

than three. And what concerns us more particularly here, the

I^dtyamstra (circ. a. d. 500), the Batndkara (1220?), the Rdgavi-

hodha (1609), the Sanglta Darpana (1625 ?), and Parijdta (early

eighteenth century) are all quoted as ' scriptures ' of practically equal

value ; while the undated Ndradahhd, whose system shows a con-

siderable advance on that of the NdtyaJdstra, is held, apparently on

the strength of its name alone, to have been put forth by that

mythical sage himself.

' Circ. 300 B. c. Stories of the former incarnations of the Buddha.
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Legend

On the shore of this eternal past lie fragments of the living rock

rounded into pebLles. History's sic ibat, sic sedehat is denied us
;

but in the legends we may gather some impression of what the

reflective mind made of the daily happenings of the life around it.

'Once upon a time the great anchorite Narada thought within himself

he had mastered the whole art and science of music. To curb his pride the

all-knowing Vishnu took him to visit the abode of the gods. They entered

a spacious building the inmates of which were numerous men and women,
who were all weeping over their broken limbs. Vishnu stopped short and

inquired of them the reason of their lamentation. They answered that they

were the B.ugs and Rdginis of music, created by Mahadeva ; but as one

anchorite of the name of Narada, ignorant of the true knowledge of music

and unskilful in performance, had sung them recklessly, their features were

distorted and their limbs broken, and that unless Mahadeva or some other

discreet and skilful person would sing them properly, there was slender

hope of their ever being restored to their former state of body. Narada,

ashamed, kneeled down before Vishnu and asked to be forgiven.'

So an unnamed Indian treating of undatable personages writes

history and criticism in one. Believe, he says, in the divinity of

the elements of your art, and know that your carelessness and

ignorance will maim them, and you will not murder a song ; and

it may be doubted whether the well-weighed epithets and refined

distinctions of musical ' appreciations ' do the thing any better, or

indeed achieve their object so well.

With Narada, the Rishi who first ' heard ' the laws of music, are

associated Tumburu, the first singer, and Bharata, the first to draw

up rules for the drama, of which music formed a large part. Of
Tumburu it is said that he increased the scale in which the Sdma-

veda was chanted from five notes to six or seven. The treatise

which purports to record the doctrines of Narada, the Ndradanksd^

is probably of late date ' and gives no clue whatever to the achieve-

ment of the Narada of legend. The treatise which bears the name
of Bharata, the Ndtyamstra, is similarly an eponym. One or other

of these three names appears probably in every book on music that

has been written, and the existence of the authors is held, though

in complete absence of any specific . doctrine attributed to them, as

a pious belief; the belief is equal to that which the Greeks pro-

1 The stage of the art which it describes is identical with that referred to in

the Pancatanira, the text of which may be dated circ. a.d. 1000 (see p. 82).
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fessed in Olympos and Thamyris, the latter of whom some greatly

daring philologist has connected with Tumburu, and the piety is

something more than that which we accord to Jubal. The locus

classicus for this posthumous fame is in Dandin^s Mrcchakatikd (sixth

century a. d.), where a servant says :

' I wish every one to take notice that the harder it rains the more

thoroughly do I get ducked, and the colder the wind blows down my back

the more do my limbs shiver. A pretty situation for a man of my talents

—

for one who can play the flute with seven holes and the vhid with seven

strings, can sing like a jackass, and who acknowledges no musical superior

except perhaps Tumbum and Narada.'

The musical inhabitants of Indra's heaven were Gandharvas,^

Apsarasas, Kinnaras, and Naras. The original Gandharva, in the

singular, dwelt in the fathomless space of air and stood erect on the

vault of heaven. He was the guardian of the nectar of the gods

{soma). In later Vedic books the Gandharvas ^ are many, and

espouse the Apsarasas, whose name describes them as ' moving in

the waters ' (sc. of the clouds) , In still later Vedas these frequent

the earth, and inhabit especially trees ; their mission from Indra is

to blunt the edge of human virtue which else, through abstinence

and prayer, had grown too overweening ; and one of them, Urvasi,

who hovers thus between earth and heaven, is the heroine of

Kalidasa's Fikramorvah (fifth century). The Kinnaras and Naras,

possibly the same, are classed with the Gandharvas as celestial

musicians. Their name ^ implies a superhuman form, said to have

been a man's body Avith a horse's head. In company with them

appear, in the Gandhara sculptures and elsewhere, Nagas (snakes)

with musical instruments, whose melodies are represented as coiling

themselves about the hearts of men.

But music in its highest, most emblematic form moves to the

sound of Krishna's flute {mttrall) and dances to the pulsations of

Shiva's drum {(lamaru).^ With Shiva, who enters the celestial

^ An etymological connexion between Gandharvas (who, besides being

musicians, had to do with horses) and Centaurs (of whom Cheiron is said to

have been a musician) is not impossible.

^ In the second book of the Ramayana thei'e are summoned to Bharadvaja's

feast the Gandharvas, Haha, Huhu, and 'the sweet' Vi;Svavasvi, and tbe Apsa-

rasas Alambusa, Ghrtachi, Vi^vachl, Hema, Bhima, and Nagadanta, with

Tumburu ' to lead the strain '. Alambusa is tbe Apsarasa chosen out of

25,000,000 handmaids to ' make a breach in the virtue ' of a Brahman of Kasi.

^ Kim-nara, 'what sort of man?' * See Chap. IX, Uduhkai.
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hierarchy in the Brahmanas and wrests the supremacy from Indra

and Brahma, enters too the eternal becoming and ceasing to be of

evolution, and to the woven rhythms of his dance the whole creation

moves. And in the Ramayana it is Krishna sporting with his

Gopis ' qui fait le monde k la ronde '.

In Hindu legend other instruments can scarcely be heard for the

din of the drum. It beats the night watches, heralds proclamations,

and preludes the sentence of death. Porus (Purusha) posts the

drummers with the infantry and archers behind the elephants, who

are accustomed to the sound and not in the least alarmed by it^;

and Dionysos in his turn uses cymbals and drums instead of

trumpets in making signals, in order to deceive the Indians.^ A
king of Kanauj progresses accompanied by several hundred men

with golden drums, called ' music-pace-drums ', beating one stroke

to each step.^ Of another it is said ^When king Devanampriya

practises righteousness the call of his drum {bJieri) has become

a summons not to war but to righteousness^.* There are many

allusions to the ' five great sounds ' {jpanca mahd mbdd)^ an honour

conferred by kings on the greatest of their servants, in which the

drum {ndgara, tammata, damariika) is associated with various forms

of horn, gong, and cymbal. These were ' sounded in front of a chariot

which is occupied, but behind one which contains no occupant.

The car went solemnly round the palace and up the kettledrum

road. They sounded the hundreds of instruments—it was like the

noise of the sea.' ^ Brahmadatta finds a mountain hermit who is

annoyed by elephants, and presents him with a drum :
' if you beat

upon this side your enemies will run away, if upon that they will

become your firm friends.' ^ The following remunerations are

interesting :

—

' One matiar for the sacrificial vessel, two to the horn-

blower, four to each of the five courtesans of the temple, twelve to

the skilful Pollama who built the temple, and fourteen to the

drummer.'
"^

In the Tamil Pura-Ndnnnni, (first centuries a. d.) the drum, kept

' Quintus Curtius, 1st cent. a. d. ^ Polyainos, 2nd cent. a. d.

^ Hiouen Tsang, a.d. 629.

* Asokan inscription (circ. 250 B. c), Western India.

* Mahajanaka Jataka.

•^ Jataka, bk. ii. ' Canarese inscription, a. d. 975.
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in every chieftain's palace, was treated almost as a lesser divinity.^

It reposed on a luxurious couch, was constantly cleaned, rubbed

with perfumed earth, and garlanded. When used as the prelude

to one of the ruler's proclamations it was carried on an elephant.

The poet, Nosikaranar, relates how one day he had wandered into

the courtyard of the palace and saw the ornamented and cushioned

couch on which the royal drums were usually placed. The drums

had gone to be cleaned and anointed^ and he threw himself on the

unoccupied couch and fell fast asleep. The king came by with his

courtiers who expected to see the intruder meet with condign

punishment. But the king took up a fan and cooled the sleeper's

forehead with it till he awoke ; and the poet's comment is

:

Surely 'twas not to win applause from earthly bards

But that the deed might echo loud in higher worlds.

With the drum {dunduhJi'i) of the Vedas are mentioned the flute

(vd?id), which is heard in the abode of Yama (death), the lute (vim),

often called ' seven-stringed ' (saptatantn),^ which, in the Siitras, is

played at the sacrifice to the Manes, and the cymbals (dghdta, lit.

something struck), to accompany the dance.

In spite of the fame conferred upon it by Krishna's performance

among his Gopis, the flute seems to fade out of Indian music ; at

least there are few references to it, and it is seldom to be heard

nowadays. Perhaps its mellow tone is not of the kind which

appeals to Indian ears ; at any rate the shalinai and nagamram

(both reeds) which have ousted it are stridently nasal ; and the

buzzing of the tambura strings, effected by the insertion of a piece

of silk ijivala), the jingling of the fifth string of the satd7\ called

laraz, and made, for this very purpose, of twisted brass, and most

of all the nasal tone of voice which is deliberately cultivated for

singing, seem to show that so mild a sound as that of the flute-

tribe is not thought to be piquant enough.

To the vind, the national instrument, there are so many references,

both direct and allusive, that it is difficult to choose. Perhaps one

story, from the Jatakas, will be enough. A feeble musician,

Musila of U
j
jain, whose music on the vlnd was ' like scratching on

a mat', came to learn of Guttila of Banaras (the Bodhisatta in an

^ See also Macdonell, Sanskrit Literature, p. 200.

2 Cf. Pindar's heptatonos phorminx. The modern instrument also has seven, four

on the fingerboard, three as the drone.
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earlier birth). Guttila's parents when they heard him said, ' Shoo !

Shoo ! the rats are gnawing- the vim to pieces/ Guttila who, as

Bodhisatta, was 'skilled in discerning from the lineaments of the

body ' said, ' Go, my son, this art is not for you/ But Musila got

his way; and Guttila Bodhisatta, who 'did not stint his know-

ledge ', at last pronounced his pupil perfect. Musila pressed to be

taken into the king's service. This was done ; but the king

awarded Guttila twice as much as his pupil. Musila protested, and

forced matters to a contest, of which proclamation was made to

tuck of drum. The Bodhisatta reflected that he was old, and that

' if he beats me, death in the woods is better than the shame which

will be my portion '. So to the woods he went ; but ' kept returning

through fear of death, and going back to the wood for fear of

shame', so that 'the grass died as he walked and his feet wore

away a path '. In his trouble Sakka, the king of the gods, appeared.

Guttila was to break, in the contest, one string after another,

beginning at the * beestring ', and the music should be as good as

before. ' Then you shall go on playing with nothing but the body
;

and from the ends of the broken strings the sound shall go forth

and fill all the land of Banaras for the space of twelve leagues.'

All happened as was foretold, and the scholar, beaten out of the

field, was stoned and torn in pieces by the populace.

The rest of the picture is filled with horns {sringa), conchs [Sankha),

gongs {^jayaghanta, lit. bell of victory), cymbals {jallali), pipes

{kurdl), and various other instruments not identified. We get

a glimpse of the scale on which ecclesiastical music was planned

from an inscription (a.d. 1051) on the Rajarajesvara temple at

Tanj ore

:

'Apart from the priests the following musicians and attendants are to

have a daily allowance for the recitation of the Tiruppadiyam (a form of

service) calculated in shares of 3 karuni of paddy, as follows :

umber
ployed.
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they said^ ' will not be disturbed by what mortals do. Play on.'

Then tuning- his lute and keeping- perfect harmony between the

words of his song and the accompaniment of the lute-string he

made music for them. The fish were maddened^ and a certain sea-

monster leaping- up upon the ship broke it in two.

And again, purity of singing. A hunter of Banaras captured in

the Himalaya a brace of fairies {Hnnara). He presented them to

the king, who said, ' Hunter, what kind of creatures [km-ndra)

are these ? ' ' My lord, these can sing" with a honey voice, they

dance delightfully; no man can dance or sing as they can.^ The

king bestowed great reward on the hunter and commanded the

fairies to sing and dance. But they thought, ' If we are not able to

convey the full sense of our song, the song will be a failure, they

will abuse and hurt us ; and then, again, those who speak much,

speak falsely.^ So for fear of some falsehood or other they neither

sang nor danced. Then the king said, ^ Kill these creatures and

cook them and serve them up to me, one for supper and the other

for breakfast,^ Then the fairy dame thought within herself, ' Now
the king is angry, without doubt he will kill us. Now is the time

to speak
'

; and she sang

:

A hundred thousand ditties sung all wrong

All are not worth a tithe of one good song.

To sing ill is a crime ; and this is why
The seeming-foolish fairy would not try.

Then the king commanded to let her go, but to have the other one

cooked for to-morrow's breakfast. But the other fairy thought,

' If I hold my tongue surely the king will kill me ; now is the time

to speak ' ; and he recited a couple of stanzas to make it clear that

they had been silent not from unwillingness to obey the king's

word, but because they saw that speaking would be a mistake. And

the king said, ' He speaks the truth ; 'tis a sapient fairy.' And he

had the two fairies put in a golden cage, and sending for the hunts-

man made him set them free in the same place where he had caught

them.^

A fine appreciation of good singing is to be found in the Mrccha-

catika (sixth century). Two friends have just come from a concert;

' Excellent, excellent indeed ; Rebhila sang most excellently.

1 This and other stories from the Jataka are taken from Prof. E. B. Cowcll's

translations. Cambridge University Press, 1905.

1495 G
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Smooth and sweet were the tones, articulate, full of emotion,

delicate and mind-pleasing. What do I say ? Some g-irl seemed

to be hidden in the sounds. I can hear him still; his notes are

well-ordered,^ his song is soft, and the sound of the strings of the

vi7id is in tune with the voice. The upper notes which are intro-

duced into the middle of the rise and fall of the Aria have a soft

close.^ He sings it as easily as a child plays with a toy. Although

the music is finished, I seem still to hear it as I move.'

And this scene is relieved by one in Kalidasa's Mdlavikdynimitra

(fifth century) of a mediocre performance, where two musicians are

rivals, and one brings forward a pupil who performs a great feat in

singing—a piece in four-time {catnrpada vastti) and Andante {madhya

layci)—the ' young lady of Rio ', in fact, fifteen centuries ago.

Pedants are dealt with in the Paficatantra (fifth century) in the

story of the musical ass, who gets out at night into the cucumber

fields and joins the jackal in hedge breaking and other delights.

Waxing fat and kicking, his joy takes a vocal form, and he asks

the jackal in what Bag he shall sing. ' Why sing at all ? ' said the

jackal ; ' people with coughs don^t steal. Besides, your voice is about

as good as '. ' What ? I don't know how to sing ? Listen

to the theory of it. There are seven notes (svara), three scales

(f/rdmaj, twenty-one modes {raurcliana), forty-nine melodic figures

{tana), three time units {rndtra), three tempi {laya), three voice

registers (sikdna), six ways of singing {asydni, lit. mouths), nine

emotions (msa), thirty-six rdffs {varsma), forty languages {bhdm).

This sort of singing when well perfonned embraces all the 185 (?)

parts of song.' ^ My friend,' said the jackal, ' if you must have

your way I will take up my position at the gate and look out for

the farmer and his boy,' They were not long in coming, and the

musician learnt what it was to be an ass.

The mass of legend relating to music, of which this is a mere

handful, does not perhaps prove anything very definite about the

state of the art in past times. But we get, in reading, an im-

pression that wherever we look the attitude of the writers and the

storytellers towards song and instrument, towards the purpose of

music and the general practice of musicians, has for a long time

^ Sankrama ; calculated to display the Edga.

2 He is speaking of the return from the Antara to the Astai; see chapter on

Form.
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past been much what it is now : and if datable documents were to

come to light showing that music, in the form in which we read of

it in Bharata, existed many centuries before his time we should not

be at all surprised.

History

And now, leaving legend, the first musician we meet with who
is anything more than a name is Jayadeva (circ. a.d. 1100) the

author of the Gita Govinda. He was a native of Kindavilva in

Bengal. He assigns to each of his poems a definite Rag and Tdl^

which are named after the Bengali fashion. There is no musical

notation ; and it is open to any musician^ now as then^ to make or

mar them by his treatment. In a poem of such delicate texture

as the Gita Govinda the musical scheme could hardly fail to be

a thoughtful one. The names of Bag and Tdl which would be full

of association to a Bengali may connote little to us ; but we may
see from the mere titles how they have been used as an element in

the design. The song of ^one of Radha's maidens' in praise of

Jove with which the Gita begins is echoed by the ' Hymen o

Hymenaee' at the close; both are in Bag Vasanta and Tdl Yati.

The voice of one 'fair, but not so fair as Radha' consoles and

breathes hope which finds its fulfilment in Radha's triumphant

song of reconciliation {Bamagiri ; Yati). The slighted Radha and

the flouted Krishna utter their sorrows in the same accents, and

in these accents they afterwards forget them (Gurjjari ; Yati).

Krishna's assuring message is met by Radha's jealousy; and the

messenger, who is persuading her to relent, draws forth only a

pitiful plaint over his neglect, to which the 'chorus' gives a new

turn after Krishna's home coming [Beshivarddi ; Bupaka). Again,

Radha rebukes Krishna in the moving tones of Bhairavi,. and his

answer, when she has yielded, is in the ecstasy of Bihhds.

Akbar, late sixteenth century, is reported to have loved music as

much as Aurungzeb, late seventeenth, hated it. He is said to have

been a good player on the Naqqdrah (a drum, used in pairs) and to

have composed more than two hundred melodies. He invited Miyan

Tansen the pupil of Haridas Swami from the court of Rajah Ram

^ The Rags are Gurjjari, Deshivaradi, Malava, Bhairavi, Eamagiri, Malava-

ganda, Karnata, Deshaga, Gondakiri, Vasanta, Varadi ; and the Tdls Yati,

Eupaka, Ekatali, and Astatali. They ai-e given here in the order of frequency

of occurrence for the seventeen songs.

G %
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of Baghelkhand, and loaded him with honours and gold. The

Mohammedan Ain-i-Akbari says of Tansen, ' a singer like him has

not been in India for the last thousand years/ The Hindus, how-

evei', hold him principally responsible for the deterioration of Hindu

music. He is said to have falsified the rags, and two, Hindol and

Meg-h, of the original six have disappeared since his time.

Of Tyagayyar or Tyagaraja or Thiaga lyar of Tanjore (early

nineteenth century) more is known. He was revered by his con-

temporaries as a perfectly sincere and selfless man; he was an

ascetic in the original sense of the word, one who ' prepared ' his

heart for the reception of truth. In Mudaliar Chinnaswami^s

Oriental Music sixty of his songs {Kritis) are printed in staff

notation, accompanied by adequate indications of scale, time, and

tempo. There is a list also of eight hundred more, and this is

probably not exhaustive. They are all in Telugu, the most musical

language of the south, as Bengali is of the north. They exhibit

considerable sense of balance, as may be seen from the structure of

the song, Ex. 379. They refrain from abusing the ear with ex-

cessive compass, and eschew cheap contrasts, both of which are to

be found in the compositions of less able musicians. He signs his

songs ; that is to say, he ends them with words such as ' This is the

last counsel of Tyagaraja ' or ' You who are the treasure of Tyaga-

raja's heart '.

This is a conmaon practice in the mediaeval songs of Germany,

and may be compared with Dufay's signature ' Karissime Dufay

vous en prye ' or occasionally ' Dum ^ y
', and with Palestrncrma s

incorporation of the titles of the 119th Psalm (Aleph, Beth, &c.)

into his Lamentations. Two of the syllables of Tyagaraja^s name

(ga-ra) would have admitted of the same treatment; but there is

no instance of his adopting it. It was also a practice of his time

to set the syllables of the song to the notes which they name,^ as

as in the example quoted by Day, p. 72 :

ra - sa sa-ma-muk-ha Pa - ra Ma-ya Ma, &c.

and the Indian form of ^ Ut queant laxis ' is (putting Ra, Ri, Ru
for Di^, D, Dji, and Ga, Gi, Gu for Ebb, Eb, E, and so on)

:

^ These are called Svardkshara^s (note-syllables).
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Eagam Dhlrasankarabharaiia,

Talam Matya. (4 + 2+4.)

Ex.
172.:

Mi - pu-ba - la khau-da-nu - re G'm - ru - gu - na . . ka - ru - re

Dhl - ja - na - ra ksha-nu - re Nu - ta - cha ri . . trxire

pa - ri - pa - la - ya mam.

But tlie practice does not appear to have attractions for Tyaga-

raja; he resists them at any rate in a song" hegmning Niddsdnti,

a word which would have suggested four notes of the scale.^ Neither

does he seem to be particularly in love with Svaras. Svara in the

South, Sdrgam (i.e. Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma) in the North, means a rapid

passage in which the notes are sung to the sol-fa names instead of

to words as an amusing feat of skill. It takes the place of our

cadenza, and like that was occasionally added by another hand.

Svaras occur in only four of his sixty songs.

There is a pretty story about Tyagaraja's meeting with ' Shatkala '

Govinda Marar, a fine musician of Travancore. Shatkala means
' six-time ', and ' time ' is here used in the sense of ' diminutions ',

i. e. that a piece that had been in crotchets was now sung in quavers

;

and the point is that he could ' diminish ' six times over, i. e. begin

with his theme in semibreves and end with it in semi-demi-semi-

quavers. He used to sing to a Tdmhura with seven strings—the

ordinary Tdmhura has only four; and this instrument seems to

have been a sort of bow of Ulysses to inferior singers ; in token of

which, apparently, it was adorned with a flag. They met at Tya-

garaja's house at Tiruvaiyyar near Tanjore in 1843, where the

' B, A, C, H, to be accurate.
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great man was sitting with his disciples. Marar, after listening to

the disciples, expressed a wish to hear Tyagaraja himself. 'Who is

the man ', said Tyagaraja in Telugu, ' that can ask me to sing ?

'

Apparently the audience were to hear him only when he sang of

his own accord. He asked who was the man, pointing to Marar,

who sat with a flagged Tdmhura in his hand ; and was told that

Marar could sing a little. A Pallavi was then sung round, and

when it came to Govinda Marar's turn the other instruments had

to be laid aside and his Tdmhira only used, so high was the pitch of

the music. He sang it in Shathlla, and Tyagaraja, after remon-

strating with the understatement of Marar^s powers, improvised on

the spot a song in the Sri Rdgam, which is the Ragam sung at the

close of performances, of which the burden was, ' There are many

great men in the world, and I respect them all.' This contrasts

well with the many stories there are of professional jealousy, which

are too unlovely to repeat here.

The Present Day

A few notes may be added upon so much of the present-day

music as a hurried traveller might hope to hear. In a land not

blessed with concert advertisements or concert notices, it is difficult

for a stranger in the first place to find the best music, and in the

second to know what the inhabitants themselves think of it. He
can only remember with gratitude some of the good things it was

his fortune to hear. There was some beautiful n?za-playing at

Mysore, where the general standard is high. The crisp and

expressive touch and imaginative improvisation of Subbanna con-

trasted well with the smooth tones and solid technique and exact

intonation of Seshanna, of whom it was said that he could 'put

Sabbanna in his pocket and shake him about^, a criticism the truth of

which I was not in a position to gauge. They got by heart at my
dictation ' Ye banks and braes ', selected because it is in the

MoJianna Ragam, and were to improvise upon it next day, when

a concourse assembled to hear the result. They quite entered into

the spirit of the thing ; Subbanna played the tune more as if he

cared for it ; Seshanna produced the more ingenious variations.

Afterwards they played the following in unison with the utmost

accuracy

:



PLATE 10

Seshanna, vlnu-player, Mysore.

Aiknatli \'islinu Pandit, vina-player, Poona.

P.
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Ragam Mohanna (Rag Bhupkalian). Talam Adi.

J = 120. Allegretto cantabile.

Kx.
173.: ^^- z^{l[\}- J'jTjTlJ. jjTJ^yt"rr^

8t'a.

^^_^rr^r^^|j- JJ-r-B'iJ- /5^^^
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.8ra.

Ramaehandra of Trivandrum, who was suffering i'lom rheumatism,

could not play for long together. He had the expressiveness of

Subbanna without his invention, and the smoothness of Seshanna

without his execution. He used the lower strings more than either

of them; his fingers went down firmly on the strings and gave

a clear and precise tone. His favourite ' grace ' was the ' Slide ',

whereas Seshanna's was the ' Deflect '.^

Next to the expressive v^id comes the dignified surhahar, which

I heard only in Calcutta, where it was played by Sourendro Banerji.

Its lower strings, which are freely used, have to be struck hard in

order to produce the after effect of namak

Ex.
174.
w ^¥^^X±5I

which is a favourite opening ; and this gave it a rather ponderous

sound. Its frets are but slightly, it at all, moved ; and there are

no ' settings ' {fJidlt) for the different modes as on the satdr. Con-

sequently much more is left to be done by gaiuak, especially the

' Deflect •* [ml/ifl, called in Bengal vnrli), and this contributes to its

grave and dignified tone. There is also a mandolin stroke, double,

with the forefinger and little finger each armed with a plectrum

{misrah), which, though no less irritating as a continuance than the

mandolin itself, provides a good occasional contrast. Banerji was

fond of contrasting his gamakked and his fretted note, as a violinist

likes to contrast his open and his stopped E. The clianferelle is

away from the player\s body, i. e. nearest his fingers (it is the other

way on the ?^/^«), and this seemed to give better opportunity for the

Deflect. Altogether there was much more mystery in the sound

of this instrument than in that of the rather commonplace satdr or

1 See Chapter VII.
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the thin-toned North Indian Im, although I certainly did not hear

these so well handled.

Good drumming- is commoner, perhaps, than any other form of

music. It is said to take a lifetime to become a good drummer,

but the comparative failures manage to give much pleasure. The

most interesting exponents of this art I heard at Trivandrum. One

was a boy of seven who had won a medal at Ernakulam for his skill,

and who played on a drum bound with silver. He played with great

solemnity, with funny little poses of the head to right or left as if

he were thinking of anything else but what he was giving his whole

attention to. His drumming was in the ' new style ' , which

seemed to consist of flurry, silence, flurry, silence. After his per-

formance he went to sleep during the rest of the music, and was

ordered off to go and play in the verandah. The other was a man
of sixty, Somaji Bhagavatar, who ranks with Ramachandra as

a foremost musician. He was most careful about the tuning of his

Mrdangam (in two F's like the Scherzo of the Ninth Symphony,

but an octave higher). The upper F (right hand end) was adjusted

by wedge and hammer, and gave the most trouble ; the lower, on

the left, by application of more or less flour and water to form the

karane (Hindostani dta). There were no antics ; it was all pure

drumming. A good deal of it was a quiet tapping of the time

with the forefinger of the left hand; then little points appeared,

and a climax, and a solo or two, and the general effect was that of

reserve power.

The difference between Mohammedan and Hindu singing is more

easily felt than described. One^s general impression, which a longer

stay would no doubt have corrected in detail, is that the Moham-

medan prefers the more cheerful Hags—Khamdj, Kafi, and the

Kalians ; and the simpler rhythms, such as Titdla and Bddra ; and

the Rondo to the Variation form. With these he takes a consider-

able amount of liberty, concealing the rhythm, especially, by inter-

spersed rests, and broken phrases that run counter to it, so that it

would be unintelligible sometimes without the drummer. He has

the performer^s instinct ; he rivets the attention of the audience as

a whole, and the less able singer is apt to tear a passion to pieces

rather than not challenge their admiration. The performance of

the best musicians
(
Ustdds) has a wonderful fascination in spite of

the language diSiculty. The phrases are finished off and fit so well
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into their place, there is so much variety and so much telling

gesture, that the time goes quickly by, although you may find that,

with the help of another singer perhaps, he has sang for at least

half an hour continuously. All this the Hindu can do too, but he

does it in a less vivacious way. He is at his best in the quieter

Rags like Bhairmi, or the more characteristic such as Vasant

or Bilhds or Todi, and in the more irregular rhythms such as

Surphakta or Adachantdla. His singing is less broken up with

rests, and he luxuriates in cross-rhythm. His song gives much

more the impression of coming from the heart, and of reaching out

for sympathy rather than for applause. You can more easily fancy

him singing over his work, or her over her household duties ; and,

as has been mentioned, the Mohammedans have no cradle songs.

There are some fine Mohammedan religious songs ; they seem to

treat religion more deeply and less imaginatively than the Hindus,

and to produce it on occasions rather than as the natural expression

of their daily life : the two songs, ' Hudi e illah ' and ' Cheraravade-

mira ', Exs. 268, 379, seem typical of the two peoples.

The singing that appealed to me most was that of Chandra

Prabhu at Bhavnagav. She compelled respect at once by refusing

on any account to be phonographed
;
perhaps she thought, amongst

other things, that if she committed her soul to a mere piece of wax

it might get broken in the train—and my subsequent experience

showed that this was only too likely. She sang for an hour, three

songs. The most striking of them was in ' a sort of ' Bhairavl,

upon a theme of the Maharajah's :

(with the drum at E, of course, all the time). The others were in

Imankalian, to which the descending E$f gives an indescribably

light-hearted touch, and in Bageshri (a Dorian). She used gamak

sparingly, and therefore effectively; she detached the notes cleanly

without making them too staccato. There was something most

satisfying in the sweep of the periods, apparently haphazard but

really conforming to strict law. A voice with good tone, as we

understand tone, is a rarity in India ; but Chandra Prabhu sang

with full round notes and variety of quality in addition to the

extraordinary flexibility of all her nation. But the musicianship

of her song was the most notable thing about it. She never

seemed to come across technical difficulties—as that friend of
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Assheton Smith's never could ' think where the young" men found

all these big things

—

ke never met with them ''.

It is impossible to measure this sort of song by any European

standards, the problem is so entirely different. With us, as with

them, a singer concentrates into a single song all his knowledge and

past experience, and has taken years to learn what it takes a few

minutes to sing ; but he is only interpreting. It seems a fresher

and more convincing thing when, after an equal or perhaps larger

number of years training, the song is created there and then ; when

its message has never been given in quite the same terms before

and never will be again. The greatest European singers are apt

to be voice-producers first and musicians afterwards ; the Indian

singer is before all things a musician, who may happen to have

a good voice, but seldom has a good tone. And it seems possible

to overrate good tone ; at any rate, it is surprising how much art

can be heard behind a poor one. Then, too, in the absence of

orchestration and of counterpoint—except such as the drum pro-

vides, and of harmony—and, with that, of a certain terseness of

structure, the voice has unaided to supply all the interest and to

spread it over a certain lapse of time.

To maintain this interest recourse is had to all those things of

which a description has been attempted in the chapters on Jidffa

and Grace. The result is a kind of full-throated utterance quite

unlike the elaborate tremolos of our singers, which often seem to

resolve themselves into a battle between the voice and the accom-

paniment. The nearest analogy we have is perhaps Mr. Hensehel

playing his own accompaniment, where the whole is under the

direction of one mind and it is difficult to say whether voice or

instrument is contributing most to the result. Again, the form of

the song is wholly diverse : we can hardly imagine a composition

without a main climax and perhaps a coda : an Indian simply stops

when he has sung- enough. It seems as if climax too can be over-

rated as it certainly is sometimes overdone. Still, though there are

plenty of minor crises in the course of the music, this absence of any

convincing close remains a difficulty for us.

A different kind of interest and a still greater pleasure was

afforded by a visit to Rabindranath Tagore, the Bengali poet. In

accordance with the best Indian tradition he is poet and musician

in one. His poetry is beginning to speak to us for itself : even in

a few scattered translations it is possible to hear the voice of a man
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who thinks deeply and truly, who sees things as they really are,

making- invisible things visible as florescence does in optics, and

touching them with tenderness and reverence. To hear him recite

his poems is to be reminded of the way in which Tennyson is said

by his biographer to have recited Maud ; and indeed such a line as

' Laborious orient ivory sphere in sphere '' has something of the ring

of Bengali verse about it, while the terseness, the inheritance of the

Sutras, of a language which is the descendant of that compact

wonder, Sanskrit, we could hardly parallel short of Horace. To

hear him sing them is to realize the music in a way that it is seldom

given to a foreigner to do. The notes of the song are no longer

their mere selves, but the vehicle of a personality, and as such they

go behind this or that system of music to that beauty of sound

which all systems put out their hands to seize. These melodies are

such as would have satisfied Plato. 'I do not know the modes,'

said Socrates, 'but leave me one that will imitate the tones and

accents of a brave man enduring danger or distress, fighting with

constancy against fortune ; and also one fitted for the work of peace,

for prayer heard by the gods, and for the successful j^ersuasion or

exhortation of men.'

The portrait of Mr. Tagore which forms the frontispiece is by

Mr. William Rothenstein, who has most generously lent the copy-

right of it for this book. It was drawn one afternoon while the

words and the songs were being transcribed; and perhaps the

sympathy and fidelity of it may be taken as some compensation for

the limitations imposed by a foreign language and for the inability

of musical notation to convey the tones of the living voice.

Mr. Tagore's translations of his own poems are given in Examples 176-180.

Eag Bhairavl, Tal Tevra (3 + 2 + 2).

•^ = 100. Adagielto.

n P
Ex.
»76:g;f?=?^^jLJ J ;., j i

^^=g^
Ji - ba - ne ja - ta pu - ja ha - la - na su

§ ; J' J' ; J' ĵ js sr^jjij-
.u^-^-^

Ja-ni he ja - ni ta - o ha - i - ni ha - la Je phul na phu-ti - te

^ F c frr^"i J ^' ^' ^^-^^^^^^ sj^^
jho-re-chhedha-ra-ni-te Jena-dimo-ru pa - the ha-ia-lo dha-ra
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Ja-ni he ja-ni ta - o ha - i ni ha - ra Ji-ba-ne a - jo ja - ra

ra - ye-chhe pi - che . . Ja-ni he ja - ni ta - o ha - i - ni mi - che

Ji-ba-ne a - jo ja - ra ra - ye-chhe pi - che Ja - ni he ja - ni tao

mf

ha - i - ni mi - che A - mar a - na- ga-ta a - ma-r(a) a - na - ha-ta

To - ma-r(a) bi-na ta - re ba-ji-chhe ta - ra . . Ja-ni he ja-ni ta - o

l-^^-J^^^-
^' S\j ^ S ^

Ja - ni he ja-ni ta - o ha - i - ni ha - ra

Jihane jata.

The pujas that have not been finished in this life I know that they are not

altogether lost. The flowers that have shed their petals on the dust before

being full blown, and the rivers that hid their streams in the desert sand,

I know, I know they have not been altogether lost. Those that lag

behind in this life I know, I know that even they have not lived uselessly.

All my unformed thoughts and all my unstruck melodies are still

sounding on the strings of thy vmd, and I know that they have not been

altogether lost.

BaSd tune,

Tal Dadra. J = 90. Andantimx).

Ex.
177.;

Ja - di tor dak su - ne ke'u na

mf

se Ta - be

l^' J *^ ^ j^:{^|Lj_p_^_^Lt7^^-^^^^g
a -klacha-lo re a - kla cha-lo, a - kla cha-lo, a - kla cha-lo.
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Ja-di sa-ba'i tha-ke mukh phi-ra - ye Sa-ba'i ka-re . .

bhai ta - be pa-ran khu-le . . txii mukh phu-te tor

B.C. al Fine.

ma- ner ka - tha a - kla ba - lo re.

Jadi tor dak.

If no one responds to your call then go on alone. And if there is no one

to speak out, and if they turn their face and are afraid, then open your

heart and speak only you. Speak alone, speak alone.

If every one goes back and none accompanies you in the difficult path,

then tread the thorns with bloody feet alone. Tread alone, tread alone.

If there is no one to light the lamp, and if every one shuts his door in the

stormy dark night, then burn the ribs of your heart with the thunder fire

and burn alone, burn alone.

Rag Khambaj, Tal Ektala.
^

J = 60. Andante.

le. . .
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Ko-ma-la ta-ba ka-ma-Ia ka-re pa-ra-sa ka-ro pa-ra-na pa-r

U-thi-be hi-yagun-ja-rl - ya ta - ba sra-va - na mu-le

A - ma - r(a) ka - ra to - ma - r(a) bi - na.

Ka - kha- na su - khe ka - kha - na . . du - khe kan - di - be

ra - hi - be ja - be bhu - lo Ke - lio na

ja - ne ki na-ba ta . . ne U-thi-be gi - ta shu - nya pa - ne

D.C.al

,

^,b J J.jjj J ^=^^ e l"r rrj' [jj r ^-j ^^jji

A -nan- de - ra ba-ra-ta ja-be a nan-te - ra ku - le

Amd)' kara tomdra hind.

Make me thy vmd ; lift me in thine arms. All the strings of my heart
will break out at thy finger-touch. With thy tender hands touch my life,

and my heart will murmur her secrets in thine ears. In happiness and in

sorrow she will gaze on thy face, and cry ; and shouldst thou neglect her
she will remain silent at thy feet. None knows in what new strains her
songs will rise up to the heavens and send a message of joy to the shore of

the infinite.

Rag Jhijhit, Tal Ektala.

J. =60. Andante.

Ex.
179.

A -mi chi-ni go chi-ni to - ma - re go bi - de shi-
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ni Tu - mi tlia - ko sin - dhu pa - re go bi - do - shi-

- ni To-ma-ye de-khe-cchi sha-ra-da pra - te to-may de-khe-cchi nia-dha-vi

ra - te to - may de - klie - cchi hri - di ma - jha

re hri-di ma - jha - re O go bi - de - shi

.

^^=^-:i^-J-^^/ ^ J- / J^
l j --d^ J- J- J^ / ^^

ni A-mi a -ka-shepa- ti-ya kan su-ne-cchi su - ne - cchi to-ma - ri

jan a - mi to - ma-re sam-pe-chhi pran

P

go bi - de - shi-

fc J. J-^-y^
Bhu-ba-na brah-mi-ya se - she A-mi - se - chi nu- ta-na

she A-mi a - ti-thi to - mare dwa - re, O go bi - de - shi-ni.

Atni chini go chini.

I know, I know thee, tbou Bideshini
' ; thou dwellest on the other shore

of the ocean. I have seen thee in the autumn, I have felt thee in the spring

night. I have found thee in the midst of my heart, thou Bideshini.

Putting my ear to the sky^ I have heard thy music, and I have offered to

thee my life, thou Bideshini, I have roamed all through the world and
have come at last into the strange country. Here I am a guest at thy door,

thou Bideshini.^

^ thou stranger lady
;
perhaps, Intellectual Beauty.

* Akd^a, space ; the source of all sound and speech.

' Mr. Tagore writes:—'I heard when I was very young the song "Who
dressed you like a foreigner?" and that one line of the song painted such

a strange picture in my mind that even now it is sounding in my memory.
1 once tried to compose a song myself under the spell of that line. As I hummed
the tune I wrote the first line of the song " I know thee, thou stranger", and.
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Eag Kafi. Tal Ektala.

J = 80. Andante.

Ma-ma jau - ba - na ni - kun - je ga - he pa - khi Sa-khi

ja - go, ja - go, ja - go Ma-ma jau-ba - na ni - kun - je ga - he

pa - khi Me-li ra - ga a - la - sa an - khi Mc-li ra - ga a - la - sa

an - khi Sa-khi ja - go, ja - go Ma-ma jau - ba - na ni •

-kun-je ga-he pa - khi A-ji chan-cha la e nih-shi - 16 ja-go

pha-gu-na gu - na gi - te a - yi pra-tha-ma pra-na-ya bhi - te Ma-ma

nan-da-na a-ta-bi - te Pi-ka mu-hu-mu - hu u-ttheda-ki Sa-khi

if there were no tune to it, I don't know what would be left of the song. But
under the spell {mantra) of the tune the mysterious figure of that stranger was

evoked in my mind. My heart began to say, "There is a stranger going to and

fro in this world of ours ; her house is on the further shore of an ocean of

mystery. Sometimes she is to be seen in the autumn morning, sometimes in

the flowery midnight ; sometimes we receive an intimation of her in the depths

of our heart, sometimes I hear her voice when I turn rny ear to the sky. . . .

One day, long afterwards, some one went along the road singing, " How does

that unknown bird go to and away from the cage ? Could I but catch it, I would

put the chain of my mind about its feet
!

" I saw that that Ba'ul song too said

the very same thing. Sometimes the unknown bird comes to the closed cage

and speaks a word of the limitless Unknown. Then the mind would keep it

for ever, but cannot. What but the tune of a song could report the coming and

going of this unknown bird? Because of this I always feel hesitation in pub-

lishing a book of songs, for in such a book the main thing is left out. To set

forth the music's vehicle and leave out the music itself is just li.ke keeping the

mouse and leaving out Ganapati himself.'

1495 H
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ja - go, ja - go Ma-ma jau - ba - na ni - kun - je ga - he

pa - khi Ja-go na-bi-na gau-ra - be Na-ba ba-ku-la sau-ra-

n6 Ja-go a - ku - la phu-la sa - je ja - go mri-du kam-pi - ta

la - je Ma-ma hri-da-yasha-ya-na ma-jhe shu-na ma-dhu-ramu-ra-ia

ba - je Ma-ma an = ta - re tha-ki tha - ki Sa-khi ja - go ja

go Ma-ma jau - ba - na ni - kun - je ga - he pa - khe.

Mama jauhana nil-nnje.

In the bower of my youth a bird sings, 'Wake, my love, wake ! Open thy

love-languid eyes, my love, and awake.' There is a tremor in the midnight

darkness to-night, and the air is resonant with the praise song of spring.

timorous maiden, thrilling with the mysteries of first love, listen ;
in my

grove of paradise a bird sings in a repeated rapture, ' Wake my love, wake !

'

Wake in the first fullness of thy youth, wake in the lonely stillness of starry

night, fanned by the ardent breath of spring drunk with the perfume of

hakula. Wake in my arms my love, a-tremble with a tender shyness, decked

in a wreath of blushing rose. listen to the sweet piping in my heart,

' Wake, my sweet love, wake.'

The rliythra of Indian song is more fluid than that of European.

It seems to cost us more, so to say, to be perpetually altering the

accent ; it produces a certain instability which has to be made up

for in other ways. But there is no feeling of instability in these

songs. Such a line as,
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181.

•^UiJi-.^-i,^U^^ ; c l il
°

; g ^^gg
Ja-go a - ku - la phu-la sa - je ja - go mri-du kam - pi-la

w=r &c.

la . . j6 Ma - ma hri-da - ya sha-ya - na ma - jhe

flows quite as naturally as the close o£ Brahms's Minnelied :

E3x.

:

182.^
3 ^ J' IS tin=«»=S:
Dass mein Herz. gleich die - ser Au, mog' in Won - ne

P^ S ^
blii - hen, mog' in Won blu hen.

These, and some others o£ his, show a securer balance and a

stronger sense of rhythmical proportion than many Hindostani songs,

and, without doing violence to the principles of the music, bind it

in a closer grip.

H 2



CHAPTER IV

THE SCALE

You can work it out by Fractions or by simple Rule of Three,

But the way of Tweedledum is not the way of Tweedledee.

The Jungle Book.

The subject now to be discussed is complex. To do justice to the

problems which it involves would require a large book ; all that

is attempted here is to state them, and to give a possible reading of

the available data.

Scales are a tabulation of the facts of song. In a country of the

size of India these facts are very various, and that there should be

one parent scale is hardly to be expected. From the facts given in

Chapter I for the south, and in Chapter II for the east of that

country, we should perhaps draw the following conclusions

:

(1) that the compass increases with the state of civilization

;

(2) that there are two broad tendencies in scale-building: to step

melodically to the ' next door ' note, and to leap harmonically to one which

is not ' next door
'

;

(3) that the * steps ' are of various sizes, viz. anything up to, not as a rule

beyond, a whole tone—although the means of defining the exact intervals

was not at hand
;

(4) that the 'leap' from a given note is to a note which is consonant to

it— for instance, an upward leap through F would generally be to A if the

preceding note was E, to Ab if the preceding note was Eb
;

(5) that the ' steps ' seem to prevail in the south, the ' leaps ' in the east

;

(6) that whether 'step' or 'leap' is in use, the melody pivots on two

notes which are a Fourth apart, much more rarely a Fifth.

It may be observed in passing that this distinction between step

and leap, between a 'melodic' and 'harmonic' scale, lies at the

bottom of all music. It appears in our music in the form of

'passing' and 'substantive' notes; in two successive chords^ the

constituent notes of the second of them can be, and can only be,

justified as melodic steps or as harmonic leaps from those of the

first, however much the current conception of what is melody and

what is harmony may grow. But, just as in our music the two

^ Chords are compressed arpeggios, and arpeggios are, or may be, skeleton

fciiles.
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ideas were held apart to some extent and ticketed as Counterpoint

and Thoroughbass respectively, but afterwards fused in Harmony, so,

(7) together with the ' melodic ' and ' harmonic ' scales, we find every-

where in India the 'complete ' scale—a scale, that is, which extends beyond
the small gamut of adjacent notes, or which fills up the gaps left by the

sparse notes.

No melodies have been noted in India until quite modern times,

so that we have no direct means of determining- what those songs

were of which the scales were later tabulations. But we may
perhaps take remoteness of local origin to be an efficient substitute

for antiquity of record ; and these seven ^conclusions^ may therefore

not be without value as a guide to the constitution of the early

forms of scale. At any rate no reading of the theory would be

satisfactory if it did serious violence to the practice.

Another guide is to be found in the tunings of local instruments.

These are, if we can interpret them^ a record of the essential notes

of the melodies of the district to which the instrument belongs.

Essential, because other subsidiary notes are got, or are always there

to be got, by special fingerings and by varying pressure of lip or

finger. We will examine some of these Ludwig Riemann^ has given,

from observations made on Indian stringed and wind instruments,

with the help of an Appumis Toiimesser—scales correct to an eighth of

a tone. His results for stringed instruments may be neglected because

the frets undoubtedly shift by lapse of time, by handling, and by the

shaking of the journey, and also because such instruments as those

of the vlnd aud satdr tribes, from which his examples are mainly

taken, belong to civilized, i, e. modern, music. There is more help

to be got from the wind instruments, because niceties of intonation

obtained by fingering and overblowing belong rather to a fully

developed art, whereas these rustic flutes would tend to be pierced

in accordance with the accepted local scale, so as to save trouble in

performance.

The following table divides the Semitone into four parts. It will

be useful to remember that the Tone ^ is here 8 of such parts, the

minor Third 12, the major Third 16, the Fourth 20, the Tritone

24, the Fifth 28, and the Octave 48 :

1 tjier eigentumliche hei Natur- und orientalischen Kulturvolkern vorkommende Ton-

reihen. Essen, 1889, pp. 3, 27-30.

* The true relations of major Tone, minor Tone, and Semitone would be best

expressed (in single figure integers) as 9, 8, and 5.
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We have no hint as to which note is to be regarded as the

tonic, though it would be a reasonable guess to consider the

lowest note to be so as a rule, because the large majority of Indian

melodies are authentic, not plagal. Ignoring any suggestion of

that sort, the arrangement adopted here is to group together those

scales which respectively make (1) the Fourth, (2) the Tritone,

(3) the Fifth, or (4) the Fourth and the Fifth, their basis, placing

between the groups those which show approximations to these

intervals. Where there might be doubt as to which interval was

intended, a slur, or if an approximation a dotted slur, has been added.

We must not argue from these eighteen scales to any preference

for a particular size of interval, for neither do we know how repre-

sentative this list, a mere handful of the flutes of India, may be,

nor can we hope to base anything upon the sporadic list of ' origins '.

But a given scale tends to consist, on the whole, of one size of

interval, showing that there w^as an average feeling, varying of

course locally, of the sort of distance it was to the ' next door' note.

We see, however, that in no scale is this distance uniform. The

scale is conceived ' diatonically ', that is to say, mixing up large and

small intervals. This throws light incidentally on a statement of

Aristoxenus that * it is impossible to hear three next door notes in

succession '.^

The interest of this table centres in the basic intervals (Fourth,

Fifth, &c.) and the way they are filled up. So far as this small

list may be considered to be representative, we find in it the largest

group based on the Fourth, the next largest on the Fourth and

Fifth too-ether. This corroborates the conclusions from the Folk-

songs given above. But more interesting is the appearance of the

Tritone as a base, and of the various approximations to it. There

was a fairly large number of songs which employed this interval

in Chapters I and II ; so that it must be taken as an important

factor of scale.

^ His name for thein is 'passage-note' {diesis). Gevaert (Musique de I'Antiquite,

vol. i, p. 285) thinks tliat there is a tinge of exaggeration in this statement ; but

it is possible to believe that Aristoxenus meant what he said. He always sub-

scribes to the musical not the acoustical view, and his words must be taken to

mean not that the mind cannot think these intervals in the abstract, but that

the voice will not sing them in the concrete ; that they are what we shoiild

call 'unvocal'. This may be observed whenever a village choir wrestles with

three or four semitones in succession.
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Also, in no case (until the last four examples, where the scale is

thoroughly established) is the basic interval filled in in exactly the

same way. There are signs, indeed (especially in Nos. 1, 3, 4, 7, 8,

9 and 12), that the process was to supplement a chosen melodic

interval by a residue. In No. 1, for instance, the general scheme

involves large semitones (5, 5, 5). But the tetrachord begins with

a quarter-tone (2), and to this there is a residue in a larger quarter-

tone (3).

There are also signs of a practice which is familiar to us,^ of

sharpening the higher intervals. In No. 7 the semitones get larger

as they ascend; in No. 13 the tones. In Nos. 8 and 13 the octave

is sharp ; in Nos. 16, 17, 18 the eighth note is considerably sharp on

the octave. In No. 10 the octave is the first harmonic. In no other

case is the octave true. This shows that the octave was not con-

sidered a basic interval in the sense in which the Fourth, Tritone, and

Fifth were ; and this again accords with what we find in the songs.

There is no accounting for this Tritone : it must be accepted as

a fact.2 It may have been arrived at by a series of Tones, as

Nos. 9-12 would seem to suggest ; or it may be the result of a

shift of tonic— e. g. B-E becoming C-F, with a resultant interval

B-F—in support of which view some arguments will be adduced

later. But in any case it is a fundamental fact of Indian music.

The Carnatic system classifies the Rdgams into those which employ

the Fourth and those which employ the Tritone as basic interval

{Suddhamaclhi/ama and PratimadhT/ama), and it will be seen that the

same principle underlies the Rags of Hindostan. It might be

supposed that Fjf (in C-FJf G) was felt as a leading note to G
merely, were it not that it is used in many Rags with obvious

pleasure in descent also ; and we must conclude that Indians value

the Tritone for its own sake.

We turn now to the theory. There are in all about three dozen

Sansrkrit musical works which may be dated with varying degrees

of confidence ; they are, with the exception of half a dozen (marked

with an asterisk), as yet unpublished, and the MSS. are scattered

1 Pianoforte tuners have found by experience that the English public likes

to have the upper octaves tuned sharp, as being more brilliant. The rise in

pitch since Handel's time is said to be due to the desire to secure greater

brilliance by tuning brass instruments sharper than normal.

^ Cp. the Kanwar^s tuning on p. 31, and the progression of the bass in Debussy

•ind Stravinsky.
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about in various Indian and a few European libraries. A list,

extracted from Aufrecht^s and other catalog-ues, is here given, in

case it should be of use to future students of the subject

:

List of Sanskrit Authorities

Title.

Natyasastra* .

AiitJior.

Bharata

Sangitaratnakara* .

Sangitopanishad . .

Sangltopaniyhadsara
Rasikapriya
Sangitamimansa . .

Sangitaraja ....
Sangitaratnakaratika*
Sangitasara ....
Ananda«anjlvana . .

Ragamala ....
Svaramelakalanidhi*
Sangitaratnakara . .

Nartananirnaya . .

Ragamafjjari .

Cighrabodhininamamal
Sadragacandrodaya .

Eagamala ....
Sangltavrttaratnakara
Ragavibodha* . . .

Hrdayaprakasa . .

Sangitanupankusa .

Sangitadarpana* . .

Sangltasarasangraha*
Sangltabliaskara . ,

Anupasangitavila^a .

Muraliprakasa . . .

Nastoddistaprabhodaka
dhraupadatlka

Sangitamakaranda
Sangitadamodara

.

Sangitanarayana .

Sangitanarayana .

Sangitaparijata* .

Sangltasaramrita

.

Sarngadeva

.

f Sudhakalasa

Bate.

First seven centuries of
our era ; there is a
slight probability that

it belongs to the late

5th cent.

1210-1247.

1324.

Eana Kumbhakama Mahi- circ. 1450.

mendra

Kalllnatha . .

Harinayaka (?)

Madana paladeva
Kshemakarna .

Timamatya . .

Bhanuraka . .

1460 (or 1560).

1500, or earlier.

1528.

1570.

.Second half of16th cent.

Pandarikavittala

Somanatha 1609.

Hrdayanarayana .... Early 1 7th cent.

Bhavabhatta circ. 1640.

DamodaraMisra .... 1560-1647.

Rajah Jagajjyotirmalla . circ. 1650.

I Bhavabhatta . . .

Veda
Subhankara ....
Purushottama Mishra
Narayanadeva
Ahobala Pandit . .

Rajah Tulaji . . .

circ. 1680.

End of 17th cent.

Before 1700.

1730, or before.

Before 1765.

18th cent,

circ. 1770.

These catalogues contain references also to thirty-eight more of

which the author and the locale of the MS., but not the date, is

known ; fourteen of which the author only is known ; and seventeen

of which the locale of the MS. only is known. Total 103. The

twenty-eighth adhydya of Bharata which is concerned with music

(the subject of the work being the drama) has been translated into

French by Jean Grosset. Mr. Clements's Introduction to the Study

of Indian Mime, 1913, gives extracts from Bharata and Sarngadeva.
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The Rdgamhodha of Somanatha is in course of translation in the

Indian Musical Journal, Mysore.

It will not be possible to speak with confidence about Indian

theory until all the important books have been adequately translated.

What is here said is taken from Grosset^s translation of Bharata.

We begin with the explanation of a few technical tei'ms.

Grama, lit. ' village '^ as opposed to jungle {aranya), means a

civilized as opposed to an unsophisticated scale.^ The name has been

applied specifically only to three scales—the Sa-grdma, our major

with a sharpened Sixth, the Ma-grdma, our major C-c, but intended

presumably to be used as an F-f scale with a sharpened Sixth, and

the Ga-grdma, possibly intermediate between these two, long obsolete.

That, lit. 'array', is used in Hindostan for the setting of the frets

of a string instrument (especially the satdr or surhahar) for the

purpose of playing in a given mode. But, as one setting will do

for several modes, Tlidt, which takes the name of one typical mode

—

e.g. Bhairavl Thdt, or Kdfl That—has a classifying sense. The

South Indian term for this classificatory sense is Melakarta, lit.

' group maker ' , because it groups together several Bdgams ; though

it does not seem to be applied to ' setting ', and, indeed, I never met

with a Satdr in the south.

Murchana (Sanskrit), murchhana (Hindostani), from a root murch,

' to increase \ means primarily the ' swelling of sound ' and seems to

have been applied originally to high and low pitch and to have meant

the rise and fall of the voice in song. Then it came to have the

technical sense of (1) a rise and fall from and to a particular note

of a specific scale, and in this sense is accurately translated by

' mode \ (It may be worth mentioning that the wiirchanas are

always given as a descending series.) But since the note on which

they started was the most important and was generally ornamented

with a grace note, murchhana has come to mean (2) grace note as

applied to a particular Hdg. When grace is otherwise applied, i. e.

not to single out the predominant note of a Hdg, it has either the

general name Gamak or the particular names Mind or Gha-nt. These

are treated of in a later chapter. In the old sense of the word the

' mode ' consisted of seven notes, i. e. two tetrachords, so that

1 The usual explanation is that the notes are arranged in a scale as mankind

are in a village, which gives rather a poor sense.
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murchana may (3) be held also to translate the Greek harmonid

(heptachord).

Rdga, from a root raiij, ' to be dyed, to glow \ means ' colour '

;

hence colour of mind, i. e. emotion. Its European analogue will

therefore be whatever gives colour to a piece of music ; and since

this may be according to circumstances melody, harmony, counter-

point, or instrumentation, but most of all harmony, we have no real

equivalent for a word which applies technically only to melody.

Rdga is connected with Rakti, ' affection '
. Rdga is Sanskrit, and

is used in this book when the general sense is intended; Rag is

North Indian, and Rdgam South Indian. The same is the case for

Tdla^ Tdl, and Tdlam (time). Its usual translation is ' melody-type',

or ' melody-mould ', or even 'tune'. If it must be translated, perhaps

' Mood ' would convey as much as is compressible into one word.

Its definition is rather long, and will not mean much until the

chapter on Rdga has been read :—An arbitrary series of notes

characterized as far as possible as individuals, by proximity to or

remoteness from the note which marks the tessitura, by a special

order in which they are usually taken, by the frequency or the

reverse with which they occur, by grace or the absence of it, and

by relation to a tonic usually reinforced by a drone. Although

Indians never confuse the masculine Rag with the feminine Rdginl ^

the attributes of these are indistinguishable.

Sajjtaka, a ' set of seven ', takes the place -of our word ' octave '

;

the saptaka contains seven svaras, i. e. not notes, but intervals

between them; and all Indian notations assume three saptakas,

a higher (tdra), middle {madhi/a), and lower [mandra), arrived at as

the average compass of the human voice (in their art songs).

Svara, from root svri, ' hear ', is also a degree of the scale, or a dia-

tonic note. It may be natural (sudd/ia) or chromatic [vikrta).

' Natural ' means not a ' white ' note, but ' proper to the scale ',

whatever the scale may be. Vikrta notes are sharp {ttvra) or flat

komala), very sharp {atitlvra) or very flat {atikomala). F is the

only note which is sharpened, and it has three degrees of sharpness
i % s .—E {ina tivra), FJ [ma itvratar), Y^ [ma tivratam)? E being

1 ' Bag ' means strictly one of the Six Original Rags ; all others are considered

to be descendants of these, and are called Raginis.

^ -tar and -tarn are the Greek -teros and the Latin -timus (e.g. finitimus,

optimus, &c.).
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rarely used the names are more often moved on one place, so

that FJf is ma iivra and FJf ma tlvratar. Three degrees of flat-

tening are sometimes wanted for D, E, A, B : Dt? is Bi atikomal,
b

Db Hi komal, and D is sometimes called Ri madhya (middle).^

Tivra and komal are, literally, 'strong^ and ' tender \ Divine

attributes are assigned to all the svaras. Their full names are

—

C, safjja ; D, rsahha ; E, gdndhara ; F, madhyama ; G, pancama

;

A, dhaivata; B, nimda; and their abbreviations Sa, Rl, Ga, Ma,

Pa, Dka, Ni. In South India Db, D, DJf are called Ra, Ri, Ru (as

the Tonic Sol-fa system names them Ra, Ray, and Re) and the others

analogoiisly. In old music the svara names the interval ; when it

names the note it names the note above the interval; thus, Ga

means the interval E-F, and in old books the note F, in modern

parlance the note E.

Srufi, from root sr?i, 'hear'', is the (smallest) 'audible sound'.

Like the svara it names both the interval and the note. The twenty-

two sndis have special names, and specific attributions of divine

qualities lie no doubt concealed in these. The first of them, i. e.

b

C-Db, is called Ttvm (sharp) ; the other names are obscure.

Fddl, samvddl, anuvddl, vivddl (translated ' sonant ', ' consonant ',

' assonant ',
' dissonant ') are survivals of a theory of consonance

{samvdditva) now forgotten. Samvddl definitely means the con-

sonance of Fourth or Fifth, as we should say ' Perfect consonance ^

Vddl is the note to which it is so related. Vivddl is applied by

Bharata to the Semitone. He speaks (verse 24) of notes being

vivddl to one another when they are at the distance of twenty srutis.

This is the same thing as two srtitis (22-20), which reading actually

appears in another manuscript. Anuvddl is the name for 'all other

relations which are not vddl, samvddl, and vivddl'. These three

relationships belong to the tetrachord, and presumably anuvddl does

too. Current tradition makes anuvddl the major Third. But

Bharata says 'all other' (seska), as if more than one relationship

was anuvddl. If it is possible to suppose that in the term anuvddl

he included the major and minor Tone (which together make up

the major Third) all the determining elements of Bharata's scale

(see below) would be accounted for.

In discussing the scale {grama) the first difiiculty which confronts

^ ' Intermediate ' between M iuddha and Ri komal, D and Db.
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us lies in the double meaning* of svara, ' note ' and ' interval '.^

Does the Sa-grdma, for instance^ begin with the Sa-interval, or on

the S-note ? In the former ease it will begin on what we should

call C (the Indian N), in the latter on our D (the Indian S).

Bharata gives some colour to the latter view in verse 25, where he

says the arrangement of the .srntis in the Sa-grdma is 3, 2, 4, 4, 3,

2, 4—i. e. that they begin with the svara Ri, which is of three srutis,

and therefore on the S-note (our D).

But if we reflect that the scale is always spoken of as a ' set of

seven * (sc. intervals), whereas it consists actually of eight notes,

that these seven are always given as beginning with Sa, and that

a scale so taken (from N-note or Sa-interval) satisfies the demands

of the practice (in Chapters I and II), we shall not be disposed to

attach too much importance to this obiter dictum of verse 25, even

supposing that were the only way in which it could be interpreted.

We assume, therefore, that the Sa-grdma begins with the Sa-interval,

on the N-note (our C).

But there is a second difficulty, which Mr. Clements's recent book

raises. Was the grama a scale beginning on a definite note at all,

or was it not rather a gamut, a continuous series, which might be

started at any point, but which differed from some other grama by

having one place where the series diverged? But there is the

difficulty of the names. Why were they called Sa-grdma, Ma-grdma,

unless they had some obvious connexion with Sa and Ma? And
what could that connexion be except that they began there ? The

distinction between grdma (scale) and murcJiana (mode) may well be,

essentially, that between genos and Iiarmonid (scale and mode), only

that the Indian grdma did and the Greek genos did not begin on

a particular note.

In assigning the srutis thus, for the Sa-grdma,

Sa Ei Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni

4 3 2 4 4 3 2

Indian theory is indicating the relative sizes of the major Tone (4),

the minor Tone (3), and the Semitone (2) with accuracy sufficient

for its purpose. Complete accuracy would demand 4-08, 3-64, and

^ Bharata speaks of two svaras (notes) being samvddl when they are nine Srutis

(a Fourth) or thirteen Srutis (a Fifth) apart. Again, he speaks of Sa (one of the
svaras) as ' of ' four Srutis, meaning tlie interval from the note N to the note S.

[Sa is hereinafter used for the interval, S for the note.]
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2-24 respectively.^ The Ma-grama is formed from this by the

interchange of the sruti-NnXwQ's, of Pa and Dha ;
' Dha takes one

kuti from Pa '—thus :

Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni
Ma-grama

4 3 2 4 3 4 2

But the Ma-grdma is so called, we must think, because it begins on

the note Ma. Hence the scale intended is :

Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Ri Ga
4 3 4 2 4 3 2

But there is a third scale, the Ga-grdma, which is not mentioned

by Bharata. It is said by Sarugadeva to have 'retired to Indra-

loka' (heaven). In spite of this, however, he knows how it was

formed.

When (a) Ga takes one ^ruti from Ri and one from Ma,

(6) Dha takes one §ruti from Pa,

(c) Ni takes one iruti from Dha and one from Sa,

then this arrangement is what Narada taught us as the Ga-grdma.

The process is as follows :

Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni
Sa-grdma 4 3 2 4 4 3 2

(«) 4 2 4 3 4 3 2

(5) 4 2 4 3 3 4 2

(/) 3 2 4 3 3 3 4
Ga-grdma

]

beginning ^433 34 3 2
on Ga ]

The three grdmas, put for comparison together, are :

Sa-grdma 4 3 2 4 4 3 2

Ga-grdma 4 3 3 3 4 3 2

Ma-grdma 4 3 4 2 4 3 2

and the notes of which these are composed may be represented by :

t

Sa-grdma
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In favour of this explanation, which is in principle that adopted

in Mr. Clements^s book, it may be said (1) that the Ga-grdma is thus

made a true grdyna and differs from the Ma-grdma (as that did from the

Sa-grdma) by the alteration of one hidi only; and (2) the difference

between the three grdmas lies in the treatment of the F, and this is

just the difference we wei'e led to expect by the Folk-songs, and still

more by the flute tunings.

Against it, however, it must be said (1) that this explanation is

based on a solitary passage of a thirteenth-century writer, and that

the scheme of the other two grdmas, given in full by a writer of the

fifth century a. d., the principle of which can be traced to the fifth

century b. c, makes no mention of a third grama ; and (2) it is

difficult to imagine so much prestige ^ as belongs to the gdnclhdra

scale attaching to a series of notes which makes the principal

interval (the Fourth) break the law of consonance by consisting of

ten hntis instead of nine. The Ga-grdma must, one would think,

have been some series of notes which is as fundamental a part of

Indian music as the other two grdmas are.

But the directions of the Ratndkara may be taken in another W2iy.

The Ga-grdma may be intended there to be derived not from the

Sa-grdma, but from the Ma-grdma. Thus :

Ma-grdma
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The A of the Sa-grdma and Ma-grdma differed from A by the

Comma of Didymus {-^rirJ-—^7; = -— = 22 Cents). Bharata calls
'' ^Muior Tone 80 '

this comma the indicative' {pramdna) huti. He uses it for the

tuning- of the vlnd.

Take two vind>^, he says, alike in all respects, and tune them
both in the Sa-grama. On one of them diminish Pa [i. e. lower the

t
note P so as to form our AQ instead of A] by this pramdna sruti,

but in such a way that the Pa of the Sa-grama can be put back
again. This is the diminution of one -^rnti. By a second dimi-

nution Ga [on one vind'\ becomes Ri [on the other], and, similarly,

Ni becomes Dha. [The second .^rnti, then, is the difference between

the pramdna ^rnti and the Semitone, and the ^rxitis were therefore

not equal in size.] By a third diminution D and R of one viiid

coincide with P and S of the other ; and by a fourth diminution

P, M, and S coincide with M, G, and N. This scheme shows

the twenty-two srufis of the two gramas.

The only thing this establishes is that the srvtis were not equal in

size. They are of three sizes: (1) the difference between the major

and minor Tone, the pramdna .\ndi, twenty-two Cents; (2) the

difference between the minor Tone and the Semitone, seventy

Cents; and (3) the difference between the Semitone and the pra-

mmia hull, ninety Cents. He does not tell us in what order these

diminutions are to be made ; and if we took him literally, and made

them successively downwards from each note we should get quite

a wrong- idea of his scale.

What that scale is we discover from his account of the jdt'is.

There are seven modes {miirchand) of each of the two grdmas, i. e.

fourteen in all; but only seven of these fourteen are in practical

use under the name of jdtls, species. In the following table each

mode is given as from a common tonic. The constituent units of

the Sa-grdma (4324432) are successively added, and each

murcJiana begins on a different one of these notes. The same is done

for the Ma-grdma^ giving- another set of seven murchanas^ each of

which differs in one note, and only one, from some mode of the

Sa-grdma.
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We will now digress for a moment to record an important date

in this connexion.

The scheme as a whole is much earlier than Bharata. The

theory of consonance (samvddilva), or at least the terminology

which that theory uses (samvdcU, amcvddl, vlvddl), is alluded to in

the MaMbhdrafa (14^ 14, 19). The date of the Mahdblidrata is

generally considered to be 400 b. C.-200 a. d., and the fourteenth is

a late book. The author gives as the ' ten elements of sound ' the

seven notes of the scale (Sa, Ri, Ga, &c.), and three others, ista,

mmta, and samhata (lit. ' agreeable ', ' disagreeable ', and ' struck to-

gether'). These last are described as ^classificatory ' [pravibhdgavdn)

;

and it is tempting, thei'efore, to see in them the terms ' assonant '

,

' dissonant ', and ' consonant ' with which we are familiar.

But a much more important passage is to be found in the

BkpratimkJii/a, which is probably not later than 400 b. c. It is

there said that there are twenty-one notes in all, seven for each voice

register {sthdna)—the lower {inandrd), the middle [madJi7/a), and the

upper {uttania)} These seven notes (of the octave, or of course

twenty-one of the three octaves of the gamut) are described as twins

{yamd). 'Each twin is sej^arated from its fellow by such a small

distinction that from one point of view the difference is hardly

perceptible
; yet, from another, the two are distinct things.' The

metaphor of ' twins ' describes so accurately the pairs of scales we

have been discussing, which are identical in six notes and differ

in the seventh by an almost imperceptible interval, and puts the

finger so unerringly upon the salient point of the system, that there

can be little doubt as to the reference. This highly elaborate

system may, then, be dated back beyond the time of Aristoxenus,

to the fifth century b. c, and, like his, points to a long antecedent

period of development.^

It appears from the table of murcJiams that all the twenty-two

Sndis except the first and twenty-first are accounted for. These

two are inserted, by analogy, in the next diagram in square brackets

as consonant notes from the eighth and tenth srutis respectively.

If we take account of the jails only, we find that these two, the

eighth and the tenth, are not in use ; they are accordingly placed in

1 The modern name for the upper register is tara.

^ See Weber's Jndiscke Studien, the eighth volume of the Beitrage fur die Kunde

des indischen AUeriums, pp. 262 and 271.
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round brackets. No. 11 is arrived at in two ways, with different

results.

In the following- diagram column I gives the constituent elements

of each note in terms of the major Tone {a = |), the minor Tone
{b = -^/), and the Semitone (c = if). Columns IV and V givp

the representative fractions, distributed into ' quintal ' (those derived

from the Fifth (|) alone), and 'tertian^ (those derived jointly from

the Fifth and the Third (D). Column II gives the equivalent of

these in cents,^ and Column III their differences (or, speaking

^ Cents are a set of slightly modified logarithms of fractional ratios between
1 and 2, and represent musical intervals within the compass of an octave (f

)

correct to the hundredth part of a semitone. The system is explained in

Appendix XX of the second edition of Ellis's Translation of Helmholtz's Sensations

of Tone. (This appendix is not in the first edition.)

For the following statement of the theory, and of practical rules for finding

cents, the writer is indebted to the kindness of Mr. T. B. W. Spencer, of

Wellington College :

The number of cents corresponding to any musical interval must satisfy two
conditions, namely, that the addition and subtraction of cents should correspond

to the product and quotient of the intervals they represent ; and also that 1200

cents should correspond to the interval f , that is the interval between a note

and its octave.

The first condition is satisfied by representing any interval by its logarithm

to any base ; the second, by multiplying these logarithms by some factor.

Using common logarithms, the logarithm of f is .SOIOSOO. As the number
of cents corresponding to this interval is 1200, the factor that the logarithms

1200
must be multiplied by is that is by 3986.

The rule, then, to find the number of cents corresponding to any interval is

as follows : Find the common logarithm of the ratio, and multiply the result

by 3986.

Example. If the ratio is f, the logarithm of f is -0511525. Multiply this by

8986, and the result is 204 to the nearest whole number.

The above is the only accurate rule, but as it is intelligible only to those who
are acquainted with logarithms, we proceed to obtain a rule for calculating

cents by means of elementary arithmetic.

The common logarithm of any fraction ( —j is given by the formula

log- =2 X -43429 +-( ) +-( ) +...
n (m + n 6 \m + n/ 5 \m + n/ )

which is proved in every book on Higher Algebra. The number of cents is398C

m
times this expression, that is, number of cents corresponding to — is

n

8986 X 2 X -43429 }
^^^ + 1/^1^^ ^ i /^^in^x^ + .

I

{m + n 3 \m + n/ 5 \m + n) )

thatis,3462x !^^ 1154 x (^?^t + ^92 (??^)% ....w + n \m + n/ \m + nJ

I 2
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in ratios^ their quotients). Columns VI and VII are adjust-

ments proposed by Mr. Clements on the strength of observations

taken by Mr. Deval of Poona on a dichord : his two tertian intervals

are a Fourth apart, and his two septimal, a Fifth. [Septimal inter-

vals are derived from the septimal seventh
; ^ = 969 cents.]

/yyt A
yyf^ ~— yi 1 /yyi yi\ ^

If we take — less than — ,
— is less than — and 692 ( ) is less than

n 6 m+n 7 \m + nJ

•04 ; therefore this term and all those after it may be neglected. Also

^yyi yi\ 1
1154 X (

) is less than 1154 X -,, that is, less than 3-4 ; hence to the nearest

whole number this term is either 0, 1, 2, or 3.

It is therefore simpler to calculate the number of cents, corresponding to —

>

from the formula 3462 x , and add 1, 2, or 3 as required.
m + n

No simple rule can be given which will always give the correct result. The

following, although slightly more complicated than that given by Ellis in his

article on ' The musical scales of various nations' in the Journal of the Society of

Arts for March 27, 1885, has the advantage of being more accurate.

(a) If the ratio is less than §, multiply 3462 by the difference of the numerator

and denominator, and divide by their sum, obtaining the quotient to the nearest

whole number. If this quotient is

over 262 add 1,

,, 378 ,, 2,

„ 448 „ 3.

(6) If the ratio is greater than § aftd less than ^, multiply the larger number
by 3 and the smaller by 4 and proceed as before, and finally add 498 to the

result.

(c) If the ratio exceeds §, multiply the larger number by 2 and the smaller by

3 and proceed as in (a), and add 702 to the result.

Examples

:

(a) The ratio is
-V^.

Multiply 3462 by 1 and divide by 19. Result, 182.

(6) The ratio is §|. Multiply 45 by 3 and 32 by 4, giving ||f, difference 7,

sum 263. Then 3462 x 7

263 " ^^-

Add 498 and the result (in cents) is 590.

(c) The ratio is J. Multiply 7 by 2 and 4 by 3, giving if, i. e. |. Then

Since 266 is more than 262, add 1 as well as 702. The result is

266 + 1 + 702 = 969,

the cents required.
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It may be noticed that since the Ma-grdma (4324342), which is

identical with our major scale, can be treated in the same way, it

would have been open to Europeans to divide the octave similarly

into twenty parts. Having a different object in view we have

preferred to do two things. First, we have ' merged ' nearly iden-

tical intervals; that is, we have made one note do duty for two.

Thus, E!7 is 204 + 112 = 316, and Dfl is 386-112 = 274; and

we have made 316 do duty for both notes. And secondly, since

we wished to have all the relations of the successive notes of the key

the same, on whatever note the key began, we have ' tempered '

;

that is, we have made the major Tone, minor Tone, and Semitone

expressible in terms of each other by adopting a compromise. Thus

204, 182, and 112 have been altered to 200, 200, and 100. With
these particular intervals the falsity of intonation does not seriously

matter; but since it involves reducing the Fifth, 702, to 700, and

increasing the major Third,^ 386, to 400, the falsity on some

instruments and in certain connexions is very apparent. There are

purists who regret this, and others who do not appreciate the reason

for it—that we have an ample compensation in Harmony, which

it alone makes possible. If India were ever to adopt Hai-mony it

would be driven eventually to the same or a similar device ; there

is not^ permanently, any half-way house. ''^

Bharata's is the North Indian theory of grama, though, as we
have seen, it touches the South Indian theory also in one point, the

division of Bdga into two classes, those which have the Fourth and

the Tritone respectively for basic interval. But in other points the

South Indian theory diverges.

First, the Carnatie system ' merges
'
; it recognizes not twenty-

two, but only sixteen nominal and twelve real sub-divisions of the

scale

:

Modern Carnatic Scale.

C Sa (suddha)

B Ni kakali

Ajf Bb Dha shatsruti Ni kaisiki

A Bbb Dha eatuhsruti Ni suddha

Ab Dha suddha

1 The ear perceives these relations immediately, but those of the Tone, &c.,

mediately.

^ See Appendix.
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considered the natural one to put first.i \Gmmardga is an early

name for melakarta^ Popular favour has now, however, been

transferred to another scale, Mdya-Mdlavagaula

:

C Db-E F G Ab-B C

It looks as if the second of these two scales had developed from the

first by w^ay of modal shift of tonic. These five notes

Mayamalavagaula,

Ex.=fc
183. -fer-

Mukhari.

show the characteristic tetrachord of each chromatic scale. The

two complete scales compare thus

:

Authentic Mayamalavagaula.

Bx.

184,

Plagal Mukharl.

This would sound too ingenious to be trae were it not that a strictly

analogous thing has happened with Greek music. The modern

form of Greek chromatic is :

C Db E F Gb A Bb^

and the two, ancient and modern, complete scales are therefore

Modern Greek (plagal).

Ancient Greek (authentic).

The Carnatic scale has, then, a chromatic basis; and the Greeks

held that the chromatic preceded the diatonic.^ The latter we

found in Hiudostan taking shape in three, according to one explana-

tion, but at any rate in two gramas which differed from each other

by one iridi, precisely as the 'hard' and 'soft' varieties of the

Greek diatonic differed by one diesis. Here we have analogues,

' It is still put first in the modern system under the fancy name oi Kdnakangi

(part of an elaborate memoria technica, see Mudaliar's Oriental Music, p. 17).

^ See the examples in Pachtikos, Aismata Hellenica, Athens, 1905, passim.

^ South Indians claim that the Dravidian system (that of the Carnatic) is

older than the Hindostani. It may be remembered also that Tamil (the

prevalent language of southern India) has the oldest datable literature of any
Prakrit.
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therefore, for two of the Greek genera. We may even trace the

third genus, the enharmonic, in Hags like Todi, MuUdni, and others.

The Greek enharmonic scale, expressed in srutis, appears thus

b P

186.

(=22)

The scale of Todi is

Todi

They meet, like the old and new South Indian chromatic scales,

in two overlapping tetrachords :

Greek enharmonic.

Ex.^
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The diatonic is ubiquitous (though the sharp Sixth is not found in

the South)^ and the chromatic is quite as popular in the North under

the name of Bhairmi as it is in the South as Mdyamdlavagaiila.

Neither is there any suggestion that Greece borrowed from

India, or vice versa; their musical systems, like their languages,

were no doubt part of their common Aryan inheritance—with

enough likeness and unlikeness to make the comparison convincing.

We turn now to the other class of scale, the transilient, which

proceeds by ' leap ' to the Fourth, with a bridge note. It might

seem at first glance as if these were not very different from the

chromatic scales, since in both there is as a rule a leap of a minor

Third. But there is a great difference in the melodies which

embody them. A ' chromatic ' melody tends to centre in the

cluster of semitones, and to treat the leap as an occasional excur-

sion. A ^transilient' melody moves more freely, and the leap is

the most important material of the song.

We found a hint in the Gurkha and Garhwall songs that these

transilient scales had their home in the east of India. Although

they are to be found everywhere, they seem to be especial favourites

in Bengal ; and the Bengali system especially insists on heptatonic

[sampurtia) , hexatonic {shddava), and pentatonic (oclava) as a primary

division of Bdga, whereas the other systems, while recognizing

these, draw no special attention to them. Of these names there is

something to be said about odava. It is always understood to mean
' a set of five ' ; but the word is neither Sanskrit nor Prakrit.

What the connexion is, if any, with Aiidavi (an unlocated place-

name) or the Odras (who inhabited Orissa = Odra-desha) or with

odrapushpa (the Chinese rose) must be left to others to determine.

No Indian language owns odava, and, if the name is foreign, the

scale may have been imported. That it is foreign is further sug-

gested by the form shddava, ' a set of six,' formed on analogy, for

which the proper Sanskrit would have been shashtaka.

Indian theory, which is nothing if not complete, has names

also for scales of fewer notes. Scales of one note, which seems

a little Irish, are called Arcika (i. e. belonging to the Rigveda).

This is curious since the Rk was by common consent chanted to

three notes. Of two notes, Gdthika; GdtJias were religious non-

Vedic songs. Of three notes, Sdmika, belonging to the Sdmaveda.
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(Incidentally, the Sdman chant involved from five to seven notes.)

Of four notes, Svardntara (= hiatus) ; this seems to be a con-

fession that the tabulation had broken down. Still, the list as

a whole may be read to mean that a small compass connotes

antiquity, as we found it connoted also remoteness of locality. No
one doubts, either, that pentatonic scales precede, what indeed may
be considered ^spoiled' forms of them, hexatonic and heptatonic.

They are, logically, older because they are innocent of the Semitone,

which comes into the scale only when the ear can appreciate the

major Third, {^^rjr—-
—

,.,, • , = Semitone). Melodies in these scales

have extraordinary strength and sweetness, but not much variety.

It remains to bring these different scale formations into relation

with acoustical fact, on the one hand, and with musical fact on

the other.

When primitive man—and he is to be heard in London streets

as well as in Otahiti or in the glacial epoch—begins to articulate

his upward whoop or downward wail, he uses his ' musical ear '. It

is this ear which is in a low state of development when he ' loses

his key ' or ' sings out of tune \ What is it, then, to sing in tune ?

It is to be able to hear, with a given note, certain other notes which

are present in it at various pitches and intensities. 'The^ note is

known as the ' fundamental ', and the ' other ' notes as ' upper

partials': the latter diminish in intensity as they rise in pitch.

Intensity of sound has not yet been measured, and the amount of

average diminution is not known. The following series omits

octaves (as mere replicas), and hints at the average diminution by

time-values

:

Ex.
189. C\- __

(-
.j, j

^J"^^= &c.

1 3 5 7 9 11 &c.

The 2nd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 10th upper partials are omitted as duplicates.

The Bl? is \ tone flat, the F is i tone sharp on notes of the same

name which are derived from lower partials, and which therefore in

certain connexions have precedence. Human powers of hearing

vary a good deal, and still more the power of defining and naming

what is heard; so that individuals and tribes may be classified

according as their powers extend to the 3rd, 5th, or even 7th upper
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partial; there is no certain record of powers that have exceeded

that. These upper partials are present on all sound-producers

;

poorest on the tuning fork and flute, richest in the human voice.

But they are present in different intensities/ and this fact gives its

* character ' to each sound-producer.

But, secondly^ it seems to be a law of music (not of acoustics) that

no tonal fact can be realized at all without its enterino" at once

into all the relationships of which it is capable ; and we must now
consider this series in another way :

*

12 3 456789 10

&c.

Each partial forms with its neighbour in the series an interval

represented by a ' super-particular '
^ fraction, and these intervals

are the ultimate facts of music. They immediately combine to form

new intervals as quotients : thus,
f- -r § = 4; ^^^^ ^s> ^^^ power of

hearing the Octave and Fifth carries with it the power to hear the

Fourth as well. Further, § -f- | = f ; that is, the hearing of the

Fourth and Fifth involves the appreciation of the major Tone.

This means that in order to discriminate the major Tone it is not

necessary to have an ear fine enough to hear the 8th and 9th partials,

which also give it (because they are partials of the 2nd and 3rd

partials), but it can be apprehended directly as the * difference

'

between (strictly, quotient of) an Octave and two Fifths.

The power of hearing up to the 3rd partial provides a scheme of

notes which is known as ' quintal ' harmony ; and since this is

infinite, it would be possible to plot a scale in this harmony alone

of twenty-two or any other desired number of degrees in the

octave. But the relationships would begin soon, after the first

half-dozen or so, to be remote and practically unintelligible. For

instance, the obvious relationship of C to Bb is that Bb is a minor

Third (316 cents) from G, and G is a Fifth (702) from C ; total

1018. It is possible in quintal harmony also to reach B!;^ from C,

^ The 2nd partial is prominent in the flute, the 3rd in the clarinet, the 3rd

and 6lh in the human voice, the 7th in bells, the 11th in the trumpet. Piano-

forte makers cause the hammer to strike the string at a place which eliminates

the 7th, which is not wanted.

2 Of the form —

.
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but only by calculating upwards in major Tones (5 X 204 = 1020),

and this process confuses the ear. It does not matter that 1020 is

not the same as 1018 ; for the difference is only -^ of a semitone,

and it requires a good ear to distinguish even tenths of Semitones

in an interval which, like C-Btr, is derived, and not a matter of im-

mediate perception like, for instance, C-G, or C-E. What matters is

that the ear cannot make so elaborate a calculation as five successive

major Tones—as, indeed, Aristoxenus, quoted above, suggested.

The ear, therefore, takes by preference the intervals derived from

the 5th partial, the major Third, which form ' tertian " harmony.

As 'quintal^ harmony was derived from the Octave and Fifth, so

tertian harmony is derived from the Octave, Fifth, and Third ; and
' septimal ' harmony, if it is ever used, is derived from these three

and the 7th partial. In tertian harmony the series is again infinite,

as indeed any of these series must be, since no basic interval is an

exact power (or root) of another basic interval. But since there

are three basic intervals instead of, as before, two, it is found

by experience that a larger number of derived intervals, about

eight, are easily intelligible in tertian harmony. We have no

experience of septimal harmony, and it is impossible to say

what intervals the ear would here accept. And this is important.

With the acoustical material available, many and diverse scales

might be constructed, and they would all look equally well—or

ill—on paper. Whether Indians have modified the ancient Hindu

theory of strictly quintal and tertian intervals by the introduction

(due, Mr. Clements suggests, to Mohammedan influence) of sep-

timal intervals, can only be established on evidence. If any people

hears septimal intervals, the Indians and Greeks, with the fine ear

which practised and the fine discrimination which recorded the

niceties of the genera and the grdinas, would have been among the

first to do it ; but to establish the fact it requires, in the complete

absence in their theoretical works of any hint that they did so,

a broader basis of observation than is provided by the performance

of a single singer.

With regard to the transilient scales, I received from the melodies

sung in them a strong impression that they were in just intonation

—that a major and minor Tone made a major Third, that the Sixth

was just and not sharp. There is no reason, however, why tertian

intervals (which this implies) should not have been accepted in
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pentatonic scales later, and yet the origin of these have lain origi-

nally in pure quintal harmony. An argument may be found to

support this.

Quintal pentatonic scales are based on a series of five Fifths

—

say, C-G-D-A-E. Reducing these within the limits of an Octave,

and relating them to a common tonic, we get the following scheme

for the five pentatonics

:

Cents. Ratios. Scale on ' white ' notes, as from

c
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But the D and A scales (and G) are the best of the five only if

the intervals are taken as strictly quintal ; if tertian intervals are

substituted, i. e. if ' merging ' takes place, the five scales are equally

' good '. If, therefore, these particular scales are found to be the

favourites in a country, it is an argument that all the pentatonics

were in that country taken as strictly quintal, at any rate origi-

nally, though tertian intervals may have crept in later.

The sruti enters into music as one of three definite intervals.

Just as there are three diatonic intervals [svaras), so there are three

enharmonic intervals {srutis). The diatonic intervals we have seen

to be
Major Tone, f, 4 srutis

Minor Tone, -y, 3 srutis

Semitone, -If, 2 .indis

and the enharmonic intervals are such intervals as correspond to

a difference of one between the sndis of the svaras (or are the

various quotients of the fractions which answer to those svaras).

The numbers 4, 3, and 2 may be handled in three ways so as to

produce a difference of one ; thus :

{a) 4— 3 — 1 sruti

-g • Yo ^^ 8^0^ ^^ '^'^ cents.

This is the ' indicative ' sruti, the ' Comma of Didymus '.

(6) 3-2=1 sruti

V'tI = II = ^0 cents (strictly, 70-6).

This is the ' small semitone *.

(c) 3 + 2-4 = 1 sruti

10.16.8 _ 256 _qn PATlf <J

This is the ' Pythagorean Limma '.

But these intervals as such remain theoretical. They are actually

sung only as increments of other larger intervals.^ There is no case

in any lidff where two notes are separated, for instance, by the

Comma of Didymus. That interval represents the difference

between the two major Sixths (A and A), or between the major and

minor Tone (D and D). But both notes (A and A, &c.) do not

appear in the same Sdff ; the Haff contains the one or the other.

^ ' Heterotone ' would be a better name for ^ruti than the usual translation

'microtone'.
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We may notice in passing that this principle extends to the

svaras also. A Rag, Pilu for instance, has an E and an Ej? with

a D and a F on either side of them ; but in a given passage either

E or E[? will occur, but not both as a rule. And the principle,

though not so strictly carried out, may be traced with tones as

well as semitones. It is not at all uncommon for a Rag, especially

in southern India, to omit a note in ascent, but its next door

neighbour in descent. Two notes, A and B[7, being 'in^ the

scale an ascending passage will employ by preference G A-C,

a descending C BI7-G ; though quite possibly both notes will be

used occasionally. The same thing is common enough in our own
Folk-song

:

193.:

Abroad as I was walking}12 3

Here the salient notes are clearly C, F, and Bb,^ and it is interest-

ing to see how the tetrachords C-F, F-B
J7
are filled. In bars 1 and

13 we have the equivalent of

Ex.
194.^^^

though both notes (D and E b) are present in ascent and descent in

bars 2 and 3. In bar 7 occurs

Ex.:;fefc

195.: ^
and in bars 9 and 1

1

Ex,

196.•^^
^ From the Journal 0/ the Folksong Society, vol. iii, p. 124, No. 40.

The reader may wish to add G. But 'modes' are tetrachordal ; the tetra-

chord hangs about them like the ' shame of the swaddling-clothes ' ; and the

tetrachords are certainly not D-G, G-C.
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In these instances a non-modal writer would "be more likely to have
employed

7 11

and he would probably have sharpened the F's. The principle is,

then, broadly that between two salient notes modal melody tends to

employ only one o£ two alternatives, and, for choice, that alternative

which is nearest to the note which is being left, not to that which

is being approached.

It is difficult to show this convincingly with regard to the sruti;

but it may be seen in the grace-notes which occur like ' enclitics ' in

many Indian melodies, i.e. they belong to the note which is being

quitted, not to that which is being approached

:

They are on the principle of the violinist's slide. In passing from

C to G he does not use all the intermediate notes, but only the

first few

:

Ex,

200.;$ s
Hence comes no doubt the statement that for southern India the

quarter-tones (-sruti) are 'confined to grace' (Day, p. 30). But that

is not the usual acceptation of the word in the South. &rv.ti there

means keynote. A singer has ' lost his sniW when he sings out of

tune ; the drone strings of the rind are called the sruti, and so on.

This is clearly a transference of meaning from ' a nice distinction

of pitch ' to ' that which determines the pitch '.

But in the North Sruti has retained its original meaning, nice

distinction of pitch. There, however, its nature has been sometimes

misapprehended. Stress has been laid on there being twenty-two

of them, and the scale has come to be regarded as an octave with

twenty-two stopping places. Consequently theoretical musicians

are to be found who are prepared to sing from C to C, stopping at

twenty-one places on the way. We have seen that this is wrong

artistically, because melodies rarely use two of these, and never

three, in succession. But it is wrong scientifically also. For the

sruti did not arise as a division, equal or unequal, of the semitone.

It has no independent existence. It is only a difference between
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two intervals considerably larger than itself. Thus the A which

we reach from C through D, and the A reached through F or E

differ by the interval A-A (f|x |= |^) the 'Comma of Didymus\AAA
Ex.
201.

So also with
Pytliagorean

Limma.
8 t

the ^nifl is not an independent interval, but an increment of, or

a defalcation from, some larger one. We get in this a suggestion

which will reconcile the North and South Indian connotations of

the word. A ^rnti is not, as it has hitherto been understood to be,

the smallest audible sound, but the accurately audible sound—that

which is ' heard ' in accurate relationship to some other. This

position throws some doubt on Helmholtz's ^ account of the Greek

quarter-tone (following Plutarch ^) as a division (|f x %\) of the

semitone (yf). It seems possible, at least, that as the Greek and

Indian systems were alike in so many other respects, they were

alike also in deriving their ' enharmonic ' tones from a persistence

in just intonation and a refusal to compromise, i. e. to temper.

It is hard for Europeans to realize the state of things here de-

scribed ; but we have occasional glimpses of it. The major Sixth,

for instance, tends to be sung as a larger interval (since the B is

forced up by the harmony to be a major tone from A) than that in

» Sensations of Tone, English translation, 1875, p. 407.

' De Musica, chap. viii. He says the old players ' took the semitone as simple

t
(A-Bb), not a compound interval (A A Bb). Later the semitone was divided.'
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Ex.
204.

,1',',. .r Hg
l

fe J^S^
Nor did'st Thou suf-fer

ir

$
'.%, J.'--.r3

tr

«==: ^
VJ. ^Jl

where the interval E-FJf is a minor tone. The first of these is^ in

fact, what we have been speaking of as the interval C-A, the

second the interval C-A. The distinction between these two is

also made use of in Schubert's Ganymed for a particular effect

:

Ganymed. Schubert.

Ex.
205. i^s= ^^^^m

Hin - auf strebt's, bin-

#^M77^^^^j^a^i^^
U v.,f, 'p=^4^^^^^^^i[/[

\ thj^
i T glZ^^ ^

auf I hin - auf strebt's, hin-auf

!

iJC^^Q-^^^j-gg^^jPl
I

^i'i,j ^ J-^^W^

Here the harmonies of the third and fourth bars wrench the melody
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up a major tone/ whereas the scale would demand in the third

bar a minor tone ; so that for two whole bars—the words ' strebt's

hinauf ! hinauf
'—the voice is travelling at a pitch a fraction higher

than normal, and admirably illustrates the meaning- of the text,

while at 'es schweben^ it drops back (again owing to the har-

monies) to normal pitch.

This example shows also the other two ^rutls. The Comma of

Didymus and the Pythagorean Limma are correlatives; the two
together make up the diatonic semitone (22 + 90= 112). The latter

occurs, therefore, in the fifth bar of Ex. 205. The ' small semitone

'

appears also in the accompaniment of the next bar. The locus

dassicus for this interval is the Elizabethan madrigal, in which
a minor Third is frequently, and with beautiful effect, substituted

for a major Third, as a deliberate ' False Relation '

:

Phil - lis hath sworn she loves the man,
Weelkes, 1598.

Ex.
206.

ib (' J—

^
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X 3 = 42 cents). It is present wherever^ for instance, G^ is

taken as Ab. A fine example of this forms the climax of the

introductory bars to the second Act of the Walkiire. (2) The

difference between four minor Thirds and an Octave (316 x 4 — 1200

= 64), of which a rather wooden example is to be found leading'

up to an entry of the C major subject in the overture to Smetana's

Bartered Bride. (3) The difference between twelve Fifths and seven

Octaves (702x12 — 1200x7= 24). This occurs in a descending

form in the six bars which follow Wotan^s words ' So kiisst er

die Gottheit von dir' at the end of the Walkiire, and, ascending-,

in the five bars which close the first of Vaug-han Williams's Five

Mystical Songs :

poco rail.

Ex.
207.

^m

m̂
iM :^

^
PPP

^
^

And the same fact is present, of course, whenever the whole tone

scale is played (204 x 6—1200= 24), the musical effect of which is

closely comparable to that of the Bratimad/iyama scales of India.

Then there is that magnificent mounting bass which compasses

a Fifth in seven semitones (112x7— 702= 82) towards the close

of the Finale of Schubert's C major Symphony ; and there are no

doubt instances of other such intervals. The point is that we use

enharmonic intervals for precisely the same reason as the Indians

—

for their jubilant or pathetic effect ; only we do it in a different

way. Equal temperament has nothing to do with this matter—we

hear the effect in the orchestra and imagine it on the piano ; though

it has a great deal to do with the vocalization of a melody.



CHAPTER V

MODE

The terms 'scale' and 'mode' are frequently used as synony-

mous, because it is often unimportant to insist on the distinction

between them. But in their essence they name two primary

musical instincts. Scale is the expression of the melodic impulse,

mode is ultimately the outcome of the rhythmic impulse. They

are relative, not absolute terms; and in two ways. First, any

given series of notes may be in a scale, or it may be in a mode,

according to the moments of it which we are taking to be impor-

tant. And, secondly, it can seldom be said that at any given

point in a melody a change of mode or scale has taken place ; the

change requires to be ' established ', and that is a matter of degree.

There is a sense also in which scale 'is' established mode. We
propose shortly to discuss these points.

A change of scale is a change in a prescribed order of notes

brought about by the melodic impulse. It is a more or less violent

change in pitch of some one note which results in musical ' effect
',

exhilarating, pathetic, &c. In the following Song of Somerset,

' Sovay, Sovay,' the pathetic flattening at [a) is a purely melodic

Sovay, Sovay.

g^'7^%^=p J J J J 1 J

—

, ^ff r ^ ':^ p
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Ffl's the exception, we should have said the melody was in another

scale (of G) or in a mode (of C). For our present purpose, since

we are discussing G not C, it is a change of scale.

A change of mode is a change in the relative importance not of

one note, but of all, brought about by a shift of the rhythmic

centre of gravity. The following Folk-song/ 'A sailor's life/ shows

in its three versions a change both of scale and of mode. We may

take the germ of the song to be contained in the pentatonic form

marked I, which is placed for comparison between two derivatives,

II and III.

A sailor 8 life.

I is a pentatonic ' Dor-aeolian ' on D. II and III are only slightly

veiled pentatonies, but two important changes have taken place. In

II the notes of the scale have not been altered, but, by the rhythmical

stress which is thrown upon it, G has become the tonic, and the

mode is now a Mixoli/dian on G. In III, though the rhythmic

points are not quite the same as in I yet they are not vitally

different ; but the addition of an FJf implies a change of scale,

which is now a Mixolydian on D^
It is the custom to consider the C-c scale to be the primary

* From the Journal of the Folksong Society.

» A really beautiful instance of the musical process here involved is a shifting

'Ground' of Purcell's quoted on p. 176 of E. Walker's History of Music in

England, 1907.
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series of notes from which others (D-d, E-e, &c.) are derived, and

of which they are modes. But it would be logically as defensible,

and historically more correct to consider C-c as a mode of the D-d
scale. The fact is that a mode when it is thoroughly established

anywhere becomes the scale of that country, or countryside ; thus,

some of England sings by preference in the Mixolydian, some of it

in the Dorian, and so on, Ireland in the Mixolydian and Aeolian.

There can be little doubt that the difference between the Sa-grdma

and the Ma-grdma, though it figures as a difference of scale,

ABCl CDEFGA
or t

C D E F8 G A

B

B

t

A CB

A B C D E F

Sa. C D E F G A B C^

Ma. C D E F G A B CJ

was originally a difference of mode

Sa. C D E F G

Ma. F G
Thus when mode is thoroughly established it comes to be regarded

as scale.

This distinction between mode and scale is commonly thought to

apply only to an antiquated style of music. But the thing is per-

fectly well known to us in modern music whenever modulation^ takes

place, as a familiar melody from Brahms's First Symphony shows

:

Andante sostenuto.

P , 1*,^ PP (")

"^F^

The modulation comes at (a) in the form of a pathetic flattening of

the obvious note, and at (^) as a heightening of the meaning by

a shift of the melodic centre of gravity. Every musician feels the

effect at (a) to be quite different from that at (^j) ; the first is

a difference of scale, the second of mode, and both involve a tem-

porary change of key; the first is like a mechanical, the second

like a chemical change. Without some such connecting link as

this with our own music we are apt to look on unusual scales and

modes, especially when they display such intricacy as the Indian

scale {grama) and mode {murchana) and individualized mode (rdga),

^ i.e. modification, taking another ' mode', or way of doing things.
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as merely weird and fanciful. They are, however^ formulas which

are doing- all they can to express the facts of unharmonized melody,

if we will let them ; and we should approach them in that spirit if

we were not hindered by our harmonic preconceptions. For we

have to forget a good deal before we hear the beauty in such as

this :

Allegro. •1= 92.

Kx.

:

211. i^ti

A-la-ka-la - 11a la-da-ga-ga-ni A - la - ka-la - 11a la-da-ga-ga-ni

la-ka-la - 11a la - da-ga-ga-ni Ya - ra - mu-ni rl.

My heart rejoiced, seeing the locks on the forehead of Rama wave, when
he with ease and grace put down the pride of the giant, Maricha, and broke

the bow of Siva at the beck of the sage, Visvamitra.

If we could treat it as in D minor, with a mere D drone without

harmonies, we should be happier; the last bar would then have

finality. But the drone is G, and for us this leaves the tune in the

air. It takes a long time before we become accustomed to this

queer way of looking at things, and can take it as it presents itself.

"We keep wishing to accommodate the tune by appropriate har-

monies at this or that point, and do not easily realize that these

introduce subsidiary modes (which we can, however, in virtue of

those harmonies, subsume under the main one), but that a change

of drone (without harmonies), by introducing a subsidiary mode,

merely destroys the principal mode.

As a preliminary to the consideration of Indian modes we may

review our own (omitting the F-f and B-b modes as obsolete)

:

Ex.
212.

They all consist of similar tetrachords ; those on C, D, and E being

arranged as disjunct to one another, those on G and A as conjunct.^

* This is not a mere piece of theory. It will be found that melodies in the G
and A modes (the Mixolydian and Aeolian) throw much emphasis on the seventh

note, the terminal of the second tetrachord, which those in the other modes do

not, at any rate to the same extent.
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The mode of D was, we said, the historically prior of all these

modes. Its tetrachords are disjunct and similar. We may keep

them disjunct, but make them dissimilar ; in which case we get,

for instance, the A mode transposed down to D :

Also in these two forms of the D scale we may sharpen the leading

note, in which case we get respectively the ' ascending ' minor

:

Ex,
214.:$

^$^

and the ' harmonic ' minor

Kx,

215:i
By these three methods, (1) similar tetrachords, (2) dissimilar tetra-

chords, and (3) scalar alteration, we can account for all the modes

we know. There are of course other ways of accounting for them,

but this is the plan on which the Indians have worked ; only they

have carried it further and included every practicable combination

of both tetrachords.

With them modes are 'pure^ {hiddlia), or 'mixed' {mishra, san-

kvrna), or 'altered' {ckdi/dlaija^ sdlanka).

They are 'pure' when the two tetrachords of which they are

composed are similar. In theory every note of a Rag should be

consonant {samvddi) to some other, and the effect of this would be

to make the tetrachords similar, as we have seen that they are

in the European modes. But they are similar in others also, such as

Bhairau.

where every note ir, consonant to some other, and C doubly con-

sonant ; and

Todi.

in which not C, but A[7 is doubly consonant. Modes are ' mixed'

when the tetrachords are dissimilar, as in
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Bilaskhanl Todi.

218.^ -ter-

in which C and Ab are doubly consonant, but B has no consonant.

The Greeks also knew these modes, called them by the same name,

tonoi miktoi, and defined them in the same way.
' Altered ' modes. The words cMycdaga and sdlanka mean different

things. Chdydlaga, lit. ' shadowy *, is used in the Panjab, and prob-

ably elsewhere, to mean a mode in which the B has been flattened

(or the B[7 sharpened). Sdlanka is not a Sanskrit word at all. It

is a piece of memoria technica?- The seventy-two melakarfas are

divided into thirty-six with Ft], Siiddhawadht/ama, and thirty-six

with FJf, Pratimadhyawa ; and Sdlanka is the first melakarta of the

Pratimadhyamas. It therefore came to be used as a general term

for any Rdg that had the F sharpened. At present Chdydlaga seems

to be used in Hindostan for both the adventitious Bb and Fjf, and

Sdlanka similarly in the Carnatic. Simple instances would be

:

Behag.

Ex.:
';$22o.fca=^ ,^ ^ o r^

in these the B^ and Fjf are alternative, not additional. The

principle is extended to other notes, E b, for instance, in

Desh.

Kx.4:=—^—^ h^ .. - ^' b^-M^^^
^^^W-^ CJ ^^ ^

This does not account, however, for all the varieties, and the

subject needs more investigation ; still it carries us some way.

All three kinds {' pure ',
' mixed ', and ' altered ') are known to

Bharata, though he names them differently. The 'mixture' of

dissimilar tetrachords he calls the Hwilight of the Rdg' {jdil-

sddhdrana). For the 'altered^ Pdg he gives no name, but he

* The high-sounding names of the seventy-two South Indian melakartas are

arranged on a plan so that those who know the key of it can tell at once from
the name what the constitution of the particular melakarta is.
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explains ^ that the Ma-grdma can be formed directly, as we should

say ' modally \ from the Sa-grdma

C D E F G A B C

FGABCDEF
and also ly reckoning {sarnhhyend), as we should say 'by scale',

CDEF GABC
CDEFfiGABC

He speaks also of the lower tetrachord [mandragati^ lit. low-going)

and upper tetrachord {tdragati, high-going), but he does not explain,

apparently, how the ' twilight 'jails were put together. He tells us,

for instance, that the compound {vikrta) jdtl, mdjakalsikl, is made

up of

Sadji.

and
Gandhari.

but he does not explain which elements of the simple jdtls were

taken to form the compound. A knowledge of this would con-

tribute a good deal to the history of Rdga.

Students of ancient Greek music agree in this, that there came

a time when the Harmonid was replaced by the Tonos. The change

may have taken centuries ; it was placed on record by Ptolemy

(a.d. 150). The Harmonid'^ (lit. joint, union, apposition), which

was a section of the gamut consisting of two conjunct tetrachords,

was not associated with any definite pitch, but adaptable according

to the singer's needs. The Tonos (lit. tension, pitch) was likewise

a section of the gamut, but consisted of two tetrachords plus the

disjunctive tone (which might be between them or beyond them)

and formed a complete octave, each Tonos being calculated from the

same pitch. There seems to be no record in the ancient writers of

the Tonoi having been sung upon a drone-note ; Gevaert makes no

» mtyaMsira, adh. 28, 61. 35.

* Monro explains this as 'adjustment' in the sense of 'tuning'. It seems

not impossible that it names the 'joining' of two tetrachords to form a hepta-

chord.
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mention of it, and to ison, the modern word for drone, is not in

Liddell & Scott. But Pachtikos^ speaks of the drone as being

' an indisputable relic of the original musical system '. And
though the silence of so observant a people as the Greeks is diffi-

cult to get over, it is just possible that they took so obvious a thing

for granted.^ In the Harmonid the notes were related according to

their 'functions' {kata dunamin); the extremes of the tetrachord

were ' fixed ' {hesfekotes), the intermediate notes were ' movable

'

{kmeisthai pephukotes, or klnoumenoi) and were distributed within

a certain prescribed ' locus of variation * {topos fes kineseos). The
' functions ' of the intermediate notes meant therefore, apparently,

their relations to the extreme notes (of the tetrachord). In the

Tonos, on the other hand, we see a segment of a stereotyped scale

(of two octaves) in which the 'functions' of notes within the

tetrachord are, though they still exist, no longer of importance,

but the individual notes of the scale are related according to their

' position ' [kata thes'm) with regard to some one of the notes of this

scale taken as tonic and, in India certainly—in Greece perhaps

—

supplied with a di'one.

Unfortunately it is not possible at present to give such a detailed

account of the Indian Murcham (the equivalent of Harmonid)

;

more will perhaps be possible when Bharata's Ndt^asdstra has been

adequately translated. He speaks of the Predominant {arma) as

the foundation and source of musical charm {rdga), as determining

the tetrachord {anga) above {tdra) and below {mandra), as distinctly

perceptible in a combination of different notes, as a prominent

(balin) note provided with consonances {savivddi) and assonances

(anuvddl), and as giving birth to the initial {grahd) and final

{nydsa) and to three other notes of which the meaning is not given ^

{vinydsa, apanydsa, and samnydsa), but which help in some way to

constitute the tetrachord. The initial and final are definitely said

to begin and end the tetrachord, and the initial is always a Pre-

dominant. Finally, the Predominant may, according to the par-

ticular mode, be any one of five notes ; and this seems to fix the

meaning of Predominant definitely as ' the note of conjunction of

* Aismata HeUmica, Athens, 1905, Introd., Iviii. To ison touto, hoper ananlir-

relos einai bebaion leipsanon prohyparchouses harmonikes mousikes, echeitai, &c.

^ There is no mention of the drone in the Sanskrit theorists either,

2 But at least it is clear that they named relationships to the terminal {nydsa),

and are therefore analogues to the Greek kmoumenoi.
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two tetrachords ' : for if modern Indian rdgas are analysed they

will be founds if ' pm-e ' or *^ mixed', to contain from one to five

possible points of conjunction ; if ' altered \ more.

So that the arma ^ seems to take exactly the place of the mcae in

Greek music, and has the same sort of satellites round it. Mad,-

hyama, ' middle/ accurately translates mese, and it is on the face of

it likely that they named originally the same musical fact. We
must digress for a moment to discuss madhyama.

It is noticeable that only two notes of the scale have names with

an assignable meaning

—

madhyama, middle, and pancama, fifth.

Sadja (' born of six ') might make a similar claim ; but the ex-

planations of it have hitherto been fanciful.^ Madhyama and

pancama are next door neighbours, and of these madhyama appears

to be the older name, i. e. to be applicable to an earlier state of the

scale ; for (1) they can hardly be contemporaries, otherwise they

would have been called caturtha (fourth) and pancama, and (2) since

no other note is named by an ordinal number this particular note

pancama appears to be so named for distinction, possibly from the

madhyama (with which it constantly disputed the hegemony).

From the earliest times the scale is quoted as consisting of seven

notes, the eighth being a repetition; and the madhyama divides

these seven, in the same way as the mese, into two tetrachords.

It may be added that as the other four notes of the scale (Umhha.

Gdndhdra, Bhaivata, and Nishdda) are all apparently place names,

they may have been adopted into the scale as the local way of

passing from one end of the tetrachord to the other, and hence are

of the same nature as the Greek klnoumenoi ; and this survives

also in the modern scale, for it is these notes, and no others, which

are liable to be made flat {komal) and very flat [atiko7?ial).

But by Bharata's time all the eight notes are clearly defined;

they are, as we should write them, (C) D E F G A B C, because the

old theory names the upper extremity of the svara. The madhyama

is the note G in a scale C-C, not, as before, in a heptachord D-C

;

and he has a great deal to say about it. It is the ' eldest ' (pravara),

the 'imperishable' {andmi), the 'note fixed by the singers of the

Sdmaveda in the Gandharvakalpa ' (musical treatise), the ' note

* The word means a ' part ' of a whole. Since it appears in manuscripts
indifferently with anga (' part'), which is a name for the tetrachord, amia may
originally have meant tetrachord (i.e. ' part' of the whole nmrchana) , and later

the note on which the tetrachord started. 8 ggg Chapter X.
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which would still subsist thoug'h all the other notes of the mode
should disappear '. This last delightful hyperbole could not have

been applied to the amm, which, though it regulated the notes in

its tetrachordsj was itself liable to be shifted, and the tetrachords

with it.

In modern music Pa is the ' imperishable ' note, i. e. it is never

sharpened or flattened as are the other notes, with the exception of

Sa. So that we see here perhaps the transition from the hepta-

chord consisting of two conjunct tetrachords meeting at the ma-

(Ihyama, to an octachord based on the Fifth-relationship of 8a and

Fa (the new madhyamd) with the movable am^a doing the work of

the old fixed madhyama. In other words we have the transition

from the Harmonid to the Tonos.

An instance will make this clearer

:

Ma.

is a murchana with two similar tetrachords and with its madhyama

at A. A, then, is the note of greatest emphasis. Songs sung in

this mode came to have a certain character whatever it might be

;

let us say, sombre. They would then lie on the whole in the upper

part of the compass of the mode—not necessarily in the upper

register of the voice, for the mode might be taken at any pitch

—

and the Predominant note (early madhyama, later armd) would con-

sequently lie low in the song. In order that the low position of

the A, on which the character of the song depended, should be

effectively felt, a note about the position of F, let us say, assumed

the character of fundamental note—the murchana had of course, as

such, no fundamental—and if instruments were used, this funda-

mental was furnished with a drone. Thus the murchana {Harmonid)

passes into the Rag {Tonos) :

Bx.

:

225J i
Dr. Am.

and the madhyama (A) of the murchana, the meeting point of two

similar tetrachords, becomes the amsa of the Rug, the central note

of the tessitura, while a new note, C, is now the ' imperishable ', &c.,

madhyama of the Rdg. But in the new Rag there was no need to
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have the tessitura always in one place, since the character of songs

that might be sung in it varied ; and it might be moved, without

doing much violence to the Rag, to any note except BJ^ and E (of

this particular Rag), because at neither of these points could the

amm be the meeting point of two tetrachords. If it was moved to

either of these points, B[7 for instance, there was a tendency to

flatten the E and so to develop a different Rag.

Let us try to realize this in a melody :

Shardula-vikridita.1

Ex.
226.

^ ~^--^ ^-t

If we put away all thoughts of a tonic as we understand it and

simply pick out the most prominent notes of this tune, we should

probably say that in the first eight bars they were

:

in the next six

and in the last six

Ex.^
228.M228.^

i.e. G and A twice, and D, E, F, and high and low C once each.

The scale therefore might be written :

It is difficult for us not to attach more importance to the low C

than is here shown ; both because the tune appears to end there, and

1 Shardula-vikridita is the name of a Sanskrit metre ; and the rhythmical aspect

of this melody is discussed in Chapter VIII.
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because, if we emphasize that note, the tune is in our major mode,

i. e. in one of the only two that we know. But the tune is, like

most Folk-song, circular ; after the end it goes back to the begin-

ning and finishes there—in this case probably with the phrase.

though the D is not thereby made the tonic either ; in fact, there

is no tonic exactly in our sense. Also, we do not easily put our-

selves into the frame of mind of a person who knows not two

modes, but from 62 to 162, and are not so easily content to leave

off up in the air, so to say.

But though there is no tonic as we understand it, there is a Pre-

dominant (G at the beginning, A in the middle, and either G or

A at the end of the song). So that the song is conceived as in

one of two modes [mure/mm).

or
II

Ex.
233,

'

4-^-^
Ma.

Now Indian songs, and probably other non-harmonic songs, are

seldom sung twice in the same way, however small the variation

each time. Some singers would tend to give prominence to the

G of I, some to the A of II. There would also be many songs

similar to this one which might be considered to be in mode I or

mode II according to the particular singer. These would form

a class ; and the class would depend largely on the character of the

words—sad songs in one class, merry in another, and so on. The

words of this particular song are of a reflective nature. And
reflection is associated with a low ' lie ' of the voice. So that songs

in these modes might well keep the G, or the A, for their Pre-

dominant if jubilant, but if reflective might drag it down to the

consonant (samvddi) note D, or E.

Next, if we suppose that with the progress of music this general

tendency to have a high Predominant for some songs and a low
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one for others becomes more defined and scientific, the need would

arise to determine precisely how high or how low; and a note

would be taken and enforced from which to measure the height of

the Predominant. This would be done solely for,, the musical

reason of giving more decided character to the tune, of making

explicit what was before implicit. If then a low ' lie ', such as D
or E, was required by the character of the song, and C was chosen

as the measuring note or drone, its ' mode ' would now become

a Rag (particularized mode) of the form

or

Am.

The Bag of this particular song is stated to be Mand, a Rag used

in the late evening (a possible time for reflection), and it will be

seen on turning to the list on p. 151, No. 12, that the Predominant of

Mand is given in one part of India as D and in another as E.

A musical purpose of importance is served by this Predominant

and its consonant. One of the most effective resources of melody

is appoggiatura, i. e. the delaying of a note, the raising of pleasing

expectations. This melody from Tristan, for instance,

owes almost its whole force to the enhancement by appoggiatura of

some simple scheme such as

:

The essential condition of appoggiatura is that the delaying

note should be felt to be only transitory and the delayed note

to be relatively final or permanent. This is effected in our music

by the harmony, expressed or implied, which moves on from sub-
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stantive to passing chord and forces the delaying note to yield.

Thus (substantive chords (a) and passing chords (6))

:

Bx.
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leading to a substantive note (a) which is either the am^a (D), or its

consonant (G), or the drone (C). This is a particularly easy Edff

for us, because C, G, and D are notes we should have no difficulty

in feeling- to be important ; but when, in other Rdffs, D and A, or

E[? and AI7, are amm and samvddl it is not so easy to feel the

musical impulse, though it is not hard to understand the principle.

As we have been tracing points in common between Indian and

Greek music, we may notice two more. One, that the salient

distinction between the two gramas is found in the four notes,

r G A B of the Sa-grdma and F G A Bt] of the Ma-grdma ; and

this was precisely the distinction between the Greek 'lesser

complete' and 'greater complete^ systems. Only the problem

presented itself differently. In Greece the scales were

:

Bx.^
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now, conscious of absolute pitch. There is an interesting com-

parison of the notes of the scale to the cries of animals. Sa is the

note of the peacock. Ri, of the chdtaka, the bird of the rainy

season. Ga, of the goat. Ma, of the crane. Pa, of the koU,

generally translated cuckoo, but bearing no resemblance in its vocal

achievement to our bird ; it hammers out a single note when
making love in the spring, and its mate joins in, invariably at the

distance of a tone, and perhaps a rival lover at the distance of

a semitone. Dha, of the frog. Ni, of the elephant. This has

been quoted as showing that the scale was conceived as a matter

of absolute pitch; and there is some evidence that the cries of

animals always keep the same pitch. It may be so : it would

require special knowledge to decide this point. On the other hand,

the musicians of to-day have no name for and no means of deter-

mining absolute pitch; and they are not usually backward in

coining names for, or in devising simple methods of putting into

operation, any ideas they may possess.

The theory of grama has remained barren, just because it was

a mere scientific tabulation and did not sufiiciently take account of

the whole musical fact. It is true that the system of the Carnatic

is arranged in accordance with it, and that the musicians of Hin-

dostan hold it as a pious belief. But the musical science of South

India is sadly over elaborated ; and that of the North has followed

quite another classification (see Chapter VI). The essence of the

modern music lies in its numerous and intricate Rags, which, being

modes calculated from one tonic and having the compass of an octave,

correspond in so far to the Tonoi ; but which again are very unlike

them on account of their being sections not of one scale common to

all, but of a variety of scales which practically refuse to be co-

ordinated in Northern India, though not so much so in the South.

Indian music has in fact retained in full force what, after the

introduction of the Tonoi, Greek musicians only faintly felt, that

distinctive ctJios of which Plato and Aristotle spoke so enthusi-

astically.^

Broadly speaking this transition from the heptachord {murchana,

1 This may explain why, even to a foreigner, the Rags in the North seem to

have more individuality, and why the tone of voice in which natives of Hin-
dostan speak of Carnatic music sounds a little apathetic, whereas Southerners,

though for the sake of association they like their own Rdgams best, always

seem interested in a Hindostani singer.
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harmonid) to the octachord {rag, tonos) is the passage from the

domination of the Fourth to that of the Fifth, from vocal to

instrumental music. The voice discovers the consonance of the

Fourth before that of the Fifth. Its upper notes are the more

powerful, and the overtones accordingly more audible. Conse-

quently it is in singing the upper notes that the desire to reach

a consonant note chiefly makes itself felt. A bass voice, for

instance, is singing % The E above it sounds clearly

in his ear : but it is beyond his compass ; he therefore takes the

lower E as the most obvious consonance. With instruments, how-

ever, the case is reversed. It is the lower notes that are the most

powerful and yield the clearest overtones; and with these the

Fifth comes to be appreciated more than the Fourth. In this

respect, besides that mentioned above, the music of the Carnatic

shows signs of greater age—of having begun earlier that is, and

lived longer, and reached a further, not necessarily a higher, point

of development. The amm is there less a vital element of Rdgam

;

musicians often cannot tell you which note is anda, and the songs

make little account of it. This shows that the consonance of the

Fourth, which the principle of amm emphasizes, is less keenly felt

there. And again the songs tend to close on the tonic or the

Fifth, whereas in the North there is no such preference ; they may
end anywhere, but do, for choice, on the first note or with the first

phrase of the song, on whatever note it may bring them to rest.

Here, for instance, is a typical Carnatic phrase (cp. Ex. 379)

:

Bx.

:

247.^^^Ittrr ^[jy^^3^^^^^i:̂ \ JJ:\^ tt

with the tune ranging down and up and down again over a Fifth

and closing with some pomp on the drone note; as against this

Hindostani phrase (cp. Ex. 380) :

which closes, it is true, on the same drone, but seems to pretend

that it has reached it by an accident, and strongly emphasizes the

Fourth (C) of the mode which is in this Bag [Mdlkos) the Pre-

dominant.
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CHAPTER VI

RAGA

I'll take my pipe and try

The Phrygian melody;

Which he that hears

Lets through his ears

A madness to distemper all the brain

;

Then I another pipe will take

And Doric music make
To civilize with graver notes our wits again.

Randolph.

The Rags of Hindostan vary ^ so much with the locality (those

of the Carnatic less so) that there seemed to be no better way of

showing' them than to place in parallel columns the Rag as given

by different authorities (see the Table of Rags, opposite). In the

first column appear sixty-three Rags as given me by Ashreka Ganga
Ram, whose teacher was Balwant Rao of Gwalior, a state which

has a high reputation for music. Ashreka seemed to be particularly

sure of his knowledge; and from no one else was I fortunate

enough to get any certain information about the Rags which employ

quarter-tones (see Nos. 2, 26, 33, 35, 36, 40, 41, 49 in App. II).

The second column is taken from the Bdlsangit-bodh (Juvenile

Singing Tutor) of T. B. Sahasrabuddhe, of the Poona Gayan Samaj

(singing school). The third column is extracted from a list of

eighty-three Rags in B. A. Ping]e''s Indian Music (Bombay, 1898)

;

1 All the same, a Rag is one thing, not several. It is, as will be seen, so

sharply characterized that although in this or that respect one Rag trenches on
the domain of another, yet it never does so in all respects, and therefore a change

of one of its constituent notes does not obscure its individuality
;
just as a man

through all sorts of not easily definable varieties of vocabulary or pronunciation,

or even grammar, may yet be speaking pure English. This is what an Indian

believes, although he will tell you in the same breath that the Rags are to be

found in their purity only in the school of music to which he belongs. The
true Rag, of which all those with which the traveller meets are manifestations,

is stored up in the heavens—or in the bosom of the most educated musician,

whoever he may be.
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the mordents show where he places the murchhanas (grace notes),

and the murchhana comes as a rule on the amm; as these

murcJiIiams are generally a Fourth or a Fifth apart the list

confirms the view that the amm was placed at the limits of the

tetrachords. The list in the fourth column was given me, in

response to a request for the thirty commonest and most popular

Rags, by Upendrakisor Ray of Calcutta ; and of these he named

Nos. 2, 10, 11, 14, 32, and 60 as quite the commonest of all.

' This list ', he writes, ' was obtained by analysing a collection of

more than one thousand songs. But its value is somewhat im-

paired by the fact that most of these songs were popular, not

classical. Writers of popular songs are not always good musicians,

so their opinion as to the rdgas has to be accepted with some

reserve ; the '^ popular " Behag, for instance, is C D E F G A Bb C,

popular Lalit is C Db E F G Ab B C, popular Multan is C D Eb

Et5 F G Ab Afl Bb Btt C (as compared with Nos. 60, 42, and

41). With regard to the descriptive epithets, which are interesting

to compare, and which on the whole agree with those of the second

column, he says—* I give them with a good deal of diffidence ; in

fact I am not very sure about the majority of them. The quality

of restraint is a predominating feature of Indian music, and this

precludes any free exhibition of the emotions. Our gaiety and

sadness often merge into each other : our most impassioned passages

fail to stir anybody up. There is any amount of enjoyment of the

deepest kind, but it is undemonstrative and reposeful ; it leads not

to action but to abstraction.'

In these lists the notes shown by a crotchet head are those which

are comparatively lightly touched ; which are (1) used in ascent

only or descent only, as the Bt] and Bb in No. 11, or (2) are more

or less optional, as the F and FJf in No. 63. In this Bag the

usage is E F E and G F}J G, never, as a rule, E FJt E or G F G

;

while in the passage from E to G, or the reverse, either an F or an

Ffll may be used, but FJJ more commonly is used. This is very much

the same as the mediaeval Musica ficta. And (3) some Bags are on

their way from being transilient to being complete ; though all the

notes are potentially there, some of them are as a rule jumped.

This is the case in No. 60, where the D and the A are occasionally

heard, but never dwelt upon. It did not seem worth while to go

into the details of each Bag in this matter, even if sufficient and
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accurate knowledge had been forthcoming; but these three principles

throw a good deal of light on the conception of Bag.

The b or ft over a note means the lowering or raising by some

kind of sruti, see p. 117.

The mark [= ] under a note shows the Predominant (amsa).

Graka [Gr] and Nydsa [Ny] are respectively the notes on which

a melody is supposed to begin or end ; this rule seems not always

to be obeyed.^ The final note has nothing like the importance it

has in harmonized music.

Suddha [Shud] means ' pure
'
; Chdydlaga [Chaya] means ' tran-

sitional ' (from Chdyci shadow) ; Sankirna [Sank] means ' mixed '

;

and vahra [vakr] is literally ' crooked ' and means that the notes

are taken not in direct order from Sa to Sa, but that the Hdg has

certain melodic figures as characteristics.

The twenty-four hours are divided into eight watches, beginning

at 6 a.m. The Hindus attach much importance to, and are

wonderfully unanimous as to, the ascription of a Hdg to a particular

hour of the day or season of the year/ although 'advanced'

musicians may be found among them who say it has no meaning.

A musical distinction, however, may be extracted from the Mdgs

themselves, independently of the melodies sung in them or of the

words to which these are set. Taking column 4, an analysis shows

that if we may divide the Hdgs into ' sad ' and ' merry ', the ' sad

'

have an average of three flats to an average of two flats in those

which are ' merry '. Again, if we divide them into morning and

evening Bags, the morning have an amm ranging about G, the

evening about E. And the same thing, though in a less marked

degree, may be deduced independently from the second column.

* And this makes it probable that it is not the true explanation. There is

another, quite different. The Graha is the note which an individual singer

chooses for his Sa. Thus if a bass voice chooses C, a tenor would take F, and

a soprano Bb. The Graha is therefore the * clef. And this seems to be in com-

plete agreement with the statement in Bharata that the Gi-aha is identical with

the am^a. It seems probable that graha originally meant the upper and nydsa

the lower extremity of the tetrachord (anga), and that these meanings have

been forgotten.

2 The first thing, sometimes the only thing, that an Indian who is not very

familiar with the science of music can tell you about a particular Rag which is

being performed is that it is a morning, or that it is an evening Rag—though this

perhaps does not prove more than that the Rags are as a matter of fact confined

in their performance to the appropriate time of day.
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So that there is a real musical basis for this ascription of time of

day and of ethos. The ascription of time of year is possibly more

fanciful.

But the truer explanation of this deep-seated feeling is more

likely to lie in the history of Rdga, as far as we may hope to know-

it. What is antecedently probable, and, indeed, is evident from

the data in the first two chapters of this book, is that songs were

sung long before Udga as such was formulated. The Hindu account

is that there were four sources of Rag: (1) local tribal song, (2)

poetical creations, (3) the devotional songs of the mystics, and (4)

the labours of the scientific musicians. The principal ground for

this belief is, no doubt, that all four causes are in full operation in

India to-day, and are evolving the Rags of the next thousand years
;

a secondary reason for thinking it to be the case is to be found in

the names of Rags such as (1) Kdnacld, the Carnatic
; (2) Hindol,

a swing; (3) Jogi, a mystic; (4) Sdrang, from Sarangadeva, a musician

of the thirteenth century. The most important of these sources,

because the most constant and widespread and unconscious, is the

first— tribal song. Unfortunately, we do not yet possess nearly

sufiicient data to enable us to trace the actual formation of Rdga

from this source, for India; but we may get an idea of it from our

own Folk-song.

The fourteen versions of a song variously called ' The seeds of

love', 'The sprig of thyme', &c., given in the annexed example,

have been taken from the volumes of the English Folk-song Society's

Journal, and one of them from Sharp's Folk-songs of Somerset.

When the English counties have been thoroughly explored, there

will prove to be not fourteen, but very likely forty or four hundred

of such versions. The first seven of these are, however, enough to

show how a melody may take various shapes and yet centre in

a common mode ; and also how by a slight shift of the centre of

gravity, brought about by the battle of its several phrases for

supremacy, the melody slips from one mode to another. At the

end of each melody is set the scale in which it appears to lie, with

the strong {halin) and weak (alpa) notes marked, and after these

the name of the Rdg to which in principle, though not, of course, in

detail, this scale corresponds.

Supposing a variety of scales to have been brought into use by

tribal song from various sources, next comes the poet and weaves
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BorcLej' MclocLy

The garden well perfumed ^

1 sowed my seccU o£ love

N.B "Sovay SovaL-y", the sixlh of these variants, ha^ in the "FbJlcsongs

of Some^sc^" a pLquAnt mlxlurc of iwo-iimc and. ihrcc-time, which is

neglected here for the purpose of comparison (cp p 134)

Dc^kar-3.

HamickaJian 53
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Kaunodkalian

Pancha

y PlaqaJ major mcd«
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his mythology round them. He speaks of six original Bags

which were hidclha (pure). The six are variously given. The

six of the Rdgavibodha, as authoritative as any, are, though under

other names, Nos. 13, 26, 37, 47, 49, 51. Of these, modes were

taken, sometimes called murchana (rise and fall), sometimes jdtl

(species). The next step was to cross the jdtis and produce hybrids ^

[Ghdydlaga, Sankirna, Sdlanka, 3Iiira, &c.). The poet speaks also

of the six original Rdgs having wives {bharyci) and sons [putra), and

it seems hardly worth while to translate these into the plain prose

of ' mode ' and ' hybrid \ The exact pedigree of the putras seems

to be irrecoverable : their names are all there (though no two lists

give them alike), but not a trace of form or feature.

Meanwhile the philosopher has been at work upon the psychology

of the music, and, without any special theories as to the emotional

value or the ' mental effect ' of this or that note or combination,

determines on general grounds the etJios of the Rag, its appropriate-

ness to occasion or to circumstance, or its effect upon the body, or

its affinities with the various affections of the spirit or aspirations

of the soul. These views linger in some of the names of the Rdgs :

I)m-ka-{pwia), ^of the day*, Shdm-{kalidn), * evening', Basant,

^ spring^, [Gaun-)mano-hdri, 'pleasing to the mind^; or in the

legends about them, as of Blpak {= 3Idravd, No. 49), which en-

flamed not only the mind, but the body of the singer so that even

the Jumna could not put out the fire. Descriptive names of this

kind were commoner and more elaborate in old days. The famous

Malid-xyut-patti (Sanskrit-Tibetan vocabulary, seventh century or

later) has a list of sixty Rdgs, the translations of a few of which

are—' with a voice like the thunder-cloud ', ' like the trumpeting of

the elephant \ ' like a sparrow '
,

' like the serpent king', 'like Indra',

or again, ' smooth ', ' refined ',
' making fully to comprehend ',

' not

puffed up ', ' delighting every organ ',
' having the chief voice in all

sorts of sounds \ and so forth.

Last of all, when by these three processes the number of Rdgs

had reached hundreds or thousands, came the mathematically-

minded musician who tabulated the scales as deviations from

a normal scale {grdr/ia), calculated the departures in quarter-tones

{sruti), and rung the 13678 changes (prastdra) on the seven notes

^ I have been unable, however, to find any explanation of the way in which

this was done.
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{svara) ; reduced the 108 traditional ways of counting time by

syllable (ahara), i.e. a development from the longs and shorts of

poetry, to thirty-five ways of counting it by time-unit {mdird^ lit.

syllable) which are rhythms {tola) ; and provided both Bag and

Tdl with an intricate memoria technica to which not every one

possesses the key.^ This kind of musician is commoner in the

Carnatic than in Hindostan, where theory has reared a less

imposing edifice.

The aesthetic effect of the amm is important. Whatever may
have been its origin—and there is every probability that it was the

tonic in the same sense as the Greek mese—its present function is

to define the tessitura. With harmonized melody we are not

accustomed to think much about this—until perhaps we have to

consider what sort of song we shall be able to sing when we are

tired.^ But in unharmonized music very much, more than any-

thing else, depends on the general level in which the song lies.

A song with a high tessitura has quite a different character fi'om

a song with a low one. It was in this very point that in Greece

the ^plaintive' modes (e.g. the Mixolydic) were distinguished from

the * soft and conviviaP (e.g. the Lydic), according to Dr. Macran

[Harmonics of Aristoxenus, 1902, pp. 39-81). An example of the

plaintive kind of Greek song with a high tessitura (and the Mixo-

lydic fifth) may be seen in Pachtikos (Aismata Hellenica, Athens,

1905, No. 133), a funeral dirge circling about B, Bb, and A, and

descending to a tonic E. There is no doubt also of the low position

of the arusa in the convivial Kalians (Nos. 50-59), or of its high

position in the serious Bhairavl (32) and Bhairav (37). Similarly,

the theme of Mozart's Clavier Sonata in A major owes perhaps

some of its alertness to its high, and that of the Choral Symphony

something of its restraint to its middle tessitura ; but we can hardly

be said to have erected this into a principle of our art.

An English-speaking Indian habitually chooses the word ' tune '

to translate Jidff. And the fact is he does not attach much impor-

tance to t/ie tune of a song. A song may be sung in many ways

—

the more the better, as a rule— so long as it is within the well-

* It is noteworthy that both mdtrd and aksara are terms of prosody. Cp. the

early reckoning of musical time in Europe, Oxford History of Music, vol. i,

p. 168 seq.

2 See Chinnaswami Mudaliar, Oriental Music, pp. 16 and 25.

^ Aristotle spoke of modes with a low 7nesc as ' old men's scales '.
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defined limits of the Rag ; on the other hand, the least departure

from the prescribed notes surprises us, not always pleasurably.

This has one advantage, at any rate, that it is unnecessary to record

Indian tunes in notation. The names of the Rags to which the

GUa-Govincla (eleventh century) was sung have been preserved, and

even in the absence of a notation it is open to any musician of

to-day of sufficient skill to sing them as expressively as Jayadeva

himself.

On the other hand, the absence of definite melody precludes

concerted music. Several rehearsals are necessary in order to get

a dozen people to sing a hymn in unison, and to overcome the lust

for ^ grace ^ and contrajipunto alia mente. When some years ago

Bande Mdtaram was being sung there were probably six different

versions at half a dozen different street corners of Calcutta, of

which the following, taken down from the lips of a blind man in

Dalhousie Square, and sung at the top of his voice without causing

a single passer by even to turn his head—so little did the mere

tune convey anything—is one :

''^^ ĥ}i ^\{^ Jv^V ^^ \

[' :gTr~^Trg^^S^250.:

Ban-de ma-ta-ram su-ja-lam su-fa-lam Ma la - ya-ja-shi-ta-

^^ ^ ^ J^-JM—II^ ^ff
lam Sho-shya shya-mala khe - tram Ban-de ma-ta-ram

m z cccpi^ r -pTrTI'^^^=^=f^r-W^^
Ko - tl ko - ti kan-the Ka-la ka-la ni - na - de Disap - ta

s ^ t-^-t ^ c ^^
ko - ti Bhu-je shob-he ka-ra - ba - le

I bow before thee, mother, who art washed clean by rivers, by rain-

drops, by oceans. By the help of thy life-giving waters and the free breezes

born in the Malaya mountains thy crops yield and thy fruit-trees bear.

A thousand thousand nurtured on thy lap are making prayer to the

Almighty Father and to thee. mother Durga, in your ten hands you

have as many weapons always ready to protect your children. But because

we have lost our devotion therefore you have no sympathy for us.

We have seen nothing in the facts of Rdga so far with which to

meet a possible suggestion of the frivolous, that if you were to put
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the phonogram of an Indian melody on to the cylinder fore part

behind and hear the tune backwards it would sound just as well.

One answer to this would be that in that case all the ascending

passages would come out as descending and vice versa, and that

many (not all) Rags have a distinct form for ascent and descent.

And this in two ways, or at least as two manifestations of the

same instinct. The pentatonic [ofjava) and hexatonic {shddava)

modes are often pure (as in Nos. 1 and 24), but sometimes mixed

(as in Nos. 4 and 11) : in the pure mode the 'leap ' is taken abso-

lutely ; in the mixed mode it is taken with a subsidiary grace-

note, or in a sort of tentative way. In descent the ' leap ' is

bridged by a passing note

:

in ascent, if it is not taken absolutely, the voice climbs up to it, as

it were

Ex.
252

•^ -i
II ;./] J

II

If we refer back to Ex. 226 {^ardula-vikriditd) for a moment we

shall find an example of this. The scale is

and the weak note is B ; the gap A-C has to be negotiated, and

this is done thus

:

Belidg (No. 60), for instance, is divided into tetrachord (B C-E) and

pentachord (E F G-B) with the gaps occasionally filled. We will

take the tetrachord

Ex.::^

256.it
The B usually, but sometimes the E, is given as amm ; they are

at any rate about equally prominent notes. Next in importance is

the C, and least important the D. In effecting the passage from

B to E such phrases will occur as

Ex.
?56,\-^T^ I- If r r f I'

i r r r rg
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while the descent from E to B may be by leap, but will generally

be by step

:

Ex.
257.

•

^ r r p~t^rT7

In most Rags, even if heptatonic (sampurm), there is still a feeling

that some notes are strong (balin) and others weak {alpa), and these

weak spots tend to be negotiated in this 'crooked' {vakra) way.

And if the Rags are actually transilient (varja) they are apt to be

vakra in ascent, and to have the gap filled in descent—rather than

the other way. So that to turn ascent {drohand) into descent

{avdrohana), or vice versa, would be completely to falsify the Rag.

Other answers to the 'frivolous' person could be made on the

grounds of Time and of Form (see Chapters VIII and XI).

Similarly other Rags have typical phrases

:

58. Kalian,

Ex.
258.i^ 4 J J ^ J ^^

54. Yaman-kalidn.

259.E J.JJ ^JjllJJj ^
55. Kamod-kalidn,

Ex. r:^-f-

260.:y^ J r r
^^ -̂ ^s ^ r r^^-^ui

59. Eamir-kalidn,

Ex. r:^
26L^ --rr-r--22:

57. Shdm-kalidn is not vakra.

But it must not be thought that every melody necessarily contains

the typical phrase of the Rag. In India, as in Europe, the rules

are ' the obedient humble servants ' of the composer ; he obeys them,

of course, but in the spirit, not the letter, just as the best sculptor's

work approximates most nearly to, but never exactly coincides with,

the nine-unit or ten-unit or other system which the case may
require; or, as we ourselves should maintain, while a given chord

has its typical resolution, yet that music is chiefly to be prized

which in obeying this ' rule ' manages still to say something new

that, when closely examined, really disobeys it.
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What surprises us most in this music is its predominantly con-

junct motion.^ Leaps o£ all sorts are taken, including those which

do not appeal so much to us—the tritone and the augmented second.

But if small they still have the character of being a, if not the, next

door note; if large, they seem to be merely a means of getting

quickly to some other contrasting register. They do not seem to

be used for the pure pleasure of the interval itself, as in many

examples we might quote from our music :

^^•^^
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Tu-mi ja - di ka • ra pran ta-ba pre-me pa-ri-pur

Tu-mi de - ha mo-re ka - tha tu-mi de-ha mo-re

Tu - mi - sho - na ja - di gan a-ma-ra sa - mu-khe tha - ki

Su-dbaja-di ka-re dan to-ma-ra u-da-ra an - ki

Tu-mi ja-di du-kha-pa - re ra-khaka-ra sne-ha - bha - re

Tu - mi ja su - kha ha te dam - bha ka - ra - ha dur

D.C.al
.

Tu - mi de - ha mo - re tu - mi de - ha mo - re

TJpendrakisor Ray's translation.—Day by day shall I sing thy sweet
song. Give thou me the words, give thou me the tune. If thou abidest in

my heart in the full-blown lotus seed,^ if thou makest my soul overflow with
thy love, if thou hearest my song, seated in my heart, if thy noble and
beautiful eyes lend me the nectar of their glance, if thou on my sorrows

placest thy hand pitifully, if thou from my happiness chasest away pride

—

give thou me the words, give thou me the tune.

It is true this is a Folk-song, to which words have been added
by Rabindranath Tagore, and a JJul (i. e. without grace-notes)

;

but it will do as well as one in a formal Bag to show the general

preference for step over leap.

Another thing which completely baffles our ears is the way even

the conjunct motion is taken. The following hymn, of the

Brahma Samaj

:

* God abides in the innermost recesses of the heart in the form of a lotus
seed. The lotus is the type of purity ; it may be offered, even when not fresh
(as other flowers may not) unless previously offered to another. Hence ' lotus
lips ', ' lotus feet ', &c.

14)S M
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Brahma Samaj hymns. Bag Sohani ; T9l Sui-phakta,

'Prathama aditala.' J^ = 130. Music and words by

AstaY Rabindeahath Tagoee.

Kx.:
264.^

(4 + 2 + 4)

Antara.

ias"tf77^^fVf£^^L^^^i^^r"rL' [r_zs
Sanchari,

zis^ r r rrtr^rr^p rfvPj ^ '^^^^

^ J jjTjj-j':^)^^'^

^^^^^^^
N.B,—Crotchets or minims would have been more appropriate

;
quavers are

used in order to suggest the rhythm better.

Upendrakisor Ray's translation,—Thy power is from all time; from all

time is thy supreme radiance in the skies. Thine is the first word. Thy

joy lives in each new year afresh in the heart. In the firmament of thy

mind glisten the sun and the moon and the stars. The wave of life vibrates

in the atmosphere. Thou art the first poet ; the master of poems art thou.

Thy deep-voiced utterances find voice in praise and prayer which ascends

from all the world.

sung as I heard it on their anniversary (January 25) with a choir

of twelve voices supported, in unison, by a small organ and two

violins, with drum, was extremely impressive. In particular the

phrase marked [a) at the end of each section seemed to give it that

sort of sublimity which we recognize in those chords that smote on

Samuel Butler's ear on his entrance into Erewhon.

Both these peculiarities, a preference for conjunct over disjunct

motion, and unusual sequences in conjunct motion, are made

possible and almost demanded by the absence of harmony. They

are demanded as a means of contrast. Motion through the notes

of a chord, when there is no idea of forming chords at all, does not

give enough contrast ; E and G say more or less the same thing as

C. And again, when the ear has become accustomed to the sound
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of rjf G Ab—a note with an upward and downward leading note

—

to pass direct from FJJ to Aj; is a very striking divagation from

the normal, and gets a high value from the consciousness of the

norm behind it.

The claim is occasionally made that this music has harmony, or

a * sort of ' harmony, in it. Such feeling for harmony as is involved

in the construction of a scale at all, especially of such an elaborate

and balanced scale, or in the appreciation of the greater sonority of

C G C over the simple C in the drone, it has. But of harmony, in

the sense either (1) of the sequent intervals in melody being chosen

for their consonance, or (2) of two notes being sounded simul-

taneously for the sake of the consonance, there is none; there is

less even than among the North American Indians whose music,^ as

far as at present investigated, is at a very early stage. And it seems

impossible that there should be any. Hindu music, though it has

enormously refined the detail, has not advanced beyond the principles

of Greek music. This may not seem an inducement to deny them

harmony to those who still think that the Greeks had harmony. But

at least this is true that harmony in the sense of the Organum and

of Dufay did not become possible till the Greek modes had long lost

any feeling of the mese (amm) and of the functions {dunameis) of

the other notes.^ And the first thing that harmony would do, if

now applied even tentatively to Indian music, as some advocate,

would be to get rid of that feeling and those functions, and with

them of the grace-notes and all that makes Rag worth having. As
the Rag now is, its notes are like the pieces on the chess-board

;

harmony, by investing them all equally with powers of its own,

would make them like the pawns. Hence the serious menace to

Indian music of the harmonium, which has penetrated already to

the remotest parts of India.^ It dominates the theatre, and

desolates the hearth ; and before long it will, if it does not already,

desecrate the temple. Besides its deadening effect on a living art,

^ There is one curious point of contact, the more curious that any direct con-

nexion is unthinkable : the Chippewas draw a picture of a tune, by the help

of which another man can sing it, and the Hindus set store by their Ragmdlas,

sets of paintings of gods or men affected by the passion which the particular

Eag expresses. See also Ex. 457.

^ That in virtue of which they took their part in the mode as vadi, samvadi, &c.

3 I was present for an hour at a concert inTrivandrum at which this appalling

instrument never ceased, and I found in the Salt Range (Northern Panjab)

a ' Teacher of Song and Harmonium '.

M 2
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it falsifies it by being out of tune with itself. This is a grave

defect, though its gravity can be exaggerated ; it could also be

lessened by a revised tuning. A worse fault is that it is a borrowed

instrument, constructed originally to minister to the less noble

kind of music of other lands. It has taken a century to invent

and perfect the pianoforte; if she must have the fatal facility of

a keyed instrument, India could well spare a century or two for

inventing something that should do justice to her music.

The question as to what foreigners are to make of this music is

still more difficult. To add harmony to it is to kill it ; and yet it

is impossible for Europe to understand melody except in terms of

harmony. Harmony has been successfully added to songs whose

musical thought is nearer our own in Stanford's Irish Songs or

Bourgault Ducoudray's Chansons de la Basse Bretagne. But are

the Chansons de la Grece et de I' Orient a complete success? And
is the' problem quite so simple as Herr Polak ^ supposes ; though

he exhibits the curiosities of Indian music, does he convey the art ?

It is quite possible to select, as Lady Wilson ^ and others have done,

those song's which have definite cadences—and there are a few—or

even to invent cadences for those which have none, to give them

a frankly European dress, and to suggest the kind of mood in which

a foreigner listens to Indian music. That is a definite thing well

worth doing; but it does not bring one any nearer to an under-

standing of the indigenous art. The best authorities on Bengali say

that it is untranslatable, and one has heard the same of Sanskrit;

and there seems to be no way of understanding the music except

to set to work and learn its language.

We now examine a Bag in practice, and for this purpose take one

of the commonest

—

Yamankalidn. Of the three instances here given

:

Yamankalian.
(1) »

' Die Harmonisiruno indischer, iilrkischer und japanischer Melodien, Leipzig, 1905.

^ Five Indian SongSy Paterson & Sona.
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the first is a Svardvarta, an exercise sung to the Svaras (Sa, Ri, Ga,

&c.) used as a teacher's model of the Rag • the other two are simple

songs for children. We learn that the E is made prominent by the

melody circling about it, or stopping there ; that the passage E-G
or G-E may be taken as a leap, but that if the movement is slow

an Fft is inserted as a grace-note (not an Ft]) ; on the other hand,

an F between two E^s is always made natural. Of the following

songs, 'Dukhera beshe ' is a hymn of the Brahma Samaj ; I do not

know why the mode is called mishra (mixed). ' He mora debata

'

is a poem. Both are Kliydls, and by Rabindranath Tagore.

' Hadi e illah ' is a Thimri from Benares. It was sung to me by

a Mohammedan in Bombay with very genuine feeling. The words

are Hindostani. The Rclg Kalydnl does not differ much in this

particular melody from Imankalidn, except that occasion might

arise, but does not, for Ftl's.

Brahma Samaj. V. 40. Mishra Imankalian. Jhampa.

Tonic D. (3 + 2.) *"*= 125.

Ex.
266.:^^^N ,̂

->.fe=:j-^j- ^ I j--r-^ }\s\ .^/ ; I
Du-khe-ra be-she e-se-chhaba-le to-ma-re na-hi da-ri-ba he,

D.C. al

.

Ye-kha-nebya-kha to-ma-re se-kha ni -bi -ra ka-ri kha-rl - ba he
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-rj 1 Jr k* Ir* k"—

I

r* I k*
'^

JSin-dha-remukh dha-ki-le swa-ml to-ma-re ta-bu chi-ni-ba a-nu

Ma-ra-na ru-pe a - si - le pra-bhu cha-ra-na kha-ri ma-ri-ba he

D.C. al ^

Ye man ka-re dao • na de-kha to-ma-re na-hi da-ri-ba he

Na-ya-ne a-ji jha-bi-ccha ja- la ja-ru-ka ja-la na-ya-ne he

ba -ji-cchabu-ke ba-juk - ta-ba ka-thi-na bal-ri bau-kha-ne he

Tu-mi se a-chha ba - kshe kha-re ba-da-na ta-ha ja - nak mo-re

^'i-r-f f f- -m-^m^ tJ^ C ^^ =f5=t5=S ^v-y-
Cha-ba-na ki-ccha ka-ba-na ka-kha cha-hi-ya ra-ba ba-da-ne he

D.Cal

.

^'« c c g_g_JL|--e-^^1^-c c i r 'C-c c iLi^J^:^^
Na-ya - ne ta - ji jha -ri-cche ja - la jha - ru - ka ja - la na-ya-ne he.

(The translation of ' Dukhera beshe ', by Upendrakisor Ray.)—Though thou

comest in the garb of war, yet shall I not fear thee ; rather shall I hold

thee tight to the place where it hurts. Though thou hidest thy face in

darkness, yet shall I know thee. If thou comest as Death I shall clasp thy

feet and die. In whatever manner thou showest thyself to me, I shall not

fear thee. Tears fall from my eyes to-day : let the tears fall from my eyes.

My hurt aches in thy hard embrace : let it ache. Let that pain tell me

thou hast me held to thy breast. Nothing shall I want, nothing shall I say,

but simply keep my gaze fixed on thy face. Tears fall from my eyes to-day :

let the tears fall from my eyes.

Imankalian (Tonic F). Ektala. J = 70.

Asta'i.

Ex.
267.

Hemo-r(a)de - ba-ta . . bha-ry - a e de - ba pran
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Ki am - ri - ta tu - mi cha-ha ka-ri-ba-re pan

Antara.

P
::£=^^^ ^m 'm-_f d ^^ ^^^^fr^f > =^

he mo - ra de - ba - ta .

/

A - ma - ra na - ya - ne

^U-J ^ r^-T-n-~-f-li;=:i^^^=^-^,r zJ_JM
to-ma-ra bi - sa chha - bi

^. Jv rnr^-J _Jj

De-khy-a la - i - te

f T T T^ r=f^y V

sadh jai ta - ba ka - bi A - ma - ra mu - gdha

^^^-^^-^-^ r- r i^H!- :r ^-r-^^^- *^
sra-va-ne ni-ra-be ra - hi Su-ni-ya la - i - te cha - ha

a - pa - na - ri gan

Sanchari.

He mo-r(a) de - ba - ta

A- ma-r(a) chi - tte to-ma-ra sri - shti kha

A - pa - na - re tu - mi de-khi-ccha ma-dhu-ra ra - se
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A-ma-ra ma - jha-re ni - je - re ka - ry - a dan

He mo-r(a) de - ba - ta. . .

(The poet's, and composer's, own translation.) — What divine drink

wouldst thou have, my God, from this overflowing cup of my life ! My poet,

is it thy delight to see thy creation through my eyes, and to stand at the

portals of my enchanted ears silently to listen to thine own eternal harmony ?

Thy world is weaving words in my mind, and thy joy is adding music to

them. Thou givest thyself to me in love, and then feelest thine own entire

sweetness in me. {Gitdnjali. No. 65.)

Kalyani. d = 40.

p Molto adagio.

ne a - je pa - ka la - ti

PP

fa pa

Sotto voce.

ja

D.C.

ta na - bi - na.par - de po - sa

Mighty is God the Lord. Lord God, from thee cometh salvation.

Mighty, Almighty, All-knowing, All-loving ! Day by day thy holy presence

is nearer to us : in the darkness thou art near us.

The melodies ' Dukhera beslie ' and ' Hadi e illah ' do not lose so

much as some others in notation : if they are sung with a little faith
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and goodwill some impression at least will be conveyed of their sin-

cerity and quiet fervour. ' He mora debata ^ is perhaps more difficult

;

the melody will strike a European at first as running up hill only in

order to run down again. There is a great temptation to regard

the close as in A minor and to supply a G harmony to the fourth

bar; and these temptations must be firmly resisted. The fourth

bar rises to the tonic (not the seventh of G) through the 'strong'

notes A and E (not C) ; and an F pedal must be held on in order

to get the plaintive character of the close

^69.^ > r [̂ ^269.^
• ta -

(not at all unlike that of the Sixth Ecclesiastical Tone) which is on

the ' strong ' note and therefore in a sense a ' full ' close, but which
is not the tonic, and therefore points away, as it were, to something

beyond it. Also the rhythm of the ninth bar is difficult. The
eighth and ninth bars are taken as one sweep of melody and in strict

time, but with the prosody of the words crossing this time in the

ninth bar, as if it were

Sadh jai ta-ba ka . bi A-ma-ra

It offers just that sort of pleasure which we get in lines of blank verse

—Duncan is in his grave ;

After life's fitful fever he sleeps well

;

Treason has done his worst ; nor steel, nor poison,

Malice domestic, fdreign levy, nothing

Can touch him further.

—

where the assertiveness of the individual words fights against and

yields to the compelling calm of the metre.

The next thing is to consider the list of Rags as a whole. We
notice that they are re-entrant : that is, they return upon them-

selves after making the full circle as, by an accepted adjustment,

our keys do, but as our modes do not.^ The order here adopted is

to show this ; it is not the order of the native treatises. Any point

might have been, and the simplest form of our major scale is, taken

as the point of departure. Nos. 1—5 are transilient, and modes of

* These refuse to admit the Locrian, so that there is a gap between the Lydian

at one end and the Phrygian at the other.
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each other. Nop. 6-8 transitional. No. 9, the major scale. Nos.

10-14 substitute Bb for BtJ. Nos. 15-21 flatten the E as well.

Nos. 22-5, the Bb and Eb are fully established. No. 26, anoma-

lous. Nos. 27, 28, A flattened. Nos. 29-31, though they seem to

show a good deal of licence, are really transitional between the two-

flat and the four-flat seale.^ Nos. 32, 33, Db (of some sort)

established. At this point the European circle of modes stops,

because the next modal shift would flatten the G. This mode with

a flat Fifth will be discussed later under Sdman chant. The Jldg--i

proceed, after reaching four flats, by sharpening the leading note

to the tonic and then the leading note to the Fourth as well.*^

No. 34, BQ. Nos. 35-8, Bti, EH. No. 39, a tentative sharpen-

ing of F, as the leading note to the Fifth. Nos. 40, 41, the F
sharpened instead of the Eb. Nos. 42-8, all three leading notes

sharpened. Nos. 49-52, after a little remaining hesitation over

the Ab and Db we get back in Nos. 52-63, through the Kalians,

to the place we started from. These sixty-three are only the best

known out of some hundreds of lidgs ; but to have shown them all

would only have taken the principle of re-entrance to another place

of decimals, as it were.

The Bdffs have been arranged in this way not merely to obtain

a symmetrical system, but also to bring out an essential point.

They fall, in the first instance, into nine or ten groups, of which

the centres are perhaps :

1.
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seiousness. Any one can hear the difference between, say, Jhinjoli

and Bhairav ; but the more o£ a musician a man is the more he

can hear and enjoy the subtler distinction between, for instance,

Jhinjoti and Desk, or the still subtler between Jhinjoti and Tilang.

It might appear that as a given Rag is taken so differently (see

Nos. 27-9, 46) in different parts of the country these distinctions

do not much matter ; but it must be remembered that the distinc-

tions are accurately adhered to in any one district, or by any

particular school ; and that it is of no use to test the songs of

Bengal, for instance, by the system of Gujarat. And some of

these characteristics are so strikingly beautiful as not easily to be

missed, or to be forgotten, even by a foreigner : the strong legato

from Y% to E in Imankalidn, for instance, or the pentatonic sug-

gestion of Behdg, or the plaintive alternation of the two B's in

Khamclj^ or of the two E's in Kdji, or the old-world sound of the

scale of Kdnarld.

In No. 59, HamlrkaUdn, the sharp Sixth (A) appears. It is

sounded very likely in others, but I could get no certain information.

Similarly, the eight Rags with exceptional intonation given in

Appendix II is probably not a complete list ; they are merely those

of which the true intonation has been preserved in one part of the

country, Gwalior; at Calcutta, for instance, I heard of Asdvarl

(No. 28) as being of exceptional tuning, but of none of these;

and Mr. Clements gives other instances from the Deccan.

Express mention is seldom if ever made in the books of the Drone.

It is taken for granted of course ; though, to those who have never

heard it, it is not at all an obvious concomitant of melody.

In fact, at first it is a little confusing, even irritating ; but one

gets to discount it as readily as one does the hammering of the

pianoforte keys or the scraping of the violin bow. It is there not

only because without it, especially with quarter-tone scales, the singer

would feel, as a Benares musician said, ' like a ship without a rudder,^

but in order to consolidate the melody. Not that a song cannot be

sung without it ; a ryot returning from his work, or a mother

nursing her baby, does not have first to go and fetch a tamhura

;

but, as the boy said when asked why he had godfathers and god-

mother at his baptism— ' because, I suppose, it makes it a sweller

thing \ The drone may be a drum, carefully tuned, or two drums,

in unison or at the octave, or the drone strings of the vlnd ; but is
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as a rule, and with the best singers, a iambura, a large tlw^-shaped

instrument, with one gourd (sound-board) instead of tw^o, and with

open strings—two or three Sa's and one Pa. The drone strings of

the vlnd and satdr or of the surhahar, a large satdr common in

Bengal, often have amongst them one tuned to Ma, and there is,

curiously, no objection to the Pa and the Ma sounding together.

The effect of this may be heard in the ' wilderness ' part of Granville

Bantock^s Omar Khayyam.

Turkomani melody.

Chorus. Tenors and Basses. Graitville Baktock.

Ex.
271. ^ ^ite

I^ 2::^
•^p- -̂^:i^

^̂̂^ -2^*-
2:$:
23? -̂2^?^

^^ ^ ^ ^ c^
3£

r-

i^^=^ 3^^^ -2^?^ ^2^^ -2*S- rs:^

r—r r

i -̂^^^

f^^
3t:

-r r

&c.
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But they avoid putting- either of these notes on the drone if

the Rag which is being sung omits it. Thus^ for Bibhds they would

tune the Ma to Ga, in spite of the ' thick ' effect of a major Third

so low in the compass ; for Malkos, in which there is no Pa and the

Ga is an E, and neither this nor E would be available on the drone

(which must be as consonant as possible), the Pa string would be

tuned in unison with the Ma string; and it is only for the Euro-

pean that the re-inforced Fourth of the scale upsets the tonality.

The strings of the tamhnra are long and sonorous, and the Fifth

overtone (Ga) comes out very clearly from the fundamental what-

ever the other strings may be; and this still further adds to the

dissonance of the Fourth. It is curious, too, that the Bt] and V>\)

t b

of Bhairav, and the B and Dj? of Tocji should be sung, and evidently

with special pleasure, against a C drone ^ ; it recalls the cadence of

the Organum

:

^^• ^= r. >i '^' ?: ^^
272. i^^=r-

*

(except that it is the C which is stationary, and the D comes down

to it) ; and the dissonance upon a strong beat of Descant

:

(except that it is much more common than that apparently was).

Thus the drone is of considerable use too in forcing a strong appog-

giatura, which is the peculiar, perhaps the only, melodic point of the

snake-charmer's pipe

:

Ex.
274.:I ^.

|b^.Jlj^|b^.J^,r3 &c.

About the simultaneous presence of Ma and Pa in the drone

a word more may be said. It is interesting that the ' consonance ' of

the whole tone which appeals to the Hindus was one which the

Greeks recognized too,^ and we see that it is the logical outcome of

quintal harmony. That the appreciation of the whole tone is

historically prior to that of the major Third may also be gathered

from the form of the pentatonic scale which may be pronounced

typical. This is not

' Cp. the last chord of the Matthew Passion.

' See Gevaert, La Musique de Vantiguite, vol. i, p. 98, and Westphal's edition

of Plutarch's De Musica, p. 46.
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Bhupkalidn Ex. =fc=
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note of the scale may be any or all of these according to the ' mood '

in which it occurs. Its character depends not on its pitch relation

to a tonic only, though it does so depend partly, and on its relation

to the tessitura of the song, which we also feel to be part of its essence

(though the, to us, more important distinctions of harmony largely

cut across this), but also on the extent to which it is ex officio a sub-

stantive or a passing note. The whole scale is made up of a hier-

archy of notes ; so that the passage from G to Ab, let us say, is

not merely an exaltation of pitch, nor merely an exchange of the

perfect consonance C-G for the imperfect C-A^, but a passage

from a stable to an unstable note of the scale (for A^ may under

certain circumstances become Atl) and from a permanent to a tem-

porary (for the Ab may be altogether omitted, or omitted in certain

conditions), or from a note of universal application to one which

requires special treatment (for the Ab may be used in descent, but

not in ascent).

An instance, Rag Keddra,

as used in the following melodies, slightly different from the version

given in the list of Rags. The A is lightly touched, the E still

more so. The F is predominant {amm), the Fft is used in Musica

ficta, i. e. between two G's. In the first melody the Bb, in the

second the BtJ, is adopted. In both the E has a special treatment

;

it is used only as a pendant to the F. The scale is seen to be a

filled up Sdrang,

but with the amm at F instead of D.

Rag Kedara. Metre, Vasantatilaka

Tal. Mant. w-w\^w-wv..-v-*i
Andaniina. J = 92,

Ex.
280. ^i^

Ha chan - dra ma u - ga - va la ga - ga - na pra - di - pa

he - ta shu - kta, gu - ru, man - ga - la jya pa
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Tya -
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^^rti:i^'lS^0^i=^=^^^^

ba ye pra - di - pa - ni ba ye Je - ge bo - she

- ta gi - ta su - ra la - gi - te - chhe ka - ne

^ =5«^ t Z \t

bhi-sha - na ma - dhu - ra Bha - bi - te - clihi ma

^ ^-g ^ s
ja - bo ta - ba A - che - na a - SI - ma

, . Ke di - la a

N.B.—Basanta = spring ; Megha — the rains.

It seems possible that closer investigation may one day discover

in the European mediaeval modes, i. e. in the melodies which were

sung in them, the counterpart of this distinction between 'strong'

and 'weak' notes. When Luther, discussing the Church tones,

said ' Christ is a gentle Lord and His words are lovely ; therefore

let us take the sixth Tone for the Gospel ; and since St. Paul is

a grave apostle, we will set the Epistle to the eighth Tone ', we can

hardly believe that the peculiar flavour which he was conscious of

in these tones proceeded merely from the substitution of the notes

for

Each tone, or mode, must have had its individual notes charac-

terized far more than appears from the mere formal statement of

them. In this statement the relation of the amsa (Reciting note),

marked (= ), to the drone note (Final), marked (x), is the only

149S N
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discernible characteristic. But the other notes must have had felt

relationships analogous to those of Indian Haga. Amongst these one

or two may be mentioned. It is common to find Dorian melodies

with the sixth of the mode flattened ; a common beginning was

Ex. ^ ^^
284.—

This is, of course, Musica Jida, a B flattened between two A^s.

But why did Mnsica Jicta confine itself to one or two special

positions of the scale like this ? We should not find, for instance,

285.^

or

It can only have been because in the Dorian the B was felt as a

' weak ' note, one which was touched lightly, or was alterable, or

alterable under certain conditions. Again, modal melodies will be

found to slip easily into the C major triad, making C a ' strong

'

note. Many Dorian melodies drop accordingly one place below the

tonic at a close :

EX. p=

Or Aeolian melodies begin naturally with a minor third

Ex. ^
288._

and Phrygian substitute a C for a B as the ' dominant '

:

Ex. ST:

—

^
289.^^^

*

Of course the theoretical rules about Dominants and Participants

state all this, but they do not make the point clear that the under-

lying feeling of the mode proceeds from the fact that each indi-

vidual note has a character of its own and that a melody takes

a certain tinge or flavour from the cumulative effect of these.

We can see also why the C major mode was out of favour : it did

not supply what was most valued in a mode, the antithesis of the

Final (in this case C) with the ' strong ' note (which was, in all the

modesj C). It is interesting to find that in India the major mode
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pure and simple is at a similar discount. Still the Indian Rags are not

so closely parallel to the Ecclesiastical modes as to the Greek ; for

the former lay much more stress on the Fifth, whereas in the latter

the Fourth is the principal factor of consonance : in the Ecclesiastical

a rather firm line is drawn also between authentic and plagal modes,

a distinction which is on the whole foreig-n to Indian music.

Thirdly, as a result of this individualizing of the several notes of

the scale to form a Rag, repetition at different levels, ' imitation
',

is rare. Exact imitation can only take place in similar tetrachords.

And though the majority of Rags are composed of tetrachords of

which the constituent notes are similar in pitch—both are of the

form tone, semitone, tone, or both of the form semitone, tone and

a half, semitone, and so on—the two tetrachords are seldom identical

in the character of their constituents. In the instance just given,

Ex. 281, if the A is touched lightly its corresponding note, E, is

touched still more lightly ; the F is a substantive note and the Fj|

a passing note, whereas the £[7 and Bt] which correspond to them

are equipollent alternatives. A piece of imitation, therefore, in the

two corresponding parts of the scale would not really be correspon-

dent ; hence we meet with only a very limited use of imitation at

different levels.

Again, our melodies tend to circle round the notes which are

harmonically related to a tonic, as we see if we take melodies which

have more or less the same motive—here, a downward passage

through the scale

:

Andante. S. S. Wesley.

Ex.
290.;. ^-rl^rrlr- pi^J J4^ ji^j ^t^irr^P"^

Andante moderaio. Brahus.

Adagio. Beethoven.

i^
=f?: M-^—H~^-^^^^^ 3^ f -

Allegro. Beethoven.

i
Moderato.

WW

i

' Hey boys, up go we.'

N 2
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Attegretto ma non troppo.

Adagio. Thom^

pJil-J- r Jt-(:^^-Ji-b=i^^^
Allegro vivace^ Meitdbi^sohn.

An Indian melody sets no store whatever by any progress through

notes which suggest harmony ; on the contrary, it moves as far as

possible by step, and notes which are harmonically related come quite

indifferently upon the strong and the weak places of the rhythm.

Another point in which the tunes just given would be un-Indian

is the progression through the whole octave. An Indian melody

confines itself to one part of the scale, and 'establishes' that

—

generally the lower part—first, and follows this by a passage in the

upper part of the scale. Ex. 12 (1 and 2) is exceptional enough to

prove the rule.

On the whole, then, Indian Bag and mediaeval mode are inter-

esting, as human beings are who consist of ' strong ' and ' weak

'

points, so that we often do not know which we like them best for,

or whether it is not rather for the interplay of both.



CHAPTEE VII

GRACE

Bot. That will ask some tears in the true performing

of it : if I do it let the audience look to their eyes.

Midsummer Night's Dtvam.

Music has been called a universal language, and no doubt, in

the deepest sense, it is. But just as no one language can really be

common to all peoples because it will be pronounced differently in

different mouths, so the very same notes will be sung by different

throats in such a way as to be unrecognizable to us. This is con-

spicuously the case with Indian singing, in which all the distinctions

of colour which we should get from notes in simultaneity has to be

extracted from notes in succession. A note, G, has for us hundreds

of different colours according to its harmony, such as, for instance

:

Ex.
291.P ^

bte-JL^
&c.

^c ^ T f^
not to mention the cases where E^ is not the bass, or G not the

treble, or the parts are more or less than four ; while the passage

from G to F admits of only a few variations.

Ex.
292. ^ J N J l^-J

and the like, singly or in combination. In Hindu, and probably

in all purely melodic music, the single note as such is itself and
nothing else, while the passage from one note to the next has

a number of possibilities by way of grace-note.

We think of grace-notes as something which may but need not

be added to the note, not as something actually inherent in it. If

cultivated for their own sake or used at all in excess they are

regarded by us as meretricious. We remember with a smile

Mendelssohn's trombone-player who announced the theme of the

Lobgesang Overture as
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or we laugh with Spohr at his Italian horn-players who supplied

obvious omissions in his score by their contrappunto alia mente, or

on our own account at an occasional festival singer who ornaments

penultimate notes into consecutive Fifths with the bass. The trills

of the voice leave us cold, the ' turn ' in ' Rienzi's prayer ' spoils

a rather dignified tune, and the family of double appoggiaturas in

harpsichord music enjoys at best a sort of succh cVestime.

Indian ' grace ^ is different in kind. There is never the least

suggestion of anything having been ' added ' to the note which is

graced. The note with its grace makes one utterance. The object

of g;;ace is, of course, to add importance to the particular note ; but

there are such varying degrees in which this may be done that the

whole system of gamak^ the general term for the thing, becomes

an elaborate vehicle of light and shade. It brings the notes of

a melody, as surely as the various light and shade of a picture

brings the contours of the face, from the flat into the round

;

which again is |)recisely what harmony does for them, by assigning

to the successive notes varying degrees of consonance.

There are nineteen ^ forms of gamah, or, omitting minor dis-

tinctions, a dozen. For practical purposes these may be referred

to two main types, on stringed instruments.

The first sort is formed by sliding {gharsana, ' rubbing ') the finger

along the string, in either or perhaps in both directions. It differs

from what we are accustomed to on the violin only in being more

frequent and more spontaneous. The other sort is unknown to us

and is not possible nowadays on our instruments.^' We set store

by a rich, full-bodied tone ; and for that and other reasons we

prefer a comparatively thick string at a high tension to produce

a note which in India is produced on a thin (and longer) string at

a low tension.* A lateral deflexion of any appreciable extent

would set one of our strings out of tune by forcing the tuning peg

^ Pronounce 'gummuck'.
2 See the Ragavibodha in R. Simon's Notationen des Somamtha, Munich, 1903.

3 Except on a small scale on the practically obsolete clavichord.

* A long thin string is divisible into a large number of nodes, and the corre-

sponding upper partials give, incidentally, to a note which is somewhat deficient

in body a peculiar glitter and brilliancy.
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from its position ; indeed_, we often see a violinist taking" advantage

of this fact when tuning his instrument. But an Indian string

can be deflected a good deal without disturbing the peg. The

stopping finger of the left hand ' makes ' the note, which the right

hand then plucks ; and while it is still vibrating the left hand

deflects it and, of course, sharpens the note. If the note is stopped

near the nut, only a slight sharpening, a semitone or two, is possible ;

but if it is stopped in the middle of the string, a sharpening of as

much as four or five or even seven semitones may be got. A good

fw«-player prefers to get his notes in this way, much as a violinist

would rather play in the third position than in the first. To get

an E, for instance, he will ' stop ' at the B or the C or the C}j! fret

and instantly deflect the string, so quickly, in fact, as almost to

deceive both the eye and the ear of the listener. The ' deflect ' as

we may christen it (the Sanskrit word is dolana, ' swinging ') imparts a

wonderful flexibility to the execution, and demands, of course, an accu-

rate ear for its successful performance. The ' slide ' and the ' deflect
'

are known in Hindostan as Ghaslt and Mind, in Bengal as Ash and

Mlrh, in the Carnatic as Bkara and Varek, and by other local names.

But the vind, with its congeners the satdr and surhalidr, is only

a younger brother of the ' vind of the body ^, the voice. It cannot

rival the voice in one notable respect, the passage at will from

loud to soft or from soft to loud. It is true that Indian singers

do not make so much use of this advantage as they might, or

rather they do it in a different way from what we might have

expected. Crescendos are but seldom spread over several bars so as

to lead to a climax ; they are used rather to assist the grace-notes

in their work of rounding the edges of the notes of the melody.

In this, as in other ways not confined to music, Indian art aims

rather at elaborating detail than at corroborating the lines of

structure.

It is in the grace-note that the unusual intonations, which were

once no doubt commoner in the Rags than they now are, still

survive. A grace seldom consists of the diatonic notes of the Bag,

as is obvious from the description just given. Consequently it is

impossible without a very elaborate notation to give a true picture

of it. There is the less need to do so since, even if it were faithfully

presented, it would be impossible for European throats or fingers to

perform it. Still an attempt has been made to hint at it. In the
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following example the crotchet heads representing the grace are

attached to the substantive note by a slur. They are, indeed, placed

upon a definite space or line, but must be taken only to suggest the

place where the auxiliary notes begin and the sort of course they

take. The heads without the tails of the notes are given because

the time is variable and entirely at the will of the singer, which is

influenced by the context in which they occur ; but also in order

to remind the reader that they are subordinate in a special sense to

the substantive note. They occur after the note as well as before it

:

Kag. Bhairau. Tal. Tevra. (Seven crotchets, 3 +2 + 2.)

Eabindranath Tagore.

Lento. J = 70. (Hymn.)

, -A^H—F-«— 1 Ba-
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and is probably intended for, the Arabian Zalzal's scale^ MesJiaqaJi).

But its grace-notes are entirely diatonic ; and, what is more signifi-

cant, they are used not to soften the transition from note to note

of the melody, but, principally, to intensify them by a rudimentary

harmony. This may be seen in the ' Cock o^ the North ', taken

from MacKinnon's Collection of Flpe-music :

The Cock o the North.

$ i

S_l

1 ^J^^
s =^^-AJ^-^J^^r e-^d

Jr , B. K i-^r ^r-KnLm -/ J-?-St^=!Vm
:S.

More accurately, for those who are interested in such matters, the bagpipe scale

may be given in cents (i.e. -j^ths of a semitone).

C C| P ^t

From G
(Just scale 204 386 498,590 702 884 996,1088 1200

iBagp. scale 191 388 532

GAB C

197 341fBagp. scale
From A

]
vjust scale

686
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The true representative of the Indian instinct is found, in

Europe, amongst the Magyars, as we should expect, of course,

from the close connexion between the Romany and Hindostani

languages. And if the Magyar grace-notes have, in their native

purity, the microtonic intonation, some of their figures

might, with a little less insistence on the rhythm, pass for Indian
;

and their favourite metre, f'^* £ f "

, is quite in the Indian style,

and an example of it is to be seen in the song ' Akla chalo ' on

p. 93, Ex. 177.

At the end of the Uagav'ibodha are given fifty examples of the

use of gamak in fifty separate B-dgs, and with the help of Herr

Simon's book (p. 182, note) and a knowledge of the Hindostani

^dgs it is possible to decipher these. The time, however, presents

diflBculty. The indication, and the only indication, for all the

examples is the word dinmdtrd, which means ' general time ', and

refers, no doubt, to the Aldpa or ' preluding in the Rdg \ But time-

less music is unappetizing and difficult to read ; so bars have here been

added, and the crotchets and quavers arranged on the assumption

that a graced note is longer than one ungraced. It must be clearly

understood, however, that these time-values have no warrant in

the original. The example chosen is in the Hdg Vasanta (= spring).

This Bag is endeared by its associations, which, whether they arise

from it or not, are those of its name. It has also a strongly

marked character. It is the F-f scale with the G flattened : the

C is lightly touched, and the salient notes are A and E, which

it will be noticed alone bear the trill; the D of this Rdg is

generally held to be natural, but is sometimes given as flat (see

the list of Rdgs on p. 151, though it differs in some particular

from each of the versions there given). Perhaps it may be pos-

sible to realize some of its strange beauty by playing over the

notes without the graces three or four times till they are familiar,
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and then singing or whistling it with the graces ; but until it is

heard in its native land the strangeness will probably remain more

credible than the beauty :

Vasanta. (i.)

Tonic F.

$^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^zfo^

The example of Vasanta was selected mainly because this par-

ticular one was curiously misinterpreted in Sir William Jones's

article in Asiatic Researches, and has been so reprinted by others.

It was written out in an ordinary major key (A major) ; no hint

was given of a gamah from beginning to end ; and on the sti-ength

of its rhythm (as not given in a book of 1609) it was suggested as

the melody of three of the songs in the Glta Govinda of the eleventh

century (whose musical rhythm was not established by the poetic

metre). Thus

:

(Pseudo-) Vasanta (ii).

- ram - bi - ta ko - ki - la ku - ji - ta kun - ja ku - ti
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^^f=gE^^
vi-ha-ra-ti he-ri-ri ha sa-ra-sa va-san-te nrt-ya-ti yu-va-ti ja-

ne - na sa-man sa-ci vi-ra-hi ja - na - sya du - ra - nte.

The typical form of composition which exhibits ' grace '
in all its

glory is the Mohammedan Tappa, in which melodic flow and rhyth-

mical structure are so veiled that it has seemed worth while to give

them in a simpler statement in the stave below

:

Tap'pa. Rag Kliamaj. Tal Tintal.

Andante con moto. «J = 70.

Ex. -j2-
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^ F?^
'—-'—

i^^^^^^ =5=2= ^E

iJaZS al Fine.^^^^^^
3 ^m

lappa. Rag Kaf i. Tintal.

Fine.

'^=^Jrfr.. J-^SS^f^.JJ'-T- :^^SiceirJ-J- ^'-^-'^^^
/>()(i -Sf: ai Fim.

The numbers over the bars of the skeleton tune represent the beats

(see Tdl). The graces are here written out in full, because abbre-
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viations would have been confusing", and on the diatonic notes so

as the better to be taken in at a glance. But if the grace of bar 3,

for instance, were put, as it were, under an aural microscope the

real sounds would appear something like this

:

with other passage notes in between which can be mentally supplied.

Grace is so natural an accompaniment of any non-harmonic music

that it may seem idle to search for a reason for it. Yet in the

music of India it is so elaborate and so integral a part of song that

it is tempting to try to account for it in some way. It seems as if

the language may have been at least a contributory cause. When
two vowels meet in Sanskrit, except in a few special cases they

coalesce ; and the compound thus formed was marked in the Rigveda

with the circumflex accent called Svarita ('sounded'), which had

half a dozen or more names according to the particular vowels

which were in question. When the Rigveda accents (there were two

others) were employed in the Sdmaveda, that is, in the chants to

which the Rigveda. was sung, they took the form of musical notes

;

and the Svarita in particular was a high note with * grace ' attached

to it. It is natural to conclude, therefore, that the ' deflect ', as we

have called it when it appears in instrumental music, represents

that 'grace' and is traceable to this peculiar treatment of the

vowels.

When two consonants meet one is assimilated to the other so as

to slide into it almost imperceptibly. Accommodations such as

those in ortliodok-sy and dog-ma, younk-ster and blag-guard^ Sut-ton

and Siid-hury, eks-tra and egz-ample, and the like, have their counter-

parts in Sanskrit, not only in the interior of one word, but quite

as commonly between the end of one and the beginning of the next.

It is the tendency to weld words together in these and other ways

that gives perhaps its importance, as between notes, to that other

class of grace, the ' slide \



CHAPTER VIII

TALA

Language, Verse, Musical Time

From Helicon's harmonious springs

A thousand rills their mazy progress take

:

The laughing flowers that round them blow,

Drink life and fragrance as they flow.

Gray.

Musical time is in India, more obviously than elsewhere,

a development from the prosody and metres of poetry. The insis-

tent demands of lang-uag-e and the idiosyncrasies of highly charac-

teristic verse haunt the music like ' a Presence which is not to be

put by \ The time-relations of music are affected both by the

structure of the language, and by the method of versification which

ultimately derives from it. Without pretension to any minute

acquaintance with these, a sketch of their bearings upon musical

time is here attempted.

I. Language

Those who spoke and speak Sanskrit have shown the delicate

appreciation they had of minute phonetic changes. They have

introduced modifications of the word to suit every emergency

of context, and have recorded these with a precision to which

Europe is a stranger. We may acquaint ourselves theoretically

with the characteristics of the language, but it requires an effort to

feel their effect and therefore to realize the force of the music which

suits it. What we find difficult is to make a syllable long without

putting a stress on it, or to put a stress at will on any short syllable
;

we do not easily imagine the effect of a language which is quanti-

tative and not (or only slightly) accentual. In setting such a word

as Aldkaldlla, an Englishman would certainly put the fourth syllable

on the musical accent, because he would think at once of AbracaddbrUy

confusing duration with stress. It has been set in an Indian song

:
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Tal Rupak.

Ex.
3oa<L^ g g ^^-^^ &c.

A-la-ka-la- Ua la - da-

and could no doubt have been pet in other ways provided the fourth

syllable were lotiger than the others ; and we notice that it does not

disturb the sing-er that the first syllable, which is short, comes on

the accent, while the two long syllables {la) come one of them

off and the other on the accent; but both are kept long-, and

all the short syllables are kept short in the music. It is moreover

set not in |, as the sound of the word would have suggested

to us that it should be, but in 4, which further throws a slight

emphasis on the syllable ka-, because, as we shall see, the beat

comes there. Not that a long syllable invariably has a long note,

especially if two or three of them come together ; but it does as

a rule.

In our poetry we do not know long and short, only stressed and

unstressed syllables. When Keats writes :

Upon the sodden ground

His old right hand lay nerveless, listless, dead,

Unsceptred

;

there is hardly a syllable that we can call longer than the others,

unless perhaps ' ground '. But there are several places where we
pause between the words, making up a kind of imaginary musical

time. We lengthen out the last syllable of ' sodden ' because of

the next word. If that word had been ' earth ',
' sodden ' would

have gone quicker. As it is, a little more emphasis is laid on
' sodden ground ' than would be the case in ' sodden earth '; and the

same thing happens with ' nerveless, listless ', where the diflRculty

of pronouncing one word after the other makes us pause a little at

the termination and so throw a slightly greater emphasis on the

root of the word.

All this is unlike Sanskrit. If we could imagine these syllables

to occur in their poetry they would all be long by position

—

sodden ground. 'Nerveless, listless, dead* would be altered to

' nerveleh, listleh, dead ', the whole idea of the line being to run

smoothly on as if it were one word, and not to aim at what

we prize, the variety im{)orted into it by the irregular stresses.

Consequent]}^ rests are seldom written (except in order to break up
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the metre intentionally in a dramatic way) in any of their songs,

at any rate not, as we should, on account of the words

:

Tal Adi.

Ex.
304.

En -ta mud-do . . en - ta - so-ga-so . . En-ta-

A European would probably have put a rest at the end of each

word. They appear to take breath when they want it, not at the

end of words ; but it would require an intimate knowledge of the

various languages to be sure of this.

II. Verse.

Sanskrit metres fall into two main classes : (1) those which

consist of quarter-verses {pcida) of a given number of syllables, and

(2) those which consist of verses of a given number of feet, each

foot having a given time-length which is reached by equivalence.

The first are called ' syllable-fixed ' {varnavrtta) , the second ' time-

unit-fised ' {mdtrdvrtta).

In the first class (varnavrtta), when the pdda does not exceed

eight syllables most of them are of optional quantity ; when it

exceeds eight the quantity of every syllable is fixed. The typical

metre of this class with an eight syllable pdda is the ^loka, the

^flowing' measure. The following lines constitute the first two

slokas of Bharata's Ndti/amstram (28th adhydyd) :

tatam caivavanaddham ca
|

ghanam susiram eva ca

caturvidham tu vijneyam
|
atodvam laksananvitam (1)

tatam tantrikftam jfieyam
|
avanaddham tu pauskaram

ghanam talas tu vijneyah
|
susiro vamsa eva ca (2)

The first two lines make a verse marked off into quarter-verses.

Though the normal verse is a distich, an occasional tristich or

three-line unity is, as in Scott's ballad metre, not excluded. The

sense ends with the couplet, which includes, as in Pope's heroic

metre, both the subject and the predicate of the sentence. Out of

the sixteen syllables in the line only four are fixed by rule as regards

quantity. These are marked below the words in the example ; the

quantity of the other syllables is optional ; and the two lines of the

sloka are independent of one another as regards this distribution.

But it is diSicult to realize the prosody of a language which is

not familiar. The scansion may therefore be illustrated in any

1495 O
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language which, like Latin, distinguishes quantity. The quantity

of these particular lines is accordingly reproduced in the following

rule for the versification of the nloka :

Habent pernlcitatemque
\
pedum modumque carmina.

Modls brevesque longique • miscentur verslpellibus.

Brevis quTntus locus, summo In • pede duplex iambus est.

Brevi longave momenta • sonantur voce caetera.^

Even this, however, is not quite satisfactory, as Latin does not

convey the sonority of the ubiquitous a sound in the Sanskrit, or

the final thud of such a word as lahananvitBi,Ta., which is more

heavily stressed than the final of, for instance, pedum!^

The Uoka, or anustubh (' with regular stops ') is the most famous

of all Sanskrit metres. There are two other typical examples of

a pdda with 8, or less, syllables—the gdyatrl (' singing ') of 3 x 8= 24

syllables, and the umih (' hymn ') of 4 x 7= 28, which like the «Ma
have a large number of optional quantities and only a few fixed.

When the pdda is of more than 8 syllables—as in the tristuhh

('with three stops') and t\ieja(jatt ('lively'), of 11 and 12 syllables

respectively, and various others up to 21 or more syllables

—

all the

quantities are fixed. Couplets of these greater lengths are usually

written in stanzas of four lines, and the lines are in modern poetry

rhymed. Here is an instance of the tristubh genus (11 syllabled)

;

it has the poetical name of ' the thunderbolt of Indra,' [Upendravajra),

and is in Marathi (rhymed)

:

Na-hen nabho-mandala, vari-rasi,

Na taraka, pliensaci ha tayasi,

Na candraha, navaci calatahe,

Na anka to, tivara sida ahe.

Metre, Upendravajra.

Not this the sky - vault,

Not stars we see span -'

No moon a - loft glides.

Masts, that the wind bends

but a li - quid o - cean

;

gle, but flecks of sea - foam
;

but a ship

;

and those spots

as she runs be - fore it.

Ex.
305.

na-bho - man - 4^- la va ri - ra - fl

^ ' The verses contain feet which are at once measured and flowing. Longs
and shorts are mingled by chameleon-like measures. The fifth place is short

;

there is a di-iambus in the last foot. The other syllables are sounded either

long or short.'

2 When sung, the note to which it is set is hummed on the m and not vocal-

ized on the a.
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dra lia, iia - va - ci la - ta - he

^^ E^ ^^3^-i
Na an - ka to ti - va - ra 61 - da a - he.

It will be noticed that the line is composed of the first half of an

Alcaic (\j — ^ ) and the second half of a Sapphic (<^ ^ — <^ — v.^).

And there is a pretty story of Alcaeus having sent Sappho a line

which began
J
similarly, in his metre and ended in hers :

Alcaic.

TZ~Z I Z ! I I i

I-o-pl6k' ag-na mel-li-cho-mei-de Sap-phoi*
J I

Sapphic.

which, but for the fifth syllable, is exactly the metre Upendravajra.

It does not spoil the grace of the valentine if we fancy that its metre

was one of many Aryan memories that lingered on in the Hellenic

consciousness.

Upendravajra is read thus :

Na-hen nabho-
\
mandala

|
vari-ra^i

as the arrangement of the words in the four lines of Marathi shows

This is of the form a + 6+ a', in which a' is a taken backwards, and

^ is a well-contrasted member of the line. This suggests an

interesting reading of the scansion of Alcaic and Sapphic stanzas,

both of them forms about which it is difficult to make up one's mind :

Sapphic.

lam satis ter
|
ris • nivis | atque dirae
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where the masculine element, as it were (in the Sapphic — ^ ,

in the Alcaic ^ ), balances the feminine (in the Sapphic

one dactyl, in the Alcaic two). The caesura, shown in the Sapphic

by the dotted line, and coinciding with the other division in the

Alcaic, is at the corresponding* place after the fifth syllable in the

true Sanskrit form of Upendravajra,

— — \^— — • v^*^— \^ —

and it is this clash between the formal and the free manner of

reading it that gives it much of its charm.

Meanwhile, Indians themselves scan the lines on a different plan.

They have a useful memoria technica :

Ya-ma-ta-ra-ja-bha-na-sa-la-gam.

Taking these syllables in threes they arrive at names for all feet of

three syllables composed of longs and shorts

:

Yamata
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There are many dozens of metres with fixed length of syllable

like Upendravajra. Here are two or three more which are in

common use

:

Vasanta-tilaha. 14 syllables. Caesura not given,

(ta-bha-ja-ja-gal a)

\j \j \j — W V/ — \J —

Ha cbandra ma ugavala gagana pradlpa

A - he - ta shukta, guru, raangala jya samipa

Tya cha praljasa bharata gagano daranta

To andba kara lapala giriga - bbaranta.

(Cp. Ex. 280.)

Sikharini. 17 syllables,

(ya-ma-na-sa-bha-laga)

Bbalyacya sangenen

Kbalyacya sangenen

Jasen kharen pani

Phani dugdba tenci

\^ \j <«f — - v/ «./ w —

avaguna ase toguna dise

suguna tari to lopata ase

piuni ganaten goda kariti

piuni garala tenci vamati.

Metre, Sikharini.

1 A
2 A
3 For

4 And

good man 's our firm friend,

bad man's our false friend,

so clouds drink salt brine

so snakes drink sweet milk,

1 and ev - 'ry lit - tie fault soon will be for - got;

2 and ev - 'ry bud - ding vir - tue will droop and die.

3 from ev - 'ry lit - tie wave -crest, and make it sweet;

4 and ev - 'ry drop be - comes poi - son at the last.

Eag Bhup. Tal Tevra. (3 + 2 + 2.)

Ja-se^ kha-re^ pa ni pi - u - ni gha-na-ten
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m ^ u rT]f r
J. ||i

| r- r J-^
l j. J;

da ka-ri • ti. Pha-ni du - gdlia - ten - hi

.

. . , pi - u - ni ga-ra - la - ten chi va-ma - ti.

Sardula-vikrldita. 19 syllables.

— \j \j \j •~

Dolyannin baghaton dhvani parisaton

Jivhenen rasa chakaton madhura hi

Ha tannin bahusala kama kariton

Gheton jhompa sukhen phiromi uthaton

Metre, Sardula-vikridita.

kanin padon calaton

vace amhi bolaton

visranti hi dhyavaya

hi isvara cadaya.

1. Do - lyan - nin ba - gha - ton dhva - ni pa - ri - sa - ton

Sweet these sounds in our ears, and sweet the ma - ny sights

1. ka - nin pa - don ca - la - ton

that greet our eyes voy - a - ging.

Ex. 307. (Cp. Exs. 226, 253, 254.)

1^2.

our ears, and sweet the ma-ny

Sweet these ses . . of hands and feet and ev'-ry

i 3= rJJ JJ I J^f Ir r^^^^ldt2.

toiL

ton
ka - nin pa - don
vi - shran - ti hi

,

cha
dhya

la-

va-

^ J i:iJ2^3Tj^_J'if :WfT g r~c
sights that greet our eyes voy

• 1^^ Jj-^ - :u^ 7-^^i^Tr^'^
limb, and sweet to lie down to
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1&2.

ton . . Ji - vhe - nen
ya . , GhS - ton - jhom

rest . . . All these gifts

1&2.

ra-sa cha - ka ton
pa su-khen phi - ro

ma-dhu-ra - hi
mi u-tlia ton

tongue, and sweet the rea-dy power

own, and His . . . who, in our souls, dwells

f-j^ J f-^-M^^ s / I J r^^ ;?^^a1 &2.

va
hi

che
IS

am - hi bo
va - ra - cha

la - ton.

da - ya.

of so ci-able col - lo - quy

h^^ Ê^k^k^̂ ^s^i^^m^^
ma-nent, life - giv-ing.

The characteristic of the other great class of Sanskrit metres,

those measured by time-unit {mdtrdvrtta), lies in the principle of

equivalence, that is, in the fact which we are familiar with in the

hexameter, that two shorts take the time of one long. Mdtrd

means instant, or unit ; what the Greeks called ' Chronos protos \
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the 'first' or smallest 'duration' from which you start reckoning.

Each foot contains four mdtrds, and its prosodial possibilities are :

Proceleusmaticus ^^ ^^ <^ o

Amphibrach y^ — ^

Dactyl — v^ >-/

Anapaest ^^ ^^ —

Spondee

The general effect of the Aryd, which is the typical metre of this

class, is much that of hexameters or elegiacs, though the details

are very different.

Poetry, then, bases the verse on the unit of (1) the syllable

{ahara^), less or more fixed, and (2) the time-length {mdtrd) treated

as the basis of equivalent combinations. Music similarly has two

clearly defined stages, when time was reckoned (1) by ahsara and

(2) by mdtrd.

'Reckoning by aksara, that is, by the number of notes in a period

{parvaii). The j'jart'aw, as we shall see in the chapter on the Saman

chant, is the amount that can be conveniently sung in a breath,

and the aksaras which fill it are there of two kinds—long [fUrgha)

and short (Jirasva)—and occasionally the long note is intensified or

lengthened, or both of these, in which case it is called vrcldhd

(increased). Secular music similarly starts from a long {gwu) and

a short {laghu) note, and adds on one side the prolate note {plnfa)

and on the other the quick note {druta, from d)-u, to run). The

laghu is then taken as the unit {tndtra), and the four notes have

relative value, thus

:

o
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The Ttatndkara gives 120 examples of such periods as may be

formed by combinations of these four values, varying in length

from one note to nineteen notes. Another authority gives 108.

It is clear that this list is not meant to be exhaustive, for it does

not reach a millionth part of the possibilities ; and it is also clear

that the four measurements of music (or five including the virdma)

cannot directly represent the two dimensions (long and short) of

poetry. So that not all of these can represent poetical metres

(though some may) and that for others there must be some other

explanation. A list of forty-two specimens is given in Day ; but

as that book is now scarce a few typical ones taken at haphazard

are given here

:

No. of

syllables

or notes.
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all the distinctions we make in good reading. When we read

aloud

:

1. Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

2. Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

3. Brought death into the world and all our woes

4. With loss of Eden, till one greater man
5. Restore us and regain the blissful seats,

6. Sing heavenly Muse.

our voice travels somewhat as follows :

1.
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If the explanation of the longer groups as typical examples of

recitation was correct, the time-values of the several notes may well

have been somewhat indefinite ; we do not feel in the example

from Milton that the musical notes present our style of reading

more than approximately, nor that we should invariably read it so.

In reciting a whole sentence the structure of one word reacts

imperceptibly on the pronunciation of the next and interferes with

the time-value. But these short groups cannot be sentences ; they

can at most be single words, and there is every probability that

they represent exact time-values. And in passing from those to

these we may be passing from the Cola, Commata, Membra,

Incisiones, Distinctiones, &c., of the tenth century in Europe to the

Modi, Proprietates, Perfectiones, and so forth of the fourteenth

—

from music which regulated its time-values by the words, to music

which evolved its own values.

What makes these five groups interesting is that they offer

a connecting link between the prosodial feet given on p. 196 {i/a-ma-

ta-ra, &c.) and some of the fundamental principles of Indian

musical time. In the second, third, and fourth of them we have

all the eight three-syllable feet. DviUyaJi represents, according to

the note you begin upon, three of them, ^\j—,^ — \j, — ^\j',

trtlyah two more, v^ v^ v^ and ; and caturthah the remaining

three, \j, — \j —, and ^ . Pancamah similarly represents

^ <u and ; and, according as one or other note is dwelt upon,

v-- — or — <^ also. That this is the true view is made more likely

by the position of pancamah after the others ; for the two-syllable

feet follow the three-syllable in the memoria technica. Aditdlah is

placed first, as much as to say ' this laghu (crotchet) you are to take

as your unit (mdtra) throughout the list '. We see also the genesis

of the rest (') : for, stress-accent being foreign to this versification,

there would, without it, be nothing in a series of trUyahs to mark

that they were to be taken in sets of three. This is borne out also

by the comparative rarity of genuine Hindu songs which are in three

time (it is commoner with Mohammedan) ; what we should call

I and % are not unknown, but they are not favourite rhythms.

But caturthah. introduces us suddenly to a five rhythm, instead

of, as we should have expected, a three rhythm. It is interesting

to see how this comes about. Since the earliest, and by far the

most prevalent metre is the Uoka^ which primarily counted the
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syllables and only secondarily weighed them also, the number of

syllables in a unity of any sort came to have a greater importance

than we should naturally have attached to it. Hence, when only

three syllables were taken together (leaving aside kj \j kj and

which we have already disposed of), the trisyllabic forms — «^ v^

and ^, for instance (of four and five mdtrds), seemed to be more

nearly related to each other than the trisyllabic — v^ ^ and disyllabic

(each of four mdtrds). Similarly, it being possible to proceed

from — \j \j (four mdtrds) to ^ (five mdtrds) or to — «-- (three

mdtrds), the former step which kept the number of syllables seemed

more natural than the latter which changed it. This may give a hint

as to the hitherto unexplained delight of the Greeks in five rhythm

;

but it would be going too far to assert that it is the origin of five

rhythm in general ; for this appears quite independently in places

as remote, in more than a geographical sense, as Finland and the

Malay Archipelago, and others.

Reckoning hy matra, that is, by the time unit and its multiples,

or the principle of ' equivalence \ launches us into the domain of

III. Musical Time.

The simplest unity after the solitary beat [dclitdlak) is, as we saw,

dvitiyah (y \j —, \j — ^^ — \j ^). This gives us the three ordinary

distributions of the longs and shorts (crotchets and quavers) within

the four-unit foot (beat), a certain number of which, generally four,

make up the bar [dvard) or section of common time. The name

Adi is used for common time (transferred from the solitary beat).

Further development within the beat takes place by resolving any

long or short into any one of these feet. Thus

:

J J J

^ J / j=n.^^
^"^ J JT2 J=SZ

J J J

and similarly with

and

J J J

So that such a combination of notes as

II J r: I yzTjTZ 1 J >5 ^^ j I ^ J ^
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the look of which frightens us and the sound of which does not

particularly appeal to us, appears to an Indian as quite an ordinary

distribution of his accepted metrical units

in an dvard ^ of Adi tdla. In fact, the main difficulty of realizing

and enjoying the nice distinctions of Indian rhythm is that we have

not acquired the habit of resolving mentally every unit into any

distribution of its constituent elements so that we could sing them

at a moment^s notice or that they would instantly appeal to us

when we heard them sung.

Here are some instances of Adi :

Tala Adi. Eag Jhinjoti.

Kx.
308J

^.Jj/. .5|fefta73
-

|

^^ _^ | Jl?^gj|^i|ri^:^

Ma - ri - ya da ga du-ra

^^ p c cr^*^^ i^^-£U-vj^TH43gp^^
Ma - ri - ja da ga - du-ra

:&c.

Ma - ri - ya da ga

1 This word is translated by ' bar ' or ' section ' as the context seems to require :

its literal meaning is 'enclosure'. The smaller unit, or bar or half-bar, is

a vibhdg (lit. division). Sanskrit, dvarta and vibhdga.
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(3)

TALA.

Eag Dhira^ankarabharana.

O Ran-ga - yi -yi

Talam Adi. This Ragam has E and A omitted in descent.

(5) d = 72. Vivace.

va - da-nu Nin

^-^JTj j^
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2nd half.

2or

ra - ra va - de mi - ra Me - ra - ga - du - ra i - ka ma

ha - - Me-ra-ga du-ra

Or it may begin on the second unit of the four, and is then called

Madhyddi ('middle' Adi). As the Avard of BeSddi beginning on

the fourth unit ended on the third, so here beginning on the second

it will end on the first

:

Madhyadi Talam.

(1)

Ex.
310.

Vi-du - la - ku mrok-ke-da . . vi - du -la-ku mrok

-V,

ke-da

*7 7 ^^ 'vs/

vi-du - la-ku mrok - ke-da

pe - mi . Ka-li - na-ru

(3)^ S ^ IS=

â - ku - laEn na - du zu tu

i 3^^^^1w=^ ^ &c.

ti - la - ka En na-du

These are South Indian names ; the things are common enough in

Hindostani song and probably have specific names, though I was

unable to make sure of them,

A different interest attaches to the trtlyah, J^J'^ 1. This is also

common time. But this peculiar form has left its mark, not in

any special metrical form, but in the way a bar of commoa time is

counted, in whatever metre. A short explanation is necessary first.
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When three notes of neio^hbouring" pitch and no more are sung

without any particular emphasis on any one of them, the voice

tends of itself to emphasize and the musical consciousness to give

pre-eminence to the middle one. Thus in the scale of the Andaman

islands, which (in some parts at least) consists only of three notes

separated by some very small interval, it is recorded that the middle

note is made the tonic. Again, in the snake-charmer^s pipe (see

Ex. 274) the middle note of three is made the drone. Similarly,

if three equal units of time are repeated and an accent is put on one

of them, it will gradually determine to the middle one of the three :

yj yL> Kj^\j Z> Kj (or, if the commas between them represent rests

:

It is difficult to prove this, because it is so hard to make the experi-

ment fairly. But, for some reason best known to the builders, the

wheels of railway carriages commonly beat out a tripleted rhythm,

and the reader may have noticed that if he is not particularly

attending to them (and so making the experiment a fair one) these

take the form ^ \j \j, and not Z) ^ ^ nor w o O. However that

may be, here is Indian verse on the one hand employing three equal

syllables in succession followed by a rest J* J^ J^ *i, and Indian music

on the other counting a bar of common time with three equal beats

{tdl) and a blank, or empty [khdll) beat ; and the curious fact that

this blank beat comes invariably on the third of the bar which

gives the exact effect of prosodical feet :
|
^ Z> y^'

\
\j ^L ^'\^

Common time is, accordingly, called in the North invariably ' three-

beat' {t'mtdl), the fourth beat being ^ empty'. The first of the

bar, which bears the musical accent, is called sani ^ (' complete ', or

' total '), because at that point the two independent rhythms of

* Cp. the first four bars of Tristan, of which the main accent is on the second

bar and the fourth is blank.

2 Pronounced like, and accidentally having the same meaning as, our word

'sum'. It is important to be clear about this conception. The sam has no such

stress as we place on the first of the bar. It gets its pre-eminence over the other

tdls (beats) owing to the cross-rhythm (either with some other instrument or in

the melody itself) being adjusted at that point. Or if there is no cross-rhythm,

still the sam is pointed out by its distance from some typical or recurrent phrase

elsewhere in the dvard (or vibhdg) ; as the quaver triplet of Tschaikowsky's Scherzo

tells us how far we have got each time in the series of crotchets. It is true that

when singer and drummer coincide at that point their united triumph at having

got it right after all does result in a little more tone, i. e. in stress, but this in

no way necessary to the rhythm of the music.
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singer and drummer from time to time coincide. Time is ordinarily

beaten with the hand upon the thigh (the singer is invariably seated),

emphasizing the sam slightly, and beating in the air with upturned

palm for the khdl'i. This method of beating is also applied to other

times besides common time in a way which will appear presently.

These other times, various forms of three, five, and seven rhythm

for the most part, are often regarded as intricate and unaccountable
;

but in the light of prosody they have a simple explanation. They

are best summarized in the Carnatic system, which enumerates

thirty-five different kinds as typical; but the principle which

underlies them is of indefinite application, and as a fact I saw

a book at Bhavnagar which enumerated some hundreds of them.

It will be unnecessary to give the names of these thirty-five

rhythms, because their names are only a piece of memoria technica}

or the picturesque ruins of titles whose meaning is long forgotten,

and would only confuse us. It will be enough to arrange them in

seven ranks and five files, lettering the ranks and numbering the

files.

Counting hy matra (Carnatic),

I. II. III. IV. V.

A.

B.

3
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In rank A are the different values (in mdtrds) given to the bar

[vibhdg) when it is counted as a complete whole, that is, when it

is not composed of various beats {tdl).'^ This merry little tune is

an instance of the five-unit bar. Four bars make a section, as

usual

:

Ex.

311.

Khandajati Laghu. Ragam Mohana ( = Rag Bhupkalian).

J =96.

' ^^ J' gTT/ .r ; J- l ; S J" J s\ ; , .i <^

{tXT g/7TT-j J .r
I J J-Ji J J I ; J ; ^^

A common way of counting the uneven numbers is by continuous

syncopation

:

3 / J I / J !
&c.

5 / J J I
.^ J J I

&c.

7 J' J J J I
&c.

The name of this is Chapu Tola. File V is rarely used.

Rank B has two beats to the bar, C, D, and E three beats, and

F and G four. It is not difficult to see in these the two, three, and

four-syllable feet of poetry. B gives various forms of the trochee

(— \j) and iamb [y —), according to the beat with which the rhythm

begins. The five files allow for different proportions between the

long and the short beat. We may arrange the ten possibilities of

iambs and trochees in a graduated proportion to a scale of 100, and

it will be seen that a large number of ways of dividing a bar into

two beats has been reached by very simple means

:

' In this chapter Tal is used for * time ' and tal for ' beat '.
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Rank B.

iambs

V

IV

III

II

[ I

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

1 I I I I I I
I I I I

2 18 9
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The other possibilities are

2 2 2 3

2 2 3 2

2 3 2 2

3 2 2 2

2 3 2 3)
3 2 3 2

rare in the .Uoha.

C. IV is used if wanted.

3 3 3 3),
2 2 2 2 1 ^^^^^Y accounted for by dditdlah.

So that ranks F and G fairly represent the chief possibilities of the

But it will be more interesting to see how the most characteristic

of these work out in practice. We will take

:

B. II. 2 + 4 Riipaka (iamb).

D.I. 3 + 2 + 2 Triputa (dactyl).

C. IV. 7 + 1 + 2 Jhamj)a (cyclical dactyl).

and as a curiosity

G. III. 5 + 5 + 2 + 2 Ata (ionicus a majore).

Rupaka Talam. (2 + 4.)

(1) -=-_

vi- va-ram-bu-ga ne . i del - pe da vi - va-ram - bu -

1

Su-gu - na-mu-le
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JRupaka is in idea Saraband rhythm. It is quite one o£ the com-

monest Tdls, and presents no difficulty, as, in practice, it is a simple |.

Triputa is harder. The secret of all these Tdls is that the units

are taken as sums, not multiples. And though seven is not

a multiple of anything", yet the European having counted three,

finds it very difficult not to expect another three. The only way

is to take a fresh lease of counting with each beat. It will be

found quite easy to realize all these Tdls if one does as a native

does—count out each beat 1, 2, 3, &c., and tap at every ' 1 '.

Triputa Talam. (3 + 2 + 2.

)

Adagio. •'*'=100,

(Telugu words.)

Jhampa Talam. The ' bar ' {Avard) is from one double bar line to the next.

The single bar lines show the beats. Though it is counted

7 + 1+2, it is thought as 2 + 3 + 2 + 3 quavers.

Andante. J^= 144.

Am -ma ra - vam - ma Am -ma ra - vam - ma

Am - ma ra - vam - ma Am - ma ra vam - ma tu - la

sam - ma na-nu pa - lim - pa- ram-ma sa - ta - ta- mu pa - da-mu

n ^
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Ata Tala. 5 + 5 + 2 + 2. (The Eag omits E and A in ascent).

Molto vivace. J = 160.

Ex. 315. I

Ata is one of the more difficult rhythms. This particular example

seems to us almost impossible. We lose our bearings in the course

of fourteen crotchets divided into semiquavers, especially at such

a tempo as this, and with all sorts of cross-rhythms in the ' bowing '.

The slurs really represent the syllables of words ; and this tune is

actually sung, and sounds very puzzling but very interesting.

The Avard is divided into four groups (marked I, II, III, IV), and

the phrase, which is the same length as the Avard but does not

coincide with it, begins and ends at the third beat of the first group.

(Mind the flat
!)

Later on in the Svaras of this song another sort of rhythm is in-

duced upon this. Every second crotchet of the melody ends on the

note Sa, which occurs in the words at the same moment. This

would have the effect of combining

Tripnta 12 3 12 1 2

Ata 12 3 4 5' 12345' Tl TT

But the last two Sa% come one unit late. The original tune began,

we saw, on the third beat, and the Svaras begin on the first beat ; as

there is a Da Capo at the end of them back to the tune, there will

be two beats to make up ; and this is the ingenious and effective

way in which it is done.
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t7lrf^J]j:\}ST7} J -IJTTT .^:^

N.B.—The slura represent the syllables of the words. The dvard finishes at the
end of each line. The phrase begins on the third of the fourteen beats.

Svaras (patter words).

I.
1

Ex. z^^
316. m ^J^-F^-PTJ" * J

A-lu-ka-va la-du-sa ma- ja-ga-ma-na-ku-sa ti-la ta-ga

2 3 4 5n.
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Counting hy matra (Hindostanj.

II. III. IV.

D.

E.

G.
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3 + 2+2 3 + 2 + 2]

two bars o£ Tevra
| J . J J | J . J J |

counted 12 3 like Tmtdl.

Or even a single Tdl is so counted

:

2+3 + 2+3
Jhampa

| J J. J J. |

counted 12 3

Surphakta, however, has two blank beats (kkdll) :

4 + 2+4
Surphakta J^m J •._^«* j

counted 10 2 3

and Chaiddla has four beats {tdl) and two blanks (Ichdlx) :

4 + 4 + 2+2
Chautdla J^_^J J^ J J J

counted 10 2 3 4

Ada-chautdla^ again, four beats and three blanks :

2 + 4 + 4 + 4

Ada-chautdla J J,.^^J J^_^J »^^
counted 12 3""o 4

Indian rhythm, then, moves in dvards broken up mio vibhdgs, each of

which contains one or more tdls.^ We can equally say of ours that

it moves in sections broken up into bars each of which contains one

or more beats. In what does the difference between the two systems

consist ?

It may be answered that theirs is derived from song, ours from

the dance or the march. That both are based on the numbers

2 and 3, but that they add and we multiply in order to form com-

binations of these. But the answer which goes deepest is that

their music is in modes of time (as we saw also that it was in modes

of tune), and that ours changes that mode at will by means princi-

pally of the harmony.

In order that rhythm, an articulation of the infinite variety of

sounds, may be upon some regular plan, the plan must have some

recognizable unit of measurement. India takes the short note and

gives it for a particular rhythm a certain value as opposed to the

^ It is unfortunate that the word is also used in the sense of vibhag to mean
the ' time ' of the music.
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long; Europe takes the stressed note and gives it in a particular

rhythm a certain frequency as against the unstressed, and graduates

its force. We find the unity of the rhythm in the recurrent bar

(which is always in duple or triple time, just as our two melodic

modes are either major or minor), and have to look elsewhere for the

variety; they find variety in the vibhdg whose constitution is, as

we have seen, extremely various, and must look elsewhere for unity.

Both of us find what we want in the larger spaces of time ; they

find unity in the dvard, we find variety in the sections.

The dvard is a constant. In slow time there may be only two

vihhdgs in it, in quick time there will certainly be four. And this

series of four is unbroken, except at the end of the verse or the

song, that is, where the singer breaks off temporarily or altogether.

We can see why this must be so. Suppose the song is in Rupak

J I J J \i ^^O* Unless there were some accepted number

of vibhdgs to the dvard it would be impossible to know that the

music was not in the larger dvard (i. e. in fewer vibhdgs) of

Tevra (j. J J | J. J J |, &c.) or of Jhatnpa (j J. J J. |

J J. J J. I &c.).

Eupak (one dvard).

If the length of the dvard were not certain, the rhythmical

^mode', which has a connotation of its own just as the melodic

' mode •* has, would not be clear, and all cross-rhythm, a corner-stone

of this music, would become impossible ; for this presupposes

a constant against which something else is inconstant.

The ' section ' in Europe is often, too often, also of four bars ; it

is this fact that makes much of our church services musically un-

attractive. But the section can have, and in the best music it has,

a varying number of bars. Its length is altered, either really or

apparently; it is either actually shortened or lengthened, or else
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two equal sections are made to overlap so that one seems shorter

than the other. Any work on large lines will supply examples of

this ; here, for instance, in the passage for flute and bassoon out of

Leonora, No. 3

:

818.

4 J J ^ ^- J J-

Fl.

4 ^ ^^^tŝz Srfi^&c. Overlap ; bas-

^^
3-bar section.

soon scale suppressed.

Fl.r^
i

«^T7i J3^ Jrri rr^ i^^m UT2
4 3-bar section.

4^^ i A-} i 4-', a J-;
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-A

^^^^^^m &C.

Passage ends.

in which the sections are twice shortened from four bars to two,

and the phrases twice overlap so as to produce the effect of two

three-bar sections. It would be clearer if our music were printed

as Handel wrote (though not consistently) his Messiah, with bar-

lines running all through the staves at each new section, and between

these places only through the single staves; it would have the

effect which punctuation has \ipon the written word (and would be

as difficult to get right). An instance of the judgement he exercised

in this matter may be seen in the two versions, given in the auto-

graph score, of the opening symphony of ' But who may abide '.

There is one case, however, which puts the thing in a nutshell.

In 1893, when | rhythm was less familiar to Europe than it now
is, Tschaikowsky felt it necessary in his Sixth Symphony to do two

things. He kept the metre free from complications; the Scherzo

is almost entirely based on the crotchet, and the Trio on the minim.

He also kept the sections uniform; they are in four-bar rhythm

throughout except in two places—at the return from the Trio to

the Scherzo, and at the Coda—the very places in which, as we saw,

liberty was allowed in the dvarcl. It was only there, in fact, that

he felt his rhythm so securely established that he could play with

it. But now that it no longer piques our curiosity to see how \ is

* beaten ', and that the problem of counting it accurately no longer

provides us with a painful pleasure, the monotony of the sections

comes back upon us with fatal force. But the four-bar section

would not have this effect- if, like the Hindus, we had a large

assortment of variously characterized rhythms to fill it.

It is harmony which puts it in our power to prevent this fre-

quently changing length of the phrase or section from upsetting

the unity of the rhythm. In this Adagio from Haydn's First

Quartet

:
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Adagio.

the phrases are made to stand out from each other by means o£ the

harmony : a and d taper towards the end, c steals in unawares, and

b contrasts firmly with its neighbours a and c ; and that such

insistence upon the rhythm was necessary is shown by the base

form into which the melody has relapsed by the constant use which

has ignored it.

In the Menuetto which follows it

:

the harmonies by their postponement to the second bar clearly mark

the beginning of a section there, and tell us that the phrase of the

first bar is to be regarded as extra sententiayn. Then by entering at

the normal place in the sixth bar they proclaim that that phrase is

now taken into the sentence. They are not responsible for the

assertion that bars 6, 7 and 8, 9 each make a section ; that is made

clear by the balance of the phrases they contain—the phrase of 8, 9

is an inversion of that in 6, 7. But the harmonies again compel

us to take bar 10 as a section all to itself, for they exactly repeat

those of bar 9, only a place higher. This somewhat intricate

arrangement of sections would be confusing but for the fact that

they make up in aU a period of twelve bars—that is, the time
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length of three normal sections—and so their excessive variety is

unified.

Very similarly in Chopin^s Sixth Nocturne a twelve-bar unity is

reached by a different distribution :

1 2 8 4_ 5 8 7

Ex.
S21. fi^l^^l^^^^q^^g^^^rr^^
^ i ^=^ ^-4^^^^ ^

10 11 12

i^^^^ V r I r
" r ^^g

^^^ î^ i:^-T^ J'
&c.

^
^l'^

1

and this is the work of the harmony, more especially of the tenor

part;

2 3 4 5 e 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ex.
322.^^"i"' . .

f" r T^^^̂ ^r . .

^- |1"--,r^^^ ^
Preliminary. overlap with

new phrase.

But these two examples are the opening phrases of two several

compositions where a certain clearness of balance is necessary and

some general unity (here twelve bars) is indispensable : in the

course of a composition (as we may conclude from Ex. 318) no

such higher unity need be or is aimed at ; the sections may be as

various as the composer pleases.

It is needless to give instances where the harmony graduates the

stress of the rhythm, as every page of music is full of them. This

is a distinction which Indian music is also fully alive to, as we

shall see in the next chapter.

It is sometimes thought that these uneven times—5, 7, 10, 14,

and so on—are full of suggestion for European composers. This

on the whole may be doubted, because duration is not the same

thing as stress. All these Indian rhythms have their raisoti d'etre

in the contrast of long and short duration, and to identify these

with much and little stress is to vulgarize the rhythms. The only
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genuine instance we have of their method is Saraband rhythm, and

we see instantly how in

Ex.
323.

La - scia ch'io pian - ga

the effect is lost if the second minim in addition to being lengthened

is also emphasized. Stress pulses, and demands regularity ; duration

is complementary, and revels in irregularity. In order to get the

true sense of duration we have to get rid of stress, and this would

mean that we must find some other means (as the Hindus do) of

marking the beginning of the bar than by accenting it. Tschai-

kowsky's Scherzo and Trio do this. The Scherzo is in elongated

trochees (7 + 3 instead of 6 + 3)

:

Ex.^^^f^f-^^ ^
l&c

instead of

Ex.
825.

Both these phrases are characterized ; the first by crotchets with

an incidental triplet, the second by the dotted minim. This rhythm

pervades the whole, although the units are afterwards slightly varied.

The Trio is a truncated Saraband, and by its figuration appears as

a contracted iamb (2+3 instead of 2 + 4)

:

instead of

Ex.
827. m ^^

The way the composer has defeated the stress is by a variety of

devices ; in the Scherzo by the cross-bowing, running quavers, and

syncopation of the accompaniment, in the Trio by the crotchet drone

bass. And if the conductor would now lay down his stick for this

passage there would be nothing to distinguish it from Indian rhythm.

But the fact remains that we feel these things as elongations and

1 The two movements (Exs. 324 and 326) correspond practically to C. IV

(7 + 1 + 2) and B.I (2 + 3).
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truncations of rhythms which are familiar to us, and they could

hardly be naturalized. Perhaps this is why in his variations on

a Hungarian air in J {Tevra) Brahms drops in the fourth variation

into common time beginning on an off-beat, in the fifth and sixth into

I beginning on an off-beat, in the seventh into overlapping phrases,

and continues from the ninth onwards frankly in | and g. Perhaps

he felt that he could best explain the nature of this rhythm by

showing that it was like all these things which we have, but was

not the same as any one of them.

But considered as forms of our rhythms gone mad they have

a definite use, as, for instance, in Tristan's delirium (Act iii, sc. ii),

where fragments of melodies, his whole past in fact, come thronging

disjointedly into his mind. Only these are not Indian rhythms.

They are European rhythms distorted to suit the state of his bodily

pulse ; it is precisely the pulsation of them that is insisted upon.

The modern use of these unusual rhythms is again different. The

constant changes of time—some half dozen perhaps, f , f, f, f, |, |,

&c., occurring in not more than twice six bars—are part of the

striving of the last twenty years after realism and away from

formalism. Composers aim at substituting the rhetorical accent

of prose for the metrical accent of verse, at imitating in instru-

mental music the broken accents of the speaking voice. As such

their music has nothing in common with the systems we have been

discussing where metrical law prevails. They appear to defy law

;

and they are justified, but only by success in the particular instance.

Thus, of two such instances, we may say that Cyril Scott's Sonata,

Op. 66, is less convincing rhythmically than Stravinsky's Petronchl-a.

For the latter has large tracts of uniform time which enable the

vagaries to be felt as contrast, whereas in the former there is no

such contrast—because it is all contrast.
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CHAPTER IX

DRUMMING

Monsieur le Grand knew only a little broken German, only the

really important words—Bread, Kiss, Honour— but he could always

make his meaning clear on the drum. If I wanted to know, for in-

stance, what was meant by ' Liberie ' he would drum the Marseillaise

—and I understood. If I did not know the meaning of ' ^^galite'

he would di-um Ca ira, ga ira . . . les aristocrats a la lanterne—and

I understood him. If I did not know what 'betise ' was he would

drum the Dessau march—which we Germans, as Goethe records,

used to drum in the Champagne—and I understood him. He
wanted once to explain to me the word 'L'Allemagne ', and he

drummed that old, old tune, simplicity itself, the tune that you

can hear on fair days outside the booth where the dancing dogs

Are—Dumb, dumb, dumb. It made me very angry, but I understood

him.—Heine.

The drum is used not, as with us^ to assert the accent at special

moments, or to reinforce a crisis^ but to articulate the metre o£ the

singer's melody, or to add variety to it by means of a cross-metre.

There are four main elements in drumming : the quality, the inten-

sity, the pitch of the sounds, and the time-intervals between them.

We do not, on the whole, use percussion much. When we do, we

value it, perhaps, chiefly for the graduated intensity with which it

points the rhythm. We look a little askance at varieties of quality

;

we recognize the drums {grosse caisse or tympani), the cymbals, and

the triangle; but we are not quite sure how far the tambourine,

castanets, and Berlioz^s flannel-headed drumsticks are legitimate

music. Of the pitch we only demand that it should not clash

with the pitch of other sounds, it is in no way a vital constituent

of the harmony, which is almost invariably complete without it.

The time-intervals of the drum-notes reinforce as a whole those of

the other instruments; they seldom cross them, and only produce

a certain amount of confusion when they do, which, however, may
be a useful resource upon occasion.

H«8 q
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In Hindu music the graduated intensity of the sound is very

little regarded, either in singing or playing or drumming, because

their whole scheme is not accentual, but quantitative. It is true

that the first of the bar (the sam) is louder than the rest often,

not always ; but this is not in order that it may, as with us, stand

out against other accents, but because two quantitative schemes are

apt to coincide there, and two sounds are louder than one. The

time-intervals are with them all-important, and show great variety
;

it is seldom that more than a few bars, out of hundreds, are

drummed in exactly the same way. And the drumming is practi-

cally continuous; it is only occasionally silenced for special contrast.

The pitch, again, is all-important, for it is invariably the keynote,

and frequently the drum is the singer's only accompaniment.

Lastly, a maximum of variety is got into the quality; and this

not mainly by the variety of the instruments. For though there

are scores of shapes for drums, tambourines, cymbals, triangles, and

so forth, they are not usually assembled together, because concerted

music is the exception, not the rule. The variety is got out of the

drum, or the pair of drums themselves. They are played with the

full hand and the fingers, rarely with sticks ; there are half a dozen

strokes for the right hand and three or four for the left. Of these

Lady Wilson^s ^ drummer said, ' The beat (with the left hand) is

like the seam of my coat—that must be there; the other notes

(with the right hand) are like the embroidery I may put according

to my own fancy over the seam/ These ' notes ' are differentiated

not by pitch, but quality. They are also articulated by great

intricacy of time-interval. For neither of these two things has

our music any real analogues; and the Bengalis do not overstate

the case in their saying ' Ya7itrapatir mrddnga' (the drum is the

father of instruments). It is proj)Osed now to examine Indian

drumming under these two aspects: quality and metre.

Tone-quality. Under a multitude of names there are two main

types of drum. The mrddnga played at both ends with the hands

(or if with sticks, called dkol) ; and the pair of drums, tadla, the

right hand daina and the left hand bayan. Both kinds are tuned

in the ordinary way by braces {dlival), between which and the wall

of the drum {chatiu) tuning blocks {gatta) are wedged. In the

' A Short Accoimt of the Hindu System of Music, by A. C. Wilson, 1904.
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mrddnga the driving in of these wedges sharpens both ends simul-

taneously. WheUj as in the better class music, it is desired to have

both drumheads [ivarka) in tune with each other, another device is

adopted. A mixture of flour {dta) and water is worked on to the

middle of the larger drumhead to lower the tone to the desired

amount. The two heads are commonly tuned an octave apart.

The plaster also adds to the resonance, and seems to be valued for

that reason. It is therefore retained in the tahla, although it was

not necessary here for the tuning, because each drum has only

one head, and the braces do all that is wanted. On the mrddnga

the plaster is fresh made whenever the drum is used ; on the tabla

it is applied once for all, and has frequently been mixed with iron

filings to add to the resonance, and is then black. It is called slyahi

(blackness) or dk (eye) ; the rim of the drum-wall over which the

skin is passed is called kanar, and the drumhead, which is visible

between that and the ah, is known as warka (lit. leaf of a book).

On the left drum the ' eye ' is in the middle ; on the right it is

eccentric, in the ' north-west ' corner, lying under the tip of the

forefinger.^ The different tone qualities are obtained by striking

with the full hand, or the several fingers at different places, and by

damping or releasing. They are distinguished by names {hoi). The

tabla are generally tuned in unison, occasionally at a Fifth from each

other ; but there is no idea whatever of ' dominant-tonic ' in this

tuning. The alternation of sound between the two drums is incessant

and instantaneous, so that the two notes merge; and they are ob-

viously there for the same reason as they are upon the drone strings

of the vind or tamhora, only as an enrichment of the tone. The note

of the drum is also altered by way of ' grace \ There is a special

hour-glass-shaped drum, especially in South India, small enough to

be held in the hand, which can then squeeze the braces and sharpen

the note. On the tahla too there is a special stroke (called ghe)

which can be made with either hand ; after a blow from the full

hand the ball of the thumb is slid forward across the drumhead.

This raises the pitch slightly and produces a sound like a galosh

leaving the mud, curious, and by no means unattractive.

The mrddnga and dhol are respectively barrel-shaped and cylin-

drical. The tabla, left and right, are of the shape of a giant tea-cup

and coffee-cup respectively ; the left is tucked into the crook of

1 Sometimes the ' eye ' of the right drum is called sujald and that of the left a/..
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the knee, the right is propped against a cloth. For the other

varieties of percussion, any one who has not access to Captain Day^s

excellent illustrations may get a rough idea of them from the

photograph opposite of some South Indian specimens. The kara-

(Uvailya, udukkai, and buduhidike are three sizes of the same make,

the smallest being squeezed in the hand, the longest under the arm.

The karadivaclya is beaten with a padded drumstick. Against it

leans a kokkara, a metal tube with serrated edges, which are rubbed,

to produce a grating sound, with the metal pin on a chain, which

hangs down over the tambourine {kavjari) below it : it is used by

pariahs, especially by the Pulaiyars of Travancore, for casting out

devils. The goblet-shaped udupe is used by Lingayets in temple

worship. Below are the ndgari, seventeen inches in height and

diameter, for use on an elephant and in the temple, with seventy

turns of lacing : the maddale (wrddnffa-shsi^e) hollowed out of a tree,

and the Mohammedan dolu (d/iol) of copper. The dAol is played

with hands or sticks ; if open at one end, as occasionally, it is

played with sticks at the other end. In a Panjabi regiment

a drummer (Miranbaksh, see p. 237) was pointed out to me who

sometimes wielded his sticks till his hands bled.

Confining ourselves now to the tabla—the mrddnga is played in

the same way—we will examine the different strokes {})ols) given

with either hand or both hands ; singly, successively, or simul-

taneously ; with one or more fingers or with the whole hand ; upon

the ' black \ or the ' rim ', or upon the ' white ^ between them
;

damped, or partly damped, or undamped. Indian fingers are

extraordinarily supple. The forefinger, as pianoforte players know,

is one of the weakest ; but its stroke as it comes down flat with

a whang on different parts of the drum is curiously powerful, and

inimitable by Westerns. It is said to take half a lifetime to make
a good drummer, and it will be seen in the following pages that

there is much to learn.

There is considerable difficulty, short of the only true way—by
learning to drum oneself—in finding out what these strokes really

are. Not only do both strokes and names vary in the North and

the names differ entirely in the South, but the drummer regards

his strokes as a synthesis, and is not accustomed to analyse them.

Also if too many questions are asked, the victim begins at last in

sheer desperation to say the first thing that comes into his head.
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Nor is much help to be got from the books ; the author takes for

o-ranted that a thing which he sees and hears every day will be

familiar to his reader, and accordingly omits to differentiate the

strokes in words, and he does not always state their duration, which

is of vital importance for the normal drum-phrases {theka) and their

variants [parand) which we shall examine later. The list on p. 231

was obtained from the court drummer, Nanne Khan, at Bhavnagar

(Gujarat), and is supplemented by statements of various others at

Calcutta, Bombay, Allahabad, Lahore, Jhelum, and other places,

and checked by the list in T. B. Sahasrabuddhe's book (in Marathi)

and A. B. Pingle's Indian Mnsic, the only full account of the

matter in English.

The list is not complete, although the most important hoh are

probably there. Those of the right hand begin with dentals, those

of the left with gutturals,^ and those of both hands simultaneously

with aspirated dentals. There are a variety of other 'successive'

and ' simultaneous ' strokes. A few of the ' single ' hols are shown

in the photographs of two drummers (at Mysore and Lahore)

facing pp. 225, 227.

Time-interval. These drum-words {hoi) are distributed in

drum-phrases [theka)^ which constitute the drummer's memoria

technica for the particular Tdl, and in drum-variants {parand) ^] the

former^s duty is to ' keep up ' the tdl, the latter' s to ' swell ' it

(Pingle). In the next diagram are exhibited thekas of tmtdl from

different localities.

The first six of these are genuine thekas : the alteration of d to t

in the first thekas and the irikara in the sixth is intended to

distinguish the blank {khdh) section of the bar (marked 0) from

the others. The eighth (from Jhelum) is an instance of four bars of

Surphakta treated as one of Tlnfdl. The seventh (from Calcutta)

is of the nature of a parand, that is, the drumming of the various

beats is contrasted.

The six parands from Bombay are continuous. At the end of

the fourth line, at ' ta ta ghinna ' begins a new rhythm in three

time, which comes to an end just as the singer, going on in four

time, reaches his sam at the beginning of the seventh line. This

is a simple instance of a thing which is often enormously complex,

^ We use k and t for double tonguing on brass instruments similarly, because

of their distinctness. * Pronounce ' purriind '.
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which is very common, and which gives great pleasure to an Indian

audience, who invariably greet it with appreciative acchchan

('good')j It is rare in our music, though instances are to be

found, as of most things, in Bach ; here, for instance, is one from

the first movement of the Violin Concerto in E major

:

^fe^^ ^ r -

j> \f

J

r-^ f l: r U-^

^1g^^Tj J 4—%—

^

^—•-—"^ jm—0-

^5Ei 1 U'

in which the violin breaking into three bars of % arrives at the

rejirise of the theme simultaneously with the piano, which continues

in common time. Another instance is the common Handelian close :

1 2 3

Sweet is plea-sure af ter pain
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which, though a still simpler device, is used for the same purpose

of clinching' the final note. (Cp. Int. Mits. Monthly Journal^ Oct.

1913, pp. 3-7.)

What appear in the jparands given above to be a number of

new hols, are really those we have already met with subjected to

phonetic decay. Thus (in alphabetical order)

:

dene = clhi + na

det =dhi + ta

dhag(e) = dha + ghe

dhan = dha + na

dhikita = dhi + ka + ta

= ga + di

= ghe + di

= ghe + na

= ghe + ti + ta

= ghe + ta + dhi + na

= ka + ti + dha

= ka + ti + ta

= ta + ti + ka
= ta + ti + ka + ta

gadi

gidi

gina

ghitira

greden

kiridha

krita

trika

trikara

tutu?

The time-value of the stroke is not implied in its name, though

the compound hoh naturally take longer than the simple. These

values have to be learned by watching and noting performance;

and those given here have no more authority behind them than

a few mornings devoted to that rather tedious occupation.

But without inducing a climax, ^arawf/* in a different rhythm are

often introduced just for fun. The singer and drummer like to play

hide and seek with each other ; and the audience watch the contest

with amusement. The drummer is worsted in the contest in the

following (phonographed) passage

;

Rag Sarang.

Tal Adachautala. Phonogram

J = no.
a iempo.

J J ,^ J J J J J J-

A J = 130.
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jz jz n r: n r^j^ j^szjzr:- r^, r^ ^ >
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f ^j r^ ^^
5 ITj^ j^ stt-TTz r

J = 220.

The last few notes are
inaudible berause the
player took his reed
out to utter the Han.

in AdachautaXa^ between sJiahnai (oboe) and tahla. They were

asked to begin with four thekas and go on with parancU. The

section {dvard) is marked off by the double bar, Down to the first

double bar, however, is ad libitum,. It is the Aldp (prelude) with

which the music always begins, in order to establish the Hag, and

it is not in strict time. But the drummer is trying over his Tdl

too, and though he gets the same number of beats as the singer

they did not, as a matter of fact, exactly synchronize. From A
onwards it is in strict time, and after the four thekaft, the parands

begin at B. Here the drummer breaks into an eight-rhythm

(instead of seven) for variety. The oboist also varies. His phrase

should have ended at C, but it ends a bar before. He ends the

^ Properly one bar of 1 4 crotchets ; here given for convenience as two bars of 7.
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next one^ however, correctly at D. Then he has a short one of two

bars ; and then, at J = 170, a long one of six bars and an extra

minim. At this point the pace becomes furious, and, shortening

his phrase by that extra minim, he ends it up with Han (yes) at G.

Meanwhile the drummer, about D, has dropped his cross-rhythm,

and seems to be plotting something a little more interesting.

When the oboist begins his six-bar phrase, the drummer varies the

little figure with which he started at B ; thus :

J=170.

I rrs J 1 1 :
I 1 ^1 I U I

I J""?S 1 / The figure is dislocated to give
• • •• • mgrn^^ ^ m m) mSS m^ mm I

1 a subsidiary crosa rhythm.

which now becomes three-quaver rhythm :

I J J J J J J J > > J ^ J If

and so through an orgy of triplets, accented on the middle note, to

the end.

Whatever the reader may think of the melody, he will not deny

the oboist a firm grip of a difficult rhythm. (His name was Panna,

and he was said, incidentally, very likely with truth, to be the

'best Shahnai player in Hindostan^; the axis of the earth sticks

up, however, in every city of India just as visibly as Heine said it

did in Germany.) It is probably not accidental that the tempo ends

up at J = 260, exactly twice as fast as it began, and the phono-

graph leaves no doubt about the fact. The drummer is not so

strong. He drums throughout in Tlnfdl ; and there is nothing in his

parands which shows that he feels the rhythm of Afjachautdla at

all. He ought to arrange to meet the player at one or other of

the Sams (A, B, C, &c,), and he does not do so in any case, although

he manages to get a general sense of climax towards the end.
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The next is a Panjabi ghazal, on two Shahiais (Havildar Rashu

and Naik Nawab) and dhol (Sipahi Miranbaksh)

:

Ghazal (Dorian).

Tal Dhamar, 5 + 5 + 2 + 2 quavers. 33rd Punjabis.

Two Shahnais in unison. J=140. Phonogram.

333.

fist
time. J

2nd time. J

3rd time. J J

r q.^J r r. J J

r. J r r- J J

r .5J r r- J J

r- J r r- J J

r- J r r- J J

r- J r r- • •

r- J r T'

r- J r f

J J

J J

J J

r q^J r r- J J

J r J J

r- J

r- J

r r. J J

r r- J J
Phonogram ends.

i ^^^
"

^V"^~P" E^ ^m-^
J r- r J J J r r. J J

-f- r- pr--^=f. ^s=?^

p • J r r • J J r • • p r • J

JT33J njTTSj j^Ijtj5J Jj .rr::ij
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The two oboes, always nearly and never quite in tune with one

another, produced ' beats ' which in the phonograph are heart-

rending. Afterwards the Havildar played alone these two bars

of Chmitdl, which the drummer ornamented at different places

:

Rag Sindora (Dorian, hexatonic).

Tal Chautal. (4 1- 4 + 2 + 2 quavers.) d = 80. Phonogram,

Kx.
334.

These give but a slight idea of the intricacy which is sometimes

attained by a really good drummer. They are given because the

phonograph guarantees their accuracy. Unfortunately it is difficult

to get both player and drummer into the phonograph, and I could

only manage it when both, as in these cases, were very loud. In

the case of song and drum, the song, and in the case of vind and

drum, the drum alone is audible. In this last specimen at the

places marked ' inaudible ' the drum was quietly tapping the regular

beats of Chauldl.

Drumming of this kind is in fact the substitute for counterpoint

;

it sei-ves the same purpose as that does of carrying on the interest

of the music over the ' dead ' points, or of converging on a crisis.

We are familiar with just such cross-rhythms in fugues; in the

following example the voices are never all in the same rhythm, and

throughout bars 80 and 81 they are all in different rhythms ;
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The 46th of the forty-eight Fugues.

-^

N.B.—The numbers are placed at the end of the bar to which they refer.

A few thekm of other TdU than Tlntdl may be added in order

to give an idea of the kind of thing ; the one or two new hoh they

contain will not offer any difficulty

:
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Ex.
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Pace {Idyd) and ' speed ^ {kola). There are three degrees of

tempo; slow {velamlit), moderate (madhyd), and fast {druta). In

whatever temjw, the music has a normal speed-unit, i. e. it is in

crotchets, as we should say, or else in quavers, and so on. Doub-

lings and halvings of this unit (nidtrd)—as we say, augmentation

and diminution—are common, and have names. The normal speed

is called the ' time of the time ' (bdrobdn), or it is named dkd from

the average length of the principal drum-beat of that name. The

alterations of this speed are, taking the crotchet as the unit ;

J T/id (lit. a loud sound).

J DM, or Bdrohdrl (the time of the time).

J^ Dviguni {Buni, Bigan), ' twofold '.

.fi! Caturguni [Chaugan), ' fourfold \

A ' sixfold ' speed is known ; but this generally not the ^, but the

triplet-semiquaver as in *^ . We need only concern ourselves

with Buni (twofold). This principle of doubling the speed is at

the root of the curious form the thekas have assumed ; it results in

'convergence' of the Tdl, either (1) in itself, or (2) with some

other Tdl.

Convergence of one Tdl. A bar of a Tdl is beaten with one hand

while two bars of its Buni are beaten with the other. Using Ta

for the right-hand stroke, Ka for the left, a for the empty beat,

and Bhd for both hands, Tlntdl may be converged :

12031203 Right, Ta12 3 Left, Ka

Dha ta ka
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Similarly one Tdl may be ' converged ' with another :

Tintal 11 2 Sjl 2 3|1 2 3[ Right

Chaidal
|

1 2 3 4 j Left

Dha ta a ta dha ta a ta dha ta ka ta

or,

Tintdl jl 2 3|1 2 311 2 3|1 2 3|1 2 Bi
Surphakta 1 23 0|] 02 3 0|10 2 30|1 023oi

Dha ta ka dha ta dha a dha dha ta ka ta dha dha a dha ta dha ka ta

We have confined ourselves to three boh—ta, ka, and dha. But

when all the bols are used we see that the application of this principle

of convergence might, if we happened to know the details of the

process, result in the concrete examples of the thekas already given.

We see, at any rate, that dha comes to be a long beat [dha) because it

is generally succeeded by a ; and the prevalence of tirakira {trikara,

trikad, tr'ika, trik) in the thekas is accounted for there by the

prevalence of such forms as takata and tatakata here.

Cumulation. There is one other principle of disposing the beats

and silences which accounts for a few out of the way Tdls, and

which must be mentioned for the sake of completeness. It consists

of cumulating the beats and punctuating these by blanks. Thus

:

one one two two four

(a) 101201340|5601789 10 0|

one one two three four

(&) 10|20I340|5670189 10 110|

one two three four five

(c) 1
I

2 3
I

4 5 6
I

7 8 9 10
I

11 12 13 14 15
I

In all these the cumulative element tends to throw stress upon

the final beat (in a, 10; in ^, 11 ; in c, 15). This, accordingly,

becomes the first of the bar, and these three Tdls are received into

music, with special names, as follows

:

[ = 10] one one two two four

(o) Savari 10|20|301450|670189 10..|

[ = 11] one one two three four

(6) Brahrm 10|20|30|450|6780|9 10 11..|

[ = 15] one two three four five

(c) Rudra 1 | 2 ] 3 4 | 6 6 7 ] 8 9 10 11 | 12 13 14 15 ..
(
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The striking thing ahout these Tc'tls is their length : 15, 16,

and 20 units respectively. There may be a reason for this. It

will be noticed that a is in geometrical, c in arithmetical pro-

gression. (On those principles the cumulations might have been

variously arranged, but it will be found on trial that other arrange-

ments are not so satisfactory.) We are told that Savdri [a], 15 units,

in this its true form, is no longer in use, and that in its modern

form it is simply taken as Tlntdl (16 units) ; and we can see that

fifteen units is difficult to count, and that Brahmatdla [b) of sixteen

units is an adulteration of it and a substitute for it. It was clearly

necessary in these progressions to take a reasonable number of

cumulations in order to display the principle; but there are other

reasons for not taking a lower number of them than has been taken.

In (a) ' one, one, two ' would not have shown the progression, and

' one, one, two, two ' would have been too symmetrical, and Hindu

Tdl loves variety.

In {c) 'one, two, three' produces nine units, which is seldom

wanted ; and ' one, two, three, four ' produces fourteen units, which

there are quite half a dozen other ways of counting. However,

no doubt both these could be used, and probably are somewhere,

and under some name or other.

Indian drumming, then, varies the quality rather than the

quantity of the tone. It practically ignores accent for its own

sake. Such accent as there is on the first of the bar is due to

the fact that two rhythms diverge from that point and converge

at the beginning of the next or a later bar. It is the accent

induced by the juxtaposition of opposing metres, as in the Rondo

of Beethoven, Op. 22

gW^^
(Subject.)

that pleases the Indian; not the accent which is sought for its

own sake as a means of contrast, as, in the same movement, between

the subject and the episode :

R %
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Here is a piece of rhythm that he would delight in (Brahms,

Second Symphony)

:

tjJ^ jtJ.. ^ ii JzsA

Ex.
339.:p r b^y rjr ^t - i^r r r r jr >|-"f r iijj-^

3 3 2 2 2 11 24
_i < I

I I I 1 II 1 I

3J 2J2i
I I

3i

.],' L_j i

'

^r J Mrt.r^^ ^^
_i I I

N.B.—The small numbers refer
to crotchets, the large to bars.

J I I

He would not have devised it exactly in this way, since, in the
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absence of harmony (whicli he does not mentally supply^ as we do)

and in the disregard (4 + 4+5 + 4 + 5) of the fixed section (4 + 4,

&c., or 5 + 5, &c., which he demands), there is nothing to hold it

together. But he would be in sympathy with the metrical scheme

:

3 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 2]

2| + 2| + 2| + 2| + 2[ = 12 crotchets (4 bars).

3 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 2)

2i+34 + 2i + 34 + 3'

2 + 2 3 + 3 + 3 + 2,

It is this kind of variety which he gets from his drumming

(dardara).^ He uses the drum ornamentally, and not as we do

(with the exception of certain dramatic passages) structurally.

^ Dardara = da-da-da-da, a word formed from the name of the principal drum-

beat, dha. d and r have practically the same sound.

= 15 crotchets (5 bars).



CHAPTER X

THE SAMAN CHANT

It is a bemoanable pity to consider how few there

are who know, but fewer who consider, what tvonderful-

powerful-efficacious Viriues and Oj^erations Musick has

upon the Souls and Spirits of Men Divinely-bent.

Thomas Mace.

An inquiry into the ethos and structure of some of the oldest music

of which there is any record is not a mere piece of antiquarianism

;

it throws that sort of light on the music of modern India which

a knowledge of the geology of a country throws upon its scenery.

Before coming to the Sdmaveda itself it will be necessary to

glance at the recitation of the other Vedas^ especially the Rgveda.

For the Sdmaveda has borrowed the large majority of its text from

the Rgveda, only altering or expanding the actual words so as to

make them suitable for chanting; and much of the grammatical

and prosodical determinations of the Rgveda has been given in the

Sdmaveda a musical meaning.

The Rgveda is recited now, as it has always been, to three tones

;

for the accent was originally a mark of musical pitch, and became

a mark of stress only after the beginning of our era. The ' raised

'

{uddtta) and ' not raised ' {amiddtta) sounds represent the two main

pitches of the speaking voice; this is the prose accent of the

Rrdhnanas ; and there is nothing to show whether these two prose

accents had any musical relationship. In addition to these two

there was, for the reciting voice, the ' sounded'' tone (svarita), which

is shown on philological grounds to have been originally between the

two others in pitch, but which is in the Rgveda above the uddtta.

No explanation is given as to what is exactly meant by ' sounded '^

although it seems clear from the treatment of svarita that it means
' graced '. The svarita is in effect ' a falling accent of a dependent

nature, marking the transition from an accented to a toneless

* Haug (JJeber das Wesen, &c., p. 74) appears to accept the view that svarita

from Svara (like getoni from Ton) means ' accentuated '. But (1) this looks like

a false analogy from the double meaning of Ton, and (2) svarita must surely be

connected with svdra, which meant, technically, a downwai'd slide through the

svaras, i. e. the svarita was that note to which this slide was attached.
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syllable. It regularly follows the ucldtta, to the rise of which its

fall corresponds in pitch.* But also, ' the first part of the svarita

sounds higher than the uddtta ' (ibid.), so that the svarita is practi-

cally an ornamented uddtta falling to an indefinite pitch below it.

This indefinite pitch is called pracaya (* throng '), in allusion to the

number of unaccented syllables which occur there in succession;

thejomm^^a is toneless, as distinguished from the uddtta and anu-

ddtta, which are toned.^ Before the rise from the pracaya to the

next uddtta or svarita, the voice descends to a ' lower ' {sannatara)

or 'more lowered' [anuddttatara) note, which is below the anuddtta.

That is the original theory of the recitation; it will be seen,

however, that it is modified in practice. This example, from Haug,

p. 5.2, shows the svarita marked with a perpendicular line over the

syllable, the anuddtta with a horizontal beneath ^ ; the uddtta and

jpracaya are unmarked

:

u
Ex. (^^5—

^
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appog-giatura F E, is here employed. But the noticeable thing is

that the pracaya (marked P) is the same note as the uddtfa, not as

the anuddtta ; if in a chant of only three notes it is to be distin-

guished from the anuddtta, it could not well have any other place

;

stillj this change appears to await explanation.

In the following specimens ^ from Madras the svarita appears

as a single note (F) and as an upward appoggiatura, E F.

A A

ra - tna-dha - ta-mam

P
Ex.
342,: m=^=j-^^=:^r ^. r r r r ::r

Co - da-yi - tii su - nr-ta - nam ce - tan i su - ma-tl - nam

In the second of these examples the syllables Co-da obey a rule

that ' when more than one amuldtta precedes an nddtta, all but the

last are sounded lower'. Dr. Erwin Felber^s book, which has lately

appeared, Die indische 31usik der vedischen und der klassiscken Zeit,

contains (p. 106, No. 433) an example of recitation of the Bgveda

' in the style of the old Bus \ which is more florid and of larger

compass than any of these.

The Yajurveda is also recited on the notes D, E, F ; although in

the half dozen times I heard it D, E, FJ| ^ was quite as common.

The following is from a Mysore singer

:

Ex.
S43.
m ^ ^ ^ r r r/ r g r^^

Ka - ya na - ^ci - tra a bhu - vad u - ti sa-da - vr-dhah sa-

gE "T^^ r ^ r - ^
klia ka-ya ci-stha-ya vr-ta

^ See M. Sesagiri Sastri, Descriptive Catalogue of the Government Oriental MSS. in the

Madras Library, vol. i, pt. 1, pp. 3, 4.

' Noted here for convenience as C, D, E ; I made no note of the absolute pitch.
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but the passage is too short to show the compass. At any rate.

Dr. Felber^ gives two specimens of Yajurveda on pp. 108, 116,

which show a compass of a Fourth and a Fifth respectively; his

example (p. 106) of the JRgveda reaches a Sixth. This is perhaps

only one more instance of what is so common in music, the ' official
'

rules lagging decades or centuries behind the practice. His three

examples (of both Vedas) show a foundation scale D, E, F, though

one of them begins in E, FJI, G, and continues in E, F, G.^

The Jtharvaveda does not appear to be recited, at least not in

accordance with rules. But all reading of the sdstras is recitation.

Students read, i. e. recite, in the same room. Children are taught

to read so. A boy read me some of the Rgveda^ employing the

accents correctly, but stopped when he reached a certain page

* because he had not learned any further '.

It will be noticed in these examples that with the exception of

an occasional grace-note or appoggiatura—and a great many more

grace-notes are put in than appears in the text, for seldom is a note

ever sung, as we should say, clean—the syllables are allotted one

note each; there are no melodic figures like the ligatures of Gre-

gorians. For these we turn to the

Sdmaveda. The symbol round which the elaborate ritual of the

Sdmaveda gathers is that sacrifice of which the drinking of the

juice of the Soma plant was the central point. The virtues of

this juice are recapitulated in the ninth book of the Rgveda, from

which mainly the words for the Sdman chants are taken. ^ Soma

is translated ' moon-plant
'
; and the Sdmaveda is specially connected

with the worship of ancestors, whose abode was the moon. Great

care was taken not to deviate from the original melody-types and

rhythms, and the religious efficacy of the hymns was held to

depend largely on the right application of directions contained in

the Brahmanic explanations {Brdhmana, not later than the sixth

century b. c.) of the Vedic text {Samhitd). The expense of the full

^ The names of the notes throughout this chapter indicate relative pitch only.

They are chosen at any absolute pitch which is suitable, as fragments of the

Saman scale, which is explained, or at any rate discussed, later.

* There is nothing to show that the chants are later than the words ; in fact,

since Sdmans are often mentioned in the Rgveda there is a probability, beyond

the intrinsic likelihood, that they are older.
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ceremonial was not small; the Soma sacrifice involved days in perform-

ance and months in preparation. A full description of its elaborate

and gorgeous ritual is to be found in the Aitareyahrdhnana of the

Rgveda, translated into English by Martin Haug, 1863, audits close

connexion with the fire-worship of the Zoroastrians is there detailed.

Other creeds have now swept across India and buried that of the

Vedas in oblivion. The memory of the words and chants, and

possibly of parts of the ritual, lingers chiefly in the South. Even
there the true Sdma-smgQvs are few, and impostors are beginning

to flourish.

The body of hymns is divided into two sections, which may be

centuries apart—the early, according to the latest authority,^ the

JJttardrcika, and the late, the Purvdrcika. The early hymns are

divided into (1) the 'investigated' [Uha], and (2) those which are

'to be investigated'' {IJhya) or which are 'secret' [Rahasya). The

later hymns are in three divisions, addressed to Fire {Agni), the

Rain-god {Indra), and Soma Pdvamdna? These are arranged inter-

nally according to their metres, and according to the ' jubilations
*

{stohha) and the doxologies (the parts of the hymn which are genuine

Sdman). Only seventy-five verses, out of many hundreds, are not

borrowed from the Rgveda or other source; such borrowings are

known technically as yo7ii (womb). A distinction is also made

between those verses of the Rgveda which have one melody [eka-

sdmi) or many (bahisdmi), showing that Sdman is, properly speaking,

music, not music and words, nor words for music. In fact the

conception is the reverse of ours. We speak of setting words, that

is, putting music to them ; but the Sdman is a melody for which

words were found (chiefly in the Rgveda), This is the case too with

modern poets; Rabindranath Tagore says that when the general

idea of the poem comes into his mind, he first thinks of the

melody (generally his own) and then writes words to it. We are

reminded of Burns's two manful attempts to find words for that

' crinkum-crankum tune, Robin Adair', with its 'cursed, cramp,

out of the way measure ', and of his better success with Duncan

Gray, ' in Scots verse '.

The rhythm is, as in Plain-song, determined by the words, which

decide where it will be appropriate to take breath. The two versions

of the first hymn of the Sdmaveda which follow are from A. C. Burnell

{Arseyalrdhmana, Introd., p. xlv) and Sesagiri Sastrl (loc. cit.) ; and

' Caland, Jaiminiya-saiiihitd, p. 4. ^ pavamdna, clarifying.
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the notation is in accordance with the directions of the Gdnas (the

Sdmaveda text as actually sung-) as they understood them, checked

in the first case by the verification of a musician, and in the second

by the usage as the writer knew it

:

Burnell, Arseyabrdhmana, p. xlv.

34)4.
^ J J jff- (- r- >-^ ES r r\r r r

- gna - i a - ya hi vo - i - to - ya - i gr-na -no ha-

Sesagiri Sastrl, Cat. Sanskr. MSS., Madras.

- gna - i a ya - hi i ve - i - to ya a i gr - na - no ha-

vya-da - to - ya i to - ya i na - i ho - ta sa

vya-da to ya a i to - ya - a - 1 na - i ho - ta sa a S,

- tsa ba ho ba - rhi shi

^^^=f=r' ^s t—r -^ - Jizii:

tsa - a i ba - a ho ba - rhi - i shI

Here, and elsewhere, a long mark over a vowel sometimes represents musical,
aot prosodic, length.

The actual words of the hymn are :

Agna ayahi vitaye grnano havyadataye
|

Ni hota satsi barhisi ||

'

The bar-lines (given by Burnell only) are breath marks. The last

note of each ' bar ' [parvmi) is accented {prddhd)?

The next two examples have no such authority. They are merely

the versions of two gurus, whom I heard in Mysore and Bangalore,

of an identical verse, and represent possibly two different sects

1 Translation :
' Come, Agni, praised with song, to feast and sacrificial

offering ; be seated as Hotar on the holy Kxisa grass.'

^ Lit. augmented. It appears to be occasionally augmented in time-length

also, counting 3 to the 2 of the long (dirgha) and the 1 of the short {hrasva).

Later theory (see p. 256) has added lengths between these. We are reminded of

the Greek time-unit {chronos protos), 'two-time long' {ciisemos) and 'three-time

long' {trisemos).
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(mMd). The tonic is D in both cases; that of Mysore ''closes' by

means o£ an unusual leap (C, E, C, D)^ and that of Bangalore by

the device of an ' Alleluia ' (stob/ia) :

Mysore.

845.

Ka - ya na - 6 ca

Bangalore.

i tra - a bhud fx

Ka - ya na - S ca - ay - tra - bhuvad H

sa-da - vr-dhah sa-kha au u-ho - o - hai ka-ya

'^r-r—rT~^rT~ r r r^r~r
ho - hai ka-ya . ,sa-da - vr-dha sa - kha

sa - ei - stha - yo ha

ia,- ci - stha-yo ha Lira ^ to hai

There was, not unnaturally, great difiiculty in inducing priests

to sing these chants, and one man, at Bangalore, offered in lieu

thereof ' Sanskrit in the style of Sdman '. But the unusual content

of the words shows its influence in the more or less rhythmical

phrases induced by the prosod}^, which take the place of those vocal

phrases and melodic figures which flow naturally from the liturgical

use of the words in the Sdmaveda :

Bangalore. Sanskrit in the style of Sdman.

He jih-ve ra-sa-sa - ra-jne sar - va - da

->, p

—

^
ma-dhu-ra-pri - ye na - ra - ya-na khya pi - yii

sam - pi - ba jih-ve ni-ra-nta-ram
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On the other hand, at Tanjore a man got up of his own motion

and sang Sdman before a roomful of people, and, what was more

surprising, before a European in their presence. It appeared that

he had a theory of his own as to how Sdmmi should be sung, and

was seeking converts. He has evidently taken the scale of the

Ndradaukm (see below, p. 259) as if it were in the modern notation,

F-G, instead of the ancient, G—A, and the mode is therefore changed.

Further, the essence of the Sdman chant is that it circles about one

note, F (or E, or D), and only leaves that to form a downward

cadence. His version draws attention away from the E to the A
below, which in the true Sdman is quite a subsidiary note, and it

begins, therefore, to be in a regular Rag, which Sdmagds assert

positively that their chants are not. Moreover, he has forgotten

after the first line to put in those characteristic prolongations of

notes by vocalizing syllables which add so much to the solemnity

of the chant

:

Tanjore.

In -dra ho vaiS - va sya ra ja - ti ho va

tri - ne - tram ja - ta . » dha - ram par - va - ti . . va - ma - bhar-yam

sa - da " si - vam ru-dram a - na - nta - ru pam ci-dam-

ba-re - sam hr-di bha - - va - ya - mi

The -words are spelled phonetically ; his original text is not available.

Form. The Sdman is divided into five parts

:

(i) Prastdva, introductoiy ascription of praise, preceded by the

syllable him, sung by the prastotri, or assistant priest.

(ii) UdgUhuy preceded by om, sung by the udgdtri, or priest.
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(iii) PratiJidra, the joining in, preceded by hmi, sung by the

pratikartri, who 'joined in^ at the last syllable of the udgitka.

Sometimes the pratlhdra is divided into two, in which case there is

—

(iv) Upadrava, the recession, formed out of the last few syllables

of the pratihdra, sung by the uclgdtri.

(v) Nidhana, the coda, consisting of one or at the most two

syllables, sung by all three priests, followed in some cases by om.^

The following are the first two sections of the first hymn of the

Sdmaveda :

Burnell, Arseyahrdhmana, p. xlv.

I. 1. 1. Prastava. Udgitha.

Ex.
S4B.
m=^4—

^

^^ " r- r r
^~^~^' ('-^-r^-

gna - T a ya - hi . . vo - i - to - ya

I. 1. 2.

m^^ J ^J J

—

J—J- p=r^-r~r~g^^
A-gna a ya - hi vl - ta - ya - i gr - na - no ha-vj'a - da

^"rn" r- r r (' r~r- r r I
^^

^r - na - no ha-vya-da - to - ya i to - ya

^^=̂ r r~r^^
-to - - ya - i

Pratihara. TJpadrava.^ ^ ^ ^ ~w »-^
ho - ta tsa

^- r r

—

-f=f=f=^=F e-J J l l-^H^-^
ni ho - ta sa - tsi ba - rha - - i - si ba - rha

Nidhana.

^ ^' r r
^^g^^g^^^^ r r

^^
au ho ba - rhi

ho ba - rhl

^ These five bhakti (see p. 255) are the subject of Dr, Simon's latest work,

Las Pancavidhasutra, Breslau, 1913.
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The verse, dgna dydlii
(

gveda VI. 16. 10), is sung* three times

over to form a stoma (group) ; Burnell only gives two of the three,

and they are arranged here under one another for comparison.

Of the remaining nine verses of this particular hjonn, eight are

from the Rgveda, and the last, which forms a doxology, belongs

exclusively to the Sdmaveda. Besides the first verse, the fourth

and fifth also form stomas ; the sixth, seventh, and eighth are sung

twice, and the other four only once^ ; in all, nineteen sections {bhakti).

The usual number was fifteen. Mention is also made of nine and

twenty-one Ihakti ; so that a basis of three or five or seven stomas

is implied, varied probably in any particular case.

The practical directions for the singing of these hymns are given

in the Gdnas. These give the text of the Sdm,aveda (which has

been culled, with modification, from the Rgveda chiefly) with the

syllables vocalized (i. e. with prolongation and modification of

vowels) and rarsed (i. e. with insertion of vocal syllables between

those of the text). These insertions {stobha, praises) are the exact

counterpart of the juhila interpolated in Plain-song in the ninth

and tenth centuries, out of which 'tropes' were developed in the

eleventh,^ as the bhakti of the Sdmaveda are also of the ' strophes

'

of Plain-song, which, like them, were of indefinite number; the

idea, too, of singing the hymn in stotras (stanzas) and stomas

(groups) is reproduced in the sometimes single, sometimes repeated

performance of the strophe.

Rhythm. The metres of the hymns are six (later eight) chief

ones, in which the governing factor is the number of syllables,

varying from twenty-four to forty-four for the stanza. Quantity

of vowel is taken no account of except at the cadence. These need

not detain us now, as the rhythm of the chants ignores the poetical

metre entirely. In the true Sdman there are only three time-units :

a short (hrasvd) note for a quantitatively short syllable, a long

{dlrgha) for a quantitatively long ; syllables made long ' by position

'

count as short. An occasional important syllable still further

lengthened or, especially at the end of a phrase (parvan), stressed,

or both lengthened and stressed, is called augmented (vrddhi) or

prolate (pluta). This also finds its analogue in Plain-song.

^ These are called stotras.

' See W. H. Frere, Winchester Troper, Introduction, p. xxxii seq.
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The system of the Mdtrdlahana (date ?) is an advance upon this,

and is placed here for comparison beside the modern South Indian

scheme of time-values

:

1.
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Scale. In the accompanying' list of authorities for the Sdman
scale the first six are ancient, the last four modern; the two sets

are separated by something like twenty centuries. The list is

probably not complete; there is no indication of place of origin.

They are collated on two assumptions : (1) that the words krusta^

prathama, &c., name the same note wherever they occur, that is,

that krw<ta, for instance, was not at different periods applied to two
different notes, and (2) that the two identifications of the Saman
names with the notes of the secular scale by authorities III, VII,

VIII, and X are to be trusted. If either of these assumptions

should be shown to be wrong the evidence would have to be recon-

sidered.

Names of the Sdman notes. As extensions of a nucleus

—

prathama^

dvitlya, trtlya, caturtha (first, second, third, fourth)—occur three

others

—

krusta, mandra, atisvdrya.

Krusta. In more than one of these authorities the order in the

original text is prathama, dvUlya, trtli/a, caturtha, mandra, kru-^ta,

atisvdrya. Krusta is used of the highest note ; and as the sixth in

a downward series this word has given trouble. Burnell proposed

to read knta, 'that to which karsana has been applied.' He did

not, however, explain why karsana should be applied in the sixth

place especially, and it appears now that it is typically applied to

the highest note. But there is nothing to show that the order of the

names is the melodic order; and it is at least possible that in the

order given above the first five name the ordinary notes of the scale

(see p. 258, 1. 12) and the last two the extraordinary ones (which

hapj)en to be at either end of the five). Meanwhile, if order does

matter, that of No. Ill, in which knta actually occurs, is the order

of the original. Moreover, No. V alludes to the seven svaras as

krmtddi, * beginning on krusta

'

; so thei'e is little doubt that the

krwita is above the prathama, and that another statement of BurnelFs

that krusta and prathama are the same note is not universally true.

There is another interest attaching to the word krusta, ' highest.'

It shows us, as do also the ordinals pratha?na, caturtha, that the

Hindus regarded the treble as high and the bass as low ; as we do,

and as the Greeks, who named the lowest note hypate (highest), did

not. This reminds us that high and low in music are merely a

metaphor, though a very natural one. In a somewhat similar way
Europeans regard the harmony of a song as 'underneath' the
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melody ; whereas the Maoris think of the song as ' here, down

below ', and the harmony as going up to the roof under which they

are singing and ' coming down ' to them.

Ma?/dra, low. This is the usual name for the sixth note ; it is

once (No. IV) caWed jmncatjia, in continuation of the ordinals. That

it was a substantive note of the scale we see perhaps in No. I, where

it appears even though the frlt^a is omitted. But that it was on

a different footing from the five notes above it is indicated in line 4,

where they are all head-notes as opposed to the mandra, a chest-note.

It ffave its name also to the lower octave in the secular scale as

opposed to the middle octave {maclhya^ or madhyamci) and the upper

{tdra^ or uttama).

Atuvdrya, extremity of the cadence. This is a curious name for

the lowest note of the full scale, to which we should naturally have

attached some idea of a tonic. But it is obvious that it is not

a substantive note of the scale at all. In line 4 it only exists by

permission of the mandra ; in line 10 there is an uncertainty about

the pronunciation of its name [atisvdrya, afisvdra, anusvdra), and

alternatives are suggested

—

mst/ia (sixth) and antj/a (last) ; in lines

17, 19, and 25 the ' musical hand ' does not provide for it, and line 4

does not appropriate to it an organ of the body. It is clearly an

'extra' note; and it may be observed that the Greeks similarly

regarded their scale as stopping normally at the B, while they called

the note A below it ' extra ' {proslambanomenos).

TetracJiords. There are indications that the nucleus of the scale

was, successively perhaps, the tetrachords :

^i ^ -- ^=^^ and W
The tetrachord E-B. In line 9 this is the usus of the Taittiriyas,

confirmed by line 29. In line 16 these same notes are appropriated

to the four Rgveda accents. Lines 1 and 2 are very difficult

because we do not know how to place the three notes of line 2.

Astama (eighth) in a scale of seven notes is surprising. But it will

be seen at the foot of the diagram that the scale actually contains

eight notes, and it is just conceivable that astama, which is obviously

extra to the accepted seven, names the FJf, which is alternative to

the Ftl. This leaves sama (level) and Siikra (bright) to fill three

places ; and all that can be said is that atisvarya, the ' additional
'
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note, is the most likely o£ the three to have been left unfilled. In

line 1, where we can place the notes, it is remarkable that irilya

should be omitted in the series of four ; and this may be an indi-

cation that the D was not on the same footing with the others, and

that in this treatise, at any rate, the real nucleus of the scale was

held to be F E-C B, i. e. composed of the Fourths E-C and E-B.

The tetrachord F-C. On the other hand, the fact that the four

ordinals (first to fourth) are assigned in every treatise to the notes

F, E, D, C, and that in line 6 the Rgveda accents are appropriated

to these notes, makes it clear that the tetrachord F-C has an equal

claim with that of E-B to be considered the foundation of the scale.

The hesitation between these tetrachords is reflected in the

^musical hand'' of line 17, where F and E are both assigned to the

first finger, and C and B both to the fourth ; and the hesitation

remains, in respect of C and B, in lines 19 and 25.

It is clear also that the scale consisted normally of only five notes

for a considerable time. In the Puspasutra (9. 26) we find that

' the Kauthumas sing the majority of their chants to five tones,

a few to six, and two of them to seven tones '. In line 12 we find

Sol-fa names for five notes only. That no more than five were con-

templated may be seen from the choice of consonants. They are

the medials of the five classes of consonant (guttural, palatal,

cerebral, dental, and labial) proceeding in regular order from throat

to lips. Lines 17 and 25 are a further indication that the normal

scale consisted of five notes. All this lends some support to the

interpretation given above of line 1.

The scale was increased to sis by the addition of krw^ta. That

this was an afterthought is seen in the fact that it is independent

of the nomenclature by ordinals, in the hesitation as to krusta or

Xrste, and in the confusion introduced into the musical hand (lines

19 and 25). Finally, a seventh note was tentatively admitted in

the atisvdrya.

Cotisonance {samvdditvd). The consonance which was suggested

by two tetrachords, F-C and E-B, is carried out further in line

23, where the seven notes are divided into two similar tetrachords.

This consonance holds whatever the intervals may be between the

notes within the tetrachord. For the intonation of these we depend

on the identifications in lines 14 and 21 of the Sdman notes with
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those of the secular scale, which, as we saw (p. 114), was at least

as old as the oldest of these treatises.

In lines 6, 15, and 21 Sa is identified with trfriya, and this gives

the Sa-grdma in a plagal form from N(i). In line 14 Sa is identified

with atisvdrya, and this gives the Ma-gnma in a plagal form from

N(i), or the Sa-grdma in an authentic form from M(a). But S (a) and

P(a) are samvddl; therefore the notes are D and A (not D and A).

The two scales are therefore

Sa-grama

and

We saw in Chapter IV that the Gandhdra-grdma was, according to

one explanation,

« «
^^• ^^ ,352.

^-^^^
_ ' -•—

^

J=

and it is possible that the Sdmau scale may throw some light upon

it. That scale is reckoned downwards, and therefore the note E
is called R(i) ; but the grdmas are reckoned upwards, and therefore

E is G(a). If the Ga-grdma begins on E, it has for its upward
i

tetrachord E, F, G, A, that is, a semitone and two major tones.

These make more than a Fourth, therefore either the semitone is

the Pythagorean comma (||§, 90 cents), or one of the tones is

a minor tone, as in the lower tetrachord, E, D, C, B. The upper

tetrachord would in the first case be the same as the early Greek

Doric, and would contain the ditone, instead of the major Third.

It seems likely that in some way of which we cannot now trace

the history, the gdndhdra-grdma is a relic of this old tuning. The

Comma of Didymus (|-§) has to be negotiated somewhere in the

scale. We, in Europe, put it between the A and the D (major

tone, semitone, major tone), the Indians between the E and the A
(semitone, major tone, major tone). In so placing it, it is possible

t t

that they reduced an original E |||, F |, G |, A to a later E if,

F I, G f, A.
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We have other hints which point to a correspondence between

the Greek and Indian scale. The Aryans came into India from

the North. Gdndhdra is the same word as Kandahar, which as late

as Alexander's time (fourth century b. c.) included Afghanistan and

the Panjab, with a capital near Peshawar. The Gdnd/idra-grdma is

the oldest of the three gramas, and may preserve an early Aryan

tradition. The Aryans spoke Sanskrit, which is closely allied to

Greek. Evidence of the correspondence of the Greek and Indian

systems has been accumulating in these pages ; and that the

fundamental scale of Greece, the Doric tetrachord, should be iden-

tical in form with the oldest form of Indian tetrachord would be

more striking evidence than any. But it is unfortunately not more

than circumstantial.

The Gdndhdra scale gave its name no doubt to the Gdndhdra note.

The names Madhyama and Pancama have been discussed in Chapter

V. Of Rmbha, Bhaivata, and Nisdda nothing is known ; they

may be place-names, like Gdndhdra, or fancy names, like the

majority of the srutis. Of Sadja there is something more to be

said. Referring once more to the list above we find in line 4 the

seventh note left without an assigned organ of the body. In line

14 that same note is called Sa. We remember also that the

atisvdrya is not a regular note of the scale, but is introduced into

it as an extension of the other six. Elsewhere, in the Sanglta-sdra-

sangraha, for instance, sadja, which undoubtedly means ^bom of

six ', is said to be produced from six organs of the body, viz. nose,

throat, chest, palate, tongue, and teeth. Putting these together

we see that the name sadja is merely the mythological expression

of the musical fact that the atisvdrya was an ^ extra ' note on

a different footing from the others.

There is, however, another tradition as to the intonation of the

Sdman scale. M. Sesagiri Sastrl {jDescriptke Catalogtie^ pp. 3, 4)

gives the scale as Ma, Ga, Ri, Sa, Dha, and says that the sound

is that of the Rag Abhogi. That Rag is

:

Ex. ^
Drone D ^ (which does not matter here, the drone being a later

1 The European note (not the svara).
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invention), amSa E, omitted notes C and A. This is an old tradition,

as may be seen from three passages : (1) in an early book of the

Mahdbhdrata the notes of the secular scale are given as Sa, Ri, Ga,

Ma, Dha, Pa, Ni; (2) in the NdradaSihd (I. 2. 16) the order is Ma,

Ga, Ri, Sa, Dha, Ni, Pa; and (3) in I. 7. 4 it is Ma, Ga, Ri, Sa,

Dha, Ni (Pa omitted). In all three passages the first five notes are

the same, and the last two are out of order; this looks as if the

first five were substantive and the last two optional, thus

:

s R G M n P N

Ex. a^
854.^

and this is the scale of Sesagiri Sastri and of the Rag Ahhogi\

and since the amm of Ahhogi is at E, it divides thus

:



PLATE 14

^^B

Samagiih, Madras.

Samagab, Bangalore.

P. 26-1
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lines 24 and 25 combine these,
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lichanos

parhypate

hypate

lichanos

parhypate

hypate

proslambanomenos ]

sense of ' graced ' note, and becomes a note of certain relative pit«h.

The anuddita is no longer of indefinite ' low ' pitch, forced under

certain conditions ' lower ' {anucldttatara), but becomes definite.

The theory of consonance thus determined has its counterpart in

Greek music

:

svarita G
udatta F

anudatta E
svarita D
udatta C
anudatta B

[ atisvarya A

These are quite different from Hucbald's excellentes, sujjeriores,

Jimles, graves, with which Burnell compares them, and which

involved a series of disjunct, not conjunct, tetrachords.

An example of the chant as sung by a Sdmagah in Madras shows

the general musical effect. The breve at the beginning shows the

actual pitch of the first note (a Fifth higher) ; the chant itself is

given at the pitch which suits the scale just discussed. The

fragmentary syllables are merely phonetic spellings of the apparent

sounds of the phonograph, with gaps where the words are inaudible.

It was extremely difficult to get even this short specimen.

Saman chant. Madras. (Phonogram.) _

Au - di - ba in-dra da-ve-ba

- ya - da i - ya - da

& .
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Herr Felix Exner was far more successful in 1904. His results

have now been worked out by Dr. Erwin Felber, provided with text

and translation by Herr Bernhard Geiger, and were published in 1913

under the title Die mdische Ilusik der vedischen und der klassisclien

Zeit as a contribution to the history of recitation. Dr. Felber has

very kindly given permission for their transcription here. The
actual pitch is given, as before, by the breve at the beginning of

each example. The Sdmaveda notation with which each of his

examples is supplied is omitted here, because it is probably the

notation of a different sect from that to which the singer belonged,

who has, at any rate, taken no account of it except in a very

general way. Felber's numbers are given for reference. He
discusses the melodic structure of these chants in his third chapter

(pp. 38-43).

No. 427. Sung by a Brahman priest in Calcutta, forty-two

years old, born in Jodhpur. Original text

:

Mahi trinam avar astu dyuksam mitrasyaryamriah
|

duradharsam varu[nasya]
]

Translation

:

May the mighty aid of the three gods be ours—the help of Mitra and

Aryaman and the invincible Varuna.

Felber. No. 427.

J = 79. Sempre glissando, piano.

ma-ha - i - tra

<^^^= m =1
f
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hi -ra nya ya-h.

Felber, No. 444. Another version of 443, sung by the Madras

priest alone.

Original text of the second verse

:

duhana udhar divyam raadhu priyam pratnam sadhastham asadat
|

aprchyam dharunam vajy arsasi nrbhir dhauto vicaksanah
||

Translation

:

Milking the honey he loves from heavenly udders, Soma took his seat on.

his ancient throne. Mightily thy stream empties itself into a vessel of

honour, and purified from the touch of men thine eyes behold what is far

away.

Felber. No. 444.

J= 116-149. Agitato.

Ehc.

860.:
J J r—=^-f--^ j-^t^^

aceel.

I'l- r r f^

pu-na-nah so dha - ra ya

-r—r—r-
r c : r^^» 1^

po - sa - no a - r - sa - sya ra-tna-dha yo

a tempo.

e c c r-:^4—T:: r—r J^-^i^--^ ^ ^
ni - mr ta - sya sa i - da - sa - i

^g=g=rT=fnrr "^ r r-Ffir r > r^
ha u - va ut-so de - vo hi - ra . . . . ha - i

^ r z cT^ r r ^ i:

"^r r <^
u - va nya - ya au - ho - va

ya-hut-so de - vo ha I - ra nya
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a tempo.

ut - so de-vo hi-ra-nya-yo du-ha-na u-dhardi-vi-yamma-dhu - - pri-yam

^=r r f"-g^: ; r ^

' '•=^ r r—r^^
ha - u - va prat-ua^ sa-dha-stha-ma ha i

o - - ha - u - va sa - da - t au - ho -

va prat-na^ sa-dha-stham a

accel.

da -

1

^ - r c £ r r
r

• e g r ^
prat - naf& sa-dha-stham a - sa - da - da pr - cchya-ndha-ru-naiii va

a tempo.

Ji - ya r - sa - sa - i ha

Dr-bhir dhau-to vi-ca ha - i ha J u - va

ksa - na - - au - - ho - va . .

The scale of these two (Nos. 443 and 444) is the same

:

the melodies pivot on F and D. The chromatic beginning of

No. 444 is quite common in secular singing, from which it seems to

have been imported here, in order to establish a tonic.

The two which follow show a different scale

:

No. 426.

No. 425.
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The FJJ is essential in No. 425 and accidental in No. 426 ; in both

it is used chromatically^ which is on the whole unlike secular song.

I heard something like it in Madras, but was unable to note it. Two
chants were sung : one distinctly chromatic^ described as ncca

(high) ; the other as distinctly diatonic, described as nlca (low).

I was more than once asked by the singer whether he should sing

in the ucca or the 7iica voice; and it seems possible that he may
have been referring to a difference of scale rather than of pitch

—

ucca G Fj^ Ft; E, &c., nlca (G) FED, &c.

No. 426. Sung by a boy of fifteen in the Sanskrit College,

Calcutta.

The text is not from the Rgveda, but a stohha, i.e. composed not

of verses but of jubilations consisting of sentences and alleluias.

(Iio-i, &c.). In the Pada form :

ut nayami adityam adityam prancam yantam ut nayami ahoratrani ahah

ratrani aritrani dyauh nauh tasyam asau adityah adityah lyate tasmin

vayam lyamane lyaniahe [. . .].

Translation

:

I bear aloft the advancing sun, I bear it aloft ; days and nights are the

oars, the sky is the ship. On this fares forth the sun ; and with it we are

borne to that well-loved spot whose name consists of three letters.

'Note. That which is named in the adoration of om (spelled a + u + m),

which is an image of the world of Brahma.

Kx.
364.!

Felber. No. 426.

J = 88. Sempre accel.

un - na - ya - mi ho - i un - na - ya - mi ho - i

un - na-ya - mi ho - i a - di - tyam pran-cam tarn un - na •

ya-mi bo - i a- di-tyam-pran-cam tam un - na-ya - mi ho - i

a - ho - ra - tra - tra - nya-ri ho - i a - ho - ra - tra - tra - nya-ri ho - i
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dyaur-na-ru ha - u dyaur-na-ru-ha - u dyaur - na-ru-ha - u

tas-yam - a - sav - a - di-tya 1 - ya - te ha - u

w ^ ^^^=^

tas-yam - a - sav - a - di - tya I - ya - te - ha - u

m^ "^r r r r : ^ i J ^r^crr-r-^
tas-jnin va-yam I - ya -ma - na i - ya-ma-he ha - u

e- / r -?^^ =g=g=

tas-min va - yam i-ya-ma-na

J = 120,

i - ya - ma -he ha - u

i - ya - ma - he lia - u i - ya ma -he ha - u.

No. 425. Sung by a boy of twelve, a Brahman, in the Sanskrit

College, Calcutta.

The original text is

:

murdhanam divo aratim prthivya vaisvanaram rta a jatam agnim
|

kaviiii samrajam atithim jananam asan nah patram janajamta devah
||

The translation

:

The chief of heaven, the lord of the earth, Agni Vaisvanara born of the

sacred truth, wise, almighty, the guest of man—him it was whom the gods

created as our chaHce for their use.

Note. The sacrificial ghee is poured into the fire (Agni) which bears the

gift up to the gods, that is, the fire is the vessel which conveys it to the

mouth of the gods.

Felber. No. 425.

J = 73J.

Ex. a
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a - ra - tim pr - thiv - ya - h vai^ - va-na - ra - ma

ja - ma - ti - thin - ja - na - na - ma a - sau nah pa

^g r ^^=^^Et r~^^=^-
^ -1

—

\^ ti IS \ -J a>-

tra - an - ja - na-yan - ta de - va - h ha - u ha - u ha - u

a - jya - do-ham-ma a - jya - do-ham-ma a - jya - do ha - u - va

6 a - jya - do - ham - ma e a - jya - do - ham - ma

a - jya • do ham - ma.

Notation. The various systems are all modern—of the last few

centuries, perhaps; and that followed in one MS. would not help to

the elucidation o£ another. The signs employed are sometimes

letters which appear to be abbreviations of technical terms, some-

times numerals which bear some as yet unexplained relation to the

ordinals of the Sdmau scale. They are written over the syllables of

the text to indicate the substantive [prakrtl) notes, between them

to indicate grace-notes [vikrti), practically the ' ligatures ' of Plain-

song. Secular music has also till quite lately, the last century,

dispensed with notation ; and it must be remembered that a written

notation would be a hindrance rather than a help when everything

was learned by heart ^ or extemporized.

The form of the chant is recalled in its proper order by the aid of

^ I saw in Mysore a guru who had received £10 for his life's work of com-

mitting to memory the text and the melodies of the whole Sdmaveda,

1495 T
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half a dozen sticks a span long, arranged much as we might arrange

matches to mark whist-points.^

Technical Terms (taken from R. Simon's Puspasutra) :

atikrama (transilience), disjunct motion, i.e. Thirds, Fourths, and

Fifths in ascent and descent. The actual intervals prescribed by

the Sd?na-paribhdm (quoted by Simon, p. 516) are shown in white

note-heads; those actually employed in.Exner's examples in black.

Samaparibhasa (S. Indian notation).

Ex.
366.

Ascent.

m
Calcutta examples.

Madras examples.

^^ \. ' ^=^=i
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roha is a general name for ascent of one or more notes. The modern

term for an ascending* passage is drohana, for a descending, avdrohana.

. svdra (lit. relating to sound), the cadence, used whenever the last

syllable of the final section {nidhana) has the svarita accent.

Examples

:

Ex.
367.

karsana (lit. dragging, rubbing), the lengthening of a syllable by

interpolated notes, is applied only to long or augmented {vriddkied)

syllables. The most usual forms, though there are other varieties,

are:

Ex.
S68.^^^iFF^fn^ll r r r r

ahhigita (approaching note). Usual form

^^ S:

udghdta (elevation). A ^ovjrxyfdiV^ appogglatura, e.g.

Ex.
870.;.^s

vinata (crooked), a special case of abhiglta

Ex. <y>' ^ '^
m '-

7 Ex. M^\ g;.

:

871.
^

I

or karsaiia
Ex.
372.

jpratyutkrama (attack, initial step) is a progression to the next note

above. Eight cases are given :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
£:x.

873.

The definition does not appear to state, what seems evident, that in

this progression one syllable is sung to two notes, that it is, in fact,

the podatus of Plainsong.^ No, 8 of these plays a great part in

Rdga (see p. 158). These examples clearly presuppose the tetrachord

E D C B, not F E D C.

gati (gait, passage). The lengthening of a syllable by the vowels

i or u, e.g. ho—hoi—hoyi.

' We recognize in this semitonal elevation or depression the law of the

mediaeval Musica ficta, which substituted a rising and falling semitone for

a rising and falling tone.

' A good many of these figures find, of course, their analogues in the Neums,

a list of which is given on p. 24 of H. B. Briggs's Elements of Plainsong, 1895.

T 2
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atihdra (extremely long syllable, prosodial term). The carrying

over of a syllable by means of a jubilum {stobha), e.g. ba

—

(aubova)—rbisl.

parvan (division). The smallest unity of a verse; practically,

what can be sung- in one breath, hence, musically, a phrase.

virdma. The caesura at the end of a phrase.

Melodic Figures. Mention should also be made of a method of

handing down the traditional manner of singing. Melodic figures

which constantly recur are directed to be sung after a certain well-

known pattern. For instance, the cadence to the first line of the

first hymn (given above) is :

<^ ^
"
rv ^ f ^ J J_S74.i

ba-rlil - - SI

Other syllables, then, which have this particular cadence are said to

be ' done like Jmi \ Thus :

ja - - yi

sa - - yi

blia - - yir

Herr Siriaon gives about 100 examples; but until the Sdmaveda

notation has been exactly interpreted it would be misleading to

transcribe them.

If the cumulative effect of this evidence, chiefly circumstantial,

may be said to have established any conclusion as to the original

scale of India, we have found there, as in Greece, a starting point

in a tetrachord of the form :

876.^
E D C B
(A G F E)

It is interesting to ask what is the musical justification of this

particular series of notes, and of their development.

The music is purely vocal ; no instrument is employed : and vocal

scales are conceived downwards. They are so conceived because the

telling notes of the voice are in its upper register, and this presents
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itself therefore as the starting- point ^ for a vocal scale. In its

search for consonance the ear hears in the first instance only quintal,

not tertian^ harmony^ as was explained on pp. 123 foil. Quintal

harmony provides only Fifths, Fourths, and major Tones. It has

been shown on p. 150 that in looking- for harmony to a given

note the Fifth occurs first in an upward series, but the Fourth in

a downward. A vocal scale, conceived downwards, establishes

therefore the Fourth before the Fifth, the tetrachord before the

pentachord. The intermediate notes can only be filled up by major

Tones, for no other interval is as yet present to the ear. As soon

as the major Third is heard it corrects no doubt one of these major

Tones into a minor Tone.

In proceeding beyond this tetrachord there is nothing-, apparently,

in the nature of things to decide whether the F above should be

first added, as consonant to C, or the A below as consonant to D.

The F was, as a fact, added first. This is seen to be a result of the

circumstance that the E was a graced note. It was, if we may
judge from the modern secular usage (see Chapter VII), seldom sung

pure ; an upper note was, so to say, inherent in it ; and this deter-

mined to an F rather than an Fft owing to the C below. The A
was added also ; but, as the interest of the chant lay at the other

end of the tetrachord, this A became more or less atrophied, and

a G was never added below it. Meanwhile the F inherited the

musical importance which had attached to the E, and the tetrachord

F-C competed with the tetrachord E-B for supremacy.

It was here that the Greeks parted company; and the reason for

their doing so is instructive. They continued their tetrachord A-E
upwards through a Bb and downwards through a D, but we do not

make out that the tetrachord Bb-F ever attained any sort of

eminence in their song. The Bb did not come into their scale as

a ' graced ' A, as the Hindu F was a graced E. For they aimed at

singing their notes pure, as Aristoxenus tells us.^ They regarded

1 The Hindus named the upper terminal of the tetrachord graha (beginning)

and the lower nydsa (end).

'^ He is contrasting {Harm., ch. 10) the continuous (synecM) motion of the

speaking voice and the motion-by-interval (diastematiken) of the singing voice,

and says, ' In speaking we avoid bringing the voice to a standstill (i. e. a pure

note) unless we force it to that in moments of feeling. But in singing we do

the opposite ; we avoid continuous motion, and aim at making the voice, as far

as possible, stationary '—i.e. we sing our notes not 'graced ' but * clean '.
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their Bb therefore merely as a consonant to the F below, not also as

a kind of heightened A.

To return to the Hindus. The F, having" inherited the prestige

of the E, took on grace in its turn. But here a difficulty arose

:

should the grace-note have the same relation to the F as the F had

to the E, and determine to a Gb (F}f), or should it be consonant to

the D below, and appear as a G ? Both notes were taken in ; and

the scale had now two distinct sections : that from E downwards

which was formed diatonically, and that from E upwards which

was formed by grace, i. e. chromatically. These had distinct

characters, and were distinguished as we saw by the names nica

and iicca (p. 271, and Exs. 362, 363). Moreover, the chromatic

{iicca) style of singing is peculiar to the Sdmaveda, where it had,

as we see, an efficient cause, and is not found in Rdga, where that

cause is absent.

A purely vocal scale is so foreign to our music that, though we

may understand it, we have difficulty in feeling its musical force.

The following melody from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book (i. 144)

appears to be in such a scale; and its constituent notes happen,

curiously, to be exactly those of the Sdman scale

:

The woods so wilde.

377. ^^f-
^ I I

'
i

-^
I I-T U ' 'I •

$ r r r -^^—^.^--^^ r r- M^
Those writers on the modes who insist that the last note of

a song must be the tonic would be delighted to find in this a rare

—

probably the only—instance of a Locrian (Mixolydic). But a tonic

F gives a much better sense ; and indeed Orlando Gibbons has

harmonized it, if it was he, like a bagpipe tune on F and G pedals,

though it must be confessed that harmony of any kind sadly

impairs its delicious inconsequence and irresponsibility, and a calcu-

lated close on B does much to clip the wings of its fancy.

There is an abundance of tunes, tooj which seem to have no

definite tonality and to be divided in their allegiance to different

tonics. Here is one from Bohme's Altdeutsches Liederbuch, p. 729

:
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St. Ursula, Kanigstochter von England.

The essence of the melody is that E is the predominant note

;

that it closes in A minor rather than C major is of the nature of

an accident. In both these melodies we see the marks of a vocal

scale not only in the high tessitura and the indefinite tonic, but in

the way they tend to ascend by leap and descend by step.



CHAPTEH XI

FORM

That principle of balance by which the several parts of a song,

whether it lasts half a minute or half an hour, stand out from one

another in strong contrast and yet help, each of them in its way,

to build up the general sense of unity—that ordered disposition of

its component parts by which music travels to an inevitable climax,

neither postponing it nor anticipating it, and thence to a close

—

that variety which gives flesh and blood to the bare bones of struc-

ture—all this is 'Form'. Form is, however, rather an instinct

than a principle, and it is dangerous to follow it too much into detail,

because a composer may at any moment wrap his principle in new

detail and justify it by success, and then analysis is apt to boggle.

Still, even instinct must work in elements of design which make

on the whole either for variety or for unity, or which can be so

used as to do the one or the other. The primal unity of our system

is the tonic chord, and in a larger scheme the tonic key ; and the

sense of contrast reposes primarily in the dominant and subdorainant

chords and keys. These again can become unifying forces with

related keys supplying contrast. It would be impossible for our

music to get away from this as long as it continues to be harmonic,

since all these chords are by implication in the triad itself (major

or minor), and, by extension of its meaning, many others. The

primal unity of the Hindu system is similarly the tonic note, or

drone ; and the sense of contrast is supplied primarily by the am-sa,

that note in which the lie of the song, its tessitura, centres, and

the notes which are related to this (1) as consonants, samvddl, (2)

as passage notes (anuvdch, vivddl) between the consonants. But

whereas the dominant was implied in the tonic, and while con-

trasting with it still made for unity, the amm stands out against

the drone (Tcharap) as a matter of choice, and so makes for contrast

;

and yet since the varying relationship (in the different Hags) of the

1 Kharaj is a vernacular form, through iad{a)j, of sadja (Skr.).
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amh to the Maroj, its relative distance from it, is what gives its

special character to the song-, this very contrast may be said also

to impart unity, the unity, namely, of that particular Rdg ; and

thus the general unity of the song proceeds not from intrinsic

necessity, but from freedom of choice.

The first thing in a song is to put this relationship of the amSa

and kharaj beyond doubt. This is done b}'^ the Aldp (prelude).

The notes of the Mag are sung not in strict time, but in a loose

kind of rhythm regulated by the convenience of the breath and

by the amount of ' work ' that is to be got on to the notes, and

sung not to words, but to vocalizing syllables—Na, Ma, Ta, Ra,

La, &c. The ' work ' consists in elaborate graces, calculated to

make the most of the important notes of the Mag ; and in order

that these may be given with due impressiveness the Aldp is taken

at a slow or a moderate pace. Grace thus used to put the important

notes in inverted commas is called mufchliana. It is obvious that

the Aldpx^ a real necessity both for performer and listener ; without

it the listener would spend his time for some part of the song in

ignorance of its tonal centres, and the melody would be for him an

aimless running up and down hill, while the performer would, with-

out a little preliminary practice, very likely play a note or two

which was out of the Udg, and that would upset the ' unity ^

altogether.

The scheme of the song proper, in its full shape, is as follows

:

N. India.

1. Astai or Sthayi, ' at home '.

2. Antara, ' interval ', meaning per-

haps change of voice-register.

S. India.

Pallavi, ' germ ',
* sprout '. First

subject, focussed on the amSa.

Anupallavi, 'after-germ'. Second

subject, focussed on the 'con-

sonant', generally the upper

consonant.

Caranam, ' moving about '.

Phrases taken from the Pallavi

and Anupallavi to which the

extra stanzas, if any, are sung.

Return to the Pallavi and close on

the tonic (ii'uti) or Fifth above.

Sancdri, ' alternation
' ; our

velopment '.

de-

Return to the Astai, and close

with the first note or phrase of

the song, and for choice on the

tonic {kharaj) or amSa. This re-

turn is sometimes called Ahhog,

'coda'.
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This is the form in South India for the full-fledged Klrtamm

{Vkr, celebrate). The Kriti (perhaps from the same root) has no

caramm, and this seems to be the more usual form in North

India. The theme of the following is a repeated three-bar

passage {Cherardvademird) with a link phrase {Tldmayya). In No. 3

variation the first bar of this is expanded to four, and in No. 4 to

eight bars. The original theme is then dropped, and taken up

again in No. 9. In Nos. 11, 12 comes a suggestion of the theme

of the amipallavi, which follows at No. 13 at the upper consonant

Bb, the pallavi having circled round the amm, Ej?.

Indian theory would not of course allow that the Atl of the

anujiallavi involved a change of Rdff. That note is introduced only

to form the ' strong ' tetrachord (see Chapter XII), but the effect is

indistinguishable from what we should call a key contrast. The
caramm begins with phrases of the pallavi and ends with those

of the anupallavi) and is preceded and followed b}'- the cadenza.

Words. A girl is singing :—Pallavi. Why do you not come to me, O Rama.
Anupallavi. infinite God, strong as Mount Meru, I can no longer bear (to

be without you). Caranam. A fatherless and motherless child I pray to

thee, I call on thee, I beseech thee, my own Lord. Again and again I cry

in my sorrow to thee, my own dear Lord. Ah ! with what yearning I gaze

upon thy face, fair as the lotus. I send my petition to thee in strains that

Tyagaraja has made.

Cheraravademini, by Tyagaraja (words and music).

Ragam Ritigaula. (Aeolo-dorian.)

Talam De^adi (|, beginning on the up beat).

Devotamente. J = 72.

Ex. '

J? Jf

379. W^^^-'4^*-i-y—! JIJ J r i. r^ l MP J-iL
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vPJ? ea-
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to rest principally on the words, secondly on the time, hardly at

all on the tune, hut a good deal on the general form.

The oldest forms of Hindu song are the Pada and Bkajana. The

Fada is generally some pithy saying taken from Sanskrit verse and

enlarged upon. The Bhajana, ' adoration ', is connected with Bhakti,

'faith in a personal God', Move for him as for a human being,

the dedication of everything to his service, and the attainment

of moksa (emancipation) by this means rather than by knowledge,

or sacrifice, or works '} The Bhajana specialized in the Krishna

literature ; and as the Bengali K'lrtana does the same they may be

classed together. The former is a religious recital in which the

congregation sing all the time under a leader, Bovd {' man of piety '),

and takes place between sunset and sunrise. In the latter the

leader has a long story to tell, of a dramatic nature, and the con-

gregation act as chorus. Its invention is ascribed to Chandldas,

a native of Birbhaum, the birthplace of Jayadeva ; it is mentioned

in the Ain-i-Akbari. With it is associated the mystery play, Jdttrd,

which circled round the love of Krishna and Radha.

The typical form of Hindu song, a development of the Pada

and Bhajana, untouched by Mohammedan influence, is the Bhrupad

{Bhruva-pdda—dliniva, ' firm ', ' enduring
' ;

pdda, ' quarter-verse
'

;

D/iruva is a name also for the 'constantly recurring verse' or

* burden ' of a song). The Bkmpad has a free masculine character
;

its words are religious, but not exclusively so. It is in slow time,

and in selected Tdls—Surphakta, Chautdl, and Bhamdr—the ionic

and anapaestic metres in fact; and since to perform it requires

a good command of the breath, there is a saying

—

' The man who
has the strength of five buffaloes, let that man sing Bhrupad'.

When there is any doubt about the exact form of a particular Bag,

appeal is made not to the Sanskrit authorities, but to the traditional

form of Bhrupad. In that the Bag is to be found in its purity

with its murchhanas (the 'consonant' notes ornamented); a Bag

without these is called Jhil or Bhin. But the Bhrupad is free

from other grace-notes ; and since these are considered essential to

Hindu song, the Bhrupad is somewhat at a discount ; it is considered,

for instance, unsuitable for public performance. Further, since

most songs demand a compass of two and a half octaves, and since

this can only be attained by falsetto, this kind of voice is prized

^ L. J. Sedgwick, in the Journal of the B. B. R. A. Society for 1911.
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for its ' liveliness ', and the natural {dhruva) voice neglected ; so

that Bhmpad singers are apt to form a special class. The great

representative of the style was Rajah Man of Gwalior (died 1518).

Another old form is the Kathd, or sermon in song. A text from

the IRdmayana or the Mahdbharata is intoned (in about an octave

of notes) and then expounded in the speaking voice and in the

vernacular by a Kdthaka.

Another is the Kabi, a song of question and answer, such as the

Garhwali songs, pp. 50, 51. It is a popular form in the villages,

and became in the eighteenth century a favourite in higher circles,

when question and answer were elaborately prepared instead of

being impromptu.

The commonest type is the Khydl, a later form of Dhrupad,

supposed to emanate from Mahmud Sharqi of Jaunpur (1401-40).

It is a song {Ckija) or an instrumental piece (Gafi) constructed of

variations on, or rather episodes relieving, a short phrase ; a Rondo

in fact. The Khydl ranges from a very simple little song to the

following, which with its compass of three octaves probably repre-

sents the extreme of elaboration. Its highest development belongs

to the Mohammedan period ; this, Kaha ho kapl, is from the Panjab,

where there are few but Mohammedan singers. The theme is

variously treated on its three or four dozen appearances, and is not

so monotonous to listen to as it is to write or to read, and the

playful sweep of the episodes {fdna, ' divisions ' in our eighteenth

-

century sense of the word) has nothing clumsy about it. The

Khydl is generally a love-tale and supposed to be sung by a

woman; the procedure of love-making is in India, as so many

other things are, the reverse of ours. It is the typically pathetic

form of song.

Malkos. Velambit. Tintal.

na cha-ko - ra pi ba se
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Ka-ba ho . . ka-pi

A . . A
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Ka-ba ho . . ka - pi

^\Z7 -J : ^^-^z ^ ^^

Ka-ba ho . . ka - pi

^^ J. • S- 3 ^^

-J^^ ai- ^ s^—T
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ka - pi
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me - re nai

/f.bh) F—=1—F-: =1

—

M m F
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jy
, u I ^ _ ^ , 1^1 ;

—

:

Ka-ba ho ka-pi la - gho a - wen - ge
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£a-bahoka-pi ra-gho a wen-ge . . Ka-baho . . ka-pi

Ka-ba ho ka-pl ra - gho a - wen-

^^=^ ^-r^^^ ^§? ^ jj ^£.^ W] q3;^t^ ^
Ka-ba ho ka-pi ra-gho a -wen-ra-ge

Ka - ba ho ka - pi ra - gho a - wen - go

J J J J ^ J ^ lj ' r r r
"^-^j j y J J

£a-ba ho ka-pi ra-gho a-wen-ge Ka-baho ka-pl ra-gho a - wen •

T^^LT-g-^^E^

. Ka-baho . . ka-pl
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ge Ka-ba ho , . ka-pl ra . . gho a

- wen - ge Ka-ba ho . , ka-pl

Ka-ba ho ka-pl ra - gho a-wen-ge . . Ka-ba ho ka-pi ra - gho a - wen - ge ,

Ka-ba ho . . ka-pl

Ka-ba ho . . ka-pl
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gho a • wen-ge Ka-bahoka-pi ra-

gho a - wen - ge Kaba ho kapi raglio awenge Kaba lio kapl ra - gho awen-

wen - ge Ka-ba hoka-pl ra-gho a - wen-

i
Ka-ba ho ka-pl ra-gho a - wen-ge Ka-ba ho ka-pi ra-gho a-wen-

ge . . Kabaho kapi ra-gho a - wen - ge A

Ka-ba ho . . ka-pl

^A Zf^^ ^rr Ŝ^^^^^^^-i J. ^\i jz h ^\
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Ka-baho . . ka-pl

^b'
i,
J~T7-Jj q /yg ^^^_Pj-j_j.,;^ J J J J ?^
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3 3 _ » ^^SmS^^^S^Sl 1
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Ka-baho . . ka-pi
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Ka-baho . . ka-pi

JtA g^^^f
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pantomime or dancing. The subjects of Thumri's are : (1) beseech-

ing- the lover to be propitious, (2) lamentation over his absence,

(3) imprecation of rivals, (4) laments over the watchfulness of the

mother-in-law and sisters-in-law who prevent meetings with the

lover, and over the tinkling bells of anklets imposed by jealous

husbands to prevent clandestine visits, (5) appeals to female friends

{Sakhls) for help to secure an interview, (6) Sakhls reminding their

friend of the appointment and exhorting her to persevere.

The typical Mohammedan song is the Ta;ppa, see pp. 188, 189.

The trill (Hindost., murki ; Urdu, zamzamd), considered to be suitable

to the female voice, of which the Tappa is full, and the marked

rhythm are the Mohammedan contribution. The Mohammedan

invasions did for India what the dissolution of the monasteries and

the Civil War did for English music (see p. 84). The Tappa is

exclusively in Hindi and Panjabi. It recites the loves of Hir and

Ranjha. It was brought to perfection by the songstress Shori (reign

of Mahmud Shah, circ. 1700). It consists, like most Hindostani

songs, of two movements {tuk), the Astai and Antara. The Rekhtuy

another form of it, contains up to a dozen couplets. Other

Mohammedan songs are the Ghazal (words Urdu and Persian) and

the Dddra (confined to the lower classes). Both are in % time, but

commonly syncopated, J J* ^ J . In the Ghazal the lover makes

a woful ballad to his mistress's eyebrow

:

Why not praise your moles more than the stars !

Those are the ornaments of the cheeks of my beloved.

The white of early dawn radiates from your cheek
;

The darkness of the night is a part of your waving hair.

Since I was fated to moan in separation, God,

Why did I fall in love with one so beautiful ?

Your eyes with their long lashes were quite enough,

Their side glances were not necessary for my annihilation.

Do you not understand that you will be alone after killing me ?

Yet even the dust of my grave will cleave to you in my stead.

The times are such that, in spite of all that I have said and sung

there is no justice in this world.

There are also songs of local fame such as the Ahhdngas, Omvis,

and Povddas of the Maratha Tuka Ram, the first two religious, the

last warlike ; and the Karkhds, the war-songs of the Rajputs.

The Klrtanam and the Khydl that have been given above represent

the highest flights of the professional musicians {Vddds). Ordinary
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singers are content with humbler songs ; and the following have

been selected, out of twice their number in the books of the Poona

Gayan Samaj (singing school), many of them for their beauty,

others in order to give an idea of the principal Rags and Tdls.

Specimens of Rags.

Lydian, Jlyjpolydic.

Hindol. Eupak. 2 + 4.

Astai.

t ri
T z\i ^ ^7 1 J ^ / irrj=j ^ i cr r-

1

^

Antai'a.

Kalyana, Tevra. 3 + 2+2.

Bhup[kalian]. Eupak.

Ex.
383.

Ast,QJ- ^ '

7X?~^J5^-- « ' * ^^
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Ex.
384.

FORM
Hamirkalian. Rupak.

Ant. Ast.

Ionian, Lydie,

Shankarabharana. Tevra.

Ast.

Narayani. Tevra.

Ex.
386.^

Ast.

f1^r ^-J I ^''J=Tn^.-f^-^-j J
I Kz^-^ =5^

^ J g r-h-T.-f-4-' J -J ^j->lJ I
/Jl J%e|

g J J J ^ r
I ff f J J

I j^^ ^5?=3F

i T:J J j">j^r3.- T^-^""^ J I J .^ -i»—

r

=s
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CThe girl I left behind me.)

Ex.
888.Sat:^nt

Kediira. Eka Trisra. f. Slow.

iSh^U--.^J^^^q:^j j |„j^j ,^^ i^^
Ast,

(Tj ggr r grrr Ta-j J^ j .^^ j^ j- -i—^^
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Kedara. Dhamar. | +
j

Ex,

391.
:^K"t'

Ast.

Ant.

^"I
'^trH:^^ ^" sTf- r~r J- J J'^

i'^J-' J r"»rJj^g--;J^^jyr^j^jj^j-jj^^^

Kedara. Rtipak.

Mixol^dian. HypopJirygic.

Jhinjoti. Eka Trisra.

^*"*
-yPh rh« ^ m ^^-
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Desh. Eka Trisra. Slow.

Ex.
395.:̂ ^=j-7^̂ ^^r: r t^tT^^-^ 3t=j^

Ast.

Khamaj. Adi.

Ast.

Ex.

^- ^ ^cfr Tfn:siTr^^MP-^p=:̂ =^^i^f=^
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Dorian. Thryg'ic.

Kafi. Dh.imar.

Ant.

Kafi. Rupak.

Ast.
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Myacha Malhar. Chautal. 4 + 4 + 2 + 2.

Malhar. Tevra. Slow.

X 2
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Ant.

$
P==^ i^^^.^^^-r.-U=^^^.-*—•-

." < ^

Bhimpalasi. Tintal.

Ex.
406.

Ant.

Aeolian. Eypodonc.

Malkos. Eka Trisra. Slow.

Dhanashri. Bupak

Ex. JUL ^ ^
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Dhanashri. Tital.

Ex.
409.;i^^-d^J^^-j^lT3?j?^-:Jtr^g=^^

^^^^Ĵ ^^-^̂ =f=^=^^̂ -^^^=^̂
Ant.

Asavari. Kupak.
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^>Ar- r-rf^f=^^=crrTXt-r=JJ^ ^S^

Darbari Kanada. Chautal.

413.• fe^:^^5jjtajaJ^j^-^'^" '^x^'j^^

Kanada. Eka Trisra. Slow.

Ex.
416,:^^
g^J jyj l -g^f> C-^^:^|j7^ ; i JIj^

Ant.
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Pilu. Hupak.

Phri/giaii-Doric.

Bhairavi. Eka Trisra. Slow.

ESx.

419.

'^̂ y^^-i=±\jrj J^hh-^JUS^ ^ 1 J. ^
i)^'^' -h ^

1 J : 1 J^T^ N .
'^ J. .^ ^ r e> r"7 g r c-
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Bhairavi. Rupak

Ex. i> ,bb

421. W^ »>

Sjjecial Indiati modes.

Ramkali. Tital.

422.

Ramkali. Rupak.

Kalangada. Tital.

Jogi. Jhamra. 3 + 4 + 3 + 4
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Bhairau. Chautal.

Todi. Eupak.

Todi. Chautal.
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Multanl. Jhamra.

Shrlrag. Rupak.
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Sohani. Tital.

Paraja. Rupak
Ex. -±^
435.

Lalat. Dhamar.

Ex. -f^-g-

436. it S t
-li^^Sr

#^ J- J -g^ j> J ^ J -J ^11 ^- ^^r r-^^
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Lalat. Rupak.

Mamva. Rupak.

-[i«»^ s I
—-^ ji J * ~j^—I— [s ; —-f—F ^^ fc,

"

Puriakalian. Triput. 8 + 2 + 2.
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A European lias great difficulty in g-iving himself account of

these queer modes, because of the enormous difference between

having" the tonality condensed into a few contrasted chords and

having it spread over a melody in successive notes which are epi-

tomized as a scale. There is, however, a step between chord and

scale in the arpeggio, as we may observe when immature pianoforte

players sound the left hand before the right. It is useful some-

times to consider chords as scales, and scales as chords. Our

harmony has gone through three chief moments in its history

:

the diminished seventh, the augmented triad, and now the whole

tone scale, or chord,^ have successively been regarded as the limit

of permissible dissonance. Their double nature, scale and chord,

becomes clear if we write them out as arpeggios

:

Diminished Seventh.
Augmented

Triad.

Ex.
44>1. i ^m ^

w ^
Whole tone chord.

i ^^^^
gw

From this point of view the modes too may be considered. The

three chords just mentioned are practically statements that new

notes are taken into the major scale (of C) : the diminished seventh

introduces Aj;, the augmented triad DJ|;, and the whole tone chord

Eb and CJJ. Other chords have, as they have appeared, introduced

these or other notes.^ The tonality of a scale may be quickly

shown by taking all the constituent notes which are not part of

the tonic chord, putting them upon the dominant note, and resolving

them into the tonic. We will treat the principal modes thus in

succession

:

^ The writer is indebted for this word to Dr. Walford Davies.

"^ The first eleven bars of Tristan introduce into C minor F5, Git, C$; AD, E3 ; Du,

and Cb.
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Kalian.
<i , . Lydian. _, . ...
Alahiya. Ionian. Jhinjoti.

442.

Khamaj. MixoWdran. ^^^- ^ ,

Malhar. Dorian.

J. ^ r^ J

^ , ,. Phrygian Non-European _ ,. -r. •

Ramkah. (Bhairavi). (Ramkali). ^odi. Paraj.

ShrT Gaurl, Purvi.

Lalat.

i^^=^;3^^=t^
Then Kalian again.

w
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In this kinematograph of the modes they are seen to be each

an isolated moment in the whole musical experience ; or, to reverse

the picture and the metaphor, the modes make a kind o£ stellar

photog-raph of our harmony. The notes that give us difficulty are

the Ffl and the D|?; the former yields freely, the latter persists

surprisingly. In our scales we know two leading notes, upward to

the tonic (Bt]) and downward to the dominant (Ab). These modes

show the other two, downward to the tonic (Db) and upward to

the dominant (Ffli). But the whole of our harmony is based, of

course, on the fact, which the ear, however, only gradually endorses,

that any note may be treated as a leading note in either direction.

It is in the same way that the ear endorses these extreme modes

;

to plunge suddenly into one of them is to be completely baffled.

We have to take them as the native ear does, as extensions of some

other more familiar mode, as accentuations of its poignancy, or as

heightenings of its exhilaration.



CHAPTER XII

MELODY

He will put a girdle round the eartt in forty minutes and

forget to mention the fact, but he may weep at the breaking

of a pencil point. And as his poems come he knows not

whence, so he is content to let them fly he knows not whither.

You ask for yesterday's masterpiece, and it is not to be found.

' Did I write that,' he asks with Shakespearian negligence, ' and

was it really good ? Never mind, I'll do you another.'

TJie Perse Playbooks.

And now if some one should assert, and we were inclined to humour

him, that the Hindus, having- worked at the laws of melody for at

least 3,000 years, must have something to teach us, what could

we say in his support ?

1. First that melody, both time and tune, is in a mode ; that is,

that it must be homogeneous, and that nothing can be allowed in

it which would destroy that homogeneity. We also recognize this

in our tunes, though it would not in every case be easy to say how

or why. We realize that a melody is good in proportion as every-

thing in it is in keeping ; we at least feel that something is wrong

if we patch two melodies together, thus

:

Beethoven.

Ex. -^'

-> 2 —m ri»i» r !*
i* f ^ r T f i

i*~t3E=443.^

Here the second half seems to defeat rather tlian to supplement

the first, because the descending thirds, though they balance, do not

develop the ascending, and the repeated quaver motion is mono-

tonous. Or, if we reverse the process,

MozAKT. Beethoven.
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the one note we do not desire after the first section is the high E];
;

but we g-et it three times, and the climax consequently drags. Also

the sixth bar going over exactly the same ground as the third at half

the pace forms an anticlimax.

The homogeneity of a melody is based differently with them and

with us. The musical sentence is in both cases made up of salient

and abeyant notes, just as the verbal sentence is made up of nouns

and verbs in prominence, and the other parts of speech in subordi-

nation. But with them the salient notes are fixed by long associa-

tion ; with us they are made such by the momentary impulse of

the harmony or counterpoint. The distinction is not unlike that

between verse and prose as the chosen vehicle of a people^s litera-

ture
;

poetry fills a form which is brought to it, and the words

assert their value by fighting against it, though they yield to it

;

prose creates its own form in the process of uttering itself, and this

form emerges from the conflict and balance of phrases rather than

of words. In the same sort of way individual notes have in modal

music their value as filling out with detail a form already supplied,

while for harmonized music points of structure, such as melodic

figures, have value as creating and articulating form as the music

proceeds. In the first it is the note, in the second the cluster of

notes that is to be true to ' mode '.

Still, phrases after all are made of notes ; and just as the notes

of Hindu melodies must be 'in' an assigned mode (of tune or

time), so must the notes of ours, if they are to be strong, have

a firm diatonic and rhythmic basis. Chromatic notes easily become

sentimental—become 'weak forms of strong things'—when they

are unduly dwelt upon and distract attention from the big words

of the sentence (as in the march of the Persian soldiers in the

Fall of Babylon), not when they are there only to make intelli-

gible the big words which without them would be too startling

(as in 'O du mein holder Abendstern ').i Diatonic is, of course,

an expansive word. The diatonic scale is not the same to one

generation as to the next, any more than modes are stereotyped

^ But we may fancy how, when later on these startling words had become
commonplaces to him, Wagner may have smiled contemptuously at the greasy

eflfect of the chromatics, as perhaps the mature Browning may have regretted

the false note struck by the first word in the pretty jingle of ' Menace our heart

ere we master his own '.
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for every time and place. But inside the accepted diatonic the

notes must move as a compact whole, or the melody become hetero-

geneous.

Again, they must have a firm tread along some high road of

rhythm whatever flowers they may stay to gather by the wayside or

whatever excursions they may make to points of interest. Rhythmic

strength lies in subordinating the attractive figures to the steady

march of the whole, not in pursuing them for their own sweet sake

(as in some of the more dreamy episodes of Mendelssohn''s Fugues),

nor in hunting them to death (in the various forms of Rosalia).

These principles, which we recognize as the foundations of our

melody, we find more naively formulated in the systems of Rag and

Tdl, much as we read in Plato simple statements of the eternal

problems of ethics and politics. These systems lay it down that

chromatic alterations can only take place on the weak (alpa) notes

of the scale, that is, in unessential places; and that, though any

amount of cross-rhythm is permissible, it must justify itself by

resolution at a particular point (the mm).

2. Melody proceeds by step (conjunct) or by leap (disjunct). In

Indian melodies the disjunct intervals amount to 10 per cent, and

the conjunct to 90 per cent. We will deal first with the 10 per cent.

The surprising thing in Indian melodies is their frequent use of

intervals which appear difficult to us. We consider, for instance,

such intervals as

:

Augmented
Second.

Diminished
Third.

Augmented
Fourth,

to be unvocal, but they employ them quite commonly. What
makes intervals vocal is the fact that the note to which the leap is

made is familiar. For us, it is made familiar chiefly by its forming

some intelligible harmony with the note which is quitted. We can

realize this in the phrase at the end of Brahms's Mainackt :

her - ab
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The leap ' die Wang' ' is peculiarly dissonant ; it consists of two

diatonic semitones, which are greater than, a whole tone by 20

cents ; but it is made intelligible for us because it is a passage from

the Neapolitan Sixth to the dominant chord, which is a perfectly

familiar sequence. The other leaps are all justified to our ear as

harmony notes.

But if we look at an Indian melody, one in Bhairavi, for instance :

Bhairavi.

Ex.
447,•i

^^ -r-J3 ..rrrŷ ^^ ^mm ^

of which the sixth of the scale (Al?) is amSa, with Eb for its con-

sonant, we see that the leaps are mainly to those notes, or round

them, but not anywhere else. The tune swings between these two,

generally in conjunct motion but with an occasional leap to one or

other of them, and comes to rest between whiles on the tonic.

Intervals as constituent parts of chords hardly ever occur, because

chords form, for an Indian, no intelligible relationship.

The explanation of the augmented Second and diminished Third

is that they are felt as conjunct intervals, not disjunct. The

augmented Second is familiar to us in this sense in the ' harmonic '

minor scale :

Ex.
448.

^^^E ^ ^ ^^ W^^-=3=

Neh-met hin mei-nen Leib, Neh-met bin mein Blut

i^^z^-^""^^
. . , auf dass ihr mein ge-denkt.

The Bt] has here a melodic appropriateness after the Af? which

the harmony immediately seizes upon and justifies ; the harmony

by itself (on double basses and drum) forms but a weak link. In

Indian melodies the augmented second occurs also when the note

Y %
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between is transilient, that is to say, omitted not merely on that

occasion but as a regular thing. The following instance in Sohani :

Ex.
449.

Sohani.

Sa vi - ra - he ta - va dl - - na ma - dha -va

ma - dha - va ma - na - si - ja vi - ^i - kha bha - ya di - va

consists almost entirely of conjunct motion. The G is transilient,

and the FJf optionally ¥% (This is the Poona form ; elsewhere the

At> is also AH. Cp. Ex. 264.) It contains therefore, as conjunct

intervals, one diminished Third (Fjf-A];) and two augmented Seconds

(Db-E and AJ7-B) ; there is also a disjunct interval, the diminished

Third, B-Db* The am^a is E, the consonant B, and the melody

swings between these two, making a pause on or otherwise empha-

sizing the tonic, C, on occasion. Hindus have said to me more than

once that they like Wagner best of our music, and one sees perhaps

in these two melodies a point of contact.

The augmented Fourth and diminished Fifth, which we avoid,

are common with them. Although any sequence may be justified

by its context, yet we consider on the whole the first interval

slightly vulgar, and the second a little mawkish as melodic pro-

gressions, perhaps because they emphasize unduly the notes of a

rather trite harmony. Where harmony is non-existent there can be

no such feeling, and they are freely used in the following melody

between the amh, Db, and the Fifth of the scale, G :
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No less surprising than the presence of intervals which seem to

us unvocal is the comparative absence of what we should call vocal

intervals—the Thirds, Perfect Fourth and Fifth, and the Sixths.

All these occur, but again are limited, as a rule, to leaps which

approach a salient note. Such a passage as :

Schubert.

451.
"^^ ^^ ^^

Das Wan-dern ist des Mul - lers Lust, das Wan - dern.

would be very unlikely to occur in their music. There would be no

way of hitting the diminished Fifth (' ist des ') unless the D were

the amsa ; and if it were, it would be impossible that so important

a note should occur only once, and at such an insignificant point of

the phrase. The intervals at ' Miillers Lust ' would be practicable

if C$t were amm, but they would not be at all typical, as the Third

is which immediately follows (^Wandern^). A Third, in fact, is

habitually taken as a changing note :

EiX.

452. fT7i3 J I J J^s
or a grace-note

:

Ex.

453.W J. *

or, especially in ascent, in a sort of tentative way

:

indeed, in any way but as a harmonic interval

:

Kx.
455.

js j^ i^lrg:
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To continue Schubert's tune :

Kx.

456.:^

Das muss ein schlech - ter Mill • ler eein, Dem

nie-mals fiel das Wan-dern ein.

Here there is nothing unvocal from an Indian point of view, but

the phrase repeated totidem verbis at different levels is not in their

manner. A reason for this may be that their melodies swing from

salient note to salient note, and that if the salient notes were in the

important places in the first phrase they would not be so in the

second, and vice versa, so that the point of the contrast would be

lost ; it would be like reading poetry thus :

The young men march before him in all their strength and pnde,

The tender little infants thei^ totter by his side.

It is conjunct motion that Hindu j)ractice, rather than theory,

accounts the stronger. It has been maintained ^ that melody tends

to be developed along the line of the common chord. This appears

to be the case in some parts of the world, among the Chippewas, for

instance

:

but it is emphatically not the case in India. The reason may be

that there is more real contrast to be got out of step than leap

;

because the step must often be to a consonant interval, and in that

case the second note repeats to some extent what has already been

said by the first. It has often been noticed that Beethoven's

melodies are full of conjunct motion—the great tune of the Choral

Symphony, for instance, which matured during half a century with

Goethe's Faust; and perhaps this motion was what he admired in

our national anthem when he undertook to ' show the English

'

' See Oskar Fleischer, Ein Kapitel der vergleichendenMusikivissenschaft, in the first

quarterly volume of the International Music Society, p. 17.
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what a fine tune they had—though they have hardly been as

grateful as they should have been; perhaps, too, the injudicious

use of disjunct motion accounts for some of the insipidity of the

tunes of Shield, Henry Bishop, and T. H. Bayly, and the judicious

admixture of both kinds of motion for the virility of Arne and

Purcell.

Conjunct motion, too, is eminently suited to the speaking voice,

which makes small changes in pitch ; moreover small intervals seem

to be more effective than large against a drone, as may be seen in

Schubert's Leiennann. The song has contained plenty of disjunct

motion, but in the last line

:

Ex.
4<58. ij^j J'

'
-4-^

Und sein klei - ner Tel - ler bleibt ihm im - mer leer.

where the maximum of effect is to be produced, it becomes suddenly

conjunct.

Before we leave this point there is one thing that their songs

have in common with our Folk-songs which seems worth mention.

When a rising or falling Fourth is bridged by a passage note, this

is usually nearer to the note which is being quitted than to that

which is being approached. Thus :

are commoner than

The fact that the former kind is preferred suggests that such

motion is really the stronger melodically of the two; and this seems

to be borne out also in our music. We realize how much is lost by

the not infrequent substitution of an A for the second note (G) iu

' The bonny banks of Loch Lomond \
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"We feel also that Beethoven's

is better suited to a reflective Andante con moto, but Brahms's

to an austere ' first movement ', and Mozart's

Ex. -
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Sullivan.

Take a pair of spark-ling eyes

^j^^J-;^^^̂ -Jtzgi m
The whole of this departs but little from tonic harmony, and the

main contrast lies in the scale

:

Ex.
469;.i

m * m-

But a large number of these ' crooked ' forms of Hindu Bags con-

sisted in creating gaps in ascent to be filled up in descent, or vice

versa. This not only avoids anticlimax, but induces climax. To

pass over a note immediately creates a desire for it, and it then

becomes a fit note to bear the climax

:

Bach.

Ex.
470.

Ex.
471,

Ex.
472.

Bach.

Bach.

Ex.
478,
.|e m ^

In the first three cases the notes marked (*) have only been heard

as passing notes, and now they are made substantive ; in the last

case three of them have not yet been heard at all. There are special

reasons, no doubt, for constructing the theme of a fugue in this

way, but incidentally it has great melodic point. Two notes are

similarly kept in reserve in the tune of Sullivan just given, and

they (F and Ab) are the making of it. Similarly also in the

' Swanee Eiver-* the 7th and 4th of the scale are kept in reserve, in

' Come lasses and lads ' the 4th, in ' Farewell Manchester ' the 7th

;

whereas the 'Vicar of Bray' and the ^Bay of Biscay' put all
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their goods in the shop window. The last line of Schubert's

' Wandern ', again,

das "Wan - dern, das Wan - dern.

where the D, hardly heard previously, now comes by its full rights,

is a peculiarly grateful instance of this, and gains by the repetition

of the phrase.

4. What gives its peculiar flavour to a melody, what defines more

than anything else the character of a particular Bdff, is the position

of the am^a. Round it, and round its consonant or correlative

(samvddi)—a note at the distance of a Fourth or a Fifth from it

—

are grouped the phrases of the song. They derive their meaning,

their point, from their relation to it. It is easy to see that the

character of a phrase would completely alter according as the am^a,

the salient note of the scale, were made the salient note of the

phrase, or not. The amm may be at any place in the scale, not

excluding the keynote or drone note. The first section [astai) of

the tune usually circles round the amm and the second [antara)

round its consonant. The aesthetic effect of a high and a low amsa

is quite different, and in this respect the amm and all that it implies

may be compared with what we know as tessitura, though that is

rather a ' range ' of notes, whereas the amSa is a single note. Over

against the amm stands the drone note, or keynote {kharaj). These

two notes divide between them the functions of our tonic. Hindostani

music is apt to begin on the amsa, and to end, if not there too, on

whatever was the first note, or the end of the first phrase, of the

song. This leaves the melody, to our ears, in the air. In the

Carnatic music it is the rule, rather than the exception, for the

melody to end on the drone note, or its Fifth. Yet, even so, the

drone note has not the finality of our tonic. When the atma is at

F, for instance, any meaning that we could attach to a tonic is

utterly driven out of C. The purpose of the drone is rather to

maintain a steady level by comparison with which the amm appears'

as high (and the tune spirited) or low (and the tune reflective).

This is a conception which is and must remain foreign to our

music as a whole; it is impossible for us to put any note besides

the tonic in this position of ' central ' except the Third or the Fifth

;

and to build tunes only on that principle would limit the possibilities
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enormously. Still we may realize the idea o£ this centre in those of

our tunes in which the Third or the Fifth is so treated. Many of

Mozart^s circle round the Fifth and gain their sprightly character

from that fact

:

Andante. Sonata.

Andante, Eb Symphony.

476.i
mm a- J I / -^^i^-r^

I r-^ r-j'^^.^h^—

/

S
Allegro.

477.

Quartet.

All our composers have been fond of the Third as ' centre ', in slow

movements especially ; it will be enough to look at the melody of

the Finale of the Choral Symphony

:

Allegro assai. Beethoven.

Ex.
478.;.^c::;j:=B4-.ULi_^:^==r^H^T^M^^^^^

-J J J-JJU- J J J• ' ji- ^^^^

^^ J J I g^^
The ' central ' note is Fft ; and there is a skill in the way in which

it is made central without being- monotonous. It is central both
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because of the frequency of its use, and because, though the tune

lies mainly above them, this is balanced by the dramatic drop to A
at the climax. But it is not monotonous because (leaving aside

repetitions of phrase, which are not strictly repetitions of note) it is

never treated twice exactly in the same way although it occurs

eight times ; either the note is on a different beat of the bar, or of

a different length, or it is an ascending instead of a descending

phrase. And these are exactly the principles—position of central

note, variety of metre, and contrast of ascent and descent—which

India says are at the bottom of good melody.

The amm need not, and frequently does not, occur in a melody

any oftener than other notes ; nor indeed need any of the other

salient notes. But their presence is felt in the appoggiatura, which

they render possible. It is difficult to imagine any system of music

which did not give an important place to this the most emotional

element of tune; the Chinese tunes seem, indeed, to show small

trace of it ; but we have not yet, perhaps, very trustworthy records

of them. The Hindu tune to be quoted presently shows half a

dozen instances of appoggiatura, and the poignancy of

Adagio moUo. Beethoven, Rasoumoffsky Quartet.

the tender "-race of
Brahhs, AeolsMrfe.

Ex,
480,;^ gs^ \r—r l-^f^^

Ihr kom - met, Win - de, fern her - ii - ber, ach, von des

^ :rr-^r^=m^^^ --f=^-

Kna-beri, der mir so lieb war,

and the impetus of

frisch grii - ncn-dem Hii - gel.

Brahms, Magelone Lied,

EJx.

481. M ^^ ^ ^^
Wie soil ich die Freu - de, die Won - ne denn tra gen

are closely bound up with this device.

We may learn of this possibility in an Indian tune too, but we
cannot instinctively feel it, because the Hdff is not ringing in our
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ears. We do not know, we have to be told, that in Behag, for

instance, B and E are strong and A and D weak notes, before we

feel the force of the appoggiatura in :

But if we cannot select any other than these two notes (the Third

and the Fifth) for ' central ' note, because to do so would upset our

tonality, and if to confine it to these two notes and insist upon it in

every tune would cramp our harmony without securing for our

melody any compensating variety, yet, on the other hand, harmony
can establish a ' centre ' anywhere and everywhei-e in a tune at will,

and some of the most exciting tunes are built entirely on this

change of centre (not of tonic) ; as, for instance, Brlinnhilde's

apostrophe to Grane at the end of the Gdtterddmvierung,

Espressivo. Gotterddmmerung.

f P

-y.^^-^ ^, ^^r rr¥>^r .r^'^-^^^^--^.-^

where, though the tonic, E, is clearly felt throughout, the ' centre
'

moves upwards to a climax,

Ex.
4S4.

and in so doing forms a broad ' inner ^ melody of its own, upon
which an identical figure is carried up, and by its identity gives to

the tune its unity.

This cannot be done in Indian melodies because each note has

a fixed meaning, not, as with us, one assignable by the harmony at

will. In them an identical figure, when it is transferred to another
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part of the scale, takes on a new meaning, because its relationship

to the amki has been altered. Consequently a principle of structure

is then lost to Indian music. The Hindu melody has to get what

symmetry of structure it can—and it will be seen presently that

this may be a good deal—in spite of the fixity of the note values.

As a result their melodies have, apart from the fact that they are of

an extempore nature, less cohesion than ours.

5. With regard to rhythm Hindu melodies tell us two things.

First, that variety of metre is more important than variety of

accent, and secondly that cross-metre greatly enhances the interest.

"With us, too, variety of metre is a sure mark of a strong tune.

There is the often cited violoncello sonata of Beethoven

:

Allegro ma non tanto

P

Beethoven, Op. 69.

in which no two bars have the same metre. An even better instance

perhaps is

:

Schubert, Wanderers Nachtlied.

^t-^T-^-^—^-M^-^

Other themes attain the variety by syncopation :

Bach, Wohltemperirtes Clavier, No. 43.

Ex.
487.

But the truth is that we have not attached much importance to

the breaking up of metre. One reason for this may be that, both

for the sake of clinching the tonality and also because of the variety

which is thereby obtained, we love to contrast different levels of

pitch ; and the best way of making this difference of level felt is to
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keep the melodic figure constant. This may easily degenerate into

a mannerism.

But the most infallible and effective way of lending interest to

a theme is by cross-metre.

PuRCELL, * I attempt from love's sickness to fly.*

The pairs of phrases overlap. In each case the ictus of the

phrase is shifted^ thus :

(a) (&) (0

^^
J(^'^ J^l
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In the Andante of Brahms's 3rd Symphony the whole theme is

built on a subtle cross-rhythm :

Brahms. 3rd Symphony.
(Expanded.)Andante.

m r U-^ J

?= r ^
.'

.1 iJ)-
^^~rr-rr

(Still more expanded.)

The slow movement of Beethoven's seventh violin sonata may be

simplified thus :

Adagio cantabile.

49L

The four phrases marked a, h, c, d have this in common, that they

all make the high or the low F the climax of the rhythmical figure

(it might almost be called the amm). They also increase in sweep

and complexity. But the point here is that they are ' strettoed'

—

that the F in c and d increasingly antedates its arrival, and that the

cross-metre which this involves does much to heighten the interest.

We will now put side by side a good specimen of each system, for

comparison of method, not of merit. For it must be remembered

that the Indians do not make ' tunes ' in our sense ; all they do is

to display Rag and Tdl. Still, most of those given in the last

chapter are tunes with a beginning, middle, and end, though it may
be doubted whether a Hindu would consider them to be typical of

his music at its best. Florestan's air from Fidelio compresses the
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maximum of point and balance into four bars, and a singularly-

beautiful tune in Bag Kdnadd attains with curious felicity a more

ornate symmetry in sixteen :

492.

Following the skeleton given below the tune, the four sections

are of equal length (practically three crotchets) but iii begins one

quaver late, and iii and iv overlap. The A in iv is an appoggiatura

for G, and is to be considered as a long G. The semiquaver in III

corresponds to the acciaccatura in II. Then, ii repeats i in double

time, at a higher level, preceded by a link note; iii reverses ii;

iv repeats ii at the level of i, doubling the time of ii (quadrupling

the time of i) and lengthening out the link note. Again, I is

unadorned, II adds a semiquaver (acciaccatura), in III this becomes

two semiquavers, and in IV three semiquavers. There is not a

single note which is not doing duty. What makes this closeness of

structure possible is that harmony allows of any note being taken at

any interval ; in an Indian tune, for instance, if the leap in II were

possible that in IV would be less possible, and vice versa, and that

in III would be impossible in any case ; or again, if the downward

progression in II were possible the upward in III would very likely

not be so in that particular Rag.

Now we will take this tune in Rag Kdnadd, which is obviously

well balanced ; but before it is dissected and its beauty explained

away the reader is recommended to tui'n back to p. 310, Ex, 416, and

enjoy it. It is set to a delicately constructed Omvl (a Maratha form

of verse), of which the English is unfortunately not forthcoming.

The words are

:

Mago sanlgltalen |
laksanen

Murkha an|gin catu|rya bane

Aten e|ka sahajne aso-

na murkha

1«9B Z
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and the scansion

:

Ma Ra Ra
Ma Ta Ya
Ma Ra Ra
[Ma Ta] Ya (see p. 196.)

The bars in the music follow this scansion roughly, the first and

second lines being* farsed with a ' jubilation ' (see p. 255) ; but beyond

this the music pays, as far as its structure is concerned, no attention,

as indeed our best melodies do not, to the poetical form; it only

sees that a long syllable is provided with a long note as ours see

that a stressed syllable comes on the musical accent.

The tune has 16 bars; 5 + 5 in the astai, and 6 in the antara.

There is thus a suggestion of cross-metre (4 time and 5 time) in the

general plan. The astai ascends to a climax for three bars and

descends for two (twice over) ; the antara does the same for three

and three bars, enlarging the intervals for its downward sweep from

the second (the higher) climax. The amm of Kdnadd is Ej?, with

consonant note Bj? above and below ; and at these places the most

conspicuous figure (marked i

—

jj^-') is introduced. The astai is con-

cerned only with the lower tetrachord, the antara (until the final

cadence) only with the upper, according to rule. Kdnadd is one of

the ^dgs with a queer intonation (see App. II) ; but though that

makes it more difficult (and more beautiful) it does not affect the

question of structure

:

Ex.
493.

Astai.

•r^^jTj;^j^^7?=g^^J^p^^+^^XJ
Ma - go sun - gi - ta - lln la - kla - nen

ft
' B
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na mur - kha.

The main interest here centres in the metrical plan. This is

based on a contrast of what we may irreverently call pot-hooks and

hangers. They are marked a throughout^ placed for the former

below the stave and for the latter above. A succession of these

makes up a section which is understood to be A in contrast to B.

B is itself an expansion of a; it is a trisyllable as against a

disyllabic, an opposition which we saw to be important in verse.

But for fear the a's and B'^ should become monotonous they vary

in length ; the a's are of 2, 3, or 4 quavers, the B's of 6, 7, or 8.

The ' pot-hooks ' have on the whole the best of it in the astai, but

the ' hangers ' drive them off the field in the antara ; B acts as an

impartial umpire, giving decisions in favour now of one side now of

the other. The ingenious way in which in the first five bars the

last note of the ascending metre is made the first note of the

descending melody is worth notice. It will be seen here too that,

though on quite different principles, not a note is idle.

It is true no doubt that these tunes could be analysed in quite

other ways, and equally true that their respective composers never

thought for a moment of this or any other analysis. But it is only

by analysis that those of us who are not composers can realize such

a complex thing as the act of composition. The point is that a

tune is not a tune at all until it has something that we must call

closeness of structure. It might seem as if nothing could be less

fettered or more impulsive than melody ; beauty is there—wherever

it is that tunes come from—and the composer has only to stretch

out his hand and seize it. Man's will is free, no doubt; but he is

bound by his own past—in a tune, as in anything else; his tune

must be a related whole, just as his life must be a consistent one.

That is what is meant by structure. The closer the structure, the

more lasting the pleasure which the tune gives ; and to make such

tunes is art, through whatever conventions.

These two tunes epitomize for us the music of West and East.

On the one side a repression of what is petty, a rejection of what is

transient, a soberness in gaiety, an endurance in grief. On the

z 3
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other a vivid insight, the eager quest after wayside beauty, the

dexterous touch that turns it to account. The one seems to say

—

Life is puzzling, its claims are many, its enthusiasms hardly come

by; but we will hammer out a solution not by turning away from

ugliness but by compelling it to serve the ends of beauty. The

other—Life is simple, and beauty close at hand at every moment
whenever we look or listen or wherever we go ; the mistake is in

ourselves if we do not train our eyes and ears and hearts to find it.

Who would wish to decide which way was the best ? Both are

human. There is no need to decry one in favour of, or to exalt one

at the expense of the other. Are those Europeans who smile at

' tomtoms ' sure that they understand the grounds of their faith in

their own music ? And are those Indians who scoff at Equal

Temperament, at the dullness of European song and the screaming

tones of the European voice, able to reach the governing principles

of their own art through the mass of tradition and imagery in

which it has become involved ?

Art expresses. It finds words or tones for what was hitherto

unnamed ; it actually calls into being an experience which has not

previously existed ; it does not communicate to us, or acquaint us

with, an antecedent experience. And what it expresses is the fact

of emotion, not particular feelings. It is not that words or tones

cannot indicate these, but that directly they do so the result ceases

in so far to be a work of art. That music can, as most would

agree, express emotion more immediately than other arts, depends

on the fact that ' in its ideal, consummate moments, the end is not

distinct from the means, the form from the matter, the subject from

the expression ; they inhere in and completely saturate each other

;

and to it, therefore, to the condition of its perfect moments, all the

arts may be supposed constantly to tend and aspire '}

But if music at its best obliterates those distinctions, it will be at

something less than its best when it maintains them. Thus both

the ' popular ' music which exalts matter at the expense of form,

and extreme 'absolutism^ in which the form dwarfs the matter,

depart, to some extent, from the ideal. Indian music knows perhaps

less than ours of this falsehood of extremes. It seldom descends to

the merely popular because it refuses to compress itself into a

square tune, something that you can carry away with you like an

^ Pater, The Renaissance, 1904, p. 139.
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umbrella, and, as Corney Grain used to add, 'it doesn^t much

matter if you never bring it back \ Nor has it the deadly insistence

of the cook^s song in the We're Here, which was ' like something

ever so bad but sure to happen whatever you did ', because it is

never sung twice in the same way. Nor is the tune a mere adjunct

to the words, as rhyme or alliteration are to an advertisement, for

the words are set to the tune, not the tune to the words.

On the other hand, it seldom runs riot in absolutism. Since it is

vocal rather than instrumental, melodic and not harmonic, it seldom

travels far from those broad human requirements which gave, in

song, the first impulse to musical expression, and which, through

whatever subsequent developments, still form its ultimate justifica-

tion.i Since concerted song is rare the personal element is not put

in commission, and the appeal of the music is therefore more

immediate. At the same time it never ceases to be a purely

musical appeal. For whereas in our songs development has i:>ro-

ceeded increasingly on other lines than those of pure melody,^ in

India the singer's tones can still carry all the artistry which his

mind can conceive. And while in England, especially, concerted

music has always been highly prized, and rightly so, for its social

element,^ it is apt to fall short of the highest ideals, since it is

never so easy to find an artistic crowd as an artistic individual.

Again, the fact that in India the composer and executant are one

and the same person, brings it about that he sets, as composer, no

problems which he cannot, as executant, himself solve, and that

mere academicism is non-existent and that his songs 'come off'.

' A string quartet, for instance, which may be taken as our highest achieve-

ment in absolute music, still finds its final justification in the fact that the

instruments individually or collectively 'sing', that is, are employed upon

phrases which are thoroughly 'vocal' in all but the grace of words. Modern

composers seem increasingly to ignore this fundamental of their art and to

forget to ' sing '. If they will not take warning by the fate of Spohr's saccharine

harmonies and of Berlioz's evasion of the main issue, they can expect no

immortality.
' Since Schubert the centre of interest has been more and more transferred

from the voice part to the accompaniment. To hear the accompaniment alone

would give a better idea of the composer's thought than to hear the voice pai-t

alone. The latter would, in fact, be wholly unintelligible in a large number of

modern songs, especially in those which aim at creating atmosphere or at

elaborating niceties of declamation.

* And there is something, therefore, to be said even for the Crystal Palace

and other monster concerts.
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When all composition is improvisational, and when notation is

rarely employed for recording music and never for performing- it,

there can be no such thing as ' visual ' music—music which makes

a pretty pattern to the eye but disappoints the ear ; and of this we

have a surprising number of examples in the madrigal period, and

it is by no means unknown in later times.^ The Indian practice,

described on page 85, of setting the syllables of the words to notes

which bear the same Sol-fa syllable, is quite as childish; but it

appeals, at any rate, to the ear, not the eye.

Are there not singers amongst us who have felt a desire to break

loose, if it were possible, from the trammels of our tonality—from

its * closes ' and ' half closes ', its ' conceded modulations ', its ' unity

of design ', its rhythmical rigidities and its fussy logic—and to let

the melody bear them along on light wings of fancy ; to find, in

fact, a music which is free like that of the woods in spring-time,

where, without rule, the uncouthest tones like the crudest colours

all harmonize, where, unguided and unthwarted, sound and silence

answer one another, where the inchoate and incomplete are made

good by the motherly bounties of Nature, and ' unbroken perfection

is over all ' ? Something of this is in the careless profusion and

the unstudied rapture of Indian song

:

Singing hymns unbidden,

Till the world is wrought

To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not.

^ See an article by Alfred Einstein, Monthly Journal of the International Musical

Society for October, 1912.
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The scale of twelve notes, as given on p. 86 of the Introduction to the

Study of Indian Music, is here written out, distinguishing the notes derived

from quintal harmony by capital letters and those from tertian harmony

by small letters, and placing above them the available common chords

:

G aiJ C db D eb 1 ,, .

e F a Bb b C I
^^^''^

% G ab C }
^^'^^'••

C db D eb e P g? G ab a Bb b C

This scale is the plagal form of the Sa-grdma beginning on F; hence the

notes are ^, a, and Bo, instead of (as from C)ff, A, and 6b. F was chosen

as a more convenient starting point than C because then all the ' black

'

notes can be called flat, instead of one of them being an /jf. Taking the

scale as it appears above, it will be observed that no chord but a first or

second inversion can stand on D, eb, B\), or & ; so that none of these notes

could, if harmonized, be used in a i^rominent or a final sense. The writer

suggests, however, that these ' natural ' harmonies would be sufficient for the

harmonization of Indian melodies.

With regard to this suggestion, attractive as it sounds, there are several

difficulties.

In the first place, there is no such thing as natural harmony. Nature
' gives ' a note, with its Fifth a good deal fainter, and its Third much

fainter still. We make the three notes of equal loudness, and call them

a chord. But Guido d'Arezzo did not get so far as that. Adam de la Hale

did not hear the Third as a satisfactory note. Josquin des Pres could not

endure the minor chord as final. Palestrina inserted the minor chord at

that place, but surreptitiously altered it to major. Bach, in the first part

of the forty-eight Fugues, prefers on the whole the Tierce de Picardie.

Beethoven's favourite ending is in the unison—like Guide's—which, indeed,

is all that can truly be called ' natural ' ; and that is not a * chord '. With-

out wishing to press the word ' natural ' too far, the argument goes to show

that the employment of the very first chord is the knell of modal melody.

Secondly, the modes {Bags) all have an antSa, and this amia is seldom the

drone note. In the many Bags in which the amSa is at e, or a, the melody

would have to close on a minor chord ; when it is at eh the final note, which

the anikt as a rule is, could only bear a second inversion ; when at b (as in

Behag) it could have no chord at all. It would not be possible to end the

melody (in this last case) on b with an e minor chord below it, for that would

make the e really final instead of the b, and so falsify the Bag.
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Again, is there not at the bottom of this suggestion a misunderstanding

of the nature of harmony ? That was not a fortuitous thing, but directly

necessitated by what went before it. There had been melody, with some

notes salient and others in abeyance, upon a drone (explicit or implicit).

To support the salient notes better the drone took other positions, and so,

breaking up, became an independent part, long before any 'chord' was

invented. To these two parts another drone was added, to form what was

called the Triplum, which similarly broke up ; and another, to form the

Quadniplum. There is no thought of chords in all this ; only of concurrent

melodies, of whose successive moments chords were later generalizations.

A chord cannot be used in music for its own sake, any more than can a word

in language ; it has a before and after, and that is its only reason for existing.

It would be a rash thing to say that the European method of harmony is

the only possible one. All that can be said is that it is perfectly logical.

This breaking up of the drone is, at bottom, the moment when the desire

arises to contrast not one note with another, but one whole passage of the

song with another passage, and that is the way in which music has always

advanced. We saw something that looked very like this in Exs. 93 and 99.

All that really happens in the second of these examples is that the mother

and son sing the same tune at different pitches. But it reminds us of

a stage in our own art when, as in the times before Tye and Tallis, in whose

music there are still traces of it, the soprano and tenor parts had a flat less

in the signature than the other two parts.

And, lastly, would not this suggestion defeat its own end—the preserva-

tion of just tuning—and lead after all straight to the accursed thing,

Equal Temperament ? For as soon as harmony came to be valued for its

own sake it would be impossible not to feel an enormous difference between,

say, a major and a minor chord. If then, closing on a (in Imankalian), the

composer had nothing but an a minor triad and a second inversion at his

disposal, could he resist the forbidden a db e, which is so near and yet so

far ? And if the d\> would not do, would it be long before he altered it

—

and then chaos ?

Still, it is conceivable that a step in the argument could be jumped, and

that a nation should go straight to harmony without first having felt the

impulse which led to it, just as it is possible that Esperanto will become

a living language although it is based on a different motive from that of

all other languages on earth. The possibility depends on the actual

achievements of composers in one case and of authors in the other, and it

is vain to attempt to prophesy.

But this question of harmony is only a side issue in a book whose main

purpose is to establish the true principles of Indian intonation—a purpose

which it excellently fulfils. And every one who is interested in the music

of India will look forward eagerly to another by the same hand, which is

perhaps hinted at on p. 4, containing a ' census of Indian Rdgas ' grouped
' according to the principles of correct intonation '. If such a book appeared,

written with authority, it would supersede all the books on the subject.
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It was not noticed until after the plate containing the Table of Rags had

been set up that of the eight scales, which according to Ashi-eka (see p. 151)

exhibit quarter-tones, the intonation had been correctly given only for the

first two. The intonation for all the ei^ht is as follows

:

2.
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with full explanations. The great authority on this subject (and
on much else) is said to be a book in Telugu by Suhrama Dikshitar

of Ettijapuram, Tinnevelly; and there is a work in Bengali by S. M.
Tagore, Yantraksetradipika, Calcutta, 1872, on grace as performed
on the Satar, 317 pages with many musical examples. See also

H. P. Krishna Rao, First steps in Hindu music. 1906. Weekes & Co.

pp. 52.
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38. A. J. Polak, Die Harmonisierung indischer . . . Melodien. Leipzig,

1905. pp. 107.

The first forty pages deal with India.

39. Abraham and Hornbostel, Uber die Ilarmonisierharkeit exotischer
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p. 138. Leipzig, 1905-6. 3 pages.
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41. Martin Haug, TJeher das Wesen und den Werth des wedischen

Accents. Munich, 1874. pp. 107.
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42. A. C. Burnell
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{a) The Arsheyahrahmana {being the fmirth Brdhmana) of the

Samaveda. Mangalore, 1876. pp. li.

The introduction of fifty-one pages is in English.

43. {b) The Sarnhitoimnishadbrahniana {being the seventh Brdhmana)

of the Samaveda. Mangalore, 1877. pp. xx.

Introduction in English.

44. Friedrich Chrysander, Uber die altindische Opfermusik^ Viertel-

jahrsschriftfilr Wissenschaft. Leipzig, 1885 [14 pages].

Describes ritual and form.
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Details of musical hand.
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Akad. der Wiss.,l. KL, XXIII. Bd., III. Abt., pp. 484-779.

Munich, 1909.

Pages 510-526 give lists of the various forms of ligature (Tonti/pen)

and of technical terms. This is the latest and most authoritative

work.

47. A. A. Macdonell, Fedic Grammar, being* vol. i, pt. 4, of the

Gncndriss d. indo-arischen Philologie. Strassburg, 1910.

Pages 76-9 give a succinct account of the musical character of

accent, and its marking in the Sdmaveda,

48. Martin Haug, Altareyabrdhmana of the Rgveda.

A full account of the Soma ritual.

49. M. Sesagiri SastrT, Descriptive Catalogue of the Government

Oriental MSS. in the Madras Library, vol. i, pt. i, pp. 3, 4.

The only account by an Indian in English.

50. Erwin Felber, Die indische Musik der vedischen und der classi-

schen Zeif. Sitzungsherichte der Kais. Akademie der Wissen-

schaften in Wien, philosophisch-historische Klasse, 170. Band,

7. Abhandlung. 1912. pp. 189.

Indian recitation and chant. Contains forty-six Phonograms
taken by Felix Exner in 1904, of which eight are Sdman chants,

provided with Rgveda text and Sdmaveda text and notation critically

edited.

See also No. 27.

51. R. Simon, Das Pancavidhasutra. Breslau, 1913. pp. 82.

Instruments.

52. Victor-Charles Mahillon, Catalogue descriptif et analytique du
Musee instrumental du Conservatoire de musique de Bruxelles.

Gand, 1893. pp. 535. Indices. 2nd edition.

Pages 99-158 (about one illustration to a page), together with the
description and illustrations in Day's book (No. Ij, give a fairly
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See also No. 54.
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53. S. M. Tagore, Universal History of 3Insic. Calcutta, 1896.

pp. 345, xxxiv.

Has a good deal of information about Bengali musicians and
styles.

54. S. M. Tagore, Hindu music from various authors. Calcutta,

1882. pp. 423.

Reprints of articles by Sir W. Jones, Captain Willard, and others.

See also No. 9.
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{b) Colours and Castes. See No. 53 App. and No. 17.

[c) Pictures. See Nos. 15, 16.

{(l) Medicine, Astrology, &c. See No. 53 App.

{e) Drama. See No. 16.



GLOSSARY AND INDEX
Note.—Individual Rags and Tdls, Tribes, Localities, and Indian and

European Musicians are indexed under those heads. The spelling of the
Index is to be preferred whenever it differs from that in the body of the book.

ahhanga, Maratha song, 300.

abhigata, upward appoggiatum, 275.
dbhog, section of song, 281.
' Abroad as I was walking ', 128.

absolute music, 341 and note.

absolute pitch, 148, 149, 249 note.

accelerando, Ex. 330.

accent and quantity, 191, 192.

accidentals, loosely used, 17, 27.

Ctda = crooked, 216.

udi or tmtdl, common time, 15, 204-
17, 231.

dditdlah, 202, 208.

aeolian, 186, 178.

aeolo-dorian (change of mode),
Ex. 879.

Ahvdrakas, 258, 259, 264.

Ain-i-AUari, 84, 286.

dk, eye, see siyahi.

Akbar, 88.

aJcsara, syllable, 156, 200-4.

dldp{a), prelude, 186, 235, 281.

alcaic, 195, 196.

alpa, weak (note), see halin.

amsa, predominant note, 150, 177,

App. I.

central note of tessitura, 330 seq.

in Bharata, 141.

graced, 152.

aesthetic effect, 156.

conti-ast to drone, 280.
= mese, 142.

see graha.

Andaman islands, 208.

atiga, tetrachord, 141.

= antSa, 142 note,

animals, sense of pitch, 149.

anista, disagreeable ; identiiied with
vivddi, 114.

antara, interval, 119.

section of song, 281.

anticlimax avoided, 328.
anuddtta, * not-raised ' sound, 246,

258, 259, 264.

anuddttatara, comparative of anu-
ddtta, 247, 266.

anudruta (quaver), and its subdi-
visions, 256.

anupallavi, section of song, 281.

anustuhh, 194. See &loka.

anuvddi, imperfect consonance, in

particular the major third, 108,

114.

appoggiatura, 146-8, 248, 275, 332

;

Ex. 274.

double, 182,

Appunn's Tonmesser, 101.

Apsaras, nymph, 76 and note.
Arab music, 19, 87, 185.

arcika, of the JRgveda, 122.

Aristoxenus, 108, 114, 121 note, 125,

200 note, 277 note.
drohana, ascending passage, 159, 275.

arpeggios as chords, 817.

dryd, a metre, 200.
' ascending ' minor, 138.

dsh, the ' slide ', 188.

association, its part in music, 1-3.

astai, section of song, 281.

astama (eighth), a note of the Sdman
scale, 260.

dta, or dhamdr, a rhythm (5 + 5 + 2

+ 2), see Tal.

dta, flour, used for tuning drum, 29.

227.

Aiharvaveda, 249.

atihdra, farsed syllable, 276.

atikomal, very flat, 107, 142.

atikrama, transilience, 274.

atisvdrya, seventh note of Sdman
scale, 260.

atUlvra, very sharp, 107.

A a
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augmentation and diminution, 241.

Aurangzeb, 83.

(ivard (dvarta), section, aggregate of

bars, 205 note, 218.

avarohana, descending passage, 159.

bagpipe, see Scotch.

bahusami, having many melodies, 250.

balin, strong (note), 154, 159, 177, 178.

Bande Mdtaram, Ex. 250.

hansri, bamboo flute, 30, 102.

bdrobdri, normal time, 241.

barypijknon, lower note of a cluster,

121.

bayan, left hand (drum), 226.

beating time, 209.
' bee-string ', or drone, 79.

beggars, &c., 22-4.

Behdr, its folk-song, 22.

Bengal, language, 84, 92.

musical system, 122.

tune, Ex. 1.

see Tagore.
hhajan{a), kind of song, 286.

hhakti, faith, 286.

bhakti, section of Sdman, 255.

bhdsd, dialect, 82, 299.

bhatial, boatmen's song, 7.

bin, North Indian vtnd, 89.

boatmen, 33, 87-41."

boat-songs, Ex. 1, 51-77.

Bohme, Altdeutsches Liedei^uch, Ex.
378

bol, drum-stroke, 227, 229, 233.

braces of drum, 226, 227.

brdhmana, 246, 249.

Brahma samdj, 162.

Breton song, Ex. 73.

brhaddevatd, treatise, 258.

hudubudike, hand drum, 228.

Burnell, A. C, 250, 251, 254, 257, 266.

Burns, Robert, 250.

Butler, Samuel, 162.

C major mode, 178.

cadence, see close,

cadenza {svard), 282.

caranam, section of song, 281.

Carnatic system, the, 15, 47 note, 139,

149 and note, 150, 209.

catuhsruti, of four initis, 118, 119.

caturanga, form of song, 299.

caturguni, double diminution, 241.

caturtha, note oiSdman scale, 257 seq.

of time, 203.

cents, 115, 116 note, 185.

clMkravudija, tambourine, 34; cp.228.

Chandidas, Bengali poet, 286.
chanterelle, 88.

chanties, 19, 39-41.

chapu, syncopated, 210.

character of sound, 124.

chartdla, ' four-beat ' (six unit) time,
216.

chattu, wall of drum, 226.

chaugan, see caturguni.

chautdla, see chartdla.

chdydlaga, ' altered ', 138, 139, 153, 155.

cheironomy, see musical hand,
children's songs, 68, 69.

Chippewas, 163, 174 note; Ex. 457.

chords, 100 and note, 317, 318.

chorus, see solo and chorus,

chromatic scale, 119, 120.

notes, 271, 278, 321.

Clements, Mr. E., 105, 111, 116, 119
note, 125, 171, App. I.

climate, its eftect on music, 9, 10, 14.

climax, 329.

and anticlimax, 320.

close, 36, 57, 342.

cluster, see Greek.
Cock o' the North, The. Ex. 296.

comma of Didymus, 127, 132, 263.

compass of songs, 123, 286.

of Bgveda, 249.

of Sdmaveda, 257 seq.

of Yajurveda, 249.

concerted music, 14, 341.

conjunct motion, 48, 160-2, 322-7
;

Ex. 72.

consonance, 108, 141, 261.

consonants, 280.

convention, its part in music, 1-3, 5.

' convergence ', 241.

counterpoint, 101, 238.

cradle songs, 62-7, 90.

crescendo, 183.

cross-rhythm, 72, 99, 169, 236, 240,

334 seq. ; Ex. 41, 42, 48, 86, 129,

139, 333, 334, 336.
' cumulation ' (of time), 242.

Cuttack dance, 59.
' cyclical ' dactyl, see Greek,
cymbals, dghdta (Vedic), 78.

see also tdlam.

dddra, form of song, 300; Ex. 177.

daina, right hand (drum), 226.

dancing, 17, 29-32, 36, 52, 57, 59,

61, 80.

dardara, drumming, 245.

Day, Captain, v, vi, 18, 200 note, 201,

202 note, 228, 346, 351.
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day, periods of, 153.

-deflect', 88, 183, 190. See dokma.
descant, Ex. 273.

Deval, Mr., 116, 348.

Jevandf/ari, accents in, 247 note.

dhd, drum-beat, see bol.

dim (of time), see bdrobdri.

dhaivata, note of the scale, 142, 263.

dhara, the ' slide', 183.

dhdraiudaksana, musical treatise, 259.

dhol, drum,' 29, 59, 226-8; Ex. 141,

142, 333, 334.

dhrdpad, old Hindu form of song, 160,
286.

diatonic intervals, 103, 321.

scale, see Greek, nlca.

Didymus, see comma.
digan, see d.uni.

diminution, see augmentation.
ditirndtrd, general, i.e. indefinite

time, 186.

dJrgJia, long (prosody), 200, 251 note.

255, 256.

disjunct motion, 35, 36, 158, 322.

tetrachords, 266.

dissimilar tetrachords, 138.

dhcal, braces (drum), 226.

dolana, the 'deflect', 182, 183.

doiu, see dhol.

dominant, 178, 317.
' dor-aeolian '. pentatonic, 135.

dorian, 136, 178 ; Ex. 333.

doric, 47 note. See Greek tetrachord.

Dravidian, see Carnatic.

drone, 31, 79, 137, 141 note 2, 171-4,

208, 263, 330, 344.

drum and drumming, 10, 15, 24, 53,

76-9, 83, 89, 228, 230; Ex. 330-5.

dnita, quick note, 200.

quick tempo, 241.

dtim, diminution, 241.

duration, see stress.

dviguni, see ditni.

dvituja, note of Sdman scale, 257 seq.

of time, 203.

ecclesiastical music, 3, 4, 6, 70, 147,

169, 179, 255, 266, 275 note.

ekasdmi, having one melody, 250.

Ellis, A. J., 115 note, 184 note.

emotional content of music, 5, 6, 155.

340. See ethos.

English verse, reading of, 202.

epithalamium, Ex. 163.

equal temperament, 118, 344.

equivalence, 199, 200.

Erewhon, 162.

rthos, 20, 153-6.

European drumming, 225.

European folk-song, 128, 134. 135, 154
and Table opposite ; Ex. 193, 208,

209, 461.

European mediaeval songs, 84.

European modes, 47 note, 137, 138,

169 and note, 177, 178.

European music, 2, 18, 339, 340.

European musicians

:

Adam de la Hale, 343.

Bach, 173 note ; Ex. 290, 328, 385,
470-3, 487.

Bantock, Ex. 271.

Beethoven, 343 ; Ex. 239, 240, 262,

290, 318, 337, 338, 443, 444, 462^

467, 478, 479, 485, 491, 492.

Berlioz, 341 note.

Brahms, 136, 224 ; Ex. 182. 290,
339, 446, 463, 480, 481, 490.

Chopin, Ex. 321.

Ducoudray, 164.

Dufay, 84.

Franz, 335 note.

Gevaert, 103 note, 173 note.

Guido d'Arezzo, 343.

Handel, 220 ; Ex. 262. 323, 329.

Haydn, Ex. 319, 320.

Henschel, 91.

Hucbald, 266.

Josquin des Pres, 343.

Luther, 177 ; Ex. 466.

Mendelssohn, 322 ; Ex. 290, 293.

Mozart, Ex. 443, 444. 464, 475-7.

Orlando Gibbons, 278.

Palestrina, 84; Ex. 169.

Purcell, Ex. 488.

Schubert, 133, 341 note; Ex. 290.

451, 456, 458, 474, 486.

Scott, Cyril, 224.

Smetana, 133.

Spohr, 182, .321, 341 note.

Stanford, 164.

Strauss, Ex. 262.

Stra.vinsky, 224.

Sullivan, Ex. 468.

Tallis, 343.

Thome, Ex. 290.

Tschaikowsky, 208 note, 220, 223,

335 note ; Ex. 324, 325.

Tye, 343.

Vaughan Williams, Ex. 207.

Wagner. 12, 133, 182, 208, 224, 321

and note ; Ex. 236-8, 262, 448.

483.

Weelkes, 206.

Wesley, Ex. 290.

A a 3
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European rhythm, 218 seq.

European songs and singers, 340.

evening, see day.

Exner, Herr F., 267.

faMr, a begging ascetic, 22, 23.

false relation. 132.

falsetto, 286.

feet in Indian versification. 196.

Felber. Dr. E.. 248. 267.

Fifth, see Fourth.

Finland, 204.

FitztviUiam Virginal Boole, Ex. 377.

five-rhythm, 203, 204, 222 seq. ; Ex.
339.

flute, bamboo, 9, 78. See hansrl.

scales, 101-4.

folk-song, see European,
form (in melody). 337, 338, 339.

four-bar section. 218-20; Ex. 339.

Fourth (the interval), 25, 31, 48, 69,

70, 103, 124, 150, 173, 277.

<ia-gmmn, 106, 110, 111 ; Ex. 352.

qamalc, see grace.

two kinds, 182, 183.

ifdna, text of Sdniaveda as sung. 251,

255.

(/dndhdra, note, scale, locality. 142,

262, 263.

Gdndharras, 76 and note.

(/dthika, non-Vedic, 122.

yati, farsed syllable, 275.

f/atta, tuning blocks (drum). 226.

ydyatrl, a metre, 194.

gesture, see singing.

gharsana, the 'slide', 182.

ghaslt, the ' slide ', 183.

ghazal, form of song, 300 ; P]x. 333.

glie, one of the drum-strokes, 227.

Gilchrist, Miss, see Scotch music,
gipsies, 13, 46, 62 note. See Magyars.
GTta-Govinda, by Jayadeva, 157, 187.

Gltdtijali, by Tagore, Ex. 267.

GoorkJia regiment, first, 56 note.

second, 57-9.

GopTs, Krishna's houris, 78.

grace, 17, 19. 22, 27, 32, 56, 59, 90.

181-90, 227, 281.

graduated scale of trochees, 211.

graha, initial (note), 141, 153 and
note, 277 and note.

gnmm, 82, 106, 109, 148. See sa-

grdma, ma-grdma, ga-grdma.
grdmardga (see melal-arta). 119. 120.

gramophone. 16.

Greece. 8. 122,

Greek absolute pitch. 148, 260.
chromatic scale, 120 note.
chronos prdtos, 199, 251 note.

consonance, 266.

cyclical dactyl, 211,

diatonic scale, 120.

diesis, 1 03 note.

drone, 140, 141.

enharmonic scale, 121.

hanno7iid, 140, 141.

hypate, 2bl.

mese, 142.

modes, 47 note, 179.

musicians, see Aristoxenus, Didy-
mus, Olympos, Plutarch, Ptole-

my, Pythagoras, Thamyris.
pyknon, 121, 247 note.

rhythm, 204.

singing, 277 and note.

tetrachord, 140, 262, 263, 266, 276.

tonoi miktoi, 139.

tonos, 140 seq.

Gurkhas, tribe in the Himalaya,
Ex. 94-124, 127, 128.

gum, long note, 196, 200. 256.

priest, 251.

han, yes. 235 ; cp. 57.

hand clapping, 33, 48.

harmonid, see Greeks.
harmonic minor, 138.

harmonium, 16, 18, 63 note, 163 and
note,

harmonization. 3, 4. 31, 164, App. I.

harmony, 4, 19, 101^ 163, 180, App. I.

Haug, 246 note, 247, 250.

Hindostani music, 47 note, 139, 149
and note, 150, 216.

history, Indian, see India.

hrasva, short (prosody), 200, 251 note.

255, 256.

Hungarians, 5. See Magyars.

iambs and trochees, 211.

imitation, 48, 72, 179.

India, climate, effect of, 9.

Indian history, 73, 74.

Indian instruments, 9-13, 77-80, 88.

89, 101, 228.

Indian music, 11-13, 75-86. 340-3.

Indian musicians :

Ashreka Ganga Ram, 151, 345.

Pahvant Rao, 151.

Banerji, Sourendro, 88.

Bhiigavatar of Trivandrinu. 89.

Bharata, 105, 112-17, 139, 347.

Deval, Krishnaji Ballal, 116, 348.
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Indian musicians {continued):

Jayadeva, 83, 157, 286.

Man, Rajah, 287.

Marar, 85, 86.

Miranbaksh, 228. 237.

Mudaliar, Chinnaswanii, 156, 346.

Nanne Khan, 230.

Narada, 75.

Panna, 236.

Tingle, 151, 230, 285 note, 346.

Prabhu, Chandra, 00.

Raniachandra of Trivandrum, 89.

Ray, Upendrakisor, 152, 161, 162,

166.

Sahasrabuddhe, Trimbak Balwant,
,151.
yar(a)ngadeva, 105, 154.

Seshanna of Mysore, 86, 87.

Sharqi of Jaunpur, Mahmud, 287.

Shori (songstress), 300.

Somanath, 105, 347.

Subbanua of Mysore, 86, 87.

Tagore, Rabindranath,t'/f/es»i voce.

Tagore, Rajah S. M., 285, 347 seq.

Tansen, Miyan, 83, 84.

Tiagaraja, 84-6 ; Ex, 379.

Tuka Ram, 300.

Tumbiiru, 75, 76.

Indian mythology, 76.

rhythms in European music, 223,
"224.

singing, 13.

infinite series, 125.

instrumental, see vocal,

insti'uments, see Indian,

intensity of sound, 123.

intervals, the Fourth, 31, 44, 327.

mediately and immediately per-

ceived by the ear, 125.

quarter-tone, 108, 113, 117 seq.

septimal, 125.

sharjiened, 104.

the Third, 36, 325.

three-quarter tone, 21, 38, 39, 184.

tone and semitone, 101 and note,

109, 110 note.

vocal and unvocal, 322 seq.

intonation, 17, 18, 27, 100-33.

Irish pentatonic, 126 note.

i^ta, agreeable, identified with anu-
vadl, 114.

jagati, a metre, 194.

jcltaka stories, 74 and note, 78, 80,81.

jclti, species, Bharata's name for iir>(j,

112, 113, 140, 155.

jdttnl, mystery play, 286.

Jayadeva, author of Gita-Govinda. 83,
157, 286.

jayaylianta, gong, 79.

jhil or dhuii, 'ungraced' melody,
160, 286.

jtibilum, 'jubilation' of Plainsong,
250, 255, 276.

kabr, song of question and answer,
287.

kaisiki, hair's-breadth, 119.

kakali, flat, 119.

kalil, y oi' anudrifi(f, 256.
k(Va, speed-unit, 241.

kanftr, rim of drum-wall, 227.
kanjari, tambourine, 228.

karadivadya, arm-drum, 228.

karane, see dta (of drum).
karkhd, Rajput song, 300.

karsana, ligature, 257, 275.
kathd, form of song, 287.
Kauthtimas, a sect, 261.

Keats, 192.

khdlr, the blank beat. 29, 30, 57, 61,

208, 209, 230.

kharaj, drone, 280.

khydl, a kind of song, 165, 287.

kinnara, stringed instrument, 76 and
note, 81.

kirtana, song (Bengali), 286.
khianam, song (South India), 282.

kokkara, instrument of percussion,

44 45 228.

/i;oH(a;, flat,' 107, 'l 08, 142.

Krishna, 26, 76, 83, 286.

krsta, 'graced ', supplied with ligature

(karsana), 257.
krti, song (South India), 84, 282.

knista, first note of Sdman scale, 257,
"261.

krustddi, 'krusta, &c.', 257.

kuzhctl (kural), South Indian pipe, 32
and note.

laghu, short (note), 196, 200, 256.

luraz, fifth string of satdr, 78.

lascar, sailor, 19.

kij/a, tempo, 82, 241.

legend, see India.

liiuma of Pythagoras, 127, 132.

Localities

:

Achilgarh, 60.

Allahabad, 231; Ex. 9-13.

Alleppey, Ex. 51-4.

Am ritsar, 231.

Bangalore, 251, 252 ; Ex. 17-26.

Bhavnagar, 60, 90, 209, 229.
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Localities (conflnuecl)

:

Bombay, 231 ; Ex. 8, 7.

Calcutta, 24, 88, 91-9. 231. 267,

271,272; Ex. 16.

Delira Dun, 53-9.

Dharmsala, 56.

(xandhara, 262.

Gwalior, 8, 151. 287.

Jaunpur, 287.

Jhelum, 59, 60, 68, 69, 231.

Lahore, 230, 231.

Madras, 86, 87, 248, 251, 266, 269
;

Ex. 6, 27.

Maratha songs, Ex. 92, 93, 161 3.

Mussouri, Ex. 14. 15.

Mysore,9,86,230,251,252.-273note.

Nagpur, Ex. 28.

Negapatam, Ex. 72, 74-7.

Peshawar, 262.

Find Dadan Khan, 231.

Poona, 247, 324, 340 ; Ex. 4, 5.

Raipur (C. P.), Ex. 29. 30.

Tanjore. 8, 9, 46. 84, 85, 253. 268
;

Ex. 90, 91.

Trichur, and neighbourhood, P]x.

31-50.

Trivandrum. 88, 89 : Ex. 78-89.

Vraj, 299.

locrian (mixolydic) mode, 278.

long by position (syllables), 255.

Loti, see Pierre.

lotus, its connotation, 161 and note,

lullabies, see cradle songs.

derivation, 62 note.

maddaJe, cylindrical driuu. 228; Ex.

37, 48._

inadJiija, middle (octave), 107, 114.

middle {^ndl), 108 and note.

of temj)0, moderato, 241.

madhyadi, a form of common time,

207.

niadhyama, 142 seq.

ma-grama,\m, 110, 136, 140; Ex. 351.

Magyars, 186.

Mahdhhdmta, 114, 264, 287.

mahavyutpatti, dictionary, 155.

Mahommedan music, 16. 62, 89, 90,

125, 203, 287, 300.

Maitra, Mr. S. M., 6, 7.

major Third, see interval,

major Tone, see interval.

mdJavikdgnlmitni, play, fifth cent., 82.

Malay Archipelago, 204.

inandra, low, ll4.

lower octave, 107.

note of Sdman scale, 260.

mandragati, lower tetrachord, 140.

mdndukisiksd, treatise, 259.

mantras (spells), recitation of. 201.

Maoris, 260.

Maratha songs, see localities.

mdtrd, time-unit, 82, 156, 211, 256.

iiidtrdlal-sana, treatise, 256.

mdtrdvrtfa, 'time-unit-fixed', 193.

mediaeval Europe, 203.

i/ielal-aiia, group of Rdganis, 47 note.

106, 120 note. 139.

melodic figure, 70, 158. 159. 276.

melody, 4, 48, 49, 69-72, 100, 174,

Ciiap. XII.

inemoria technica, 120 note. 139, 209.

'merging', 118, 119, 127.

mese, see Greek.
mesopijlcuon, 121.

middle note of three, 121, 208.

Milton, 202, 203.

mind, the 'deflect', 183.

mJrh = vund.
niiira, ' mixed ', 138, 155.

misrdb, plectrum, 88.

mixolydian (hypophrygic) mode, 135,

136.

mixolydic, see locrian.

mode, see scale and mode, European
modes, and 217 (of time).

modulation, 136, 137.

Mohammedan, see Mahommedan.
mood, 5, 8, 107, 174.

mordent, see grace and 152.

morning, see day.

morris dancers, 16, 31.

Iiircchakaf ikd
,

-piny , sixth cent., 76, 81.

mrdangai drum, 10, 89, 226, 227.

Hidrchana, mode, 82, 107, 113, 141.

)iidrrhha nu. grace note. 106. 152, 281,

286.

»nlrki, trill, 800.

niusica ficta, 42, 134. 152. 175. 178,

275 note.

musical Ass, the, 82.

musical hand, the. 260, 261, 264.

Myers, Dr. C. S., 48 note.

ndgari, kettle-drum, 228.

iidgasaram (South India) or shahna!

or surnai (North India), oboe of

strident tone, 46, 59. 78, 236, 237.

naqqdrah, see drum.
Ndrada. patron saint of music, 74, 75,

76.

iidnidasiksa, treatise on music, 74, 75,

259, '264.

nasal tone, see singing.
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natyasastra of Bharata, 74, 75, 105,

193.

nlca, low. diatonic, 271. 278.

itidhana, coda oi Sdman, 254, 275.

nisdda, note of" scale, 142, 263.

North Amevican Indians, see Chippe-
was.

notation, vi, 83, 157, 267, 273.

notes kept in reserve, 329.

nydsa, final (note), 141, 153, 277 note.

' occupation ' songs, 19-26.

Olympos, 76.

omvi, Maratha song, 300, 337.

organ, 162.

Organum, 163 ; Ex. 272.

oxijpyknon, 121.

Pachtikos, 141, 156.

pada, song, 286.

pdda, quarter-verse, 193, 286.

pallavi, section of song, 86, 281.

pahcama, fifth note of secular scale,

142.

fifth note of Sdman scale, 260.

of time, 203.

Fancatanftv, fables about the fifth

cent., 82.

parand, drum-variant, 230. 231.

partials, see upper partials.

participant, 178.

parvaii, what can be sung in one
breath, 200, 251, 255, 276.

passing notes, see substantive.

Pater, Renaissance, 340.

pentatonic scales, 122, 123. 126 and
note, 135 ; Ex. 353.

perfect consonance, see sammditva.
Petrie, 126 note,

phonograph, 17, 50, 90.

phonographed tunes, Ex. 42, 43. 103,

154-7, 330, 333, 334, 356, 357,

359, 360, 364, 365. t>ee pp. 48
note and 348.

Phrygian (doric) mode, 178, 276-8.

pianoforte, 16, 18.

^:)i"co/to,water-raisingapparatus,21,22.

Pierre Loti's Ulnde, 10-14.

plagal tunes, rare, 48.

Plain-song and Sdman, 250, 255, 275

note.

pliita, prolate (prosody), 200, 255, 256.

Plutarch, 130, 173 note.

Polak, Herr, 164.

'popular' music, 152, 340, 341.

povdda, chivalric song, Maratha
country, 46, 300.

pracaya, 'drone ' note of Sdman, 247,

258, 265.

prakrti, substantive (notes), 273.

pramdna, indicative, determining
(sriitij, viz. the comma of Didy-

mus, 112 seq.

prastdra, changes (as in bell-ringing i,

155.

prastdva, introduction, 253.

prathama, note ofSdman scale,257 seq.

prntihdra, section of Sdman, 254.

prati-niadhyaina, 'false' madhyania,

119, 133, 139.

pratytitkrama, acciaccatura, 275.

prosody, 196, 203.

Ptolemy, 140.

purvdixiha of the Sdmaveda, 250.

inispastdva, treatise, 258, 261, 274.

pyhnon, see Greek.

Pythagoras, see limma.

quantitative language, 191.

quarter-tones, 129, 130, 151, 345.

quintal harmony, 124, 173, 277.

quintuple, see five-rhythm.

Kdg
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Rd(j

Bilaskhiini Todi
Bilavala

Darbari Kanada
Desh
Dhanashii
Dinkapuria
Dipak ( = Marava)
Gaula
Grauii

Hannr(kalianJ
Hindol(a)
Jhinjoti (Jliijhit)

Jogi

Knfi
Kalangadii
Kalian(i)

Kamod(kalianj
Kanada
Kedara
Khamaj (Khambaz)
Lalat(a)

Lalit(a)

Malkos (Malavakauns)
Mallar(a) (Malhar(a')

)

Mand
Marava
Multan(I)

Myacha Mallar
Paraj(a)

Pilu

Puria(kalian)

Purvl
Ramkali
Sarang
Sham(kalian)
Sindora
Sohani
Sorat
Sn-(rag(a))

Tilang(a) (Tilak)

TodT
Vasant(a) (Basant)
Yaiuan(kalian) (Iman-

kalian)

Rdciaiii (see p. 107)

Abhogi
Arablii

Gauri-manoliari
Mayamillavagaula
Mohanna
Mukliarl
NarayanT
Sitigaula

.Sankariibharaiui

Sii(ragam)

Instances

Examples
218
387
413-15
221, 394, 395
408, 409

450
433
384
381

179, 219, 308, 393
425

180, 301, 399, 400
424
268, 382

416, 493
278-81, 388-92
178,300,398
436, 437

380, 407
404
•-'26, 307
438, 439
429
403
435
417, 418
440
432
422, 423
330, 397

334
264, 434, 449
396
430, 431

217, 427, 428
298, 299
265-7

Instances

353

173

Discussion

Taffes

171.

155.

155.

318.

159. 171.

154.

170, 171, 318.

154, App. II.

89, 170, 318.

89, 156, 159, 170, 318.

159
154*, 171, App. JT.

175.

89. 171. 318.

318.

152.
150,' 173, App. II.

318,

App. II

121, 152, App. II.

318.

128, 318.

170.

818.

318, App. II.

126. 154, 174, it:..

155i 159.

818.

171.

121, 173, 318, App. II.

83, 90, 155, 170, 186.

90, 159, 171, App. I.

386
379
308. 385

Discussion

174.

155.

120.

86, 210.

119, 120.

86.
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yaga, particularization of mode, 8,

14, 15, 44, 56, 82^, 89, 90, 107
and note, 112. 282. and Chap.
VI.

rogavihodha, treatise by Somanatha,
74, 105. 106, 155, 182 note, 186.

yaymcila, ' picture ' ofa Edg, 163 note.
Rdmayana, the, 287.
ratnakara, treatise by f^ariigadeva,

74, 105. 110, 111, 119, 201 and
note, 202 note.

Ray, Indu Bhusan. poet. 6.

recitation. 201, '267.
reckoning by aksara, 200, 201.

by mdtra, 204 seq.

rekhtu, form of song, 300.
religious basis of music, 5, 6.

resonance of drum, 29. 227.
rests, 192, 193, 200.

Rgveda accent, 246 seq.. 260, 265.

recitation, Ex. 340.

rhythm, 27. 29, 49, 72, 98 ; Ex. 34,

42, 72, 129, 141 ; sef Chap. VIIT.

rkprdtiklkhija, treatise, 114. 258.
roha {— drohana), 275.

route through India, 17.

rsahha, 142, 263.

.s-rtrf/a, 'born of six ' (note of the scale),

142, 263.

m-</rdma, the, 106, 109, 136, 140,

343 ; Ex. 350.

'sailor's life, A', 135.

salanka, 'altered ', 138, 139, 155.

Salvation Army, 6, 43.

.-ncm, the first of the bar, 208 and note,

226, 230, 231, 322.

sama, applied to a note of the Sdman
scale, 260.

sdmaii, hymn melody. Chap. X.
scale, 258, 259, 263.

chants, see Ex. 344-8, 356, 357,

359, 360, 364, 365.

sdma-2)a>-ibhdsd , 258, 274.

Samavedu, 80', 142, 190, and Chap. X.
samhata, struck together = mmvddl,

114.

samhitd, text of Veda, 249.

sdmika, of the Sdmaredu, 122.

sarnpurna, heptatonic. 122.

samvddJ, perfect consonance, 108, 1 14,

138, 145, 266.

samvdditva, theory of consonance,

111, 261 seq.

Rancdri, section of song, 281.

Sankha, conch, 79.

sanklma, ' mixed ', 138, 153, 155.

ftanrialafa, lower than aniiddtfo, 247.
Sanskrit language, 10, 190-3.

poems recited, Ex. 8, 346.

authorities, 74, 80, 105.
sapphic, 195.

saptaka, octave, 107.

saraband rhythm, 213, 223.
Saraawatl, goddess of music, 16.

i-dnlfda vikndita, a metre, Ex. 307.

sargam, see siKtrd.

satdr, musical instrument, 78, 106,
172.

scale. Chap. IV. See Greek and
Sdman.

scansion, 193-200, 338.
schools of music, 9.

Scotch music, 71, 126 note, 174 note,

184, 185.

Scott's ballad metre, 193.
' Seeds of Love ', the, 154.

Seligmann, Di'., 48 note,

semitone, see interval,

septiraal interval, see interval.

Sesagiri Sdstn, 248 note, 250, 263.

shddam, hexatonic, 122.

shahnai or surnai, see iidgasaiyoii.

Shakespeare, 169.

sharp and flat, 107, 108.

sharp Sixth, 122, 125, 127.

sJiatkdIa, six-fold speed (treltle dimi-
nution), 85, 86, 241.

shatsntti, of six srittis, 118, 119.

b-ikharinJ, a metre, 197.

similar tetrachords, 138.

singdra, stringed instrument, 31.

singing, 89-91.

Sir William Jones, 187.

sJj/ahT, black plaster on drum, 227.

'slide', 66, 88, 190. See gh(n-s(t»(/.

iloka, 'floMring' metre, 193, 194.

snake-charmer, 208 ; Ex. 274.

solmization, 84, 149 ; cp. the musical
hand,

solo and chorus, Ex. 3, 9, 17, 18, 42,

54, 58, 72, 73, 74, 76, 77, 115,

122, 129.

soma, plant, 249, 250.

song, 78, 80-4, 341.

sojydnatn, temple songs, South India,

43.

Soutb Indian scale, see Carnatic.
' Sovay, Sovay ', 134.

sringa, horn, 79.

,s'>7<f/, enharmonic interval or note, 112,

113, 117, 127 and note, 132, 133.

sthdna, voice-register, 82, 114.

sthaiji, see asfai.
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.•^tohhu, jubilation, 250, 255, 276, 338.

stoma, group, 255.

atotra, stanza, 255.

stress and duration, 192, 223.
' strong ', see halin.

structure, 337-9.
' substantive ' and ' passing ' notes,

4, 100; see 141.

hiddha, pure, natural diatonic, 107,

118, 119, 138, 153, 155.

htkm, applied to a note of the Saman
scale, 260.

'super-particular' fractions, 124.

superscript accidentals, 17, 108, 109.

surdvarta, see svard.

siirbahdr, instrument, 88, 172.

surnai, see ndgasarnni.

surphakt{a) (sulafakata), ' zigzag
'

time, 216, 241 ; Ex. 111. See
Tdl.

svara, diatonic or chromatic interval

or note, 82, 107, 109 note, 142.

svard {sar(jam, sraixlvarta, siirdvayta),

sol-fa syllables to form cadenza,
84 and note, 85, 299, 314, 315,

342.

svdra, cadence, 264, 275.

svaramehfhuldiiidhl, treatise, 105,

119.

srardnfara, of four notes, 123.

smrita, Rgreda accent, 190, 246.

'sounded' or graced note of Sdnxin,

258, 259, 265, 275.

symbols of notation, 18, 200, 201.

tabia, pair of drums, 226, 227.

Tagore, Rabindranath, of Calcutta,

91-9.

his melodies, 92, 99.

his songs, Ex. 176-80, 263, 264,266.

his portrait (frontispiece), 92.

his method, 96 note, 250.

Tagore, Rajah S. M., 285 note, 347,

348, 351.

TdJ
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vadT, unison, i.e. starting point of

consonance, 108.

vakra, crooked, 153, 328.

valam, covered boat, Travancore, 38,

39.

varek, the ' deflect ', 183.

variation form, Ex. 12, 27, 38, 42, 43.

varja, transilient (q.v.).

varnavrtta, 'syllable-fixed', 193.

vasanta-filaka, a metre, 197 ; Ex.

280.

rihhag, see dvard.

vikrta, chromatic, 107.

passing-note, 273.

vilambifa, admjio, 241.

vlnd, stringed instrument, 9, 78, 79,

88, 112, 148, 171, 172, 183, 227.

vma/«, lengthened appoggiatura, 275.

violin, 8, 162.

virdma, rest (in music), 200 and note,

256, 276.
' visual ' music, 342.

vivddJ, dissonance, in particular the

semitone, 108.

vocal and instrumental, 150.

vocalizing syllables, 23, 280.

vocal scale, 276-9.

vrddha, increased (prosody), 251, 255,

256.

w irka, drumhead, 227.

watch, see day.
' weak ', see alpa.

whole tone consonance, 173.

Wilson, Lady, 164, 226.

'woods so wilde, the ', Ex. 377.

words of songs, 14, 50, 53.

Yajm-veda, 248.

yama, twins, 114.

Ydma, death, 78.

yoni, a borrowing fro the Sgveda,

250.

Zakmi Dil, Ex. 123.

Zalzal, Arabian musician, 185.

zamzama, see murkl.

Zoroastrians, 250.

Oxford : Horace Hart M.A. Printer to the University
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